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PREFACE
This report is one of three on the global competitiveness of ·U.S. advanced-1.eehnology
manufacturing industries requested by the Senate Committee on Finance (Finance Committee}.
In a letter dated September 27, 1990, the Finance P>mmittee directed the Commission, under
section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1332(g}), to conduct investigations on the
global competitiveness of the U.S. telecommunications, semiconductor manufacturing and
testing equipment, and phannaceuticals industries, and to furnish reports on the results of the
three investigations within one year. Following receipt of the letter, the Commission instituted
the ·three requested investigations, Communications Technology and Equipment (inv. No.
332-301), Pharmaceuticals (inv No. 332-302), and Semiconductor Manufacturing _and Testing
Equipment (inv. No. 332-303). Notice· of the Commission's institution of the investigation and
scheduling of a 'public hearing for January 17-18, 1991, in connection with the three
investigations was posted in the Commission's Office of the Secretary and published in the
Federal Register of November 15, 1990 (55 F.R. 47812). A copy of the Finance Committee
letter is reproduced in appendix A, and a copy of the Commission's notice of investigation and
hearing is reproduced in appendix B.

The three investigations represent the second part of a two-step process. Initially, the
Fmance Committee, in a letter dated June 21, 1990, asked the Commission to identify for the
purpose of monitoring, pursuant to sections 332(b), 332(d), and 332(g) of the Tariff Act of
1930, advanced-1.eehnology manufacturing industries in the United States, and from the list
compiled to recommend three for in depth study. More·specifically, the Committee requested
that the Commission (1) within 3 months of receipt of the letter, identify for the purpose of
monitoring, using criteria provided by the Committee and any additional criteria of the
Commission's choosing, U.S. advanced-technology manufacturing industries, and recommend
three of those industries as subjects for comprehensive Commission studies; and (2) within 12
months of the receipt of the Committee's approval (or modification) of the Commission's
recommendations, submit its report on three ~ustries the subject of comprehensive studies.
In response the Commission, on July 20, 1990, instituted investigation No. 332-294,
Identification of U.S. Advanced-Technology Manufacturing Industries for Monitoring and
Possible Comprehensive Study. Notice of the Commission's institution of investigation No.
332-294 wu posted in its Office of the Secretary and published in the Federal Register (SS
F.R. 30530) of July 26, 1990. Although a public hearing was not held, all persons were
afforded the opportunity to submit wriuen views concerning the industries to be -included on
the liSt and that may be the subject of a comprehensive study. A copy of the Finance
Committee's letter of June 22 is also set forth in appendix A.
The Commission's report on investigation No. 332-294 (USITC Publication 2319,

September 1990) wu transmiued to the Committee on September 21, 1990. In its repon, the
Commission identified ten advanced-technology indusuies and recommended the following
three for c()IJlprehensive study: communications technology and equipment; pharmaceuticals;
and semiConductor manufacturing and testing equipment In its letter of September 27, 1990,
the Committee acknowledged receipt of the Commission's report and approved the
Commission's recommendation concaning the three industries for comprehensive study.
In its June 21 letter, the· Commiuee requested that the Commission, in identifying the
industries to be monitored, consider the following criteria as well as any other criteria it might

choose-

.

(I) Industries producing a product that involves use or developmenl of new or
advanced technology, involves high value-added, involves research and
development · expenditures that, u a percentage of sales, are substantially
above the national average, and is expected to experience above-average
growth of ~and in. both domestic and international markets; and
(2) benefits in foreign markets from coordinated--Olough not necessarily sector
specific-;>olicies that include, but are not limited to, proLection of the home
market, tax policies, export promotion policies, antitrust exemptions,
regulatory policies, patent and other intellectual property po~icies, assistance
in developing technology and bringing it to market, technical or extension
services, performance requirements that mandate either certain levels of

i

invesunent or exports or transfers or technology in order to gain access to
that counuy's market. and ocher forms of government assistance.
--~.The Co~mi~ req~ested that lhe rep0rt of the three industries to be selected include at
least the following infonnatiOl)Ex_isting or ProPosect f~ign gove~t policies that assist or encourage
these industries to remain or to become globally competitive, existing or.
proposed .U.S. G0verrunent policies that assist or encourage these industries
to remain or become . globally competitive, and impediments in the U.S .
.economy iltat inhibit increased competitiveness_ of_. these U.S. industries.
·A consolidated public hearing in coQnection with investigation Nos. 332-301-303 was held
in the Commission Hearing Room on January 17, 1991. Persons appearing at the hearing we~
required to file requests to appear and prehearing briefs by Janwuy 3, 1991, and ro file any
J)os~earing briefs by January 31, 1991. In lieu of or in addition ro appearances at the public
hearing, interested persons were invited to submit written statements concerning the
investigations. The Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of Washington, D.C., and the
Industtjal Biotechnology Association of Washington, D.C., w~re the only interested parties that
presented testimony at the public hearing in connection with inv. No. 332-302 (see app. C).
The information and analysis provi<:fed in this report are for the purpose of this report only.
Nothing in this report should be construed to indicate how the Commission would find in an
~~vestigation conducted under statu(9ry authority covering the same or similar subject mattei.·
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In ·1990•. the world market for ethical 1 phannaceutical products was valued at approximately
$147' billion. The top three companies in that year. in tenns of ethical drug sales, were Merclc (United
Swes)-with $6.4 billion. Glaxo Holdings (United Kingdom) with $5.4 billion. and Bristol-Myers
Squibb (United States) with $4.9 billion. Of the top 80 phannaceutical firms worldwide in 1989.
U .S .-based companies. well established in the world market. accounted for approximately 40 percent
·of global sales of ethical phannaceutiCals in that year.
U.S. and Western European finns historically have had sttong research programs. introducin§
· almost 90 percent of the new products tha1 have entered the world market during the Jml 50 years.
During 1940-88, U.S. firms accounted for about 62 percent of the new drugs inttoduced and Western
·European firms about 27 pen:ent. Industry soun:es cite a number of reasons for U.S. producers'
continued strength. including "an unencumbered U.S. economy" (in tenns of price controls and
cost-containment progl'W!ls). and the fact that the United States has long been the centerofR&D for the
·
pharmaceutical industry.3
The competitiveness of a U.S. phannaceutical finn hinges on its capability to develop innovative
and profitable products. Between 1976 and 1990. the cost of developing a pharmaceutical product in
the UniJed States increaSed from $~ million to $231 inillion. 4 The high cost of developing a drug is
attributed to several factors. including the uncertainty of success and the industry-wide trend towards
dev..elopment of products to treat chronic diseases. Only 1 out of every 4.000 to 10.000 compounds
disc9vere<t can be marketed commen:ially; after which, a company has less than 10 years to partially
· recoup its R&D investment before its patents expire and generic manufacturers enter the market or a
·"me-~~ drug is created by a competitor.
The pharmaceutical industry finances its R&D expenditures primarily through revenues accrued
from the sales of its products. Domestic or foreign government policies that reduce such revenues can
weaken ·the competitiveness of the pharmaceutical industry in a specific country and. therefore.
strongly affect the global pharmaceutical industry. This report examines the effect of regulatory
policies~ intellectual property rights (IPR), pricing/cost containment, product liability. taxation, R&D
iJK;entives, expon policies. and tariff barriers on the competitiveness of the U.S. industry.
.

.

.

.,.· :In genefal, government policies affect all firms selling or producing in a particular c~try/region,

iePtdless of parentage. It is important. however, to distinguish between policies tha1 affect the
competitiveness of the suppliers located in a given geographical area and those that affect the
.profi'8)>ility of the industry globally. It should be noted tha1 inasmuch as a rountry 's industry may
derive much of its profits from its home market. policies implemented in that country, such as slower
regulatory ap~val procedures, could have more of an impact on domestic firms than on foreign firms
operating there. 5 Considering these effects, this report attempts to assess the ability of the United States
to maintain its preeminence in the phannaceuticals sector, particularly its potential to retain its share of
global sales and R&D productivity.
1 An "ethical" )X'oduct is one that is available only through prescription. Ethical products can be either
patented or nonpatenled (i.e., generic).
3 This slUdy primarily examines the innovative pharmaceutical industries in the United States, Western
Europe. and Japan. For the purposes of this study, Western Europe is defined primarily as the EC and Switzerland.
The Japanese industry, although historically not as innovative as those in the United States and Western Europe, is
expected to become a strong competitor within the next 10-20 years as a result of its efforts to develop new
products and to expand globally.
.
.
3 Ttie U.S. industry is defined as all producers in the United States, including subsidiaries of foreign-based
finns.
4
This amount includes the costs associated with bringing the drug through discovery, clinical testing.
development, and marketing approval. In the United States, approximately half of the cost of developing a drug is
represented by direct, "out-of-pocket" costs, whereas the remainder represents the cost of capital, or the
"opportunity cost" The values for 1976 and 1990 expressed in constant (1982) dollars are $86 million and
$197 million, respectively. ·
.
·
5 For example, acc'ording to a re)X'esentative of PMA. U.S. pharmaceutical sales accounted for 55-57 percent
of total Jiiarmac~tical sales of U.S.-based innovative companies in 1989.
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The highlights of this report are as follows:
• The competitiven~ of the U.S. pharmaceutical io.d~try, as well as the. in other
countries, depends largely on the abiUty of firms within the ,industry ,to ~develop'i!lnovative
products. Innovation, in turn, depends on the ability to fina~ce, R&D..
' · · : , · <, •· ·:·.
.

.

. .

.

.

:·

. :.

For the purposes of this report. competitiveness in~ phannaceutical indu~try was determined by
global market share and research and development productivity. Economic analysis revealed that high
levels of R&D-correlated spending, relatively large R&D sWTs, and a large number of salespersons
have a positive effect on global market shares. Second, the analysis also indicaled that R&D spending
has a positive effect on R&D productivity, but the effect diminishes beyond some poinL In addition,
the size of the finn and the general level of R&D activity within a country each have a positiv~ impact
on productivity as well.
·
·
Competitive pharmaceutical firms commit many resources to developing and· martetjng their
products around the world. More imporomt. these firms tend to be relatively large, both in. terms of
their R&D staff and overall sales, which suggests efficiencies associated with large-scale operations.
•

Government policies, both domestic and foreign, have a more significant
effect on the level of industry innovation than many of the ot~er factOr.s
studied in this report in that they can reduce revenues, which fund the
· .
. · · • .· ' "."
R&D necesury to remain competitive.

The global industry largely finances its own R&D efforts by reinvesting a portion ofi~·~~;i~~..
Therefore, policies that reduce such revenues, both on a domestic and an iDternatiQnal basis,, CaP;,
weaken the competitiveness of individual industries. Such policies can alSo result in the mi~ii~n of
R&D facilities if companies judge that the environment is not conducive to innovation. . , : ·

The period of market exclusivity for innovative products bas become considerably slJ<>~ in the
United States, Western Europe, and Japan during the ~tdecade, given the increase i~ the.ti~:~~
to bring a pharmaceutical product to market Erosion of the product's period of ~t_exclusivit}' can
reduceacompany'sabilitytorecoupsomeofitsR&Dexpenditures. lntheUnitedSWes,forexamp,,~~•.
the average development time6 for pharmaceuticals is about 10.6 years. The speedier entfy of~~~- .
products onto the U.S. market per the provisions of the Waxman-Hatch Act ti8s ~ decrease<fpIQduct ;
lifetimes. It is estimated that whereas in the United States the average new 'chemical entity (N.CE)
recovers its R&D investment in 19 years, the average length of the effective parent·: life"o.f a
phannaeeutical in the United States bas declined to 10 y~ and 10 months from 15 years iD'tliC e&r,ly
1%0s.7 Patentrestoration pn)grams enacted in the United Stares and Japan offset this to same extent•by
allowing an additional period of market exclusivity.
,. . ;
· .,
,,., :'.; i .; ..,..

i:

Price control and cost-containment programs can limit or reduce· revenues to fimis~' thereby
potentially deereasing R&D expenditures." Many industry sources have expi'e~ coneem' that the
U.S. industry. will lose revenues due to the recent implementation· of cosHOntainment provisions
under Medicaid, citing the results of such prpgnims in Wes~ Europe and Japan. The actiJal poruQsi of
company sales affected at this time is relatively small. If, however, proposed modifications to the
legislation are enacted and if third-party insurers adopt similar programs, reveQues used~to finance
R&D will diminish and, in turn, the competitiveness of the u~s. industry couid suffer.
·
·
.Other U.S. Government policies that have affected the ability of U.S. industry to compete are~
U.S. Drug Export Act, produet liability standards, certain aspects of the u.s: taX code, and recent
changes in the EC's procedure for granting duty suspensions for European exports of pharmaceuticals:
The last of these may effectively limit the availability of duty suspensions for pharmaceutical
~ucts
.
.
~

·~

6
Development time includes laboratory and animal testing, clinical trials, and FDA approval of an NOA .
submitted for the product.
·
·.
7
An NCE, as defined by the FDA. is a drug for which the active ingredient has not been previousiy marketed
[approved] in the United Stales for use~ a drug producL. The term has often been used in the literature and by
industry, however, to refer ro products that have been approved either in the United Siates or elseWhere, For
instance, a global NCE, as referred to later in this repon, is defined as an NCE that has been approved/marketed in
at least 1 countries, including the major pharmaceutical markets (see footnote 4 in Chapter 5). It should be.noted
that the tenn "NCE" does not in itself designate marketing approval.
·
·
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for numerous reasons. The U.S. Drug Export Act removed, at least partially, a disincentive to
manufacture certain unapproved drugs domestically. Concerns exist, however, that the current
structure of the Act limits the competitiveness of the industry in export markets. Other countries
reportedly have not enacted similar legislation. The U.S. product liability system, according to
industry sources, has resulted in a decline in the competitiveness of U.S. companies compared to
foreign firms. Companies have also expressed concern about certain aspects of the U.S. tax code,
including Section 861 and those actions pertaining to the research and experimentation (R&E) tax
credit and the cost of capital.
• The global industry has been undergoing increasing consolidation as companies attempt
to: (l)extend geographic reach; (2) broaden product portfolios; and (3) perhaps most important,
spread the risk and costs associated with R&D.
This consolidation has ranged from mergers to strategic alliances. A number of Western European
and Japanese firms are participating in strategic alliances with U.S.-based firms as a means of entering
the U.S. market. In thecaseofJapan,continueddownward pressure on prices is reportedly prompting
many Japanese firms to establish operations in Western Europe and the United States. Most of Japan's
recent building expansion and merger and acquisition activity has been in Western Europe, possibly in
anticipation of the growth opp0rtunities that will result from consolidation of this market after 1992.
Participation in this market will allow the Japanese to learn to operate under the regulations and
guidelines of EC drug regulatory authorities as well as establish the marketing forces necessary to
increase their share of sales.
• Biopharmaceuticals are expected to account for an increasing share or pharmaceuticals
production in the United States, Western Europe, and Japan within the next decade.
Biotechnology provides an alternative and promising route into the pharmaceutical market
Although biopharmaceuticals currently account for a relatively small share of the global
pharmaceutical market, industry sources expect that this situation will change within the next decade.
Many small new companies exploiting discoveries in biotechnology have begun to produce new
pharmaceutical products. 8 This proliferation, however, has been concentrated mainly in the United
States during the 1980s, as the result of the creation of a new technology; the ability of individual
scientists to both discover and produce new products using this technology; and readily available
U.S.-based venture capital looking for promising investment possibilities.9 Government policies are
likely to have a significant effect on the continued development of the industry, particularly in such
areas as patent and environmental protection.

('

As the availability of venture capital declines in the United States, firms from other countries,
particularly Japan, are entering through strategic alliances with U.S. producers. The Japanese
biotechnology industry is reportedly in a position to become a major competitor in the world market
At present, the strength of Japan's biotechnology industry lies in its experience in process refinement
Japan's biotechnology industry is actively seeking to obtain new biopharmaceuticals from innovative
world drug finns through strategic alliances such as joint ventures and cross-licensing. Once new
biopharmaceuticals are obtained, the Japanese, with their experience in process refinement, could
obtain a larger share of the global market However, for Japan to become a major world competitor in
the industry, more emphasis must be placed on basic research to originate more global NCEs.

8
Office of Technology Assessment, New Developml!nls in Biotechnology 4: U.S. lnvestml!nl in
Biotechnology. 1988.
9 Unpublished USITC staff working paper on biotechnology, 1990.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The globalization of the pharmaceutical industry in
recent years and ongoing concerns regarding . the
viability of the United States industrial~ have led to
an increasing focus on the activities of oix:rations
located in the United States and on the operauons of
U.S.-owned corporations in the international market.
Although considered globally competitive by many, the
U.S. pharmaceutical industry . faces a number of
pressures that cumulatively could have a significant
adverse impact on its future competitiveness. · These
factors and their effects on the industry are the focus of
this study.

Purpose and Approach of Report
This report, as requested by the Senate Committee
on Finance, will identify, compare, and analyze the
principal determinants of competitiveness in the U.S.
pharmaceutical industry. The report will address such
factors of competitive performance as U.S. and foreign
government policies, research and development (R&D)
productivity, and sttuctural change within the industry
to provide overall assessment of the performance of
the U.S. industry during the past 5 to 10 years. The
report will also examine and compare these factors in
Western Europe and Japan. 1

an

The data required for this report have been
gathered from primary and secondary sources and
through
extensive
interviews
with
industry
representatives, associations, and government otracials
in the United States, Western Europe, and Japan.
Additional information. was obtained from the public .
hearing held on January 17, 1991, al the Commission
in Washington, D.C. Commission staff also met with
representatives of the Pharmaceutical Manufact~
Association (PMA), which represents nearly all major
pharmaceutical finns in the United States. Officials of
the U.S. Food and Drug Adminisuation (FDA) and the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and representiuives of
the Industrial Biotechnology Association (IBA) also
have been helpful in providing information.

. Scope and Organi7.Btion of Report
Scope of the Report
The ability of U.S. pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceuticall ftnns to remain highly competitive
1
For the purposes of this study, Western Europe is ·
defined primarily as the EC and Switzerland. The Japanese·
industry, although historically not as innovative as those in
the United States and Western Europe. is expected to
become a strong competitor within the next 10-20 years as a.
result of its efforts to develop new products and to expand
gwbally.
·
2
Biophmmaceuticals are broadly defmed as
.
pharmaceutical products produced through the use of
biotechnology.

with other global producers will depend not only on
factors such as future R&D commitments by. these
firms, but also on the nature of national health-care
programs and national and foreign government
policies. Therefore, this report examines a number of
government policy issues, ranging from price controls
and cost-containment programs to levels of intellectual
property right protection worldwide. Regulations that
affect the marketing of new pharmaceutical products3
and the development of biophannaceuticals also are
studied.
Additionally, the linkage of industry
performance to trends and regulations in related areas
of the economy such as health care is addressed by the
report.
. Although
this
report
emphasizes
the
U.S. phannaceutical industry and its competitiveness, it
also discusses and compares the phannaceutical and
biophannaceutical industries in Western Europe and
Japan. These geographic areas were chosen for
inclusion since they are currently the most active in the
global market, both in terms of sales and innovation.
In examining the competitiveness of the
U.S. phannaceutical industry, the report focuses
primarily on innovative companies (i.e., comF.ies that
develop new · chemical entities (NCEs) through
extensive R&D programs), including companies that
produce biopharmaceuticals. Innovative companies
usually market brand-name ethical5 preparations, as
well as other products.6
·
This report also considers the impact of
competition from generic products on the
phannaceutical industry.7
Upon expiration of a
pharmaceutical product's U.S. patent, companies,
including the brand-name producer, are free to develop
>In this report, the terms "pharmaceutical preparations,"
"pharmaceutical products," ancl "drugs" are generally used
interchangeably to refer to pharmaceuticals in dosage form.
Any exceptions are explained in context in the texL 1lie
tenn "new chemical entity," or NCE, is used as indicated in
footnote 4.
4
An NCE, as defined by the FDA. is a drug for which
the active ingredient has not been previously marketed
[approved] in the United Stares for use in a drug product.
The term has often been used in the literature and by
industry, however, to refer to products that have been
approved either in the United States or elsewhere. For
instance, a global NCE, as referred to later in this report, is
defined as an NCE that has been approved/marketed in at
least 7 countries, including the major pharmaceutical
markets (see footnote 4 in Cha_Pter S). It should be noted
that the term "NCE" does not m itself designate approval
has been granted.
·
5 An "ethical" product is one that is available only
through prescription. Ethical products can be either
~led or nonpatented (i.e., generic).
6
Brand-name products also have generic, or common,
names, even if a patent is still in effect. For example, two
. brand·name antiulcer products are Tagamet and Zantac.
The generic names for these products are cimetidine
hydrochloride and ranitidine hydrochloride, respectively.
7 "Generic" is defmed as being nonproprietary and ·
denoting a drug name that is not protected by a trademark
and that is usually descriptive of the drug's chemical
slJ'Ucture. A glossary that includes these and other terms is
provided in app. G.
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nonbranded (generic) versions of the formerly·paiented
product and, pending FDA approval, market them in
the United States. By 1995, the U.S. patents on
approximately 200 products will expire, potentially
expanding the generic market by approximately
$6 billion during 1990-95.8 Nonprescripbon, over-thecounter (OTC) products will not be discussed in detail
in this repon.
The development of the U.S. biotechnology
industry is discussed with particular emphasis on the
biopharmaceutical producers, who are becoming ,an
increasingly important competitive factor and are
affected similarly by many of the issues that confront
~·U.S. pharmaceutical industry. Biopharmaceutical
ritanufact~ use living organisms to produce
pharmaceutical products through a research-intensive,
multidisciplinary range of technologies.
'

Products
·Pharmaceuticals (medicinal drugs) are used in the
prevention, diagnosis, alleviation, treatment, or cure of
disease in humans or animals.9
Pharmaceutical
prOducts can be grouped in several classes, including
ethical preparations, generic products, and proprietary
i)roducts.10 Ethical products accounted for about
80 percent of sales of pharmaceuticals worldwide
during 1988-89.
Phaimaceuticals .are defined unde'r the Standard
I~duslrial Classification (SIC) c~ 283 "Dnigs." this
classification includes SIC 2833 "Medicinal Chemicals
and BOumical Products" and SIC 2834 "Pharmaceutical
Preparations," which traditiorially have constituted the
majority of shipments under SIC 283.
·The production of drugs takes place in two major
manufacturing stages. The first stage is the production
of pure pharmacologically active chemicals in bulk
fonn (SIC 2833), either by conventionat methods or
through use of bioengineering procedures. These
chemicals are often called "active ingredients." The
second stage is the formulation of these concentrated
pharmacologically active components into dosafie
form, or pharmaceutical preparations (SIC 2834).
Pharmaceutical preparations are typically the pure
c~micals plus inert substances such as diluents · or
extenders. Pharmaceutical preparations are available in
several forms, including pills, capsules, tablets, creams,
and lotions. Some major therapeutic categories in
which these produ~ts are classified are:
Antihistamines
Anti-infective agents

Antineoplastic agents
(i.e., anticancer drugs)
Cardiovascular drugs
Central nervous system agents
Gastrointestinal drugs
Hormones and syn~tic substitutes
Vitamins
· In 1989, cardiovascular and central nervous system
(CNS) products were the two leading categories of
ethical drugs in terms of U.S. sales; anti-infective and
cardiovascular products were the two leading
categories -9v~.
Differences in the leading
categories of products in the United States and Ovel'SC$
primarily reflect differences in marlceting/consumer
iriformation, soc'ioeconomic factors, and demographic
factors.·
The focus of R&D perform~ by the industry has
shifted over the last JO years. In 1977, much of the
R&D underway was in the area of anti-infective drugs.
More recently,. however, as companies try to address
the trea1111ent of diseases such as bean disease. cancer,
arihritis, and chronic geriatric diseases, the emphasis
has shifted to R&D in the areas of cardiovasco1ar
products, antineoplastic
products,
.
,·
. and CNS products.
,

"•

·k!~fl!W'es of. competitiveness
Market share, profits. aitd productivity can be used
to measure the relative performance of a coumry•s
industry or individual firms in the intematiolial market
Because the pharmaceutical industry relies heavily on
R&D, product innovation, asses.wents of the indusUy
often focus on ·R&D productivity as well as OUlput
m~ures such as the number of globally succ::esmd
NCEs.
. The global pharmaceutical industry tnuiscends.
geographical barriers and distinctions of geographical
boundaries have been funher blurred by recent mergers
in the industry that 'have created entities such as the
"transnational" SmirhKline Beecham.12 Aggregate
m~ures of .the industry's perfCl'1118DCe can be
constructed on the basis of either geographic location
or ownership. Many data sources evaluate the industry
in tenns of geographic location (i.e., by including the
activiti~ of foreign subsidiaries producing in a given
location). Evaluation in tenns of ownerShip on the
other hand, is reasonable in that profits may be
repalriated to the home country. 13 MoSt of the
12 Although

8

U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. lndurial
Owloolc 1990, p. 50-3.
9 Stedman's Medical Die1ionary, 23rd edition, 1976, p.
423.
10

Proprietary products are nonprescription,
over-the-counaer (OTC) products.
11
Phannaceutical preparations are also called
pharmaceutical products in this report.
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SmithKline Beecham is considered by many

to be a "transnational" company, it should be noted dial die
finn 's global headquarters are in London. SmithKline USA .
is hued in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
13 See Henry G. Grabowski, "Innovation and
International Competitiveness in Pharmaceuticals."

Proceedings of the 2nd International Joseph Scluanpetu
Society Meetings (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan
Press, 1990), pp. 167·168.

industry-level infonnation included in this repon has
been collected, on the basis of geographic location.
unless otherwise indicated.
In ·general. government policies affect all fmns
selling or producing in a particular country/region.
regardless of parentage. It is. important. however. to
distinguish between policies that affect the
competitiveness of the . suppliers . in any given
geographical area and those that affect the profitability
of the global industry. It should be noted that inasmuch
as a given country's industry may derive much of its
profits from its home market. policies implemented in
that country. such as slower regulatory approval
procedures, could have more of an impact on domestic
finns than on foreign firms operating there.14
· Considering these effects. this repon attempts to assess
the ability of the United States to maintain its
preeminence in the phannaceuticals sector. particularly
its potential to retain its share of global sales and R&D
productivity.

Global producers
The global phannaceutical industry is a
multinational industry 15 that is highly regulated. capital
14 For exmiPie, according to a rep-esentative of PMA,
U.S. phannaceutical sales accomued for 55-57 pen:ent of
total pharmaceutical sales of U.S.-based innovative
com~es in 1989.
The multinational nature of the industry is
demonstrated by the number of companies that have
developed facilities in foreign markets in an effort to
overcome cultural differences and any barriers relared to
transportation, regulations, and/or import restrictions.

Figure 1-1
Global sales of To

intensive, and driven by large R·&o expenditures.16
primarily privately owned and is
leehno_logically sophisticated, especially in developed
countnes.

The industry is

In 1990, the world market for ethical
pharmaceutical products was valued at about
$147 billion. 17 The top three companies in that year, in
terms of ethical drug sales, were Merck (United States)
with $6.4 billion, Glaxo Holdings (United Kingdom)
with $5.4 billion, and Bristol-Myers Squibb (United
States) with $4.9 billion. 18 The top 80 phannaceutical
finns worldwide accounted for about 90 percent of
global sales in 1989. Of these 80 firms, U.S.-based
companies accounted for approximately 40 percent of
global sales of ethical pharmaceuticals (see Fig. 1-1 ).
The European-based finns in this grouping also
accounted for about 40 percent of world sales, the
majority made by finns in the United Kingdom,
Germany, and Switzerland.

Of the top 20 finns in the global industry in 1990, 9
were based in the United States .19 One reason for the
continuing commitment to high R&D expenditures and
the productive relationship between industry and
16 The top 40 firms in the global industry spent more
than $10-billion on R&D in 1988, reinvesting 15-17 percent
of their revenues derived from pharmaceutical sales.
17 Derived from the CountyNatWest Securities Ltd.
rankings.
.
11 The largest Japanese furn, Takeda Chemical Industries
Lid., ranked 20th in ethical drug sales.
19 CountyNatWc;st Securities Co. ranking.
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The U.S; and Western European firms iraditionally
. owned ·subsidiaries and .. 8 had majority· owned
:.subSidiaries.23
.
..
have U.S. industry's strong position in the ·world
market is its level of innovation, which, in tlDTI, is · : · iln 1986 it was estimated that 26 foreign
based on a number of factors including the domestic .:·. pharmaceuti~·firms, primarily European-owned, had
industry's unive~ity sc_ientists in basi~ research .. The
R&P and production facilities in the United .States.
U.S. phannaceubcal mdustry roubnely allocates
, Toi& assets of U.S. affiliates 9f companies based in
approximately 17 percent of its revenues from ~es of , Europe, as estimated for .1986, were valued. at
ethical pharmaceuticals to R&D, or approximately
.approximately $9.7 billion, of which $8.9 billion,' or
three .times the level al~oc~ by the remainder of, the ·... 92 percent. were accounted for by Western
chemical and related-o:idu.straes sector.20 ~ s~g
.Europe.an-based firms.24 Of the Western European
~h programs, mdicated by thear havmg
finns, the largest share of the assets was auributed ·to
mtroduced about 90. pe~nt of the new products ~t
firms with parents located in Switzerland (56 percent).
entered the world m8rlcet m the past 50 years. P_unng
In conttast, U.S. affiliates of Japanese finns
represented approxim~ly 3 percent of the totaJ.25
1940-88, U.S. !"ms accounted for about 62 pt2'Cent of
the new drugs mtroduced and Western European farms
Japan, a relatively new global competitor, is
about 27 percent.21
. approaching foreign markets on numerous fronts.
The continued increase in the cost of R&D is
The U.S. phannaceutical industry has invested
considered to be one of the driving· forces· behind the
extensively throughout the world. Investment by the
industry's current trend toward consolidation.
industry in developed countries accounted for about
Consolidation (i.e., mergers/acquisitions, joint
· 75 percent of total invesunent in 1986. Withiri this
ventures, Or Sb'ategic alliances) allows farms to share
subgrouping, as shown in figure 1-2, the majority of
the risks and the costs involved with bringing new
investment was in the 'EC (63 percent) and Japan'
products to markeL . It also allows farms, particularly .
(16 percent).22 A recent study indicates that of the 20
those 'wishing to enter the U.S. market, to expand their. ·
or so U.S. firms operating in Japan, 13 had wholly
geographical reach and balance product ponfolios. ·
20
"Changing Lineup Ahead for Global Drug Industry,"
Chemical & Engineering News, Dec. 17, 1990, p. 10. Of
the 16 U.S. firms, 11 are included within the top 20 firms in
the industry.
21 Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association (PMA)
PMA Statistical Fact Book - Facts at a Glance, December

19~p.19.

This figure is defmed as the "Total Assets of
Affiliates, Industry of U.S. Parent by Country," U.S.
Department of Commerce, U.S. Direct lnvestmDrl Abroad:.
Operalion.s of U.S. PorenJ Companies and TMir Ftit'eign
Affiliales (Revised 1986 Estimates).. July 1989.

21 "Competition

Intensifies as Japanese Lift R&D

Effon," Ewopean Chemical News. Ape. l, 1991, p. 18; · ·
2' Based on the countries indicated in U.S. [)epanment
of Commerce, FOTf!ign Direct lnvestmDll in the lfnild
Stales:

.

figure is defmed as lhe '"Total Assets of
Affiliates, by Industry of Affiliate by Country of Ultimale ·
2' This

Beneficial Owner''. U.S. Department of Commerce. F~ign ..•
· Direct /tivestmenl in·the. United StalU: Operoliclu of U~: .~ ,
Affilialu of FOTf!ign CompanUs (Preliminary 1986
· · .,: ·
Estimates), June 1988.
...

Figure 1-2
Total aasets of U.S. pharmaceutical affiliates, by country/region (percent}

Other 18% .

--->·

. Japan 16%
EC 66%

Develop6d countries
Source: U.S. Direct Investment Aboard.
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Continued innovation is one way for a company to
overcome (1) the loss of market share for its innovative
product that results from the entry of generic products
after the expiration of the company's patent or (2) the
launch of a strong competitive product As such, a
company facing gaps or dry spells in its drug
development pipeline is likely to enter into an alliance
with another firm, thereby gaining access to new
products. Figure 1-3 illustrates the dynamic structure
of the industry from 1970 to 1989 that resulted from
the introduction of ·new products, expiration of the
patent(s) on others, and consolidation.
Industry consolidation takes many forms, ranging
from mergers to strategic alliances. Strategic alliances
including licensing agreements can be quite varied in
structure, and equity investments. In the past five years
there have been a number of mergers in the industry
and many strategic alliances, particularly in the
biopharmaceutical sector.

Organization

suggestions for change. Chapter 4 discusses the
structure and performance of the phannaceutical
industry on a global and country basis. It also
discusses the biopharmaceutical industry, and trends in
both this sector and the pharmaceutical industry as a
whole.
Chapter 5 offers an economic analysis of factors
that
affect
the
competitiveness
of
the
U.S. pharmaceutical industry, including:
Factors influencing
the demand for
pharmaceuticals in the leading country
markets;26
Factors determining the development of NCEs
and the introduction of new drugs in these
markets; and

The determinants of market share and R&D
productivity for the leading international
producers of ethical drugs.

The analysis extends existing economic research
Chapter 2 provides a brief review of the economic
covering this industry by using data during 1983-89.27
literature and identifies certain determinants and
Chapter 6 provides the report's principal findings.
measures of compeuuveness in the
world
pharmaceutical industry. Chapter 3 identifies and
26 Countries included are the United States, the United
discusses government policies that affect the ability of
Kin~om,
Germany, France, Italy, and Japan.
the firms in the industry to remain competitive,
Given the focus of this study on international
including regulatory policies, price controls,
competition, questions regarding the social and private costs
intellectual property protection, cost-containment
and benefits of certain types of government policies and the
programs, taxation, and product liability. It presents
degree of competition within the U.S. industry are not
industry views on the effects of these policies and
examined explicitly.
Figure 1-3
Changes In world market rank of leading pharmaceutical companies, 1970-1989

1970

1980

1989

ROCHE

MERCK& CO

MERCK&CO

2

2

BRISTOL SQUIBB

HOECHST

3

3

GLAXO

CIBA-GEIGY

4

4

SMITHKLINE BEECHAM

AMHO

5

5

CIBA-GEIGY

LILLY

6

6

AMHO/ROBINS

STERLING

7

7

HOECHST

PFIZER

8

8

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

WARNER

9

9

BAYER

SANDOZ

10

10

SANDOZ

UPJOHN

11

11

LILLY

AB BO TI

12

12

PFIZER

SQUIBB

13

13

ROCHE

BAYER

14

14

RHONE-POULENC RORER

BRISTOL

15

15

MARION MERRELL DOW

Source: Reproduced with permission from Eli Lilly & Co.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITIVENESS IN THE
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
Introduction
Assessing
the
competitiveness
of
the
pharmaceutical industry requires (1) developing
definitions of competitiveness and measures by which
comparisons across countries can be made, and (2)
identifying and evaluating the detenninants of
competitiveness. 1 The economics literature covering
this industry and the assessments and opinions of
industry officials provide the ~is on which ·such an
assessment can be developed.
The first section of this chapter provides a brief
review of economic analysis pertaining IO the
competitiveness of the U.S. pharmaceutical industry.2
The second section provides a definition of
international competitiveness and identifies potential ·
measures of competitiveness for the phannaceutical
industry. This section als0 discusses seve.ral potential
determinants of competitiveness and delineates factors
affect supply and demand. conditions in the

==l

Review of Literature
Empirical economic analysis of the induStty has
concentrated primarily on factors influencing the
sqpply of ethical pharmaceutical products. Much of
the analysis is related IO or in response to the debate
regarding the economic effects of regulatory measures
and other government policies on the industty. For the
most part, this research has focused on the activities of
U.S. fmns in the U.S. marlceL 4
To date, however, empirical economic analysis of
die U.S. industry's competitive position in the
international market is· relatively limited. A major

;

\

1
It is important to keep in mind that this study and the
literature reviewed in this chapter focus on relalively large,
R&D-intensive, multinational fmns that operate in the
global market for ethical phannaceuticals. Subsequent
references to the phannaceutical industry in this chapter
concern this sector of the industry.
.
2 Appendix D provides a brief review of recent studies
that examine the issue of U.S. international competitiveness
in general.
3 The factors are those identified by the economic
literature covering this industry and by industry officials.
·, Relationships described in this section are exmnincd
empirically in chapter 5.
4
,
Over the past three decades, the structure Ind conduct .
of the industry and the efficacy and cost of its products have
been the subject of numerotis Congressional hearings and
subsequent legislalion. Much of the economic analysis
· regarding the competitiv~ of the industry rellleS
indirectly, if not directly, to issues which were raised during
these debaies. Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive ieview
of relevant legislation and government regulations ielared to
the pharmaceUticaJ industry.

constraint tO such analysis is the lack of adequate data
wilh which to test hypotheses concerning the
differential effects of U.S. and foreign -government
policies . on lhe U.S. industry and its foreign
com~IOrs. Nonelheless, the rapid globalization of
. the mdustry has prompted researchers to begin IO
examine international trends and identify faclOrs that
. specifically affect the perfonnance of the U.S. industry
in lhe global market. The following sections briefly
review economic research covering measures and
detenninants of competitiveness and the international
·
competitiveness of lhe .industry.

Measures and Determinants of
Competitiveness.
Over much of the past three decades, economic
researchers have focused on conditions of competition
wilhin the U.S. market ralher than the competitiveness
of the U.S. pharmaceutical industry in the international
market. Addressed has been the question of whether
the larger pharmaceutical companies have used lheir
market power to create effective barriers to entry
(through product and priC:e differentiation) to mainrain
conttol over segments of the market at the expense of
the consumer. Conventional measures such as price,
profit rates, R&D, and marketing expenditures have
suggested the possibility of barriers IO entry and some
degree of market power for firms. Also addressed has
been lhe question of whether the resources devoted IO
R&D and advertising actually add to conswner
welfare, given the duplicative nature of many "new"

drugs.

.

Other measures such as the rate of product
innovation and shifts in market share have been
examined IO detennine whether pharmaceutical
companies respond to competition. Some researchers
have cited these lauer measures as evidence that the
industry is highly competitive.s
Moreover, the
development of innovative, ethical pharmaceutical
compounds generally requires more extensive R&D
expenditures than eilher over-the-counter (OTC)
products or "me-too" pharmaceutical compounds.
Thus, researchers have contended that short-run
monopoly profits on specific pharmaceutical products
allow fmns to undertake long-term R&D that entails a
high degree of risk. They have suggested that policies
designed to reduce profits could undermine R&D
5 Cocks, for example, has asserted that although product
competition might result in resource misallocation in the
shon nm (through monopoly pricing), in the long nm it
would lead to competitive pieing behavior. Douglas L.
Cocks, "Product Innovation And The Dynamic Elements Of
Competition In The Ethical Pharmaceutical Industry," Drllg
Dew/opmenl and Markeling; Richant Helms. ed.,
(Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 1975),
pp. 225-254. See also, Henry G. Grabowski and John M.
Vernon, ''New Studies on Market Definition, Concentration,
Theory of Supply, Entry, and Promotion," Jssun in
Pltarmacelllical Eco~s. Robert I. Chien, ed.,
(Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1979), pp. 29-51.
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· efforts and thereby limit opportunities to develop NCEs
. with potentially significant social benefits. .
·. '/ Empirical' evidence regarding the relationship
, between · price and nonprice competition has been
· mixed. The results of some research indicate that in
the long run non-price (i.e., product) competition leads
. to price competition.6 · Other, more recent research
suggests. that brand name recognition is an impcirtant
factor; in some· cases firms· ·can maintain market share
without resorting to substantial price competition.7
Research also has focuse<l on factors affectiilg the
industry's performance and the performance of
individual firms within the industry. Industry tren~
during 1960-80 show a simultaneous decline in the
number of NCEs developed by U.S. pharmaceutical
companies and an increase in R&D expenditures.8
Various estimates show R&D costs increasinl
·significantly during this period and into the 1980s.
, The most recent estimate of out-of- pocket R&D costs
.per approved NCE is $114 million (1987 dollafs).10
6 See, for example, Thi D. Dao,"Drug Innovation and .
.Price Competition," Pharmaceutical 'Economics,
· •
(Stockholm: Swedish Institute for Health Economics), 1984,
· pj,. 207~2i6 .. In earlier research, Reekie concluded that ·
doetOrs act as "price sen,sitive agents" on behalf of .their
patients and tJtat patients also exhibit price sensitive ·
behavior by purchasing dnigs from discount so~.
'
Reekie's empirical result$ suggest that the industry exhibited
price .competitive bChavior during the period examined · · ·
. '
0958-1975). W. Duncan Reekie, "Price and Quality
Competition In The United•States Drug Industry," The·
·.
Journal of Industrial Economics, vol. :XXVI, No•. 3, March,·
1978, pp. 223.237;·
.
7
·
Richard E. Caves, Michael D. Whinston, and Mark A
Hurwitz, ..Patent Expiration, Entry, and Competition in the
U.S:' Pharmaceutical Industry," Brookings Papers: .
Microeconomics 1991, pp. 1-66. Caves,~ iii. suggestthat
innovative finns may compete by developing new drugs
which replace products that are about to lose patent ·
protection, Tite entry of generic products does not a\'P_Car to
re!iult in significant price competition between the onginal ·
branded j:lroduct and its generic competitors.
. 8 Although the absolute number of NCEs declined, the
number of therapeutically "valuid~le" new drugs did not · .
decline. Henry G. Graoowski, JoJin M. Vernon, and
Glenn Thomas, "Estimating the' Effects of Regulation on
Innovation: An International Comparative Analysis of the
Phm:maceuti~al Industry, Journal of Law and Economics,
vol. 21 (1), Spring 1978, pp. 133-163. .
·
· 9 Hansen, for example, estimated that the average cost of
R&D required to deVelop a successful NCE during the
1963~75 period amounted to $54 million (1976 dollars).
Ronald W. Hansen, 'The Pharmaceutical Development
Process: Estimates of Development Costs and Tunes and
the Effects of Prop,osed Regulatory Changes,'' lss/ll!S in ·
Pharmace"1ical Economics, 1979, pp. 156 and 180.
Wiggins subsequently estimated that for the 1976-8.5 period
R&D costs per successful NCE amounted tri $125 million
(1986 dollars). Steven N. Wiggins, 'The Cost of · ·
Developmg a ~ew Drug,~: Pharmaceutical Manufacturing . •
Association, 1987, p. 18. Both estimates factor in the
'·
oppo~ty costs of channeling funds into R&D rather th8n ,..:
alteqiative investments, Wiggins': estimate does not include
failed compounds.
.
·
·
10 Joseph A., DiMasi, Ronald· W. Hansen, Henry G.
Grabowski, and Louis Lasagna, ''The Cost of hmovation In
The Pharmaceutical Industry, Journal of Heallla Economics,

Lacy
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Including the opportunity costs of the funds allocated
to R&D raises this estimate ~ $231 million (1987
dollars) (see Fig. 2-1).11,12
, A number of researchers and industry officials have ·
attributed this apparent decline in R&D productivity to
the increased regulatory requirements generated by the
1962 amendments to the 1938 Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (FDCA). 13 Other factors may also have
· contributed to the increase in the cost of R&D. The
shift in R&D focus to the treatment of chronic diseases
~s one factor cited by researchers. 14 Another factor
· cited; but· not extensively analy7.ed, is increasing
liability costs faced by the iiidustty. lS More broadly,
:researchers have addressed the following issues:
L 'Factors driving R&D ·expenditures
(determinants ofR&D) and

.·

2. The way in which changes in R&D costs
and profitability have generated changes in
.. .. the .structure of the industry.

Determinants of R&D Expenditures
.. R&D .· . costs reflect factor prices, regulatory
requirements (primarily clinical trials to establish
safety and efficacy), concern regarding corporate
liability, the state of existing knowledge (i.e., how
much time has»to be devot.ed to the R&D ~).and
changes in technology that may result in more costly
testing procedures.'
·
·
·
'. ·· The_importiln~ of R&D has prompted a number10r
ailalySt8 .to e~amine die degree to w~ch regulatory and
technologi~- changes affect R&D costs and· the
potential effect ·cost iQcreases have on a firm's R&D
~ecis~<?n-~g.process. Some studies have compared
perfoi'manee of industries in other countries to
evaluate the effects of regulatory changes on the
u~s. industry,· ·However, instead of evaluating industry
performance across the major producer countries, the
research generally has uSed industry performance in
another country as a corittol measure.

me·

10-COlllblwd

vol. 10, no. 2, Jwy, 1991, pp. 107-142. The estimate cover's
NCEs first tested on humans during the 1970-82 period.
11 Ibid. ·The tot81 includes the costs of products that fail
in J'!'e-clinical and clinical testing,
·
· 12 1ds iJiteresimg (and pezhaps more accurate) to .
compare· the individual values presented in tenns of constaDt
(1982) dollars: Hansen - $86 million; PMA- $87 million;
Wi'Ains ~ SHO million; DiMasi et al. - $ 197 million. '
The amendments increased the scope of the Food and
Drug Admiriistration's (FDA) authority over the industry by
requiring that all drugs ~ught to market meet efficacy as
well;11S safefy standaJds. See Chapter 3 for a review. of
goverrurient regulations affecting the industry.
14 Wiggins, 'The Cost of Developing a New Drug."
The testing for ~cts to treat chronic conditions is time
consuming as a detailed understanding of the mechanism
involved is required if adequate forms of treatment are to be
developed. · ·
.
·
15 See, for example, Peter W. Huber and Robert E. Litan,
eds., The Liability Maze, Washington, D.C.: The Brookings
Instimtion, 1991.

Figure 2-1
Innovation: Drug
,

develop~nt co~

·

Millions $_ · ' , •

" -:':-',250 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,,......:.._ _

mm Indirect cost•
c:J Direct cost ·

....:...---'---'--------------~

2001---~---------"--...,..----------------

1501-----------------,---,-----------$125 million

1 0 0 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - $87 miHion - - -

OL---'---------'---L-.._________._...___ _ _ _ _ _..___.__ _ _ _ _ ___.____.
1976
. 1990
1982
1987
Year of Estimate
• Cost of money invested over time ("opportunity costs;
source: Reproduced with permission from PMA.

Grabowski, Vernon, . and Thomas (Gvi"), ,for
example, examined the effects of changes in die
U.S. regulatory process on the U.S. industty's R&D
productivity by compatjgg die perfQl'lllance of the
U.S. and U.K. industties.16 In addition, they examined
other ~ible factors responsible for the observed
decline in the U.S. industry's R&D productivity during
the i)ost-1962 period. 17 GVT estimated that regulatory
cluu,tges accounted for approximately one-third of the _
tolal increase in avenge · costs during the decade
following the 1962 amendments. They also found that
U.S. productivity declined at a faster rate than R&P
productivity in the United Kirigdom. They attributed
the differential to changes in FDA regulations.
Other research has examined the extent to which a
phannaceutica1 fmn's cash flow affects the level of its
R&D expenditures and :the impact of R&D cost
increases on the finn 's R&D activities. Wiggins
examined the decision-making ·of fmns · at various ·
stages in the R&D process in order to identify whether
or not any fundamental. changes in the process had
.occurred to help account for the increasing costs of
·R&D and the apparent decline iri R&D profitability.18
He concluded that responsibility - for decisions
regarding the - continuation of .research· projeets has
shifted from research scientists to financial
management officials within the firm at earlier stages
in the. R&D process. Companies have responded to.
. :increased risk by terminating research when projected
profitability was in doubt Wiggins aunl>uted this shift
to regulatory Stringency.19
· . · ·

·Grabowski and Vernon. attempted to identify why
pharmaceutical companies continued to invest in R&D,
given the below-average estimated returns ·on R&D
activity reported by some researchers. 20 They reported
that the availability of internal funds appeared to affect
16

Grabowski, Vernon, and Thomas, "Estimating the
.
Effects of Regulation on Innovation."
17 In addition to changes in the reglllatory process, other
factors included: depletion of research opportunities,
liability concam (as a result of the thalidomide episode),
and technological advances that prompted additional safety
testin~. Ibid., p. 133.
1 Steven N. Wiggins,

.

'The Pharmaceutical Research
and Development Decision Process," Drugs and Hea/lh,
Robert Helms, ed. (Washington D.C.: American Enterprise
Institute, 1981) pp. 55-83.
19 See also, John R. Virts and J. Fred Weston,
"EXpectations and the Allocation of Research and
Development Resources," Drugs and Heallh, Robert Helms,
ed. (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise Institute; 1981)
pp. 22-45; Steven N. Wiggins, 'The Impact of Regulation
on Pharmaceutical Research Expenditures: A Dynamic
Approach," EconOmic Inquiry, vol. XXI. January 1983, p .
126; and. William M. Wardell and Lorraine E. Sheck, "Is
Pharmaceutical Innovation Declining'?: Interpreting
Measures of Pharmaceutical Innovation and Regulatory
Impact in the USA. 1950-80," Pharmaceulical Economics
(Stockholm: Swedish Institute for Health Economics,
1984J. pp. 177-189.
.
· Henry Grabowski and John Vernon, 'The
Detenninants of Research and Development Expenditures in
the Pharmaceutical lndusiry," Drugs and Heallh, Robert
Helms, ed., (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise
Institute, 1981) pp. 3-20.
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firms' decisions regarding future R&D investment In
addition, perceived opportunities for future NCE
development affects R&D funding. In general, firms
respond gradually to past poor R&D performance.
They concluded that these factors tend to moderate
observed declines in R&D intensity.
· Subsequent research indicates that the imi>act of
regulation on R&D activity and the relationship of the
various other factors influencing the R&D process is
not as clear as indicated by earlier research. For .
example, when Wiggins examined data that were
disaggregated by therapeutic category, he found that
the number of NCEs in different classes declined at·
different rates.2 1 On the basis of these differences, he
concluded that nonregulatory factors had oontributed to
the decline in NCE development by U.S. firms.
.

.

Effects of Regulation on the Structure of the·
' ·
· Industry

D

More recently, Thomas examined the differential
effects of changes in FDA regulations after the 1962
amendments on the U.S. industry by ilsing data
covering trends in the U.K. industry as a basis for
comj>arison.22 He concluded that the regulatory
changes generated by the 1962 amendments had a
direct negative effect on smaller U.S. phannaceutical
companies because many of these companies produced
drugs that were not subject to extensive clinical review
under pre-1962 FDA regulations. This change shifted
the comparative advantage to larger firms that already
had the requisite infrastructure to conduct extensive
clinical· research. Thus, the regulations have reduced
competition for these companies in the short tun. .
. Thbma8 noted,· however,· that these structural
Changes . might have . occwred in .the absence 9f
increased regulatory stringency, ··Prior to_· 1962,
physicians were beginning to demand incre8sed testing
and marketing information in order ' to evaluate the
efficacy claims of the pharmaceutical nfanufacwrers.
In addition, pharmaceutical companies were beginning
to. respond ro potential l~bility ·risks. by inc~ing
clinical testing.
Changes in_ technology already
u_nderway in the early 19608 allo_wed , for .. more
sophisticated but more costly testing. Because of the
2 i. Ste~en N. Wiggins, "Effect of U.S: Pharmaceutical
Regulation on New Introductions," Pharmaceutical
Economics, B. Lindgren, ed. (Stockholm: Swedish Institute
for Health Economics, 1984) pp.191_-205. Wiggins tested
hypotheses concerning the extent to which: 1) the declil'le in
NCEs was the result of a decline in research opportunities;
2) innovation· was hampered by an increase in caution on the
. ~
part.of the industry and physicians as a result. of the_
thalidomide tragedy; 3) technological advancement allowed
for more elaborate, expensive testing; and, 4) changes~ iri ·
regulations following the 1962 amendments contn"buted to
escalating R&D expenditures.
·
·
22 By comparing the experiences of the U.S. and 'U .K
industries, Thomas distinguished between regulatory and
other (e.g. technological) changes. Lacy Glenn Thomas,
"Regulation and finn size: FDA impacts.on innovation,"
RAND Journal of Economics, Vol 21, No. 4, Wmter 1990,
pp. 497-~l 7.
.'
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high risk associated witli the development of succe_ssful
NCEs, companies had begun to evaluate the potepti.aJ
marketability of.NCEs -•earlier
development"sta'ges.
... -_.>- . . _,-;··.·
'('.'
Thomas concluded that FDA regulations have
increased
the
competitiveness . of. ' Ialger
·.U.S. phannaceutical . colnpanies ·relative to smaller
companies in the U.S. market. His ft'.~h suggests,
however, that delays in the review proeess ·compared to
the review process iJi the United Kingdom may have a
negative impact on U.S. companies' efforts in: the
international market 23
""~

International Competitiveness.
Although some of the research reviewed above
points to the potential effects of regulatory and other
policy changes on the U.S. pharmaceutical industry's
. activities in the international - market, research
~mpleted during the 1980s addresses this issue more
explicitly; . In·· 1983, the National Academy of
. Engineering (NAE) conducted a sfudy that evaluated
· the competitive staws of the· u~s: indilstry in the
· ., international ·market~ The NAE examined trends for
six measures of indqstrial perfonnance: research
effort, innovative output, production, sales, ~et
structure, and intematiorlal ttade. The reseai"chezs
distiilguished between those macroeconomic factors
. that tended to affect manufacturing industries in
general
those, tha~. Were . particular· to . the
_pharmaCeutical industry, ,1\vo. trends unique "lt>' -the
phannaceutical industry were ideritifted: the decline.in
U.S.-based drug ~uction as a percentage of world
drug ~uction and th.e decline in the u~s~ share of
world pharmaceiitical R&D.25 The s~dy identjfled th~
following factors as· contributors to the$C trends: · . :".
-) i: Foreiin nonrariir ~ fuu'.nezs;,. . · . · .!

and

'

•

'.

•

.-.1~ J U.S. Food. and
·.re~~ns;

·

'

1

•

.

<
'

Drug' . Administration :" ;
·

4.

Liability· regimes for con8umer prodllct
'claims·' ·
·
·
.
.
'
.
..\
5. , Antitrust policies that may reduce the .;,.
. ability of U.S. firms to achieve economies
·of seal~; and . , .

6~

.

.,

Tax inc~ntives ii,c R&D.26

''

.

''

'

'

\

23 Ibid., p. 514.
. .
.. '. ,
.
.
.
· ·· 2'·National Academy of Eiigfueering, TM Competilive
Status of tM U.S. Pharr'iiaeeUlical Industry: TM lnflsumces'
of Technology in Determining International Industrial ·
Competilive-Advanlage, WB:Shington, D.C.: National
.
Academy Preu, 1983, pp. 21-52
··
. 25 The study noted that the decline in U.S. drug
,
production \l!f&S not matched by a comparable declirie in the
production of other sectors of the~U.S. chemical industry. ·
'i'he decline in- the U.S. share of world pharmaceutical R&D
during the ~iochm~er eviiluation_was more rapid than that.
of other U.S. industnes.
. ·
·
~Ibid., ·pp. 4-5.

·,
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The NAE concluded that although the
U.S. industry was likely to remain a significant force in
the international market, decreases in various measures
of industrial perfonnance relative to other major
fr1temational pharmaceutical producers suggested that
the industry would lose its dominant position.27
The U.S. Department of Commerce's International
Trade Administration (ITA) conducted an assessment
of the U.S. industry's international competitiveness the
following year and concluded that the United States
was, and would continue to be, internationally
competitive.28 · Despite the generally positive
assessment of the industry, the study did identify a
number of policy issues that could affect the global
position of the industry. For example, the report noted
that efficacy and safety regulations tend to produce
positive, as well as negative, effects. The report
concluded that although U.S.-produced pharmaceutical
products had gained a worldwide reputation for quality,
U.S. companies were likely to be at a disadvantage
because of significantly longer U.S. regulatory review
periods..

Research based on more recent data than either the
NAE or ITA studies provides a more favorable
assessment regarding the competitive position of the
U.S. industry. For example, Thomas compared the
performance of the U.S. industry to that of other
countries' industries on the basis of a ten-nation
sample.29
He concluded that firms competing
successfully in the international market do so by
developing innovative new drugs that can be
successfully marketed in most major countty markets.
He suggested that a critical factor contributing to a
company's ability to compete successfully in the
international market is the degree of competition in the
company's home market. Three factors contribute to
competitive home countty markets: rigorous quality
restrictions on market access; high levels of publicly
funded biomedical research; and unregulated domestic
prices. Thomas argues that public policies that
rt
28

Ibid, p. 51
International Trade Administration, A Competitive

Assessment of the U.S. Phannace1'1ical lndwtry
(Washington, O.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1984).
291..aCy Glenn Thomas, "Spare the Rod and Spoil the
Industry: Vigorous Competition and Vigorous Regulation
Promote Global Competitive Advantages," WlpUblished,
October 1989. 1liomas reiterates one of the concerns
expressed by ITA in its assessment: naniely that the lengthy
regulatory review periods of the FDA were not necessary
and should be reduced.
.An earlier study by Parker attempted to rank regulatory
striitgency and measure effects of diffusion of drugs into 19
country markets. The results indicated that a greater degree
of.regulation in a country did not seem to affect
pharmaceutical companies' decisions to introduce drugs into
that country. A number of intervening variables such as
intellectual property rights protection, the siz.e of the market
and other exogenous factors may have affected the results.
John Parker, "Regulatory Stringency and the International
Diffusion of Drugs," Phannacewical Economics
(Stockholm: Swedish Institute for Health Economics, 1984)
pp. 139-159.

encourage the emergence of smaller pharmaceutical
producers (e.g., lack of product patents, quantitative
and other nontariff barriers, and pricing policies) can
hamper the long-run competitiveness of the country's
industry.
Recently, Grabowski updated and extended the data
reviewed in the NAE study and evaluated more recent
trends reflecting sales and R&D productivity for the
major producer countries.30 His assessment is similar
to that of Thomas.31 In terms of both ownership and
location, the United States has continued to be a
leading source of consensus drugs (i.e., those which
gain worldwide market acceptance) and should
continue to dominate the global market over the next
decade.32 Grabowski concludes, however, that changes
in government policies (such as the adoption of
cost-containment measures) could have a significant
adverse impact on R&D incentives, which would
subsequently influence the U.S. industry's performance
in the future. A recent report issued by the Council on
Competitiveness also hi~hlights issues cited by both
Thomas and Grabowski. The report emphasizes that
factor8 such as science education, funding for R&D,
and relative freedom from price control are i~portant
to the continued competitiveness of the U.S. industry.
Although researchers have begun to examine the
effect of government policies on the international
competitiveness of the U.S. industty, many. issues
remain unresolved. Two issues stand out: (1) the
impact of existing U.S. health policies and the potential
effects of various cost-eontainment proposals; and (2)
the impact of product liability exposure on industry
decisions regarding R&D.34 An examination of these
issues requires understanding the interaction of the
demand and supply sides of the pharmaceutical market
and the relationship of the pharmaceutical market to
the overall health-care markets.
Descriptive analyses of differences in heatth-care
policies provide a starting point from which to examine
the effects of health-care policies on the
pharmaceutical industry. However, these analyses do
not measure the actual effects of particular government
policies.35
30 Henry Grabowski. "Innovation and International
Competitiveness in Pharmaceutical," The Proceedings of the

2nd /nternaJional Joseph Schlllnpeter Society Meetings (Ann

Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1990),

pp. 167-185.

31 Thomas, "Spare the
32 However, measures

Rod and Spoil the Industry."
of R&D expenditures and
innovation during the 1979-83 period show that the Japanese
industry has improved its capacity to conduct innovative
research and produce consensus drugs.
33 Council on Competitiveness, A Competitive Profile of
the Drugs and Pharmace1'1icals Industry, Washington, D.C.:
Council on Competitiveness, March, 1991.
34 To the extent possible, these and other issues will be
examined in chapter 3 ..
15 European researchers have begun to examine the
economic effects of various countries' cost-containment
policies. For example, Huttin provides a descriptive
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Weisbrod, examining the interdependence of health
insurance coverage and technological development,
suggests potential effects that cost-containment efforts
may have on the pharmaceutical industry.36 The nature
of insurance coverage and changes in coverage can
create incentives for certain types of R&D. At the
same time, efforts to reduce the cost of phannaceutical
products could provide disincentives to R&D aimed at
pharmaceutical products that complement specific
medical technologies. Because of the length of time
required to develop medical and phannaceutical
technologies, the decision to undertake particular types
of R&D may be influenced by anticipated changes as
~ell as by current insurance coverage.17 Although this
research
does
not
examine
international
competitiveness issues directly, it does suggest
potentially positive and negative affects that changes in
government health-care policies may have on the
industry's development To the extent that the U.S. or
foreign industries rely on particular country markets,
such changes can affect their competitive positions in
the global market
Research covering the effects of generic
competition in the pharmaceutical market also
illustrates the difficulty of assessing the impact of
cost-containment policies on the industry. Caves, et.
al., for example, contend that generic competition does
little to depress pharmaceutical prices.38 Although
price competition does result from the entry of generic
competitors, price decreases are more pronounced
among the various generic products, rather than
between the branded and generic products. Factors that
influence competition include the life cycle of the
innovative drug and the role that physicians and
pharmacists play with respect to the choice of drugs to
supply.39
JJ-COlllitwed

comparison of policies in the U.K., Germany, France, and
the United States. Christine Huttin, "More Regulation or
More Competition in the European Pharmaceutical Market:
Some Europe-US price control comparisons," unpublished
paper, 1991. See also, Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, Heallh Care Systems in
Transition: The Search for Efficiency, (Paris: OECD),

1990.

36 Burton A. Weisbrod, 'The Health Care Quadrilemma:
An Essay on Teclmological Change, Insurance, Quality of
Care, and Cost Containment," Jownal of Economic
Literature, vol. XXIX, June 1991, pp. 523-552. The
teclmological innovation examined includes the
pharmaceutical as well as the medical equipment industry.
37 Ibid. In particular, see discussion on pp. 530-541.
38 Caves, Whinston, and Hurwitz, "Patent Expiration,
Entry, !Ind Comi)etition in the U.S. Pharmaceutical Industry.
See also, Norman V. Carroll, Chanapom Siridhara, and Jack
E. Fmcham. "Factors Affecting Market Acceptance of
Generic Drug Products: An Examination of Inherent Risk,
Price, and Maximum Allowable Cost Coverage," Akron
Business and Economic Review, vol. 18, no. 1, pp. 11-18.
39 Researchers have examined the effect physicians and
pharmacists have on the demand for pharmaceuticals. The
extent to which cost considerations affect the choice of
drugs is one hypothesis examined. For example, physicians
may not have information on the costs of drugs; therefore,
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Liability has been cited by researchers and industry
officials (see below) as a factor that increasingly may
reduce industry R&D efforts. To date, empirical and
anecdotal evidence for this view is somewhat mixed.
The literature suggests that R&D innovation focusing
on particular types of products (birth control devices,
oral contraceptives, and vaccines) has been negatively
affected. 40 For example, two products (the Dalkon
Shield and Bendectin) accounted for ()() percent of the
total number of liability suits affecting phannaceutical
producers during 1973-86.41 For other products, the
evidence to date is less clear. Some researchers and
industry analysts have concluded that the negative
impact of liability on R&D innovation may be
exaggerated,42 while others suggest that the effects
may be more profound than these data impJy.43

Commission Research Framework

Measures of Competitiveness for the
U.S. Phamµzceutical Industry
An
important measure
of international
competitiveness for any industry is the degree to which
it can achieve profitability and growth relative to its
foreign rivals. These goals require the ability to sustain
and increase market share, either by lowering costs and
prices through continuous improvements in factor
utilization or by improving the quality of product
Measures of competitiveness therefore usually include
market share, profits, and productivity. A firm (or
industry) that is more productive is likely to increase its
market share relative to its competitors. Although
. productivity
is clearly
a determinant of
competitiveness, it can be used also as a measure of
future potential competitiveness. ·
For the pharmaceutical industry, maintaining
profitability requires the ability to develop innovative
drugs which, because of their unique therapeutic value,
»-C-.....t

drug prices may not influence their decisions. In contrast,
pharmacists may have an incentive to prescribe generic
products because often the mark-up on these products is
higher than that for branded drugs. Liability considerations
also reportedly affect drug choice. Physicians and
pharmacists reportedly favor "safer" branded products,
particularly for therapeutic classes associated with higher
risk. See Caves et al., "Patent Expiration, Entry, and
Competition in the U.S. Pharmaceutical Industry," for a
review of this literature.
40
See, for example, Council on Competitiveness, A
Competitive Profile of the Drugs and PharmaceuJicals
Industry, and Judith P. Swazey, "Prescription Drug Safety
and Product Liability," in Peter W. Huber and Robert E.
Lit.an, eds., The Liability Maze (Washington, D.C.: The
Brookings Institution), 1991, pp. 291-333.
41 Swazey, "Prescription Drug Safety -and Product
Liability."
42
Ibid., pp. 293-298.
.
43 See, for example, Louis Lasagna, 'The Chilling Effect
of Product Liability on New Drug Development," pp.
334-359 and Henry Grabowski, "Product Liabilty in
Pharmaceuticals: Comments on Chapters Eight and Nine,"
The Liability Maze, pp. 360-366.

can capture a significant share of the global market
Thus one measure of competitiveness for the
U.S. industry is the number of "global" ethical
pharmaceutical products that it develops in ~mparison
to its foreign counterparts.44 However, this measure
may not necessarily reflect the current productivity of
the industry.
Productivity can be measured in terms of output
per worker. The pharmaceutical industry's reliance on
R&D to produce and market NCEs suggests another
productivity indicator that may be more accurate in
terms of measuring international competitiveness:
R&D productivity.
R&D productivity in the
pharmaceutical industry can be measured by the
number of R&D compounds or R&D compounds per
R&D employee.

Determinants of International
Competitiveness.
A number of factors related to demand and supply
conditions contribute to the ability of the
pharmaceutical industry to develop, produce, and
market innovative ethical drugs. Figure 2-2 illustrates
the major ·determinants of competitiveness discussed in
the economic literature and indicated by industry
officials during staff interviews.
· The demand for ethical pharmaceuticals is
determined by demographic and socioeconomic
factors. For example, factors such as the composition
of the population in terms of age as well as
socioeconomic factors such as diet or access to health
care can affect the demand for drugs in a particular
· region or country. Government policies and programs
such as . cost-containment, degree of health-care
financing, and support for health-related education may
also affect the demand for drugs, directly or indirectly.
· An important factor affecting the supply of ethical
pharmaceuticals is R&D activity, i.e., the level and
44 An

alternative measure is the total nwnb« of new
chemical entities (NCEs) developed by the industry. This
measure is fundamentally flawed because it is not always a
good proxy for global market share. Many NCEs do not
capture a significant share of the market outside of the
country in which they are developed.

productivity of R&D spending. Such activity
requires sufficiently high profits, the ability to secure
external financing, or both. Government actions
ranging from macroeconomic policies, treattnent of
product liability, tax policy, and regulatory controls
exert indirect and direct effects (positive and negative)
on the ability of firms and the industry as a whole to
produce pharmaceuticals.45
·
The ability to fund R&D is only one element of the
picture, however. The industry also requires access to
a highly developed research base in order to develop
innovative pharmaceutical products and improve the
productivity of its R&D efforts. Access to new
technology and highly trained scientists affords
companies not only the opportunity to develop new
products but alsothe means to reduce the risk
associated with pharmaceutical R&D. Consequently,
government support for education and pharmaceutical
R&D contributes directly and indirectly to industry
productivity.
Because the U.S. industry operates worldwide,
government policies in other countries may have an
impact on the activities of U.S. pharmaceutical firms.
For the most part, these issues have not been the
subject of empirical economic analysis. Researchers
are hampered by the lack of available international data
that would allow them to evaluate the differential
effects of foreign government policies · on the
U.S. industry. Nonetheless, industry otTicials have
identified issues such as the protection of intellectual
property rights, tax policy, and pricing policies as being
of major concern to the U.S. industry.
To the extent possible, these and similar issues are
addressed in the chapters that follow. In particular,
chapter 5 provides the results of empirical analysis
conducted by Commission staff to examine the major
determinants of international competitiveness that
affect the U.S. pharmaceutical industry.
45 Figure 2-2 presents a simplified view of the various
factors that may· influence the development and sale of
pharmaceutical compounds. R&D activity, as shown in the
figure, includes the level and productivity of current R&D.
Just as past R&D productivity is influenced by a nwnber of
government policies and programs, so also is current R&D
. activity.
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CHAPTER 3
COUNTRY-SPECIFIC
GOVERNMENT POLICIES
Government policies, whether domestic or
international, have a significant impact on the global
pharmaceutical industry, given the nature of the
industry. Jssues of concern to the industry that pertain
to . country-specific government policies include
regulatory issues, pricing policies, cost-containment
efforts, intellectual property rights, and tariff-related
matters such as the granting of duty suspensions.• To
fully understand the significance of government
policies, particularly regulatory policies, to the global
pharmaceutical industry requires some familiarity with
the evolution of the industry (see figure 3-1).
Milestones ranging from the discovery of new products
to the implementation of laws and regulations in the
pnited States ~d other countries have had a significant
impact on the industry's development. The cumulative
effect of these milestones has been to shape the global
industry as we know it today.
This chapter, then, will first discuss the industry's
beginnings to place current policies in context. The
legal aspects of the government policies noted above
and their impact on the global pharmaceutical industry
are presented in the second section of the chapter.
National tax policies, export conttols, and R&D
subsidies are also considered; Antitrust regulation and
environmental policies were not found to have a
significant influence on the competitiveness of the
U.S. phannaceutical industry at this time.2

Industry Evolution
. One of the earliest milestones in the development
of the global pharmaceutical industry was the
Pre-World War II development and commercial
marketing by the Gennan chemical industry of a
number of synthetically derived pharmaceutical
products. Many of the early chemical companies, such
as .those in Switzerland and Gennany, found that their
technology to make synthetic dyes was readily
· transferable to phannaceuticals, resulting in the
.development and commerciali7.ation of a number of
new phannaceutical products between 1908 and World
War II .. For example, Salversan, used in the treatment
of syphilis, and aspiriµ were among · the first
pharmaceuticals manufactured commercially by the
·
Gennan chemical industry.3
. A number of the sulfa drugs, including
sulfanilamide, were developed around 1935 by the
1 PMA submission. p. 2.
2 It should be noted that the

·
government policies
·discussed were chosen on the basis of Commission ·
interviews with the industry and by an extensive review of
the literature.
3 Prior to the discovery of such products, doctors had
.
relied primarily on natUrally-occurring medicinals.

Gennan and French industries in their Search for better
anti-infective agents. The discovery of these products
was said to be the result of a massive effort to screen
chemicals undertaken by the German industry during
World War I. The U.S. industry joined in the search for
better sulfa drugs during 1930-50, and also performed
considerable research on vitamins and honnones. The
con~!Jed development of synthetically derived
medicinals occurred concurrently with advances in
organic. chemistry, thus establishing early the
connecuon between new product.S and the results of
basic research. Advances in pharmaceutical production
technology also developed during this time. Although
long produced via extraction from beef pancreases, the
synthetic production of insulin was one of the early
applications of techniques used in what was later to
become known as the biotechnology industry.
The U.S. industry began to evolve fairly rapidly
after World War II, primarily as the result of its
commercialization of penicillin. An Englishman,
Alexander Fleming, discovered penicillin in 1928, but
lacked the time and money to develop his discovery.
Research on the product was continued by scientists
from universities and the chemical industry in the
Uni.led States during World War II as part of a wartime
project to develop penicillin and to produce it in large
The
quantities to supply the allied forces.
U.S. Government spons.ored much of the .research,
investing about $3 million in the project. ·The
penicillin plants were then sold to private finns at half
cost after the war. 4 Given the relatively rapid
d~velop!llent in the field of antibiotics during 1938-53,
this penod was known as the "Age of Antibiotics."S
The revenues accruing from the sales of many of
these pharmaceutical products allowed for increased
R&D t<> develop other such products and the beginning
of the ~orldwide· expansion of the U.S. industry.6 The
Swiss industry had established facilities early in the
United States, becoming one of the first to become
truly multinational in an effort to compensate for their
relatively small domestic market After World War II,
however, many firms constructed production facilities
in Western Europe, primarily a5 a result of restrictions
on imports imposed by national govemments.7 Some
· expansion also occurred in Japan. Early foreign
expansion in Japan was generally in the fonn of joint
4
The CompetiJi~e Stal~ of the U.S. PharmaceUlical
Industry: The Influences o/Tech!wlogy in Determining
lnlU,naJional Industrial Competitive AdvanJage, 1983, p. 9.
In 1948, the U.S. Patent Office granted a patent on .
streptamycin, paving the way "for a new form of
competition-<:c>mpetition through product developmenL"
(fhe CompetiJive Status of the U.S. PharmaceUlical
Industry: The Influences of Technology in Determining
lnlernaJional Industrial Competitive AdvanJage, 1983, p. 9.)
6 It should be noted that many German, Swiss, and
U.S. pharmaceutical firms have had marketing organizations
in European countries since the early 1900s.
7 The "Cost of Non-Europe" in the PharmaceUlical
Industry," Commission of the European Communities,
Volume 15, p. 93.
·
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Figure 3-1
Ce11aln Miiestones In the Evolution of the Pharmaceutical Industries In the United States, Western Europe,
and Japan .
.

i---

1931 -

!=stablishment of the FDA (Uni1Bd States)

1935 -

Discowry of therapeutic uses of sulfanilamide
(Germany, France)

1938 ~ .Food; Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938
. (FDCA, Uni1Bd Sta18s) .
.

1--·--J-

DiscioWHY of therapeutic uses of peniciUin .
(United Slates; U.S. gov't spent $3 miHion ttlring
WWII to. subsidize penicillin research to supply lillied forces)

19481949-

U.S. patent granted for streptomycin .
To date only 2 foreign compafiies ale operating in Japan

1957-

1961 -

Development of
natural products

-

1940 -

1953 - WalSOn and Crick identify the structure of DNA
(Unit8d States)

i

i---

i--i---

World
War 11

Beainning of !'lullina~nal eliP8f.1sion by
U.S. compan18S; SWiss co~s are
already operating on a multinational
basis

VPRS started in the.United Kingdom (18tercaDed the PPRS);.

amended in 1969 and 1986

japan enacts Health Insurance.Act

.

1962- Kefauver-Harris amendrilents to lhe FDCA (United Slates)
1965 ~ Framewcn directives established in the EC

Thalidomide

5-·....__
1975 -

Revision of Japan8se investment oolic:ies
foreign companies to establish majority

anows

ownership in Japan

1976 -

Japanese Palent System amended

.

i---

Startup of
dedcaled

blo~ology

compamestn
the Uniled Slates
increased
ctamatically

1983- U.S. ~han Drug Act enacted· DuPhar clise
in the EC; creation of the CPMP in the EC
1964- Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Res.
~:Slhis
Act of 1984 (United Sla18s)
1985- Spike in number of new drUgs intR>duced in the United Stales
1986- U.S. Drug Export Act enacted
1987- Revision of Canad_.. patent law; concertation procedure
established in EC
1989 - Mergers/acquisitions:
1988- Japanese patent restoration enact8d
8 --••-•
1989- HRA enacted in Germany; Transparency Directive
enacted in the EC
1990-95:
1990 - Medicaid lltgislation enact8d in the United States
Merdl-DuPont research joint venture
Mardi-Johnson a Johnson joint venture
1992- Single market in the EC

ii

L..
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SmithKline Beecham
Bristol-Mvers SQuibb
Marion MemtD Dow
Patents on approximalBly 200
products expire in the Unil8d Slates

ventures or non-majority agreements because Japan's
investment policies prohibited the establishment of
majority .ownerships by foreign fuTiis until 1975.
Although reconstruction costs slowed the ·worldwide
expansion of the Gennan and Japanese industries after
World War II, the global pharmaceutical industry
~ontinued to develop relatively rapidly in the
Post-World War II period, resulting in an increased
number of products available to the consumer and in
significant advancements in the development and
~ction of pharmaceutical products.

AS the pharmaceutical industry evolved globally; so
did government policies regulating various aspects of
the pharmaceutical industry. For example, regulations
to ensure public health and safety were implemented in
most developed countries, often requiring that new
mugs be approved by a national regulatory authOrity
before they can be marketed to the public. Since a
pharmaceutical company cannot compete in a market
where its product is not approved for sale, national
regulatory approval laws have a direct effect on the
competitiveness of phannaceutical firms.
The
requirements for regulatory approval usually involve
extensive preclinical and clinical testing to provide
required data, and the approval process can be
expensive and time-consuming. The sections below
discuss the regulatory marketing approval laws fm the
United States~ the European Community, Japan, and
Switzerland, as these apply to new drugs.

Regulatory Approval for New Drup
United States
U.S. Marketing Appivval Procedure
One of the first regulatory procedures in the Uniled
States, the Pure Food and Drug Act, was enacled in
1906. This Act called for increasing emphasis on the
purity of pharmaceutical products, particularly what
weie then termed "patent medicines." The Act was
intended to endicate pharmaceutical products which
were fraudulent and dangerous and to abolish
unsanitary conditions in many manufacriuing facilities.
The deaths of nearly 100 people in the United States in
the late 1930s, said to be ~iated with
"sulfanilamide elixir," prompled the passage of the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) in
1938, revising the 1906 PUre Food and Drug ActB
: The.. POCA is the major statute regulating
marketing approval for new drugs on a Federal level in
the Uruted States.9 The FDCA, thought to be the most
extensive law of its kiild in the wOrld, is administered
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), a part of
8 According to one source, the dea1hs wae auributed
priniarily to a solvent used in the preparation of the
anti-infective prodUCL
·
· ·
'21 _USC 301 et seq:

the Public Health Service, which is, in turn, Dart of the
Department of Health and Human Services.lo . ·
The POCA has been amended several times,
including substantial amendments in 1962 and 1984.
In 1962, the POCA was modified by the KefauverHarris Amendments to restrict experimentation with
new drugs in the United States. Senator Kefauver
originally focused on possible price collusion between
pharmaceutical companies, a perceived "suboptimal
degree of competition" within the industry, a
perception of excessive profits within the industry, and
the relatively low number of generic products
prescribed by physicians. 11 A number of restrictions
were added to the proposed legislation during the
26 months of hearings, including the requirement that
data on efficacy and safety be presented as part of the
drug approval process.
Although Congressional
. support for the amendments waned, causing many to
believe that they would not be enacted, the subsequent
disc0very that the drug thalidomide12 was a teratogenl3
prompted unanimous passage.14
The Kefauver-Harris Amendments raised national
safety standards in the United States in that they
established the current investigational new drug (IND)
procedure discussed below as a prerequisite to filing a
new drug application (NOA). They also established
·the requirement for post-approval adverse reaction
reports.· Under the new procedures, manufacturers
10
The FD,A has issued implementing regulations on
drugs for human use at 21 CFR 300 et seq. The FDA wu
established within the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
1931 by the passage of the Agricultural Appropriation Act
Prior to its founding, the duties of the FDA had been
performed by a nwnber of other agencies. The creation of
the FDA allowed for a centralized system of drug approval
and oversight in the United States. In 1940, it wu
transferred IO the Federal Security Agency. The FDA wu
then integrated in 1953 into the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, which became the Deparunent of
Health and Hwnan Services in 1979.
.
11
"Congress, the FDA, and New Drug Development:
Before and After 1962," Perspectives in Biology and
Medicilw, 32, 3, Sping 1989, pp. 322-343.
11 Thalidomide caused birth defects in about 4,000
infants born during 1959-62 in Germany and the United
Kingdom to mothers who had taken the produet during their
pregnancy. Although the drug was never marketed in the
United States, many U.S. patients were given thalidomide
while the product was in the final stages of the approval
process. The thalidomide discovery prompted many, if not
all, of the developed cowitries IO strengthen their regulatory
systems so that products were shown to be of good quality,
safe, and efficacious prior to being approved for marketing.
The United Kingdom, for example, established the
Committee on Safety of Drugs in 1963 and implemented the
"Medicines· Act 1968." The latter called for the creation of
new regulalory procedures that were intended to prevent
such occurrences, establishing in the process a nwnber of
legally required reporting mechanisms (many of which were
formerly performed on a volwuary basis).
13
A teratogen is an agent or influence that causes
physical defects in the developing embryo (Dorian.d's
"Pock.el Medical Dictionary (22nd ed., p. 658)).
. "'"Congress, the FDA, and New Drug Development:
Before and After 1962," Perspectives in Biology and
Medicilw, 32, 3, Sping 1989, pp. 322-343.
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·:: ; were· required ro reP<>n ~e start of experimental teSting

approval is based on an NDA submitted by die sponsor
of new -·pharmaceuticals to the FDA; qualified
of the drug (usually, but not always, the manufacturer)
investig810l'S · had to perfonn the tests; and derailed . : (see Fig. 3~2). The NOA must contain acceplable
. reconb, accessible· to the FDA, had ro be maintained.
. scientific data, including the results of tests to evaluate
.its safety and substantial evidence2l of effectiveness
. Sl>orisors were also · required
IO · demonstriue the
.. · ,Cfficacy, of their product(s). 15 By 1970, the approval
for the..conditions for which the drug is offered.
,· -~too~. an average of ~bout 10;ears. compared
·
. .- with. an average of 3 years 10 1960.1
.. ;Figure 3-2
The atepa towards drug approval
._ . .•Sffialler, imitative f1t111s producing generic and
,__ ''me-too" products in the United States rep<>rtedly-felt
Action
Total
··-the .effect of the increased. testing requirements much
1oyeara
FDA Approval
- . rDQre, severely· than the larger f1t111s, since the smaller
. ,f1t111s had to conduct increasoo··premarlcet testing f<X'
s8fety and efficacy (as compared IO before 1962) and
17 As a
, < then market the products based on these results.
.. result. many of them reportedly ceased innovation after
· 1962. ts One source contends that any benefit that
:.. accrued ro· larger U.S. f1t111s from this decrease in
domestic competition was offset by _a competitive
disadvantage when compared to large foreign firms.19

· ' (JeRCrally, under the FDCA, a ~w drug may· not be
commercially marketed in the United States, imponed,
or exported from the United States, unless it has been
- 11pprov~ as safe and effective by thcr FDA20 Such
1~2

1
· ' .. A

Primer on Postmarketing Surveillance," p. 11;"
1'he Political Economy of the Pharmaceutical Indusby,"
JOllTnlll of-Economic LilerotW'f!, Vol. 24, September' 1986,
pp.'.,.1179.'
~·
16
·
~Regulation and Fmn Size: FDA impacts on ·
Innovation," RAND Jownal of Economics, Vol. 21, No. 4,
Wmter 1990, p. 501. It is noted that many of the m~w
regu}atiC?Jlll were phased in during the late 1960s and early
1970s,
-. .
.
. . 17 "Reg\ll8tion and Firm Size." -A ~·me-too" product, broadly def111ed, is one -that is similar, either ther&peutically
or chemically, to an existing pharmaceutical product.
.· _
11 Given the impact of the Kefauver-Hanis amendmeiJlS,
it will be interes~ to follow developments with the
regulation ofg~~ products as a result- of the recent
.
generic drug industry scandal (the.term ~·generic drug · · ' ·
scandal" is uSed both within. the industry and the FDA. For
example, the~ appear~ in the Final Report of the
Advisory Committee on the Food and Dr11g AdministroJion
(HHS; May 1991, p. 1)). The scandal reportedly involved ·
the acceptance of bribes by several FDA employees and the
falsificati~ of .test data for new drugs by. several generic
manufacturers. ("Under Siege," The Economist, Au~. 12,' ·
1989, p. 60; "Why the FDA.Needs a Miracle Dnig,'
· ··
Buiness Week, Feb. 19, 1990, p. 108; "Generics Charges,
Sentaice Handed Out to Five by US," Chemical Marketing ·
Reporter, Sept. 16, 1991. p. 3.) Generic manufacturers, who
currently have to prove that their }X'oducts are chemically _
identical and bioequivalent to the innovative products under
cOilsideration,. co1:1ld be required to prove that their produets
are alsO therapeutically equivalent in-patients. If so, sources
believe ~- the prices on many generic products will
increase o,ver liJ!lC ("The Price of No-Name Drugs Ma:y
Soorl Be Hard to Swallow," Business Week, Oct 2, 1989, p. 67).
- ·:
111 Ibid. ~ disadvantage is said to be "at minimum. of radically greater U.S. delays." ·
· · _20 ~ certain inslances, export of new drugs which hav~
not received such app-oval is permissible, but certain
· ·
conditions must be met and a special approval must be
obtained. 21 USC 382.
..
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R~produced with permission from
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
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Once a drug is approved, its chemical formula,
manufacturing
process,
labeling, · packaging,

recommended :: dosage, . methom of testing, etc.,
generally may not be changed from those s1ated in the
-.NOA unle5s asupplemental~pplication has first_~
"ftled· and approved. · However, changes ro increase
~ of safety and effective~ are to be put inro
effect at-~ earliest pos5ible .time, without waiting f<X'
approval:' Drugs that are not ..new," as defined by the
law, are 'llOt subject to the "new drug" procedure, but
most ·comply with all. the other drug requirements,
inclUding registratiO~. labeling, and requirements as ro
manuf~turing practices.
. l.
: .
'
. -; The 1%2 amendments applied special rules IO
investigational drugs. These are new drugs intended
s0lely for:, investigational use by qualified scientists.
Sucli dnig may be distributed in the United States, or
imported, even 'though 'there is no approved NDA:-

a

, 21 !'Substantial evidence" is defined by the law '•
"evidence consisting of adequate and well-con1rol.led · · .
investigations, including clinical investigations, by ,experts
qualified by scientific training and experience to evahwe
the effectiveness of the drug involved, on the basis of which
it could tB.ir_ly and· re$p0nsibly be concluded by such exper1S
1
that the dnig will have the effect it purpons or is
represented to have under the conditions of use prescribed,
recommended, or suggested in the labeling or proposed
labeling thereof' 21 USC 355(d).

-.

- .. ..
~

-

However, investigati<?fUll drugs may ~t be distributed . ,
or imported for lrial·on humans unless the.~has .·
filed an acceptable "Notice of Claimed InvesugaUonal, .
Exemption ·for a New Drug" (the "IND" already
referred to) as specified by the FDA regulations.
. As a matter of practice, the approval· procedure for.
new drugs begins with preclinical testing by the drug's
sponsor. Such testing, as noted above, is necessary for
filing an IND, which in tum is a prerequisite. for
conducting the clinical tests that are · required for
submission and approval of an NOA.· Once an NOA is
filed; the FDCA requires that· action on approval
(actual approval or notification of an opportunity for a
hearing on approvability) be made within 6 months ..
The average approval time is approximately 2 years.22
Approvals are generally in force until revoked. ·. : · ·

Drug sPonSOrs are requ~ to keep the. FDA.
. informed of any developments that may affect. the
· safety and effectiveness of their products ("adverse
reaction reports"), during. clinical study or following
FDA approval for marketing.
In 1984, the FDCA was amended under the Drug
Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act
(also known as the ·Waxman-Hatch Act). Under this
Act, innovative drug finns received part.Ul1 restoration
of their patent term by up to S. years ~ new products,
· deperiding on the amount of time lost during re~
.review. in return. for greater market aecessibility. for
generic products, through new procedmes for
abbr~yiated ; new . drug . applications (ANDAN . for
genenc vers10~· of prev10usly appro\'.ed ~gs.

Orphan Drug Act
.. ·A unique. feature of ~e FDCA is the Orphan Drug
. Act· (ODA), enacted in 1983.24 The ODA is intended
·to p~ote development of new drugs for rare diseases
· or conmtions (i.e., those affecting less than 200,000
persons in the, United States, or affecting ,oore than
22 Special

rules for antibiotics provide that they be
treated as new drugs; they must have the equivalent of an
approved NOA: Antibiotic manufacturers are no longer
required to submit batch samples for testing and certification
by the FDA to assure safety and effectiveness, but the
statutory authority for this remains and batch certification
could be resumed if necessary. The FDA still establishes
master standards for new antibiotics. In effect, the
regulation of antibiotics is now very similar to that of all
new drugs.
··
.
· Special rules for insulin subject it to batch testing and
certification by the FDA. These requirements apply to both
insulin crystals and finished dosage forms. Approval of an
NDA is a p-erequisite for acceptance of samples for
certification by the FDA.
23 "Implementation of the Drug Price Competition and
Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984: A Progress Report."
Journal of Clinical Research and Drllg Developmenl, l,
1987, pp. 263-75. The Japanese Government enacted
similar legislation in 1988, adding.five years to existing
patents. This results in an average patent life of about 13 ·
years.
-· · ·
24 21 USC 360aa-ee.

200,000 pe~ns. but for which the drug sponsor has no

reasonable . ~xpectation of recovering development
costs thi'ough U.S. sales). The ODA provides technical
assiSaa,nce and economic incentives to pharmaceutical
manufaCturers to develop and market such drug
- products. If the FDA agrees that a drug meets the
staiutory definition for' a designated orphan drug, the
sponsor is entitled to a tax credit (and certain other
assistance) for the cost of clinical trials.25 Upon the
date 'of new drug approval or biological licensure,
another sJ)Onsor 's application for marketing the same
drug for the same orphan use may not be approved for
a period of 7 years. In order to maintain exclusivity,
the sponsor must ensure an adequate supply of the
drug.
There is no such legislation in Western Europe or
in Japan. Since the ODA was introduced. 265 of 380
requests for such designation have been approved and
36 of the designated products were approved for
marketing. Many of the products are for treatment of
rare cancers and AIDS.
Recently, controversy arose over an unsuccessful
attempt to amend the ODA. The amendments would
have allowed market competition if two drugs are
developed concurrently, and allowed for the loss of
marketing exclusivity for a product if the disease it
treats is no longer considered rare. Two companies
·· withdrew from the Industrial Biotechnology
ASSQCiation (IBA), citing, as one of their reasons, the
association's opposition to any changes in the Orphan
Dnig AcL26
According to the Association of
Biotechnology Companies (ABC), erythropoietin
(EPO) and human growth. hormone are cases where
"the. OrphaD Drug Act has been misused to obtain
market exclusivity for products w.hich are clearly not
orphans, and would have been developed even without
the Orphan Drug Act"27

Biological Products
Special provisions also apply to biological products
(e.g., vaccines, sera, and blood products), which have
been requiftld to be licensed under Federal law since
1902. Under the Public Health Service Act, a
manufacturer wishing to ship a biological product for
sale in. interstate commerce or for import or export
must obtain a U.S. license for both the manufacturing
26 usc 28, 21 use 360ee.
"Walkout at Biotech Group," Chemical Week,
Apr. 4,.1990, p. 8; '1'wo Biotech Companies Quit Trade
Association," Clumiical and Engineering News,
Apr. 2, 1990, p. 6.
Z7"ABC Seeking Individual Changes to the Orphan
Drug Act, wants to break HOH and EPO Monopolies,"
FD&C Reports Pink Sheet, Oct 9, 1989, p. 27; "Walkout at
Biotech Group," Chemical Week, Apr. 4, 1990, p. 8; "Two
Biotech Companies Quit Trade Association." Chemical &
Engineering News, Apr. 2, 1990, p. 6. It should be noted
that one source indicates that the IBA represents a much
larger share of the industry, in terms of the number of firms,
than does ABC.
.
25

26
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establishment and lhe product intended for shipmenL 28.
These licenses are granted following a showing ~ the
establishment and lhe product mee~ specif~ Standards
to insure continued safety, ·p~ty. porency, and
.effectiveness.
· ' ·
·
To apply for licensure, the .manufacturer must
submit protocols derailing affinnative proof that the
manufactured product meets lhe standards,· and must
successfully complere a prelicensing inspection by lhe
FDA inspectors, followed by annual inspections. Prior
to release by the manufacturer of each lot of a licenSed
product., specified marerials must be submitted to and
cleared by the FDA. The requirements for filing an
IND application for a biological product are essentially
the same as for drugs.

Implementation of the U.S. Regulatory
Procedure

. 3PJ>ll?.V~ ~n .cou~tries other than· the Un!iCd Siales.~ 3
· - During 1984~88. 8.8: of the 113 ·products introduced m
·, the · Uriit.00 State5 ·were,. first approved in ·a. f<?fCign

couiury. 34
.:

.

·

·

··

· ·

·

· ·

. .•.

U.'S. Dnig Export Amendments ACt.
..
... · The U.S: Drug Expon Amen~ents Act (DEM),
~sed . in ~986,
biop~aceutical

·allows \J.S. · pharmaceutical ~
.manufacturers,· under ' certain
conditions, to export ._drugs . and· . biologics· for
commercial purpo5es to any of the 21 developed
countries specified under lhe Act, provided that the
drug or biologic has been approved. for sale by the
importing country. This legislation is important to the
industry· because of the incr~ing tendency· of
U.S. farms to seek marketing approval overseas prior to
or during application for such approval in the United
States.(~ the section in this chaprer entitl.ed "Ex~n
Policies" for further dis_cussion of lhe DEM>:
·

One study states that the a.verage break-even
iifetime for new products (i.e., the time needed 'to
European Community
recover costs associated with bringing a. product to
inarket) can be reduced by about 3-4 years if regu~tory
delays are reduced by about 1 year. 29 The drug
Mar~e~.ing Api>roval Procedure .
development process, from discovery to FDA approval,
, The ~onal regulatory authorities of f:he f!uropeaQ .
takes approxirnarely 10 years; U.S. parents on.
CommUllity (EC) member states are· resp<>nsible Joi ,
phannaceutical products, generally sought fairly early .
acting oil applications for marketing authori7.ations for
in the development prQCess, usually have a lifetim~ of
new 'drugs; ·An EC institution, the Committee for
17 years. ' · Any delays Jn the development 8nd
Proj>rietary .Medicinal Products' (CPMP), made up of
marketing approval ~ss thereby shorten a product'~
the heads:_ of· national authorities, acts· wider the
effective parent life, reducing the period· in which a ..
so:-called
concenation procedure and the ·niulnsuue
company can recoup its R&D expendit'ures..
procedure, described below. It is expected that a
The average FDA review. time for the 20. ~w drugs
European Pharmaceuticals Agency will be established
approved in the United States in 1988 :Was about
to oversee member stares' assessment and surveillance·
31 months, compared with an average of approximately
activities.
15 months for foreign review of thOse of. the 20
. While ~e actual .. proeedure for 8pproval ~f :'.
products .that were first approved overseas.30 The
rna(kefing au.thorizations .varies ainong. the ·member·.·
mean approval time for the 23·NCEs approved in 1990
states; muc~ · of. lhe proced'ure inust · ·confo~ . . to . . .
was 21.7 months. 31 Comparison of review times in the
sranda:rds' . Set forth· in various . EC directives, .
United States and abroad can be difficult., however, .
recommeiidations and decisions:·· ·Amorig other things,·
because of factors such as: (1) differenees in defining . these · diiectives set time limits. for processing
the length of approval time, i.e., when ..the clock is ·
applications and require the member states to prepare
started," and (2) because, in some· cases, testing
an assessment "repOrt for .. products containing a new
performed in the United States is not included in Ille
chemical entity which
subject to a request for a
foreign review perioo.32 Industry" sources stare,
marketing "authori,7.ation for the. first time.. The criteria
however, lhat a perceived differential i!1 approval tim~ .
for ~ing . applications are quality, . safety . and .
prompts many companies to seek market approvals . ·efficacy. ~pplications must be. acred on within ·120
overseas firsL Iri 1989, 18 of the 23 products approved.
days (exrendable ta 210 days), not counting time.Spent ..
in the United State8 had received their first marketing
by the applicant in obtaining and fumishing additio~.
information. Orice granted, marketing aulhorizations ·
28 42 USC 262.
are
good for five years and are renewable for further,
29
Tue break-even point is conside.red to have a built-in
five-year per:iods.
·
return on capital that is commensurate with what could be
The EC has established a multistate procedure
earned in other parts of the economy for a risky venture.
. which permits exrendiiig a marketing :authorization
(Dr. Henry G. Grabowski, Heallh Care Cost Containmenl ·
issued by one membei · state to· at least .,tw9 ·other
and Pharmace111ical Innovation, Dr. Henry G. Grabowski,
1986 p. 26.)
.
.
.
member sf.\lres.35 To qualify. for this pr0cedure9 the
iOPMA. PMA Facts at a Glance, 1989,_p. 7.
33 The Pharmace111ical Industry,' p. 43.
·
31
•

j

••

are

Data _provided by Mr. Geiald Meyez, Deputy Direc:tpr,
Cente.r for Drug Evaluation and Research, FDA. The total
approval time is calculated from the official receipt date of
the NDA to the approval date.
··
.
32 Per a conversation with a representative of ~ FD~.
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34
"Facts at a.Glance;'l PMA Statistical Fact Book,
December 1989, p. 17. . • .
.
. '
35
· ·,
The multista~ procedure was created by the Second
EC Co1D1cil Direetive of May 20, 1975 (75{319/EEC),

which has since been amended.

product must have been authorized by one member
swe in accordance with the EC directives governing
· national procedures. The application is submitted
directly to the national authorities of the member states
to which extension is sought, with notice to the CPMP
and the national authority o.f the member state granting
the first marketing authorization. 36
The member states to which extension is sought
must either grant authorization or forward objections to
the CPMP and the applicant within 120 days.
Generally, the CPMP must give its opinion within 60
days, and the member state then has 60 days itself to
decide what action to take.
A different Community-level procedl.U'C is the
concertation procedl.U'C37 which is intended to enable
questions relating to the quality, safety and efficacy of
biotechnology and other high technology products to
be resolved within the CPMP before any national
·
decision is taken.
In the case of biotechnology products, the applicant
requests the first member swe to act as rapporteur for
the application. For other high technology products,
the applicant must first obtain the agreement of the first
member swe that the. product is suitable for the
procedure.
The rapporteur refers the application to the CPMP
and to the member states for which a marketing
authorization is sought The time table for review is set
by the rapporteur, usually 210 days. The rapporteur
prepares an evaluation repon within 45 days and files it
with the member states.and the conipany. The member
States provide comments, and any questions, within 60
days and the rapporteur, within a further 45 days,
consolidates the total response. The applicant is
usually given 3 months to respond •. and, 30 days later,
the member states send the rapporteur and the CPMP
theif conclusions. The CPMP opinion, which. is not
binding, is then sent to all member state8. Those
member states in which marketing authorizations have
been requested have 30 days in which to notify the
Commission as to what action will be taken.

2 to 3 years. One industry source estimated that delays

in approval of registration under the current system
accounts for about 0.5 to 1.0 percent of EC industry
costs. These costs include loss of revenue from a
decrease in effective patent life, loss of working
capital, and the staff costs to process multiple
regisuations. 38 The proposed single-market authorization system, which would combine centralized and
decenualized procedures, is viewed by industry
representatives as allowing companies more flexibility
in choosing an approval route. The new system could
also decrease delays in approval on a member-state
level and reduce the possible backlog of applications
that would probably result from implementation of just
one central route for approval. 39 ·
I

European Agency for the Evaluation of
Medicine
The EC is reportedly proceeding carefully in
establishing an institutional body to regulate the
approval of new pharmaceutical products in an effort to
avoid a proliferation of spinoff agencies. In late
October 1990, the EC Commission issued a proposal to
create the European Agency for the Evaluation of
Medicines (the Agency). ·The Agency would be
responsible for all marketing approvals of new
biotechnology and certain high-technology products by
the year 2000. The new Agency would have three
principal duties: the evaluation of new medicines,
arbitration of international disputes within the EC ·
concerning
the
authorization
of
existing
pharmaceuticals, and coordination of national
inspection systems. The Agency would also manage
an alert system by which information could be quickly
distributed and dangerous products withdrawn from the
EC market. Beginning in 1996, a manufacturer would
no longer have to apply for 12 different approvals to
market pharmaceuticals within the EC, as is now
required. The Agency is viewed by some as a version
of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.40

Switzerland
Implementation of the EC Regulatory
Procedure
.
.
In the EC, the delay in processing applications for
authorization through the multistate option .varies
among member states under the present market
approval system. France is said to adhere the most to ·
registration deadlines, averaging about 6 months;
applicants in other countries experience delays of up to
36
A fonnat for applications under the multi-state
procedure and, optionally, for national applications, is set
out at.Annex 2 to the Notice to Applicants, which is .
reproduced in Volume Il of the EC Commission's Rules
Governing Medicinal Products in the European Commwtity.

The application has five sections: documentation;
toxicological and pharmacological documentation; clinical
documentation; special particulars. ·
.
37 The concertation procedure was established by EC
Council Directive of December 22. 1986 (87112/EEC).

The major laws regulating marketing approval for
new drugs in Switzerland are the Intercantonal
Convention on the Control of Medicaments and its
implementing regulations. The nati.onal approval
authority for pharmaceuticals is the Intercantonal
Office for the Control of Medicaments (IOCM). The
Federal Office of Health regulates biologics.
Applications for marketing approval are filed with the
IOCM and are assessed with respect to quality, safety,
efficacy, and price (i.e., the price must not be
38

39

Paolo Cecchini, The European Challenge 1992, p. 67.
USITC, The Effects of Greater Economic Integration

Within the European Comnuuiity on the United States:
Second Follow-up R_eport, September 1990, Chapter 22.
40 USITC, The Effects of Greater Economic Integration
Within the European Comnuuiity on the United
State~Third Follow-Up Report, USITC Publication 2368,
March 1991, p. 4-37.
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"excessive"). Data required for new drugs include
chemical and phannaceutical data, experimental and
biological data, and clinical data. There is no fixed
approval time. Marketing authorizations are in force
for five years and may be renewed for additional
five-year periods. After marketing, the manufacturer
must report adverse reactions to IOCM.

Japan

Marketing Approval Procedure
The major law regulating the marketing of
phannaceuticals in Japan is the Phannaceutical Affairs
Law (Law No. 145 of August 10, 1960, as amended)
and its related regulations. Under the law, the
application for approval of an ethical drug must
proceed through various steps of local and Federal
government agencies. The first step is application to
the local prefectural government of the sponsoring
company. The application is then filed with the
Ministry of Health and Welfare (MHW or Koseisho).
Koseisho, established in 1938, is responsible for
the administration, promotion and development of
social welfare, social security and public health. The
Ministry is divided into nine bureaus, two of which
affect the phannaceutical industry; the Pharmaceutical
Affairs Bureau (PAB), which enforces regulations
concerning drugs, and the Health Insurance Bureau,
which sets drug prices.
The application for drug approval is forwarded,
with regard to its therapeutic category, to a New Drug
Expert Committee of the Central Pharmaceutical
Affairs Council (Chuikyo), an advisory council to
Koseisho, consisting of authorities from the academic,
medical and research fields. At this stage, any issues in
question are discussed with the applicanL
At the same time, the National Institute of
Hygienic Sciences and the National Institute of Health
verify ttie specifications and analytical methods for the
products involved in the application. The applicant is
given an explanation of the results of the Council's
deliberation. A hearing may be held on additional
documents in answer to directions issued by the
Council. The approval of new products is issued by the
Minister, based on the ·report of the Council. The
average time required for processing an application is
18 months for prescription drugs, 10 months for
nonprescription drugs, and six months for in vitro
diagnostics, excluding the time needed by the applicant
to meet supplementary requests by the Koseisho. In
1967, post-marketing regulations to ensure the
continued safety and efficacy of approved drugs were
implemented. Koseisho required firms to collect all
adverse drug data on a drug, re-examine the NCE
clinical data after six years and 10,000 cases, and
re-evaluate the drug every five years.
There are specific requirements for applications.
For example, for products containing a new chemical
entity, the following information is required: origin of
3-8

the drug, background of its discovery, and conditions of
use in foreign countries; physicochemical properties,
standards and test methods; stability; toxicity and
teratogenicity; pharmacology; absorption, distribution,
metabolism, and excretion; and clinical trial results.
This means. among other things, that the applicant
must have conducted preclinical and clinical trials prior
to filing the application. Preclinical studies include
physicochemical studies and animal studies, which
must be conducted in accordance with Good
Laboratory Practice as established by Japanese law.
Foreign preclinical data reportedly are now acceptable
in Japan as a result of mutual recognition agreements
with the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany,
France and Switzerland. 41 Plans for clinical trials (i.e.,
trials conducted on humans) for NCEs are subject to
submission to Koseisho. Foreign clinical trial data are,
in principle, acceptable. However. data prepared in
Japan are required, at least to some degree, in the
clinical trials. For example, for new drugs. data
prepared in Japan are required for absorption,
metabolism and excretion tests, dosage determination
tests and comparative clinical trials. The law requires
that after marketing, adverse reactions be reported by
the manufacturer to Koseisho within 30 days.

Implementation of the Japanese Regulatory
Procedure
Until the late 1960s, Japanese companies could
easily license foreign products, get them approved in
Japan for production or import. and then sell the drugs
domestically at large profitS. Relatively low barriers to
entry existed for Japanese firms to introduce foreign
drugs that were already approved overseas. · Prior to
1967, Japan did not require domestic clinical trials on
safety or efficacy for foreign products listed in an
accepted official pharmacopoeia. These products were
excluded from the definition of "new drugs" and
therefore received rapid approval. Consequently, the
main strategic emphasis of Japanese pharmaceutical
companies, until the mip-1960s, focused on seeking
licenses for the manufacture or importation of various
foreign products. ·0rug approval policy in Japan
provided strong incentives for importing foreign
pharmaceutical technologies, and domestic companies.
responded eagerly.
Drug approval regulations also helped keep foreign
firms out of the Japanese market. Foreign firms were
prohibited by regulatory policy from applying on their
own for the first step of drug approval, i.e., the
demonstration of efficacy and safety review, and
clinical trials had to be conducted in Japan on native
citizens. Both policies remained in effect until the
mid-1980s, when discussions with the United States in
bilateral trade negotiations resulted in changes that
allowed foreign firms to apply directly and permitted
the submission of the results of foreign clinical trials.
41 USITC staff field interviews in Japan with
representatives of Japanese and U.S.-based firms.
representatives of industry trade associations, and
government officials in April 1991.

Japan's phannaceutiCal marlcet in 1989 was only
slightly smaller than that of the Uniled Srates, the
world's largest market for pharmaceutiCals, or
approximately $33 billion.42 One trade journal slates
that under the recent revisions of Japanese law
concerning the approval of drugs for the market,
foreign firms are becoming increasingly attracled to
Japan.43
The more favorable legal environment
.includes faster approval for new drugs and a
strengthened patent system.44

FDA to demonstrate the safety of the product under
consideration; and, in some cases, the failure of
industry to submit sufficient information to the FDA
promptly and in a complete and thorough fashion.49
For example, given two applications for two specific
pharmaceutical prciducts, the total FDA review time for
one was 10.1 months (1988-89), compared with
77.1 months for . the other (1983-89). so One of the
main reasons cited for tlie disparity in app~val time
· was the number of amendments that had to be made to
the applications in each case.SI

1·

Industry Position
United States
At least one industry source believes that U.S. drug
regulation has "evolved in a direction contrary ... to
the intent of the statute and its legislative history . . .
and has forced the drug development process into an
excessively lengthy, expensive, and wasteful mode as
pharmaceutical sponsors and researchers try to. meet
increasingly onerous FDA requirements and bring new
medicines to a waiting public."45 However, the
Council on Competitiveness has stated that the FDA,
"while criticized by some as being too slow at
approving drugs, has a generally good record for
maintaining public confidence in the safety and
efficacy of drugs."46 . The U.S. phannaceutical
industry, although cogniZallt of the role that the FDA
must play .in safeguarding the health of the American
public, has expressed concern about the time lag
involved in the U.S. marketing approval process~ Such
delays ·result in changes in a company's marketing
sttategies, since it cannot depend on a set approval time
period. In some cases, it has taken 5 years for a
product to go from the NDA stage to aPPr.Qval at the
FDA, compared with the average 2-3 years. 47 In 1987,
of the 27 NDAs approved by the FDA, only three were '
reportedly approved in less than a year. 48 The delays at
the FDA have been attributed by the industry to a·
number of factors, including personnel shortages at the
FDA; the recent ·generic drug industr}' scandal; the
reportedly increasing amount of data required by the .
42 PMA

submission. p. 30.
43
•
"Japan: .the Phannaceutical Market Here is the
World's 2nd Largest," Medical Marketing, August, 1990, pp.

22-34.

44
lbid.
45

"Congress, the FDA, and New Drug Development:
Before and After 1962," Perspectives in Biology and
MediciM, 32,3, Spring 1989, p. 341. The PMA, in Better
Health ThroMgh New Medicines and an Improved FDA
(Sept 13, 1990; p. l ), states that the FDA has "drifted far
from the basic intent of Congressional legislation."
46
Council on Competitiveness, A Competilive Profile of
·the DrMgs and Plu:vmacewicals lndMSJry, Mar. 1991, p. 3.
47
USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with ·
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
tinns and representatives of industry associations during
April 1991.
.
48
"Health Care Innovation," p. 27. The approval times
for the 3 products cited were 3 months, 4 months, and nine
months.

It has been suggested that for FDA to function
more efficiently, it should be given the "requisite
resources," including human resources, material
resources, and additional funding.52 In 1989, the
. Advisory Committee on the FDA was established to
examine FDA's mission, responsibilities, and structure
and to recommend ways to improve operations. The
primary findings of the Commiuee were as follows:S3
1)

The FDA must define its mission and set
program priorities that-" govern its resource
allocations, policy directives, and .
enforcement activities, in a .manner
consistent with its mission";

2) . The Department of Health and Human

Services should enhance the sratus of the
FDA and increase the authority of the
Commissioner of the FDA;
3) The enforcement capabilities of the FDA

must be strengthened;
4)

The FDA's management systems must be
improved; ·and

5)

The resources of the FDA should be
augmented. "Additional resources, specifically wgetid and keenly managed; are
crucial."

49 Heallh Care ltwwation: The Case for a Favorable
Pllblic Policy, Merck & Co., 1988, p. 23; Better Heallh
Through New Medicines and an Improved FDA: Statemenl
to the Sllbcommiltee on DrMgs and Biologics of the Advisory
. Comniiltee on the Food and Drug Administration,
Departmenl of Heallh and Hwnan Services, PMA. Sept. 13,
1990, pp. 1-5; USITC staff field interviews in the United

States and Western Europe with representatives of EC- and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
industry associations during January-April 1991.
· 50 Information_provided to Commission staff by Mr.
Gerald F. Meyer, Deputy Director, Center for Drug
Evaluation and Research, Food and Drug Administtation.
SI Ibid.
51 Heallh Care Innovation, p. 23; Better Health ThroMgh

New Medicines and an Improved FDA, pp. 1-5; A
Competilive Profile of the DrMgs and Plu:vmaceMticals
lndMSJry, p. 3.
"U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Final
Report of the Advisory Committee on the Food and DrMg
Administration, May 1991, pp. i-ii.
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European Community
In - regard to the single-market aulhorization
procedure, U.S. pharmaceutical industry represenr.atives sr.ated that its opinion was sought in lhe
creation of lhe EC system and that lhe EC Commission
has already addressed a number of lhe issues raised by
the U.S. industry.5 4 One concern of the industry,
however, is the possible· elimination of lhe national
approval systems for EC-wide access by 1996, except
for local companies who want to market a product in
one member st.ate. The U.S. industry currently uses the
national systems fairly extensively. Represenr.atives of
the U.S. industry have suggested that all lhe systems
remain in place until 1996, at which time lhe systems
and their use could be reviewed and modified
appropriately. ss
PMA has sr.ated that it agrees wilh lhe EC
-Commission that a system should be esr.ablished which
"ensures the rapid and efficient review and approval of
new medicines in lhe Community."56 The industry
expressed concern, however, about the oversight of the
proposed European Agency for lhe Evaluation of
Medicines (lhe Agency) and about arrangements for
transition to the new single-market aulhorization
procedure.S7
PMA recommends that oversight of the Agency be
dually controlled by both the Commission and by a
"strengthened" Management Board. In regard -to the
establishment of the new registration system, PMA has
stated that the industry would like to see the
implemenr.ation of a transition period during which the
new registration system could be phased in. This
transition period, which would have to be of sufficient
duration to_ allow lhe new registration system to be
tested and proven, would be expected to reduce lhe
potential overload of the new system.SS
Other issues import.ant to lhe industry in regard to
the registration procedure include decision making
procedures, consultation wilh applicants, and
pharmacovigilance.
In regard to the evaluation
process, PMA welcomes lhe fact that a uniform period
of 210 days has been proposed for the evaluation of
submissions under eilher lhe centralized procedure or
for the first member st.ate approval under the
decentralized procedure. PMA proposes, however, that
"companies should have lhe right to appeal before the
Management Board at any st.age of lhe process if time
limits are· being exceeded unjustifiably." PMA st.ates
that "as it is unrealistic to expect applicants to
54 US ITC, The Effects of Greater Economic /nJegration
Wuhin the Ewopean Comnuu'lity on the Uni.red
Stales-Second Follow-Up Report, USITC Publication 2318,
September 1990, p. 22-18.

551bid.
56
USITC, The Effects of Greater Economic Integration

Wuhin the &ropean Comnuu'lity on the United
States-Third Follow-Up Report, USITC Publicabon ~68,
March 1991, p. 4-37.

571bid.
58Jbid.
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legal action against member st.ates or
Community institutions, il is essential lhat the
Commission should develop further proposals for
effective, ~y. and acceptable enforcement
mechanisms."S9
resort to

Japan
Industry sources state that lhey are concerned lhat
the relationships between Koseisho, physicians, and the
industry often seem to violate conflict-of-interest rules

as applied in the United Sr.ates. Clinical trial
investigators, they assert, may also serve as reviewers
on New Drug Expert Commiuees, or on Chuikyo,
which sets prices for drugs. Companies may fund
research foundations to do clinical trials and finance
journals where clinical results are often published,
independent of peer review.
Industry represenr.atives also sr.ated concern about
the absence of informal contact between companies
and the Pharmaceutical Affairs Bureau during the
approval process. Company representatives want more
transparency to facilir.ate the examination process. The
practice in Japan of not requiring wriuen informed
consent for subjects in clinical trials, contrary to the
custom in other countries, makes the dar.a unsuitable
for ethical reasons by other regulatory agencies in the
world.
In the past, some U.S.-based firms were critical of
the differences between Japanese r~ulatory procedures
and U.S. and European standards. Harmonization of
standards has been a much discussed topic, but to date
no positive actions have been taken to modify these
procedures, and this is viewed by foreign-based firms
as a substantial obstacle to doing business in Japan.
In 1985, changes were made, in part, as a result of
the MOSS talks. However, incompatibility of data is
still an issue in many areas. Some human clinical
studies must still be performed in Japan, to Japanese
standards, resulting in duplication of effort for foreign
firms. The Japanese have sr.ated that clinical trials
must be performed on native Japanese rather than other
races because of possible physiological differences in
their native population.61 Most U.S. firms consider this
requirement simply a cost of doing business in this
market. They note that most of the other clinical trial
work can be done elsewhere, which some feel
represents a reasonable compromise. The Japanese
firms ·and cerr.ain representatives of the Japanese
Government sr.ated that future scheduled r.alks should
resolve any remaining problems pertaining to this
matter.
59 Ibid.
60 USITC

field interviews in Japan with representatives
of U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
industry associations during April, 1991.
61 USITC field interviews in Japan with representatives
of Japanese pharmaceutical producers, indusll)' associations,
and Japanese Government officials.

.. ·Through fiscal Year 1990; the PTO had issued 90
Certificates of patent-term extension since enaclinent of
Bilateral talks on the lOpic of mulual .recognition · · the Drug Price Comootition and · Patent· Term
are currently underway between. the EC and the United •
Restoiaµon Act of 1984.64 . Periodic mainr.enanCe fees
States and the EC and Japan. Mutual recognition. or
must be paid to the Patent and Trademark Office lO
the acceptance by one country of regulatory
keep utility patents in force for their full tenn •.
requirements, such as inspections and clinical trial data.
The average . length of time to process a
~ are generated in another country, is an ongoing
patent in. the United States is
biotechnology-related
g~ of these negotiations. Most industr}' contacts felt
27-28 months. com~ with 43 months in Japan. 28
that some degree of mutual recognitioJt is inevitable.
mooths in Europe. and 23 months in Canada.6S In an ·
given the increasing globalization of the indliStry. 8nd
·effort to speed up the patent process. the PIO Im
the fact that duplication of effort shortens patent life.
recently created the "Biotechnology ln5titure." to
Industry sources believe that inspections will be the
·
"enhance"
the uaining and skills of biotechnology
first area of acceptance. Complete reciprocity f<r .
patent examiners.66 The PTO estimates that it will rate
clinical trial data. however. while possible in· the long
4 years lO reduce the average processing ·time to
term. is not likely lO come about soon. Accept8nce of
·
18months. .
..
·.
foreign data alone lO suppon an ND.A submission. .
while desirable. is the exception rather than the rule.
Actions for patent infringement . are begun in ·
While the FDA does not routinely approve products .
United Swes district courts. with appeal to the Uniled
based. solely on foreign data. its regulations provide .
States Court of Appeals for the Federal CircuiL
that it will accept these data under cenain conditions
Further appeal is by way of a petition for writ of
and has urged other countries lO do the same Under
~orari to the .United States Supreme. Court.
these conditions.
Remedies include preliminary injunctions. permanent
injunctions. and damages.. A patent owner may also
bring in admµiistrative preceding for infringement by
Patent Law and the Protection of ·
imported articles· before the U.S. lnternatiOnal Trade
Intellectual Property Rights
Commission under section 337 of the Tariff Act of
.1930. which may result in those articles being exCluded
The following is ·a synopsis of the patent and
from entry into the United States and/or a cease and
trademark. laws of the Unitt.d States, the European
desist order. .
.
Community.· Switzerl~ and Japan. Parents and
ttademarks are the most important of the swutorily
H.R. 5664,67 introduced during the lOlst Congrea
created fmms of intellectual property62 for the
in 1990. was an attempt lO "close [a] •1oophote• in
pharmaceutical industry. Points of applicability ro the
pharmaceutical ·indu8try are noted in the texL ·
·"This Act. known also as the Waxman-Hatch Act. not

·Mutual .llecognition

United States

·Patents·
There are three categories of patents: utility patenlS
.(by far the most common and most important). design
parents. and plant patents. ·Utility patents are by far the
most numerous and the most important for the
pharmaceutical induStty. They are isSUed for a 17-year
term. and cover new and useful processes. machines.
manufactures. comP:QSitions of matter. and
improvements thereof.63
The term of any individual patent may be exremted
by Act of Congress. though· this is rare. The term of a
utility patent for cenain pharmaceutical products ·(a
well a cenain medical devices. food additives, and
animal drug products) subject lO regulatoi'y approval
prior to marketing may. in soine circumstances, be
extended for a limited period through an adniinisttative .
proceeding 8t the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).
6i As used here. a Federally created intellectual property
righi refers to a pak:nt, a nationally registered trademark.
~ght.

and mask work protection.

·

·

. Design palenl8, issued for a 14-year tam. are grmted
for new, original. and omani.ental designs for articles of
manufacture. Plant patents, issued for a 17-year tam. are
granted for distinct ind new varieties of plmll.

only. amended the patent law IO provide for patent-tCnn
exlallion for phannaceutical· produc&s under~ .
conditions where.FDA action on an NOA had been delayed,
. it also amended lhe FOCA to provide for abbreviated new
· dnig 1p1>lications (ANDAs) for generic versions of · .
~iously approved
.
e ~~ • ucers Concerned Over Plleftt
.
Protection. p.11; BIOlech90, p. 95; a slafl' telephone
cionversalioft with a representative of the·U.S._Department of
Commeice. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). on ·
August S, 1991. The average "patentpendency" time. in
general. for utility, reissue. ind plant patents was about 18
months (above-mentioned staff telephone conversation ml
the U.S. PTO's AlllllUJI Report Fiscal Year 1990. p. 20).
16 "GEN's 10 Crucial Biotech Issues in the Next
Decade." p.6. Acmrding ao one industry souice. one of the
reasons· for the backlog in apptov als of biotechnology ·
patents at the PTO is turnover in staff; the turnover. iri tum.
11 aaributed to a nwnber of facrors, including a Rpolted
negative differential in pay be&ween PTO slafl' and privare
industry. The PTO has implemented the ..13-Point
Bioteclmology Catchup Plan of 198T' and the "8-Point
Bioteclmology Catchup Plan of 1990."
"' H.R. S664 wu a revised version of previous
legislation (H.R. 3957) introduced by Reps. Rick Boucher
(D-VA) and Carlos Moorhead (R-CA) in June 1990. Per the
PTO•sAlllllUJI Report Fiscal Year 1990, p. 10...lhe
Adminislralion supported only !hose provisions of
H.R. 39S7 and S. 2326 that would have permitted the
patenting of processes using patented materials •.• [and)
rec:ommended that this concept be extended co processes
that Make patented products." H.R. 5664 is said to address.
the concerns of the Administtation.

P!:fi•·
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. _u.~: ~w currently enjo~~ by foreign COIJ!pe~~" and
· . to:unprove !he compebbVeJ1eS$ c;>f U.S .. ~.... The
,/bill would have·amended the l,Jnued.States Code Such
- tha~ ~. i>fOCess wou~d not .be (:Qpsidered '?'>"~ i(.an
"essential material used m the prpcess 1s no.vet. and
otherWi$e ·,non-o~vious. •'69 ·The . l~gislation. ~as t,!1e
result of recent rulings that have been perceiyed by
.some in. the indilstry · to be obstructio~''~to ~e
development ·of the domestic biotechn~ogy industry.
The::legislation was not enacted during· d1e lOlst
. Congress.
·R~~~ve. Boucher· ~Va) and
Senator.DeConcam (D-Ariz) mUl;xlucedRR. 1417 and
·s. 654 in 1the 102nd Congress .in March 1991. ·The
latter. two bills ·are said to be identical to H.R., 5664.70
·.···
..· ..
Trademarks
·· ·
· ·;'lbe tradeni&rk law ·of the '.\..!nited ..s~ ..is ~e
"Lariruun Act.9f J'946, 8S arnend,ed, ti~e IS~ U.S:'J:~.
• 4.

~

"

•

•

•

'

~:

'

•

•

. lil . additioo,. most of. the . ·sia~ ·~v~ theit .oWn

ti-adeffiart.Ja,~s.~:~·on bQth statut,e,and the ~o~,rn~
' ' : .:
• :
~_. . i, -

· ·.··~-The Federal• law ·provides for· regiStratio~ of
·ttademarks, Seriice marks;· certification rruuts; aDd
·t<>ueclive markS. ·11iere are two iegislCrs; ~_priri¢ipil
regi~· · aild the suppleiii~ntal, register; . With,: -~e
• ··aw..
..1.: ·nr81·srcr beipg
d1e
pnnc
•.,....
.- .. m<>rt'
. .. lJ!lpol1aJ1L
. . lished
Registration on:· the principjll register IS 8CC9rn,P . . .
by application filed with the U.S. Patent' and
Traderoart .OffiC,e, whiclt .is examined for .formal and
·subs~ve compliance with the law. Use in interstate
·c0mmerce is 'prerequisite for registtation, but under
certain . circum~es. inient ,to use .· is sufficient
pro\tidfuf a(is '.eventualiy; followed ·by actual USC;
Before actual registtation, on the principal. register, a
mark" ;which haS- been exaniiµed and . found to,'~
otherwise ·entitled t0 registra,tioo inust'be'publ~¢dJor
oppositiori.: Registrations under: ~e-Fedefcll law itt:C:fi;lr
10 y~ •. renew!lbl~ for succeeding terms of 10 years.
A~ti~~· fo~ federally. regi~tcred ttad~mart{
usuatly hegun in the United States dislijct courts, With
a~,-~ the ,-approptjatc _United Statt:s. Cowt -.~
AppealS. Further appeal is by way of a pebUon for wnt
of -certiorari in the :United States Supreme CourL
Remedies incl'ude preliminary injunctioris,.permaneni
injuncti~: arid.. damage~. ~ .well ·-~ seizure allf'.l
<ICSlriK:iioh of iilfonging ~cles. A Crimi~ action for
trac;len:lark .'Cotinrerfeiting,. may . a)so be broughL . .A
~ .' o)V{ler may.· also· bring an administtative
proceeding for . infringement .by imPQCU?d artiCles
.
.
..·
;. .
. '.. . . ..

are

~

~

- - . - , - - - .- ,- - , -

~"'

:,,.·~-

~-

•.

'.

I.~

,. •

""Plltent Proteetion Act ~kS'to Improve ' . .
Competitiv.~ess 9f U.S. Fim:tS;''.. "~ill.Seeks ~trOngef.

.

Protec~on AgainSt Foreign- lnfringqnent of QJo_t~h .
. ..
Paienr.~/''/nur¥tional Tradi.Repo;i~r. Feb. ltJ, 1999, Vol.' -7. p. 220;· "~iOrech lind Coj,yrighi Rene~al Bil,ls Are
.. · ,
Endorsed arsenate Panel Hearing," BNA'$. Pa1en1, . - .
Trademark & C'oj;yriglil JiNVf,ll!l, J~.20.'1991, p. 184. . .
69 "Biotech"Bnd Cc>pyright"Reriewal Bills. Are Endorsed,.
at S~.Panel Hearing," BNA.'s PaJi.fl!,'Tr~lc & . -. -.C°l!~iglil 1_0ilr'n!J!, ~ 20. 199~. p. 184,.
: ·

-· lbia.'
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before the U.S. International Trade Commission uilder
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, which may result
in. ·those anicles being excluded from entry into the
- United States . and/or a cease and desist order. A
.. trademark oWller may also record a trademadc
registered on the principal registtar with the U.S.
· Customs Service, which may bar and/<r seize
:. infringing imports.

. Ewope~n C,ommunitf
.•
~

')

•••

• :

;

•

•

i

)~ate~.ts:
.; There iS no EC-Wide p8lent law. However, the EC

has concluded '(bllt not yet· -ratified) a Community
Patent Conventic>n that would cteate a comprehensive,
Comniunity\vide patent law. Furthennore, most of the
EC'member states_ (and sevefcll n9nmember states) are
.signatOry .to ·ihe E0ropean Patent Conventioo., which
·~ts ~~s· for centtalized, examination for pllerits.
·uilder· unafonn standards, at the European Patent
Office. However, what the European Patent Offace
issues is not a supranatio~al European patent but a
bundle of1national•patents>
,.
_ All ohhe member stares· grant patents, whose JSSUe
is based on an application, .which is ·given at least a
-·foimal ·examination in the national patent office:· The
critala for patenlability. in most member states is
novelty~< inventive :step, and capability . of ~
applicatioii. ' ,S_ome member states exclude certain
subject matret:"from.patcnrability. ·The most im~t
examples· :, are computer programs and -- certam
biotechnology inventions. However, the national laws
of many member states provide for copyrig~t
protection for computer software, and the EC COUDCll
has adopted a directive which requires all member
states to provide such protection. Further, the EC
Commission has proposed a directive w~ich, · if
adopted,' woofcf ~uire . ruwonal parent laws to be
amended to . permit' patenting of many kinds of
biotechnology inventions.
.- .. _. Wilh few. -~~ceptions, the term of patents in .the
rD.eml>tr.- states is 20 years from the date of filing.
Recently. France enacted· a law which would. under
certain conditions, pennit · some patents . an
p~µtical p~cts to .be extended f<r limited
petj~· where the niarketing of those products has ~
(f,¢1ayed ..~~,of requited_. regulalOl'y marketmg
'approvals.. : .The, EC. Commission has p1oposed a
regQlatiori_ 'w~~. if ~opte:<f, would create .a similar
sys~ fqt. the .~ptire EC.
.
-·-ACtions · for"infringement are uswllly ·begUit in the
natiorial triai oou.rtS;·with ~ possibility.of two levels
of appeal. The ground$ for the final level of appeal are
usually··Iimift'.d,' Reine<Jjes for .. infringement usually
inclooe a petmanenHnjupction ~~ damages and may
include a peljminar)' - injunction and seizure and
cleStrii<:iiO~ "Qf ·the infringing articles as well lil 9ome
member. states, cririlinal _proceedings may be brought
for· patent infringemenL
'

•

• .

'. ·. ~-

"

't

. •

.

'

•

.

•

. compensation. }he infringer may also be liable to
.J>ther punishment.

Trademarks

There •. is Ill present no ·comprehensive,
Communitywide trademark. law. · Howev~, ·the · ~ .
J~an
. Commission haS. proposed several regula'!ons ·wh!ch
. ·would create a CQmmwtjty" ttademark regune, '\yhich
Patents
wouid exist side by side with the· national trademadc
. Jai)an grants patents on most ~object matter.71
laws of the member states. In addition, the EC Council
APPiications for patents are made to the Japanese
has adopted a directive which would achieve ·a:partial
Patent ·Office, which conducts a formal and, after
harmonization of national trademark law •m · the
request by die applicant. a substantive examination. If
member states. The directive sets out minimum
the applicant does not file a request for substantive
substantive standards for refusing registtation, for ·the
. examination :within 7 years of the application date. the
exclusive rights to be" obtained on registration, for use,
applicatjon will be deemed abandoned. If, after
and for invalidation~ The procedure ·for registration
substantive examination, the application appears
and invalidation and the effect of invalidation wowd be
otherwise allowable, it will be published for opposition
governed by national law.
prior to granL In any event, the application will be laid
·
open for public inspection 18 months after application.
In general, the ttademark laws of the member states
Certain
rights accrue to the applicant on publication.
· ProVide for die. creation of ttademark ~ts·. by
The
ave~e time for issuance of a Japanese patent is
re~on.
Registration is by applicati~n to ·the
about" 5 'years from application, compared with about
natiOnaI indusirial property office. APi>li~ns · ~
.
20 months in lhe United States. Among die reasons for
p~~~ ·ai least· a formal . ex~ination. &Qd, in ~e
·
this is the relatively small number of examiners in the
member states, Olay be subp:t to an opposlllon
·
Japane8e
patent office and the pregrant opposition
prcicedure.: The "term of registration . varies; m~t
procedlire~ .
.
member states·.have a 10-year period and provide for
·
The
claims
allowed
in Japanese patent applications
in4efmite reneWal for additional 10-year periods.
tend to .. be narrower than those allowed in U.S.
: Actions for trademark. infringement
brought in
applicatk>ris and the doctrine of equivalents, as it is
a ttial courl. with the possibility of an ·appeal.
known in the United States. is not applied in Japan.72
·Remedies include a pennanent injunction and damag~.
The riarrowlless of lhe claims allowed in an individual
In SQme member states. a criminal action for trademark
application opens the possibility that competitors may
infringement may also be brought
·
obtain numerous patents on relatively minor variations
of lhe claimed invention, a practice referred to by
. some as ..patent flooding."· This practice can result in a
SwitzerlQnd.
patentee being hemmed in by a competitor's patent
. even in a technology in which he has pioneered.
preventing the patentee fri>m effectively exploiting that
Patents·
technology and thereby iqducing him to enter into
. . Switzerland grants patents o~ ipplication
and
cross-licenses. An alternative course for the patentee is
examination by ,the Swiss patent office. To be . to himSelf apply for several patents to obtain more.
parentable. ~ invention niust be novel and capable of·
complete coverage of his technology.
.
indll;Sliial application. Certain subject niatter may not
·The tenil of Japane8e patents is 15 years from date
. be pate11led. e.g., medical and therapeutic methods or
of publication ·but no longer than 20 years after
.·species of 'or procedures. to breed plants and. animals.
. applic8tKm.· Since 1988, Japan has had in force patent
Alternatively,, since Switzerland is a signatory to the
term restoration legislation.
Patents for products
~Parent Coovention, application may .be made
(including pharmaceuticals), the marketing of which
tO me· EUr0pean Patent Office designating Switzerland
has been delayed because of required regulatory
as 0ne of the countries for which grant is soughL The
approvals (and·perhaps other reasons) may be extended
OOrin8l term of Swiss patents is 2.0 years from the date
for up to 5 years. Annual maintenance fees must be
· of· fl1µ1g.
inftjng~ent consists of unauth~
paid to keep the paient in force. Compulsory licenses
indUStrial Use of die patented invention and may ~b,JCCt
may be granted if the patented invention is not worked
the infriri~r tO liab!lity for ,compensation and other
, or if necessary in the public interest. Actions for patent
~L . . . . .
· infringement are begun in the high court. There is the
possibility of appeal. Remedies include permanent
injunctions and dariiages.

are
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· Trademarks

·Swi_ss · trademadc taw permits the . regisntio" of

trademSrts but not service marks. Registration is only

71

Japan also grants utility models (sometimes called

"petty patents") for subject matter not rising to the level of ·
J>ale!!t pot.ec:tion, but justifying some protection.

eVidence of. prior· 0$e. and, it is prior ,use~, not ·
12 Under United States practice, an accused device may
regisliation, lhat determines whether a ~ can .
be fo1Dld to infringe even if it does not precisely meet the
be enfcxced. Registtation is by _application to the Swiss
. terms of a patent claim. if the patented can show that the
Trademark Office. A regi~tratiori once gr8il~ extends
· accused device performs substantially the same fimction in .
for 20 years and may be renewed for "periods .~f 20
substantially the same way to achieve substantially the same
years. Infringement entitles the ttademark ·<>Wner · to
result
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In 1976, the Japanese patent ~w was changed from
Trademarks
· providing protection IO only proc;eS5 ,pa~n~. IO.
.
.
,
encompassing compound patents ... As a,,~suJt. of '~s
.In !apan, trademark rights . ~,, . ~ by
increased protection, many foreign firms began to .~,,,.:.J~gi~~·.. ~ that can .be. regastered mclude
patent an increasing number of their products in Japan. :,. ·:.·:~tl8~1~ .and b'adtmaanes. :;S~ 1 a: m~ .~ n!>w
According to some sources73, one of the reasons the•: . :;' . !"C~1s_tra~le .~ .~ resUlt of i:cent· legaslauon. ~~~on
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the EC92 program. This legislation is expected to
allow for an additional variable period of market
exclusivity, capped such that the sum of the effective
patent life of the product and the added time would
·
equal 16 years. 79

Comparison of The Impact of Patent
Protection On the Industries in Two
Countries
The influence of IPR on the phannaceutical
industry can best be shown through the experiences of
two countries, Canada and Italy. Although many
countries have strengthened their patent system or are
in the process of doing so, industry representatives
have stated that the Canadian patent system remains the
weakest of any industrialized country and some
developing countries. 80
CompulsOry licensing for bulk active ingredients
(covered by Canadian patent claims) used in the
preparation or prodoction of a medicine has been in
effect in Canada since 1923.81 In 1969, the Canadian
Patent Act was amended to include bulk active
ingredients that were imported, rather than produced in
Canada. 82
This resulted in an increase in the
compulsory licensing of patented medicines83 and a
reduction in the annual growth rate for phannaceutical
research in Canada during 1970-77 to 7 percent from
18 percent during 1963-69.84 Many phannaceutical
companies reportedly closed or moved their Canadian
research facilities to the United States in response to
the 1969 amendments.SS
The near demise of a
Canadian research based industry resulted primarily
because of (1) the concern of non-Canadian innovative
companies that their patented products would be
licensed, thereby earning, at most, a 4 . percent
79 U.S.

Iniemational Trade Conunission, Th£ Effects of
Greater E:conomic lnlegralion Within th£ Eiuopean
Comnwnity on the United Stales: First Followup Report,
Inv. No. 332-267, March 1990, p. 6-80; "14-Year
Com~mise on SPCs?" Scrip, Jwie 19, 1991, pp. 2-3.
Testimony of Gerald J. Mossinghoff, President,
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, before the
U.S. International Trade Conunission on January 17, 1991.
81 Palented Medicine Prices Review Board, Third ANMUJl
Report, June 1991, p. 5; John W. Rogers, ill, 'The Revised
Canadian Patent Act, the Free Trade Agreement, and
Pharmaceutical Palents: An Overview of Phannaceutical
Com.fulsory Licensing in Canada," EIPR, 1990, p. 351.
Ibid. Also, wider this provision, only pharmaeeutical
~ses, not products, could be patented.
83 Ibid; It has been reported that between Jwie 1969 and
January 31, 1985, 599 applications for the grant of
compulsory licenses to import and sell were applied for, 306
of which were granted, 15 were refused or terminated, 96
were abandoned or withdrawn, and 142 were still pending.
The Report of the Commission of Inquiry, H.C. Eastman,
Conunissioner, cited in John W. Ro~ers, "An Overview of
Pharmaceutical Compulsory Licensing in Canada."
84 According to one source, compulsory licenses were
granted almost routinely. Generic manufacturers simply
·
applied for the license.
85 'The Revised Cartadian Paient Act, the Free Trade
Agreement, and Phamiaceutical Palents," p. 351.

royalty, 86 and (2) because of the growing dependence
of many of the Canadian firms on licensing products
rather than on innovation.
The Patent Act was amended again in 1987 by
legislation frequently referred to as C-22.87 The
amendments, which somewhat tempered, but by no
means eliminated, the compulsory licensing provision,
were reportedly made in an attempt to foster a stronger
Canadian industry. C-22 allowed for a deferral of the
use of a compulsory license granted to a company
intending to make its own brand of the product.88 In
return for this extended period of market exclusivity,
innovative companies operating in Canada agreed to
increase their ratio of R&D expenditures to sales in
Canada to IO percent by 1996.89 As of 1990, the ratio
of R&D expenditures to sales revenues for the industry
was 8.8 percent, compared with a low of 3 percent in
1979.90 Industry representatives, however, state that
further amendments to the Canadian system will be
necessary if this level of reinvestment is to be
sustained.9 1
.
C-22 also created .the Patented Medicine Prices
Review Board (PMPRB).
The PMPRB, an
independent quasi-judicial agency, was intended to
protect consumer interests by "ensuring that the prices
of patented medicines are not excessive."92 Under the
aegis of the PMPRB, the price of existing patented
products cannot increase more than the CPI, whereas
new products are monitored by comparison to prices'in
other markets.
Italy, on the other hand, is an example of a country
that has taken a progressive approach in regard to
pricing and patent protection, thereby strengthening its
industry;93 In 1978, Italy amended its patent system to
provide increased protection for phannaceutical
86 Compulsory licensing affected the iMov lllion of these
companies in that it reduced their revenues, thereby
potentially reducing their R&D expenditures.
117 'The Revised Canadian Patent Act, the Free Trade
Agreement, and Pharmaceutical Patents," p. 351. The
amendments to the patent syslem were applicable onlr. to
the pharmaceutical industry. The artide slates that Bill
C-22 was of the 33d Parliament, 2nd session, 35-36 Eliz. II
(1986 to 1987). "Royal assent to Bill C-22 was given on 19
November 1987, and most sections thereof have been
proclaimed."
88
Although the companies seeking lhe compulsory
licenses are called "generic" companies, compulsory
licenses are applicable to products that are still patented·
(i.e., non-generic products).
119 Paiented Medicine Prices Review Board, Third ANUUJI
Report, p. 19.

llO Ibid.

9! The Pharmaceutical Industry, p. 49; USITC staff field
interviews in the United Stales with representatives of
EC-based and U.S.-based multiniltional firms and
representative8 of industry associations during April 1991.
'nThird ANUUJl Report, p. 3. It should be noted that the
PMPRB has no regulatory authority over nonpalented
pharmaceuticals.
93 The Pharmaceutical Industry, p. 47; USITC staff field
interviews in Western Europe with representatives of
EC-based and U.S.-based multinational firms and
representatives of industry associations during April 1991.
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products. According to industry sources, domestic and
international investment in the industry, traditionally
comprised of mid-sized, family-owned firms, tw
grown since that time, with the international share in
the Italian market increasing to about 60 percenL The
number of strategic alliances between Italian firms and
multinational firms has been increasing, allowing
foreign firms broader access to the Italian market.
According to some sources, the alliances are also
entered into so that foreign firms can have increased
access to Italian Government agencies involved with
the approval and pricing of new products.94 Five of the
top ten products in the Italian market are
co-markete<f.9S In addition, Merck and Sigma Tau
have entered into a research joint venture.96 In view of
these developments, the Italian industry is viewed as
developing a stronger research base.97
R&D
investment in the Italian industry increased froin about
133 billion lira in 1978 to about 856 billion lira in
1987.98

Industry Position
Industry representatives have generally been very
positive about recent advancements in U.S. policy on
both domestic and international IPR issues. They also
viewed very favorably the potential implementation of
an additional variable period of market exclusivity in
the EC.99 They expressed concern, however, about a
number of issues associated with IPR worldwide.

Waxman-Hatch Act
Although generally pos1uve about the patent
restoration provisions of the Waxman-Hatch Act,
industry representatives said that one aspect of the Act,
i.e., the accelerated approval process for generic copies
of innovative products, is disadvantageous to the
industry. One source believes that the effect of the Act
on the industry is similar to that of a cost-control
measure.100 Generic products can now enter the market
more quickly than prior to 1984, reportedly reducing
the market share of many innovative products by
35 percent in one year and by as much as 50 percent
94 "Drug

Alliances Increase as Margins Aie Squeezed,"

EW'Opean Chemical News, Dec. 3, 1990, p. 26; Merck &
Co., 1990 First Quarter Report, p. 20.
"Ibid. Some examples cited are: (1) Menarini arid
Glaxo's agreement to co-market ranitidine hydrochloride;
(2) Menarini and Squibb's agreement to comarket captopril;
and (3) Sigma Tau's agreement with Merck, initiated in
1982. to comarket products such as enalapril, famotidine,
and simvastin.
96 Merck & Co., 1990 First Quarter Report, p. 20.
97 USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of industry associations during
April 1991.
98 Thi! PharmaceMtical Industry, p. 47. The value for
1978 is said to be nonnalized in tenns of 1985 lira.
99 USITC staff field interviews in the United States,
Western Europe. and Japan with representatives of
multinational and domestic firms and representatives of
indust_ey associations during January-April 1991.
UIO PMA's Three Major Areas of Focus, p. 31.
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within two years. 101 This results, they said, in a
compression of the time in which companies can
recover their R&D expenditures. According to at least
two sources in the generic industry, however, many
innovative manufacturers have offset the impact of
Waxman-Halch by increasing the prices of their
branded products shonly before the patents on the
products expired. 102 According to industry sources in
lllllOvative firms, however, such increases help a firm
to manage a product's life cycle, given pressures such
as decreases m oroduct lifetime's and increasing R&D
expenditures. I or. -- -Faced with the fast-growing
challenge by generics to displace drugs near the end of
their {>atent life, drug companies reportedly are
beginrung to by-pass this threat by considering the
production of branded generic products and by
converting their ethical drugs to OTC status, usually by
alliances with other companies that already are strong
in the OTC market. 104 Companies also try to introduce
modified versions of the products going off oatent,
thereby allowing doctors a choice in products. IOS

International
According to one source, losses from patent,
copyright and uademark infringement, estimated to
cost the phannaceutical industry $6 billion in 1986,
could result in a decrease of $720-900 million in R&D
spending.106
PMA states that "the U.S. Trade
Representative (USTR), acting on its owa initiative,
and the pharmaceutical industry, with the indispensable
assistance of the USTR, have threatened or initialed a
number of such [Section 301} actions that have enabled
the government to negotiate improved patent protection
in a number of colintries - including Argentina, Chile,
Mexico, Korea, and, most recently, in Eastern Europe.
But much more remains to be done."1 07 According to
PMA, "hostile Governments, lack of patent protection
and well-entrenched patent pirates are reducing the
market share and presence of U.S. pharmaceutical
companies" in countries such as Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador, and Peru.108 Although PMA has also stated
101
Ibid.; "A New Look at the Returns and Risks to
Pharmaceutical R&D," p. 806.
102
U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging,
Prescription Drug Prices: Are We Getting Our Money's
Worth?, August 1989, Appendix G; "Future is Sunny for
Generics as Popular Rx's Come Off Patent," Drug Topics,
Oct 22. 1990, p. 14.
103
USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of industry associations during
Aptjl 1991.
104
"Prescription for Cost Containment," Chemical
Marketing Reporter - Pharmaceuricals '91, Mar. 11, 1991,
p. SR4; "Future is Sunny for Generics as Popular Rx's
Come off Patent."
l~
staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe with representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
industry associations during April 1991. The introduction of
modified versions of products reportedly help a firm to
maintain a good profit level.
106 Health Care Innovation, p. 21.
107
PMA submission, p. 17.
108
Ibid., p. 22.
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that the phannaceutical industry has "strongly
supported" the Trade-Related Intellectual Property
negotiations underway concurrently with the Uruguay
round of negotiations on the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the industry "would rather
have no overall GATT agreement than an agreement
that fails to provide for adequate intellectual-property
protection." 109
The prehearing submission of the PMA identified
Canada, Latin America. East Asia, and the Pacific Rim
as being countries or regions where inadequate patent .
protection is of the greatest concern. In regard to
Canada, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry seeks to
eliminate all compulsory licensing laws. Industry
representatives are primarily concerned about the
compulsory license provisions of Canadian patent law
which, under the 1987 amendments, can be triggered
by what a Canadian government panel may determine
to be excessive prices for pharmaceutical products.
The industry would like to delink prices from
intellectual property. They believe that IPR protection
should not be based on prices.110
Industry
are
also
concerned
about
representatives
differentiations in the terms of market exclusivity for
products researched and developed in Canada
compared with those discovered elsewhere. Products
researched and discovered in Canada are granted a
20-year patent term and are exempt from compulsory
licensing. Other products, however, although eligible
for full protection under a Canadian patent, often
realize limited terms of market exclusivity under the
compulsory licensing system. For example, products
discovered elsewhere in the world and produced and
patented in Canada are granted market exclusivity for 7
years (i.e., domestic companies granted a compulsory
license must delay marketing the product). Marketing
is deferred for 10 years if the product is imported.
Compulsory licenses for products intended for export
are reportedly granted immediately, allowing for the
immediate marketing of the product by the licensee in a
third country.
Concern has also been expressed by industry
representatives about the pricing guidelines developed
by the Canadian authorities. The PMPRB compares
the price of the product in Canada with the median
price of the product in seven other countries. 111 If the
price of a product is found to be "excessive," the
PMPRB has the option of either ordering a price
reduction or it can cancel the deferral period for the
product and one other product (the latter product is said
109 Ibid.,

p. 18.
USITC staff field interviews in the United Stales with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and rep-esentatives of indusuy associations during
February-March 1991.
111
USITC staff field interviews in the United States with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and rep-esentatives of indusuy associations during
February-March 1991.
110

to be chosen arbitrarily by the Canadian
government)} 12 Canada implemented the median
price system contrary to an agreement between the
Canadian government and industry reached during
C-22 negotiations whereby the prices of new products
were to be based on a range of prices in the same
.7 countries. 113 Areas of concern as cited by another
source include (1) "the retention of the four-percent
royalty rate" and (2) "the ability of generic
manufacturers to import and stockpile oatented
phannaceuticals during the deferral period."1111

In Latin America, the main problem cited by PMA
is the lack of patent coverage for pharmaceutical
products, as is the case in East Asia and the Pacific
Rim, especially India and Thailand. The Philippines
was specially mentioned because of an ongoing effort
there to remove patent protection for pharmaceuticals.
New Zealand was mentioned for its compulsory license
provisions.
The submission of the IBA made general
references to lack of patent coverage for phannaceuticals and particularly biotechnology products and
to so-called working requirements and compulsory
license provisions of the patent laws of unspecified
foreign countries.

Biotechnology
In its prehearing submission, the IBA stated that
while the U.S. patent system was superior in most areas
affecting biotechnology inventions, it had certain
drawbacks with respect to availability of protection and
enforcement ·The availability problem relates to
process patents, where, according to IBA, a 1985
decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit has made it difficult to obtain process patent
protection for genetic engineering inventions.115 The
112 "'The Revised Canadian Patent Act, the Free Trade
Agreement, and Pharmaceutical Patents: An overview of
Pharmaceutical Compulsory Licensing in Canada," p. 357.
The article cites the following statutes: Can. Rev. Stat.
f41.12(2)(e)(l987); Can. Rev. Stal §41.12(2)(d)(i)(l987);
Can. Rev. Stat. f41.12(2)(d)(ii)(l987); ThirdAnmull Report,
p. 6. To date, according to industry sources, the compulsory
licensing option has not been exercised by the PMPRB.
The Third ANUUJI Report of the PMPRB states that, except
for the cases still pending, many were resolved either by
voluntary action on the part of the patentee or by expiration
of the Canadian patent on the product (p. 14).
m According to PMA.
114
'1'he Revised Canadian Patent Act, the Free Trade
Agreement, and Pharmaceutical Patents," p. 358.
115 The case referred to is In re Durden, 163 F. 2d 1406
(Feb. Cir. 1985). Durden was a 1raditional organic
chemisuy case, not a biotechnology case. The holding in
Durden is a narrow one, i.e., the fact I.hat starting materials
or fmal product are patentable does not itself mean that a
claim to the p-ocess of making the product is also
patentable. Nevenheless, examiners have cited Durden in
rejecting biotechnology process claims. The narrowness of
Durden has been made clearer by such recent cases as In re
Pll!udonmin, 910 F. 2d 823 (Feb. Cir. 1990) and In re
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enforcement problem relates to the manufacture of an
unpatented product abroad using U.S.-patented
biological materials (e.g., cells) and imporung that
end-product into the United States. Under present U.S.
law, this does not constitute patent infringement, nor is
it reachable under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930
as an unfair practice in the import trade. The IBA also
stated that the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has
had great difficulty retaining trained personnel to
examine biotechnology patent applications and to
conduct timely examinations.
A more fundamental issue in phannaceutical and
biotechnology patent protection (and which arises in
other technologies as well) is that of the permissible
For example, in the
scope of patent claims.
biotechnology area, patent protection has been granted
to purified versions of products that exist in nature. In
such cases. the patent may cover all embodiments of
the product itself, even though the patent may actually
teach how to make and use that product only in
embodiments of relatively low purity. When another
party subsequently develops and uses a new method to
make that same product in very high purity, it may be
found to infringe the first party's product patent,
notwithstanding that (1) the product is per se a
naturally-occurring substance. (2) the patent issued to
the first party may not enable those in the an to make
and use the product at the purity level achieved by the
second party, and (3) the very high purity product of
the second Darty may be the more commercially viable
of the two.1 16 Whether a finding of infringement is
justified in these cases has been critici7.ed in a recent
law review article.117 In a recent important
biotechnology patent case decided by the United States
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, the court was
presented with the question of whether a claim to a
naturally-occurring product of a specified degree of
purity was invalid because the patent did not teach how
to make and use that product of that degree of purity.
The Federal Circuit did find the patent to be invalid,
but limited its decision to the specific circumstances of
that case. Amgen, Inc. v. Chugai Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd., 927 F.2d 1200 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

The Boucher bill (discussed earlier in this section
in more detail) is controversial. Many favor the
legislation, particularly the provision about the
"obviousness" of a process. A ~tative of mA
has stated that ten of the top eleven biotechnology
Dillon, 919 F. 2d 688 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (en bane.). Indeed.
for biotechnology cases, the favorable decision in In r~

Maney, 499 F. 2d 1289 (CCPA 1974) is widely regarded as
the better and more definitive starement of the law.
1111 Tiit issue of paunt scope has arisen several times in
biotechnology parent litigation. For the viewpoint of one
biot.eclmology firm on this subject. see David Beier and
Robert H. Benson, Biotecllno/ogy Pa1en1 Act, 68 Datver
University Law Review 173, 174-76 (1991).
117 Robert P. Merges and Richard R. Nelson, On tM
Comp/a Economics of Palenl Scope, 90 Columbia Law
Review 839 (1990).
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companies in the United States have endorsed this
legislation. Two companies withdrew from the IBA.
however, citing the association's suppon of such
legislation as one of their reasons for withdrawing. 11 B
The bi_ll ~ opposed by ~e Intellectual ~openy Owners
Associabon, the Amencan Bar Associauon 's Section
on Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, and the
American Intellectual Propeny Law Association.
According to another source that opposes the
legislation, the legislation is considered to be "special
interest legislation sponsored by Genentech and Amgen
to potect their products and give them rights not given
- under patent law."119 Others believe that "additional
uncertainty" in patent law will be generated, resulting
~n the exnenditure of additional time and money by the
industry.120
In regard to Japan, industry sources have indicated
that the Japanese Government has generally been
responsive to the needs of foreign firms in the area of
IPR.
There are, however, still some areas of
concern.121 The prehearing submission of the IBA
specifically referred to two problems with the Japanese
patent system as it relates to biopharmaceuticals. First,
IBA stated that parent applications languish for years in
the Japanese Patent Office before they are acted on and
that during this time Japanese companies are selling
these pharmaceuticals in their market, with the U.S.
innovator having no recourse. Second. IBA stated that
even when such patents are finally granted, they are so
narrow in scope that they are easily circumvented.
This can result in more cross-licensing, which reduces
profits for the firm that originated the product.

Pricing and Cost-containment Policies
The enactment of cost-containment programs, price
controls, or both, on a national level may result in
decreased levels of R&D spending in that such
programs can reduce revenues that can be reinvested in
R&D programs.
In turn, the implementation of
policies that significantly restrict R&D efforts in a
country could result in a decrease in the international
com_petitiveness of that country's pharmaceutical
industry. Ill
111 "Walkout 11 Biotech Group"; ..Two Bioiech
Companies Quit Trade Association." The companies that
withdrew termed the original legislation to be "protectionist"
and stated that it would "distort U.S. patent law." Concerns
have also been expressed about S. 654, companion
legislation to H.R. 1417, which. in tum. is identical ro
H.R. 5664. "Biotech and Copyright Renewal Bills Are
Endorsed at Senate Panel Heiring."
"'"Parent Protection Act Seeks to Improve
Comuetitiveness of U.S. Firms."

l2olbid
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usrrc

staff field interviews in Japan with
represen&atives of U.S.-based multinational firms and
~wives of industry associations during April, 1991.
122 Heinz Redwood, The Price of Health, 1989, pp. 45-6;
Schnell Publishing Co., "Phannaceuticals, 1989," Chemical
Moruting Reporter, Mar. 20, 1989, p. SRIO.

Pricing
Pricing is considered one of the . "main
detenninant[s] of margins, research capacities, and
intemationalization."t:zr The primary factors involved
in the pricing of pharmaceutical products include costs
of production, profit, and perceived therapeutic value
to recoup research and development costs. As such,
pricing policies have a significant impact on the
industry, particularly on R&D expenditures. It has
been noted by industry sources that pharmaceutical
industries in countries with higher prices for
pharmaceuticals, and, thereby, more revenues to
reinvest in R&D, generally have well-established and
stronger R&D programs as compared with industries in
countries with lower-priced products (see Chapter 5 for
a discussion of pharmaceutical prices and the demand
for pharmaceuticals). The United States, for example,
has not to dale implemented price conttols on
pharmaceuticals and is considered by many to be the
country with "the last of the free pricing. nJ24
Consequently, the industries in countries with higher
prices are generally stronger and more competitive in
that they · account for a larger share of
globally-successful NCEs and have been able to
maintain and/or enhaitce their internationalization
efforts.
123
·
"Pharmaceutical Pricing: A Cause for French ·
Concern," EllTOpean Chemical News, Mar. 20, 1989, p. 20.
· 136 USITC staff field interviews in the United States with
fepresenlatives of multinational finns and representatives of
industry trade associations during February-March, 1991.

The comparative (although not absolute) strength
of the pharmaceutical industries in several OECD
countries is reflected, according to one industry source,
in the relative size of the phannaccutical trade balances
of the individual counlries. 125 As shown in figure 3-4,
Switzerland, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the
United States have historically maintained the largest
positive trade balances in pharmaceuticals and are
considered to be the sttongest industries on a
worldwide basis, whereas the industries in Spain,
France, and Italy have relatively weaker trade
balances.126 France and Italy have traditionally been
very dependent on their home market; the United
Kingdom and Germany have been less so. Japan, not
yet a major player, has had negative trade balances
during the past five years.

Western Europe
Pricing conttols on pharmaceutical products
marketed in the EC are implemented by almost all of
the member states. In 1983, the European Court of
115 Heinz

Redwood, The Pharmaceutical Industry:
Trends, Problems, and Achieveme111s, 1987, p. 135; USITC
staff field interviews in Western Europe with representatives
of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational firms and
re~sentatives of industry associations during April 1991.
126
It is interesting to note that the countries with the
larger trade surpluses are those that have traditionally had
higher prices for pharmaceuticals.
. 127 Duphar and others vs. Netherlands (ECJ case 238/82,
1984).

Figure 3-4
.
Annual pharmaceutlcal trade balances (SITC 541)
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Justice ruled in the Duphar case that individual
member states can organire their health care and social
security systems so as to increase the financial stability
of these systems.1 27 As such, price and profit controls
were declared legal and not in conflict with the Treaty
of Rome.128 This ruling made the idea of price
controls more acceptable in the EC.129
Decisions on pricing by public authorities are said
to be influenced by "factors such as investment
commiunent, employment impact, and export
potential." These individual pricing systems and other
factors result in different prices for phannaceutical
products in each of the member states. 130,l31 It is
estimated that the final prices to consumers for
products in member states with the highest prices and
those with the lowest can viµy as much as
500-1,000 percent (see Fig. 3-5).132 Industry sources
indicate that the differences in the prices generally
result from differentials in such factors as: national
reimbursement systems, distribution margins, 133
exchange rates, inflation rates, value-added tax (VAT)
rates, 13l and the standards of living, in individual
countries.135 For example, if one assumes identical

from about 40 percent higher than the manufacturer's
price ~3'al) to about 270 percent higher
(Denmark).1
The pharmacist's margin in each
manufacturers prices, differences in the VAT rates and
in the "allowable" distribution margins in each member
state can cause the price to the final consumer to range
member state r e r i y accounts for a large share of
this difference. 1
Figure 3-5
Relative prices of pharmaceuticals In the European
Community

Index a 100 (EC)

Portugal .................,
France
Spai~

Greece

/9')2 and the Regulalion of the Pharmaceutical
Industry, p. 41.
129 USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry a5sociations during
Aprll 1991.
130 According to a recent anicle in Elll'Opean Chemical
ftlews, (Feb. 12, 1990, pp. 11-12), the member states are
ranked .as follows in regard to drug pricing (in order of
increasing prices): Greece, Portugal. Spain, Italy, France,
Belgium. the United Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, the
Netherlands, and Germany. The article states that the
president of France's pharmaceutical industry trade
association believes that "the current low prices [in France]
have the perverse effect of pushing firms to compensate
through increased sales." According to EC Commission
Main Statistics on the COl'flnUUUty's Pharmaceutical
)ndustry, (p. 11), in 1987, France accounted for about 36
percent of households' consumption of pharmaceutical
products on a EC-wide basis, compared with 29 percent in
·
Italy and 18 percent in West Germany.
131 U.S. International Trade Commission, The Effects of
Greater Economic Integration Within the European
COfNl&ll.llily on the United States: Second Followup Report,
Inv. No. 332-267, September 1990, p. 22-13.
in Leigh Hancher, The European Phamwceutical
·Mark.et: Probll!ms of Partial Harmonization, p. 9. Higher
prices generally exist in the northern countries, whereas
lower prices generally exist in the southern countries; "Wide
Differences Among Nations Pose Problems for
Harmonization," World Pharmaceutical Standards Review,
June 1991, p. 5. 1l1e data was compiled by the European
Bureau of Consumers' Union (BEUC) and the German
·pharmacists organization (ABDA).
134 The standard VAT rate for pharmaceuticals, for
example, can range from 14 percent in Germany to zero in
the United Kingdom.
13.5 USITC staff field interviews in the EC with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry trade associations
during Jan. 8-19, 1990.
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The implementation of the price controls takes
many forms, ranging from actual price setting to
controls on profitability to systems in which the
reimbursement program . implemented in a given
country influences prices (cost-containment programs),
· as shown in the following tabulation: 138
136
Shearson Lehman Hutton, A ConJroversial Vision of
the Future: Chall.engu Posed by Pharmaceutical
Deregulation, February 1989,-pp. 66, 76 and EC
Commission, Main Statistics on the Community's
Pharmaceutical Industry, 1989, p. 14. Many member staies
limit maximum margins for wholesalers and pharmacists.
137
"A Conlroversial Vuion of the Future," p. 76; "Main
Statistics on the Community's Pharmaceutical Industry," p.
14. According to A Controversial Vuion of the Future, (p.
76), this margin is generally higher in countries in which
local regulations allow pharmacists to own only one store
(countries cited as examples of this are Demnark. Germany,
and France).
131
/9'}2 and the Regulalion of the Pharmaceutical
Industry, p. 29.

Country

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
· Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
1 Germany

Control of
individual
drug prices

Bstter price
for local

Yes
Effectively no
Yes
(,)
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No

(3)

activities?

(2)

No
Yes
No

(2)

Yes
Yes

instituted the Health Reform Act. in 1989

(see below).
2 Unknown.
3 A profit control system is used in the United
Kingdom (see below).

In the United Kingdom, for example, the voluntary
system used is called the Pharmaceutical Price
Regulation Scheme (PPRS). 139 The PPRS, enacted in
1957 as the Voluntary Price Regulation Scheme and
renamed the PPRS in 1978, only addresses those brand
name ethical pharmaceutical products that are sold to
the Deparunent of Health and does not apply to generic
or OTC products. The PPRS is intended io maintain
price levels that allow for a "reasonable return on
capil81" and to ensure that prices of pharmaceutical
products are oot raised arbitrarily. 140 The level of
. return on capil81, or the target profit, is established .
·through industty-govemment negotiations and is based
on factors such as the company's degree of.investment,
its levels of employment and exports, associated
loag-tenn risks, and earlier financial retums.141 The
permitted returns on capital over the past 7 years are as
follows:
Year
1984-86 " ••.......
1986 (Oct.) ....... .
1987 (Oct.) ....... .
1988-89 ........ ..

Permitted retums
on capital
Percent
15-17
16-18.5
17·21
Linked to the averai;ie return
on capital of British industry per
the "Financial Times soo•
index

·"9 The system, amended in 1969 and 1986, was the
result of recommendations from a number of investigative
committees that were created to suggest ways to limit the
cost of drugs to the National Health Service (NHS). The
majority of the pharmaceuticals consumed in the United
Kingdom are provided through the NHS. (David G. Green,
Medicines in the Mark.elplace, The IEA Health Unit, 1987,
p. 8.)
140
Shearson Lehman Hutton, A Controversial Vision of
the Flllwe: Cllallenges Posed by Phannacewtical
Derealllalion., February 1989, p. SI.
1ll "UK PPRS is a Model in Europe," SCRIP, Mar. 29,
1991, p. 4.

Companies can maintain profits in excess of their
limits in any given year if these profits result either
from the launch of a new product or from the reduction
of a company's costs through manufacturing
efficiencies. Increased profits from external factors
such as changes in exchange rates cannot be retained.
If profits are too high, however, the Deparunent of
Health may (1) negotiate price reductions; (2) delay the
approval of price increases; or (3) seek repayment of
"excessive past profits."1 42 The prices of new products
are set freely by companies upon entty to the market
The PPRS also calls for a cap on promotional spending
by companies. The latter is said to have more of an
impact on small- and medium-sized companies because
of the higher ratio of promotional spending to sales
generally incurred by lftese firms, as compared to that
of larger firms.
France, Il81y, Belgium, Portugal, and· · Spain
generally set prices based in part on negotiation and in
part on consideration of factors such as exports,
investments, research, wages, raw material costs• and
employment levels. · National price approyal for
products is required in Belgium, Italy, Portugal, or
Spain before products can be put on the market in any
of those countries.
·
In the EC, the Transparency Directive, which
. became effective January 1, 1990, sets forth procedural
provisions relating to the time limits for member states
malting pricing decisions, the citing.of criteria used by
member states in making the decision, and the rights of
appeal and publication of the decisions.143 Industty
sources have suggested that the directive could reduce
discriminatory practices, particularly oven national
pracl:ices associated with factors such as inve~ent,
that have been associated with some past official
'
pricing decisions.

Japan
The prices for pharmaceutical products in Japan are
set by the Government In the early 1980s, the
Japanese Government reportedly selected the domestic
pharmaceutical industty . for international eit~ion,
"an action that lays the groundwork for coordination of
trade, pricing, and health-care policies to ·promote
overseas expansion."144 Reponedly, however,· the
Japanese Government also systematically lowers
pharmaceutical reimbursement prices biennially,
resulting in decreased revenues to companies operating
in Japan, thereby limiting the competitiveness of the
Japanese industty. 145
Prices for phannaceu*als in Japan are set by the
Special Committee on Drug Prices, part of-the Central
Social Insurance Medical Council (Chuikyo).. The
142Ibid
143Ibid
'
144
New York Academy of Sciences, The Competitive
Statws of Ille U.S. PhannaceuJical /ndwstry, p. 76.
·
145 PMA submission, p. 31.
·
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Chuikyo acts as the Minister of Health and Welfare's
advisory body on diagnosis and treatment
reimbursement and drug price standards under the
National Health Insurance Act and the Health and
Medical Services Act for the Elderly.1 46 Prices for all
drugs are included in the Phannacopeia, the official
registry of approved-for-use drugs in Japan.
The price for a new drug is set by comparison with
the National Health Insurance (NHI} price for a drug
with similar properties (i.e., efficacy, structural
formula, pharmacological action, etc.) already listed by
the Koseisho. Should the new drug have no similarities
to other listed drugs, then the Working Group receives
from manufacturers detailed information on the cost of
manufacturing the drug (including R&D payback) and
sets the new drug price. This will be the highest price
at which the drug will ever be sold in Japan. Once a
pharmaceutical is given an NHI price and sold in the
Japanese market for two years, its price is subject to
downward revision by the Special Committee. No
fotmal discussions are held with either sellers or
consumers to incorporate their views into the decision
to set a rate for price reduction.
Based on suggestions made in the Ryukinkyo
report, Chuikyo ~ proposed certain revisions to the
price setting mechanism which will enable industry to
present .its views as well as take into account
· international prices and make provisions for a special
evaluation of revolutionary new drugs and orphan
drugs.147 Drugs and their prices will continued to be
. listed quarterly.

Figure 3-6
GDP spending on heatthcare;
HeaHhcare spending on pharmaceutlcals
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Cost Containment
·.A nlimber ·

of countries, including many EC

· member states and . Japan, have implemented
·. cost-containment
programs
for
health
care
expendifures. Arriong other things, these programs are
intended to lower the portion of health-tare
expenditures accounted for by pharmaceuticals. The
· implementation· of such programs is becoming more
prevaleni worldwide as national health-care
expendiwres continue to increase in many countries.
Figure 3-6 shows health expenditures as a percent of
GDP in a number of developed countries in 1987 and •
. the .relative shares of these expenditures accounted for
by phannaceuticals. 148
. · 146 Heall/a and Weifan in Japan, Ministry of Health and
. W~lfare, Tokyo, Japan, 1989.
47
. 1 The method employed by the MHW to set prices is
called the 90 percent bulk-line method. Under the proposed
changes to the pricing procedure, it is the goal of the
Government to gradually reduce (over a ten-year period) the
discrepancy allowance between the NJil listed price and the
marlcet price to 10 percent. To accomplish this end, the
:bulk-line method will be replaced by a weighted-average
. ': . method for calculation so that official prices may better
•.: .. reflect the overall sales performance of a drug.
141
Obtained during USITC staff field interviews in the
United States and Western Europe with representatives of
EC-based and U.S.-based multinational firms and
representatives of industry associations during Feb.-April
1991. It should be noted that the data in the chart for Japan
and the United States is updated to 1989.
··
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In the Uilited Stares, for example, health-c:ai'e
spending as a percent of GNP has increased from less
than 4 percent in 1929 to about 12 percent in i989.
The percentage of the toial accounted for . by
pharmaceuticals; however, has decreased from almost
14 percent in 1960 to less than 7 percent in the 1980s.
The Japanese government, despite the full coverage
afforded by the Natioruil Health Insurance, was able to
keep the ratio of national health expenditures tt> GNP at
around 6 percent, compared with I0 percent in the
United States and Gemiany.
Although the Japanese Government's efforts to
contain costs were successful during the 1970s beca~
the GNP was growing 8l the rare of national health
expenditures, the Japanese government started to limit
the rise in health expenditures in the early 1980s. In
June 1981, the official reimbursement piice of drugs
was reduced by nearly 18 percent By 1986, the price
reimbursement . level had been reduced · by nearly
50 percent, and in 1988, prices were reduced by
another 10 percent The result of this poli<;y has been a
reduction in the growth rate of pharmaceutical sales.
More recently however, pharmaceutical sales have
grown annually at 2 percent and are expected to
continue at this rare.

United States
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990
contains regulations intended to reduce Medicaid's

outlay for prescription drugs in the United States~
J>harmaceutical companies are required to provide
rebates to the Medicaid program in order to have their
prescription drugs reimbursed by the Government The
amount of the rebate is based upon a percent of the
average selling price paid to the manufacturer. The
pereentage paid varies on a product basis (see Fig. 3-7).
Under current provisions, companies. will have to
rebate from 12.5 to 25 percent of their sales to
Medicaid in 1991. The cap on the rebate depends on
the percent of the discount provided to Medicaid. The
maximum level of the rebate will increase to as much
as 50 percent of a company's Medicaid sales in 1992.
In 1993, the minimum rebate will increase to
15 percent. whereas the maximum rebate will be ·as
great as that given to any other customer, regardless of
the percentage of sales that customer represents.
Another Medicaid reimbursement policy currently
practiced in the United States is the use of formularies
as criteria for such reimbursement by about 19
states.149 The use of formularies reportedly can result
in delays within states ranging from 12-40 months
before a product is granted formulary approval. These
delays can, in turn, result in decreased revenue
accruing from these products, thereby reducing the
expected lifetime return on the new product ISO
- f=lgure 3-7
Expected company rebates under the Medicaid
Rebate Law

Million dollars
1200.--~~~~~~~~~~~~---.,.---.
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Souree: CBO, PMA.

*

1 1be number of states with formularies is current. as of
July 1990. "Drug Costs Hold Steady u Percent of
Medicaid," Dr"I Topics, Oct. 22, 1990, p. 66.
uo Henry Grabowski, "The Changing .~s of
Pharmaceutical Research and Development," Tiie Cllanging
Economics <f Medical Technology, 1991, pp. 3S-S2.

Western Europe
Individual member states . have reimbursement
systems that vary from country to country. State
funding ranges from 50 percent to almost 80 percent of
the total bill for pharmaceuticals under individual
member state health-care systems. Pllannaceutical
spending in the EC, on the average, represents about 10
to 20 percent of a country's health-care expenditures.
Therefore, national authorities in some member states
are implementing reforms in an effort to cont?QI
expenditures. For example, Germany-traditionally a
country with high prices and free pricing-recently
enacted the "Health Reform Act" (HRA) .. The HRA
fixes reimbursement levels for products that are off
patent and that have a relatively high volume at a level
between the · generic price and the original .
manufacturer's price (reputedly closer to the former
than the latter). The HRA does not.· however, set an
· absolute price. Under phase 2 of the HRA, a reference
price will be introduced for products that are
"chemically related and are pharmacologically and
therapeutically comparable," whereas in phase 3, a
reference price will be introduced for ''products in
particular combinations of products, which are not
necessarily chemically relaled, but which are
pharmacologically and therapeutically comparable."
The system has reportedly already resulted in an
average decrease of about 25 to 30 percent. in the prices
of West German pharmaceutical products. ·
In the United Kingdom, there is control on profits
from the. sale of drugs to the public sector. The
state-funded National Health Service (NHS) provides
free treatment for more thin. 90 percent of the
population. Overall, in 1986, generics accounted for
12 to 13 percent of the toral value of $3.3 billion worth
of drugs dispensed under the NHS. Since 1988, family
physicians, in a "drug budgeting" scheme, have
received regular figures showing how their prescribing
patterns (generics vs. original products) compar:e with
those of their local colleagues and with national trends,
along with pricing information on the two tYJ>es of
drugs. The generic companies reportedly have not
been happy with cost-containment measures in the
United Kingdom or in general; if measures' like the
above cause ethical drug companies to lower prices on
their drugs too far, the generic drugs will lose their
competitiveness. ISi
·
In France, much of the cosas of drugs for individual
patienas is reimbursed by the country's social secmity
fund. Since French governments reportedly have kept
drug prices artificially low and the industry has
tiaditionally been dependent on its home market for a
large share of its revenues, the fl.ow of research funds
to companies has been reduced. Higher drug prices
were permiaed in some cases, depending on
companies' agreement to build plants in France.. The
relatively low level of R&D expenditures by French
ui

Chemical Marketing Reporter, Mar. 20, 1989, p.
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companies tw generally resulted iifa"~ueti&n: ih. Ute
number of. global NCEs deyelo~ by: ..the .French
:J~iistrY: sf11ce ~979-.~~21 !
.. · .. ·
. . . . . : .. . •.. .'
, -, As 9( August 1991; in.a continuing effort ufred~ce
·; national expenditures on pharmaceutiCalS, the· French
;: Governmenf will . reportedly. .reduce sales of French
. phannaceutical companies by 2.5 percent· and· iilctease
,patienfs ~copayments: .. The methods- used to reduce
.companies~ sales will include: (1) decreasing the prices
of·.! products; ' (2). removing
produCts . from
.. reimbursement lists; .and (3) withdrawing products
· .. from . the market. • The redui;tion is expected to
-~ primarily -affect companies . with · sales 'of · over
,. .
..
$16.9 million. 153 .
. In Italy, the· ·'go~ernmeni . rel>Ortooiy remov&i
around 900 drugs_ frQm. the reinibursemerif' list in
· 19901 54 and reclassifi~finany other m~~•nes_so that
·~entS will ·have IQ _pay for 3Q to.40 pe~ent of th~ir
1 casts.
The Government also reportedly lifted a pnce
.'freeze· on drugs in iine .with the .abovC-notf'.4_ EC
direetive, which coWd trigger'a long-~nn increase in
· pharinaceutical prices in that·~ouritry.155 ·. · · ·
•

_. ~·

-;' '.J

•

,

...

,. •

.. •

,·

·:.Japan··"
·· ' ·
~ .., , n;··i$mese. N-~ooal Health ~. irtltlated: in
'..i96J,..Pf001o~, rapi<I gwwth .... in. public· ~th
. expenditure~.~; inc~ drug: sajes,, Under the
National Health Insurance system, Japanese patients
/ate:required.to pay only afraction ofthe·fuU'cost of a
·prescription drug;· the balance '.is paid·. by NatiOnal
,~ealth:Jnsurance. -'By the mid 1980s; drugs accoun~
~fQr betw,een ~.:and: 35· percent of Japan'.s ·national
·:health · expenses· and the Japanese. Government
.~Y began lowering· both the prices of domestic
. pharmaceutical products · and · reimbursement levels.
. Prices have decreased by· approximately 8-9. percent· a
y~ over the. past· decade ..156 In :1984,- the plan was
amended .to. introduce 10 percent patient cost-sharing
for. insured·,people: 157 As a result, the growth rate of
Drug Makers Face Major Shak~-Out,'.' :.·
C/lemical. Marlceting Reporter • Pharmaceiaicals '90, Mar.
19, 1990, p. SR.34.
, .,
·
.
.· . 153 "Freneh Want Sales Cuts by Aug~t," SCRJ!', No.
'i628, )mie.26, 1991,.p. 2. According to "Emopean, Drug .
Makers
Major' Shakeout," many in the indlisi:ry expeet
the iinplementation of the Transparency Directive 10 result ·
.in higher prices in f'.xance, th~reby making jt necessary to
increase j>atient's oopayments· and/or to take products off the
reimbursement list.. The latter option could hit . . ' .
small-to-medium siZed companies the hardest, particularly
those.making "low-cost;•relatively ineffectiv,e medicines."·"
Conversely, ~rdil}g to the arti~le, high~ prices would .
help the mpusby's effort to intern,a.tio'nalize by proyiding ... ,
funding for.the developine~t Qf globally success.Cul . · .
pharmaeeutical products. · · · '·' · · ·
·. "·
154
·
Italy, like France, has one of the highest pe.r-capita
rates of.drug conswnptiQn! in Europe.
·
· · :.
• ·: 1.51 ;'European

Face

15Slbid.

.

.

' 1 "''Japan.''Busine~

.i, . '

. .

'·"

Weet: p. 10; T11111!, Jan. 8, 1990,

pp. 56-5~.
. _, .. . ·.
.•
lSJ Ministry of Heallli and Welfare, Heallh and Welfare .
in Japan, 1989, p. 16.
. .
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. 'ph~~tlcal sales h3s dCclined. There was a 1.6

, ~.t,drOp in the value of Japanese drug production
_1ri 19~. More ~ntly ho~ever, pharmaceutical sales
hay~ gro\VJ1 annually at 2 percent and are expected. to .
continue :.at this rate.
· .: Japan also established the Health and Medical
Services System for the Elderly program, in which
.displllities ·in medical costs for the elderly were
rec~fted, .and, as a result of subsequent amendments,
allowed for an element of "cost-sharing and
, ·apportionment" for elderly insured persons.158
,

· 1'he Effect on Industry R&D
; :-_ Levels~ ·of R&D spending in the pharmaceutic31
industry often decline. as the result of l:fle enacunent of
price conttols and/or cost-containment programs on' a
·· national level in that these conttols can ·reduce revenues
.that. can .be reinvested iO R&D programs.159
"According to · one source,' "No coilntry thal has
·practiced cost-containment in health care at the
~xpense of its phannaceutical industry has managed to
.nurture. a. phannaceutical industty that can compete
globally." 160
·
·
.·
,
. ..
./ · In the .EC, individual pncing sysielns and dtbCr
factors. in member States result in differen~ prices for
pharmaceutical products in eaeh of the member
states.161,162 . .. This price differentiation in the
indiVidu81. We8tem ·European countries can result in
increased. parallel ttade, particularly from the southern
member states, ttade barriers, or both. Parallel
importation is the importation of a ·product froin ·a
low-priced country into a higher-priced countty.163
1;5')bid.

.

. .

... :

u 9 USITC staff field intetviews in the United State.! and
Wesiejrt Europe \With representatives of EC-based and
U.S/baSed mul~ational fu:ms and representatives of ·
indus_·~•associi\tions during February-Man:h 1991 . .
160
~~inz R:oowQod, The,Price tf Health, 1989, ~ 4~.
111
.
~ A'*>rdiilg,to.a reCerit'article.in EllTOpean CllemiCal
News, (f.eb. 12, J990, pp.11-12), the.member states are
ranked' as'.follow(in regari:J.to drug.pricing (in order of
incre~iiig:.pri~):-Oreece, P.oimgal. Spain, Italy, France,
Belgi~_.the IAU~ Kingdom, Irel~ Denmark, the
Nethe!1~4s. and· _Germany.: The article states that the.
presid~pif Frm.ce's phaimaceutical industry trade . .
associ.~ion believ~ that :"~e ~urrent low prices [in Fr!UJCe)
have the perverse 'effect of pushing ·finns .to cpnipensate
through increa8tid Sales." According to EC C~sion
Main Statistics on the CoinnuuU.ty's Pharmaceiaical
Industry, (p. 11), in 1987, France accounted for about 36
percent of housel!o~ds' cOJisumption of pharmaceutical
~ucts, compared with 29 pe.rcent in Italy and 18 percent
in Germany.
.
162
U.S. Inteinational Trade Comlnission, The Effects of
Greater Economic /nJegration Within the European
Co111111W1ity on the United Stales: Second Follow"f' Report,
Inv. No. 332-267, September 1990, p. 22-13.
. ,
63
.
_1 .The ~uropean Pharmaceutical Marlcet, p. 9. It
' .
should be noted that ~ the EC, through parallel trade, ,
patented productS can move between cowuri~ regardless of
whether they are patent protected in the country in which
they. are. ultimately. sqld. It would not be p0ssible to have '
similar moyement of.patented products between a lower
priced country and the United States, however, since

the pioneering ~anufacturers." 167 This legislation is
Several countries that have implemented
~ived by representatives of the pharmaceiltical
cost-containment programs have seen ..their ~ildustries
mdustry as the first Stages of cost-containment efforts
shift from ·within their borders. Japanese companies.
in the United States in that the.level of rebate directly
for example, are now said to be facing pressure to enter
affects a company's profits. 168 Some industry sources
foreign 'markets. Innovation in Canada reportedly
have suggested that the cost-containment program was
declined as a result of its compulsory licensing
. program. Price and promotion controls in France . . · prompted, in part. by increases in the prices of
pharmaceuticals durins the 1980s that reoortedly
, .·apparently weakened the domestic industry.1 64 Since
exceeded the increase 111 the inflation rate. I« -These
' the French Government owns about one third of· the
increases are perceived ro have been the industry's
. ·French . industry, the Government must perform the
strategic response" to a combination of pressures
·
"main
dual task of balancing its industrial policy to develop ·
facing the industry, includinR higher R&D costs and
the pharmaceutical indusuv while controlling prices of
shorter product life cycles.170'
pharmaceutical products.16S
Although the Medicaid market CW'fently represents
In some cases. national governments can regulate
a relatively small share of the domestic
pharmaceutical pricing and reimbursement in such a
pharmaceuticals market (about 10-15 percent by
way as to favor domestic industries. The PPRS, for
value), industry sources believe that a significantly
example. has resulted in increased investment in the
larger portion of a company's revenues could be
UK industry. France is said to provide indirect R&D
subject to the rebate provisions by 1993, given the
· incentives for local firms or foreign-based firms with
expected increase ~ the rebate level to about
significant investment levels in France by allowing for
15-50 percent and higher, as described earlier in this
such things as more rapid product approval and better
section. If state and third-pany programs then
domestic prices. ·
implement similar procedures, a company's profits
could decline by a significantly larger amount since a
In light of this. many companies believe that it is
larger portion of its sales would be affected. 171
necessary to enter into comarketing agreements with
The Medicaid system is said to be similar in
French partners and to maintain production and/or
concept.
to the reference pricing system in Germany,
~h · facilities in France to compete. there.
which uses the concept of therapeutic clustering.112
Howe".er, at least one company, citing discrimination in
Therapeutic clustering is the grouping of drug products
regard to. pricing negotiations, is said·to be considering
for similar indications at similar price levels for
the option of building a new factory in another Western
reimbursement by either health insurance plans or
E~ ~untry rather than adding investment in
national health systems, ~gardless of whether the
France.166
products are patent protected. 173
Therapeutic
clustering . is expected to exacetbate the impact of
cost-containment programs. If the products are patent
protected,
the companies essentially lose revenues, in
Industry Position .
spite of being granted national market exclusivity for
the product. Consequently, one industry representative
The United States is considered to be one of the
indicated that cost-containment efforts are viewed as
last countries in the world with ~ relatively
undercutting domestic IPR protection.174
unencumbered economy in regard to pharmaceuticals.
As of 1990, however, legislation was enacted that
167
requires pharmaceutical companies ''to provide steep
PMA submission, p. 14.- The Medicaid market
constitutes about 10 percent of the U.S. prescription drug
rebates to the Medicaid program in older to have their
market Concern exists, however, that any program
prescription drugs reimbursed by the Government The
implemented for Medicaid could eventually be adopted by
rebate is less for the makers of generic copies than for
other domestic health insurers.
163---C..-d=wi

products that have U.S. patents Cannot be imported into the

lJnited States by anyone other than the patent holder(s)
awJ/or any U.S. licensees of the patent holder(s).
161 USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of industJy associations during
Aptjl 1991; Medicines in The Marketplace, p. 16.
165 USITC staff field in~iews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of industJy associations during
Aptjl 1991.
.
.
1'6 USITC staff field interviews in the United Stales and
Western Europe with representatives of European-based and
U.S.-based multinational pharmaceutical firms and other
sources during January-April, 1991; "Multinational Drug
Firms Said Hesitant to Invest." World Pluzrmacelllical
SttwlanJ.s Review, Jmie 1991, p. 6.

168
.
USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during
April 1991.
169
USITC staff field interviews in the EC with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry trade associations
durin~ Jan. 8-19, 1990.
1
'The Changing Economics of Pharmaceutical
Research and Development." p. 35-52.
171
USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Euro~ with representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based
1 2 The HRA has reportedly already resulted in an
.
average decrease of about 25 to 30 percent in the prices of
West German pharmaceutical products.
173
Such clustering is expected to be implemented in
future phases of the West German cost-containment system.
174
The decrease in revenues would also have an impact
on R&D expenditures.
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Industry sources have stated that. ir'it is ~ssaiy .. , ...~:. ;.The:··,,;r~sparen~y· ·Directive, . which:· be.came
to have price controls, the PPRS (deScril)ed .earlier ~ · ·~ effeeti.v:e'.Janwiry I, 1990, addresses pan, but not all, of·
this· section) is probably one of the best, particularly if· · the'ir)~ustiy's concem,on the pricing of pharmaceutical.
· compared to the reference pricing system implemented ,. ·
proo~~ts fo lhe ~C. . I~ustiy soun:es have suggested ·
under the Health Reform Act in Germany. 175 '.The ·. · ·that the dii:ective could reduce discriminatory practices~

PPRS is credited with having increased investment. in
·.the UK pharmaceutical industry and balancing
cc>st-containment measures with industry policy. Orie
source argues, however, that despite the fact that the .
Q.K. industry "has a good record of ~vestment and
innovation, ... it is likely that it could have been still .
more successful if it had not been for the curtailment of
profits through the.~PR~." 176 Th~ Fren~h.Go.vernment
tS reportedly cons1denng the 1mplementabon of a
"French~~le PPRS" with .the goal of increasing the
profitability of the French mdustry. 1?7
In regard to the Duphar case,1 78. according to
industry sources, a positive feature of the ruling is the
provision that member states, when making decisions
in regard to either pricing or reimbursement, must do
so based on objective and verifiable criteria. This
wording, also used in the Transparency Directive,
allows firms operating in the EC to oo so on a more

particularly overt national practices :associated with
~·investment, that have :been associated
.with ~ome'past official pricing decisions. The industry
"questions any implication, however,·that the directive
wquld in any way positively.impact 'r;rade." Industry
rej}resentatives stress that the directive does not address
· the issue of restrictive price controls or the effect of
parallel· imports on prices once the ·s~gle market is
create<f.181 All member states are considered "free to
. k~p such restrictions in pJa4e or, if they so choose, to
impose e~en more onerous restrictions~ "1 82 ·
·

factors such

, .Pfoduct Liability

'

United· Staies

level playing field, regardless of parentage, and tp
anticipate with more certainty the national conditions
that must be met.179
.
. ,

The industry has also expressed concern aoo'ut the
increase- in parallel imports that could oe<;ur as ·the
result of continued differentials in price iri die EC ..
Industry SOW'CCS expect that the increase ·in parallel
uade, which, under this. scenario could result in as ·
much as a 10-20 percent decrease by value in the EC . .
market, would affect primarily the multinati<inal ·finn~
·
that nwket prodl,ICts throughout the EC. According to ·
the Europeari Federation of Phannaceutical Industries
Associations .(EFPIA) and the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association (PMA), the undercutting in
price that results from parallel trade would decrease
.

revenues and .thus potentially have a negative impact
·
on R&D.
As prices are considered the "main
· determinant of margins, research capacities, and
internationalization," the enactment of price controls
leads phannaceutical firms to q~estion the economic ·
merit of introducing new products. 1!!0

°" USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe with

1

representatives of EC-based !IJld U.S.-:based multinational.
finns and rqresentatives of ·industry associations during
~ 1991.;
.
176 David G. Green, Medicines in tlu! Marketplace, The
IEA Health Unit, 1987, p. 30.
·
.
.
·
177 '"The Big Squeeze," Chemical Marketing Reporter ·
..
Plrarmacelllicals '91, Mar. 11, 1991, p. SR44.
178
See section on price control in Western Emope for ·
more details on the case.
.
179 USITC staff field interviews in Wes~ Europe· with
representatives of EC-based an~ U.S.-based multinational
finns and rqresentatives of industry BSS;Ociations dUring .
~ 1991.
1111 U.S. International Trade Commission. The Effects of

Gretller Economic /nJegration W11Jsin tlu! E,11TOpean ·
COlff11Ullfily on tlu! United StaJu, p. 22~13; USITC staff
field interviews in Europe wilh representatives of EC-base.d
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Product liability faw in essence deals with the right
of a consumer to sue the· manufacturer of a product for
injuries caused by a ·perceived defect. in th~ ProdUCL . ·
Lawsuits about defective produc~ are p&flicularly ·.1
prevalent. iri the field of phaimac~ticals. One soun:e .
estimated . that liability insuraoce arid litigation clefense . ·
costs account .for over· 95 percent of the price of ,a
childhoo<tvaccine.183 . In receru·years, injury ~wai'ds.
have increased steadily; with · the average pay~nt .
topping the $1 million mark in 1986, due in part to the
rise in punitive damage awar<fs.184 Liability concerns
have led to the practice of "defensive medicine" - ·
taking steps not considered clinically necessary in
order to. de~end agai~st charges of negligen~e -~,and:. ::.
substantial mcreases m health care costs. 185 · Product
liability litigation has · driven at least one ·U.S ...
pharmaceutical firm into banbuptcy.186 Although
product . liability ' concerns generally. affect :1 all · ·
companies operating in a give_n geographical, area; it is·
possible .to argue that the .dome5tic industry be8rs a · · ..-.
large share of the. impact ~much as the domestic . · ·
industry,,often .incurs· a major portion of its revem~es · ·
from its home market.187 . .
·.
·
180-C~

and U.S.-based multinatioiial fums and representatives of
ind~~'fY ttade ass~i.ations during April, 1991 ·
.·
., ; .·
'
Ibid.; lnttadepress, Eurobrief. Feb. 23, 1990, p. 142. · ·
·
182Jbid.
. .
" .'
. .'
183 P. Huber, Litlbilify, The legal Revolution and/ts·
·
Consequences (New York, 1988), p. 3.
·
184
Merck & Co.; Health Care ll'lllDVation: I~ Case for
a Favorable Public f'olicy, p. 33; P. Huber, ~iabilily,Tlu! ·
Legal Revolution and /ti CMSequences (New York, 1988),'
p. 127. .
. ,·
1
" W. Olson, Tiu! Litigation Explosion (New York,
1991~ pp. 6, 218. ·: ·' . .
.. '
1
staff interview wilh represa\tatiVe of U.S.
.
.
·
· indus~ during April 1991.
187
·
For example, &ccording to a representative of PMA;
U.S. phannaceutical sales.acco1Dlted for 55.57 percent of
total pharmaceutical sales of U.S.-based innovative
companies in 1989.
·

usrrc

Common Law
In the United Slates unlike many other countries,
product liability law is mainly common law determined
by the courts rather th~ ·siawtory law iwsed by
legislatures.188 It·is made panicularly complex by the
fact that it is mostly governed by the courts of the fifty
States rather than the Federal GovernmenL A dispute
over the safety or efficacy of a drug can lead a
manufacturer into extended and costly litigation in fifty
sej>arate jurisdictions, so that defenses have to be
· proven again and again.189

Strict Liability
The last two decades have seeri a significant shift
in the way the law deals with defective products.
Originally, a manufacturer could be held liable only if
an injured consumer could prove that the producer was
negligent in making its producL ·Now, under the legal
theory of strict liability, applicable in many
jurisdictions, a plaintiff must prove that· the product
was defective· and that it caused injury, but need not
prove that the manufacturer acted negligently.190
Attempts have been. made to accord
pharmaceuticals special treatment on the grounds that
dru~ often have dangerous side-effects but can be of
great benefit to human health. One court held. that
prescription drug manufacturers are not strictly liable
for injuries caused by their products so long as the
dru~ were properly prepared and accompanied by
warnings of their dangerous propensities lhat were
either known or reasonably scientifically knOwable at
the time of distribution.191 The U.S. pharmaceutical
industry supports that holding and ,hopes that other
courts will follow it. However, the holding has not
been adopted on a nation-wide basis, leaving the
· 188

P. Huber, Liability, The Legal Revol111ion and Its
Consequences (New York. 1988), p. 3. ·
189 USITC staff in~iew with representative of U.S.
indus~ during June 1991. - .
.
190
Merck &. Co., Health Care IM011ation: the Case /OT

a Favorable Public Policy, p. 29; P. Huber; Liability, The
Legal Revollllion and Its Consequences (New York, 1988),
p. 37. See also GruNNJn v. Yuba Power Products, Inc., 59
Cal. 2d 57, 27 Cal. Rep1r. 697, 377 P.2d 897 (1963), and
Evans v. General MotOTs COTp., 359 F.2d 822 (7th Cir.
1966lt cert. denied, 385 U.S. 836 (1966).
1 Brown v. Superior COIUt (Abbolt Laboratories), 44 ·
Cal. 3d 1049, 751 P.2d 470, 245 Cal. Rplr. 412 (1988). See
also Restatenumt (Second) of Torts, section 402A, comment
k (Some products currently cannot be made safe; these. are
espetjally common in the field of drugs).
192
USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
indUsuy during June 1991. Firms have been held liable in
spite of extensive warnings. In one case, a jury foWld a
manufacturer liable for failing to warn of a danger even
though the FDA had considered and disapproved that
warning. Wooderson v. Ortho Pharmacelllical Co., 23S
Kan. 387, 681 P.2d 1038, cert. denied, 469 U.S. 965 (1984),
cited in R. Kingham, Phannaceutical Manufictiuers
Association, statema\t to the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation, May 10, 1990.

industry with a. large degree of uncertainty about how
courts will handle pharmaceutical .cases.192

Go".ernment Approval Defense
Some countries pennit a manufacturer to defend
agamst a product liability suit on the ground that a
governmental authority such as the FDA has tested and
approved. the product as safe. This governmental
approval defense insulates a manufacturer from
liability provided the finn has not practiced fraud in its
application for approval and has manufactured the
product according to the government's standards. U.S.
courts generally do µot recognii.e such a defense, and
producers face potentially enormous liability even after
the government has declared the product to be
essentially free of defects. 193
In at least one
instance,f94 a drug was driven off the market entirely
by product liability suits even though the FDA had
approved, and continued to approve, it, and most of the
lawsuits were won by the drug manufacwrer. An
industry source suggested that the drug might be
available to consumers if U.S. law had a governmental
approval defense.195 .
.A clear indication of the difference between U.S.
and foreign liability laws came with the attempt by
several British plaintiffs in one drug liability dispute to
sue the drug maker in U.S. courts. These individuals
found that British law was not favorable to their claim
because the British Government's Health Ministry had
approved the drug and such approval was a defense
against liability suits. As noted above, U.S. courts
generally do not permit a drug manufacwrer to defend
against product liability claims bast.d on governmental
approval. In this instance, the British plaintiffs did not
succeed in bringing their suit in thC U.S., but they
showed that such transatlantic claims may be made in
the future.196
.
·

Insurance
. Drug companies seek to protect against liability
through insurance. Industry sources slate that this
option has become increasingly difficult to exercise in
recent years. Insurance companies have become wary
of pharmaceuticals because of the significant number
of large awards that Courts and juries have made to
plaintiffs in suits involving drugs.
One drug
manufacturer has found that its insurers dispute many
claims, particularly the amount of legal defense
expenses, and pay slowly, requiring the manufacwrer
to engage in expensive collection procedures.
1 3
9 An opporient of such a defeiise might argue lhat
regulatory agencies provide only minim\D'll standards that
may not prevent behavior that is in compliance with those
standards from also being negligenL P. Huber, Liability, The
Legal Revollllion and lt.J Conseq~ncu (New York, 1988),

~~-

194

.

lnduslry sources state that there have been other
instances as well.
195
USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
indus~ during llUle 1991.
196 Ibid.
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Some insurers have gone t>anJaupt. Others _riow
write more restrictive policies and rule out entirely
coverage of such products as birth con1rol drugs and
vaccines, which creates a significant· disincentive to
undertake the development of new products .in these

areas. 197

.

.

.

Legislative Action
Some· jurisdictions have attempted to limit the
impact of product liability litigation. Eighteen"states
have imposed by statute a ceiling on the amount of
. damages, variously punitive or non-economic, that a
plaintiff can collect. . Twenty-one states permit the
imposition of penalties on ·plaintiffs filing frivolous
complaints. 198 Utah, Arizona, .and Oregon have
adopted a governmental approval defense, and New
Jersey and Ohio have passed ~der bills covering that
and other issues. 199 : "
·
.
. .
..

Seeking an overall solut,ion for a decade,
pharmaceutical companies have pressed Congress to
take action. In.partial te$ponse, CongressJ>a~ the
National Childhood Vaccine I.njliry Act 9f 1986.200 As
live biological agents, vaccines U$ually must CQDtain a
risk of di8ease .in order to be effec.tive. Consequently
they are particularly vulnera:hle to ·product liability
claims. Industry sources . State that concern. over
liability has , re.suited i~ fewer companies making
vaccines, and· f~wer v~ccines being made. Under lhe
Vaccine Injury· Act, the Department of Health and
Human Services runs a. _National. Vaccine _Jnjur)r
Compen8ation Program which. maintains a fund for .
paying victims for vaccine~related injury arid death. To
cOllect, a victim must file a petition with· the U.S.
Claims Court.201 Although the statute does not
preclude suing the vaccine manufaeturer in another
coon, limitations on damages are placed on such suits.·
For example, a manufacturer cannot be held liable if
injury or, death resulted ·from . side effects that ·were
u~voidable ,even ..though the ·.vaccine was . properly
pr:epai'e<f and accompani~ by proper directions· and
w.amings.202 The Vaccine Act is seen·as a constructive·
step, but as having been "hampered at first by lack of
fqnding and administrative delay. Also, plaintiffs have·
197 Particu"liir products adversely BJrected'by prodU~t; ·· ·
·
liability have been thalidomide, intra-uterine birth control
devices. and letracyclines. usrrc staff interview with" . .,
representative of U.S. industry during April and June 1991.
Deductibles tend tO be set high, often in the$ 15-20 million
range. Merck&. Co., Heallh Ctll'e /nnovalion: the Case for
a Favorable Public Policy, p. 30. ·
:. · ·
·
.
1911 Merck&. Co., Health Ctll'e fflllDllalion: the Case for
a Favorable Public PoUcy, pp. 34-35; P. ~uber, Liabilily,
The Legal RevolUlion and Its Consequences (New York,
1988~ . 202. .
. . . '
' .
. .
' .
1 \Jsrrc staff interview with representative of_ U.S.
industJY during June 1991.
200
Pub. L. 99-660, Title Ill § 301, Nov. 14, 191J6, 100
StaL 3755, 42 U.S.C. I 300aa~l el seq..
201
42 U.S.C. f 300aa-ll.
202
42 u.s.c. I 300aa-22(b).
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not been eager to take advantage of the fund because
·awards tend to be smaller than those in normal liability
suits, particularly with respect to attorneys' fees.203
Several liability reform bills have been introduced
in Congress over the past few years. Among them
were H.R. 1115, introduced in 1987, and S.1400.
considered in 1990. S.1400 would have, among othei
provisions, introduced a government approval defense
under which drug manufaccurers could defend against
. punitive damage claims by showing that their product
was approved by the FDA.204 No broad federal
liability reform bill has been passed, however, and
indus~ sources see little hope of passage in the near
.
future. 5

Western Europe
In 1985, the European Community (EC) issued
Directive 851374 on liability for defective products.206
In the recitals prefacing that directive, the EC found
that differences among member state 'liability laws
distort trade and hamper the free movement of goods,
and ·the formation of a common market for
consumers.207 In 1988, the EC issued uelased decision
on a system for rapid information exchange. on dangers
arising from the use of consumer products.208 In 1989.
the EC .CQmmis$ion pqJosed a , directive,
complementary to the liability directive, on genCral
product safety.209 The . EC Commis.mn lim also
proposed a directive establishing rules on liability of
·wnu,~rs for ":aste1.. and plans a directive ~.liability .for
def~bve serv1ces..:10
·
·
The product luibility ditectiv_e (Directive 85/374)
aims .at harmonizing EC ~ember state Jaws•. many of
which. deny nidress to an aggrieved cdnsumer unles8 he
can prove that a producer has been negligenL., ·In
contrast, the EC directive instituted a form of strict
liability, requiring a'n injured con5umer only lO prove
that a· product was defective and that the defect caust.d
203

USITC itaff interview with representative of U;S ..
.
.
·
.
.
Washington Post, May 23, 1990, p. Cl; R. Kingham,
Pharmaceutical Manufactiuers Association, statement lO the
Senate Committee on Coinmerce, Scierice; and
.
Trans~tation, May IO, 1990.
. USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
industry during June 1991.
• Dir~tive 85/374 of July 25, 1985, OJ No. L 210/85;
see U.S. International Trade Commission, The Effects of
GretJ!er Economic fnlegration Within the Ewripe411
Comnwnity on the United Stales (lnvestigati0n No.
·
332-~7), usrrc Publication 2204, July 1989, pp. 6-37 ro
6-3~. and _USITC, The Effects of Greater Economic
Jn1egraJion Within the EIUOpean CotnllUUlily 0n the Uniled
Stale~iTst Follow-Up Report, USrrc Publication 2268,
March 1990, pp. 6-120 to 6-124.
·, . .
1111
Utz T~ke. ~ to ABA-EC conference.
"Eur~ 1992.' Jtme 8, 1990.
.
Decision 89/45 of Dec. 21, 1988, OJ No. L 17/89:
209
OJ No. C ,193/89.
..
, ,,
210
rourth Progress Report of the Commission to the
Couricil and the_ European ,Parliament ~ the
iinplementation o.f the Commission·s White Paper on the
completion of the internal maiket. COM (89) 311 final
(June 20, 1989).
.

indu~try dur~g ~une. 1991: .

injury. A producer can use. certiin defenses, such as
the fact that the product's defect was due to compliance
with mandatory regulations issued ·· by · public
authorities. Under the directive, a consumer can· also
bring suit against the ~porter of a defective product,
and, if the prodlicer cannot be identified, against the
supplier of the prOduct211 Although the directive has
instituted strict liability, one source opined that the EC
liability standard will remain more limited than the
;'U.S. standard even if Congress passes one of the
proposed reform measures it has considered.212
.
Once a directive is passed by the EC, it must then
be implemented by each member state before it can
become fully effective. The product liability directive
had an implementation deadline of July 30, 1988.
Since then, after a slow start, most member slates have
auempted to comply with the implementation
requirement
However, the EC Commission has
brought actions before the European Court of Justice to
seek . revision of the United Kingdom's Consumer
Protection Act213 and a measure passed by Italy,214
which the EC Commission considered to not comply
with the directive.215
.
Even after full implemenlation, differences among
member states will remain. These differences involve
the types of damages covered, the jurisdiction of
various national courts, .and court procedures. For
example, the United Kingdom and Ireland permit
"preaction discovery," a milder counterpart to U.S.
pretrial discovery, by parties in lawsuits, whereas many
other EC countries do not.21 6 Moreover, by the terms·
of the directive itself, member slates may pass
implementing legislation that is more stringent than the
directive, in that the legislation may cover more
products and exclude some defenses provided in the
directive.211
·
In Switzerland, the Code of Obligations· covers
most product liability claims. This code, covering
contracts, excra-conlractual relations, and commercial
mauers, was enacted ·over 60 years ago and is
111 lbe consumer's chance of success is increased under
the Brussels Convention, which provides EC plaintiffs with
a choice of jurisdictions in which to sue. Convention on
Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil aitd
.Commercial Matters, signed at Brussels Sept 27, 1968. ·
112 Wendell Wilkie n; General Counsel, U.S.
Departnlent of Commerce, address to ABA-EC conference,
"Eur~ 1992." June 7, 1990.
11 Consumez.Protection Act 1987, Part 1, effective Mar.
l, 1988.
. 114 Presidential Decree No. 224 of May 24, 1988,
effective July 30, 1988; Report drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Citiuns' Rights, Apr. 28,
1989.,,. 9.
11 EC-US Business Report. .Vol. 2, No. 4, Apr. l, 1990,

pp. 7-8.

.

Utz T~ke, address to ABA-EC conference,
.
~ 1992. June 8, 1990.
·
.
11 For example, Germany, Greece, Portugai. and Sr.am
have imposed a cap on the amount of damages a plaintiff
can receive; the other member states have not Utz Toepke,
address to ABA-EC conference, "Europe 1992," June 8, ·
1990, and conference materials, Tab H, p. S.

..
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considered by some to be outdated in that it does not
fully address t,he issue of product liability.218 Various
article8 of the Code of Obligations permit suits that in
the United Slates might be termed product liability
clairits~219 Although Swiss law provides for strict
' liability in certain areas,220 medical drugs, narcotics,
and vaccines fall under a series of Slatutes that do not
impose such l~bility.221
Instead,· drugs .must be
registered with the authorities and must comply with
regulations covering sucll aspects as packaging.
. . Certain ~1$, of Swiss law sugge8t that product
liability claims. would be les8 prevalent 'in Switzerland
than in the United States.. · As discussed above, strict
liability applies ;wi~ respect Qnly to a limited number
of products, and "10t 11t all to drugs. In mQst cases,
. negligence must be proved.
The defense of
contributory negligence is usually available. Unlike
the United Slates, Switzerland has a relatively shon
slatute of limitations, under which. a plaintiff must sue
within one year after learning of the claim.222 Indeed,
compared to U.S. law, the corpus of Swiss product
liability law is relatively modest~ although a significant
case law exists in which injured'oonsumers have sued
manufacturers .for defective products.223 Because
product liability is a relatively small area of law, most
Swiss companies, aside froµi operators of railways and
other sectors covered by special liabilitv slatutes, have
seen little need for liability insurance.224
,.
In general, liability suits are brought less frequently
in Europe than in the United States. In Europe, unlike
in the United Slates, attorneys generally cannot conduct
extensive discovery, . obtain jury trials, or collect
contingency fees. In the European Community, British
courts see the largest number of such suits; however, in
the United Kingdom, a victorious defendant can collect
attorneys' fees from the plaintiff, thus discouraging
frivoloos claims.225
118 The Swiss Department of Justice established a study
commission to comprehensively revise S~s civil liability
law. ORGALIME, ProdMCt LJal>ility in Europe: A Practical
GMidefor lndlutry, April 1989, p. 46: .That effort has not
yet affected product liability. USITC staff interView with
representative of the Swiss Government during June 1991.
119 See Articles 41, SS, 91, and 184-21S. W. Freedman.

Products Liability: An /nlernational Manual of Practice,
Oceana Group, Switzerland, pp. 2-3.
220 Article 58 of the code imposes strict liability for
fixtures such as a high .crane temporarily erected on a
construction site. Statutes out5ide the code impose strict
liability on cei1ain areas such as nuclear power plants,
·
pipelines, and motor vehicles.
221 For example, vaccines are covered by four statutes,
at SR 812.21, 812;24, 812.11 t; and 812.112. If a drug
C<?Dtains a poison, it must also comply with the Poisons Act.
222
ORGALIME, Prodiu:tLiability in Europe: A
,Practical Gwdefor lndwtry, April 1989, p. 47.
223 USITC staff interview with representative of Swiss
.
Government during June 1991.
~ W. Freedman, Pr<Xbu:ts liabilily: An lnJernational
Manual of Practice,'(Jceana Group, Switzerland, p. S8. ·
225
USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
industry during June 1991.
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Japan
. · Tladitionally, product liability claims have -been
de.alt with in Japan under the general law of tortS as
Codified in Article 709 of the Civil Code.226 This law
requires a plaintiff to prove negligence to recover for
injuries based on a defective product. Japanese law
generally does not impose strict liability for defective
products.227
.
. .:
In recent years, product liability has reeeived more
attention in Japan:bslargely due to the iitfluence of the
U.S. experienee..
Neverthel~. phannaceutical
companies have found in general that they .are sued
much ~ frequently in Japan than in the United
S&ates.229 Product liability claims, even in instances of
mass injury, apparently are often settled by negotiation
radJer than litigation, partly because Government
Consulnez centers set up throughout Japan encourage
and
usist in settlement
of disputes. 230
.
.
.
Lawsuits based on allegedly defective drugs do
occur, however.
One U.S. phannaceulical
mailufacturez noted that it was involved in a major:
lawsuit lo Japan that had lasted for several years and
that threatened a significant exposure, but had not
actually resulted in large awards. A source at that firm
stated that Japanese consumers traditionally have not
been eager to sue, but the legal climate.is changing· and
that more frequent litigation was likely in the future.231
The Japanese Government has Sought ways other
than litigation to-handle injured coilsumer8. In 1979, a
law was pused establishing the Drug Fund for Adver8e
Reaction Relief. In 1987, the law was amended to add
to the fund's activities the promotion of research into
such areas as drugs and medical equipment 232 Since
1980, the fund has provided benefits to individuals
harmed by adverse reactions to drugs. Phannaceutical
firms in Japan are required to make monetary
contlibutions to the maintenance of the fund,233 and
the Japanese Government subsidizes it as well.

Industry Position
The U.S. product

l~ability

system, according to

industry sources, has resulted in a decline in· the
competitiv~

of U.S. companies compared with

22111 If a breach of contract is involved, Article 415 of the
Civil Code is the relevant law.
·

m Z. Kitagawa:. Doing BMSine.ss in Japan (1989), Vol. 7,
§ 4.01.
221
229

Ibid.

USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
.
.
in Japan (1989), Vol. 7,
f 4.10.
.
231
USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
~during Jtme 1991.
'
..
m Law No. S5, 1979, amended by Law No. 32, 1987.
:m All firms who manufacture or import IPld market
drugs conuibute annually, and all drug finni whose products
have caused inj~ that resulted in payments by the flDld
contribute an additional amounL Z. Kitagawa, Doing
Bll.rineu in Japa11 (1989), Vol. 7, § 4.08(3).
~ during April 1991.
2311 Z. Kitagawa, Doing Business
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-.forei~ · firms.2 34 ·u~ike. noo~U.S~, companies, U.S.
. pfuitmaceulical manufacturers lnlist factor the cost of
· liability ·cirums into the, price.of theif products. Foreign
oompanies operating in the U~ited Sµues face the same
·risk ~f liti~~tion as u.s; companies, but th.e size of their
·exposure 1s m_uch less because only the_1r U.S. assets
can be Se~ ..
Industry sources state that several aspects of the
U.S. product liability system, that .usually do not exist
overseas, lead to larger numbers of lawsuits and larger
awards to plaintiffs. Contingency fees pennit a
plaintiff with few financial resources to ltire a lawyer,
who receives no f~ unless he wins the case.. ..In the
U.S. industry's view, the.contin~ncy fee arrange~nt
increases the lawyer's incentive to seek a large award
and to resist settlement Product liability case~ can be
tried by juries, who often are unversed in complex
technology. The U.S. legal system permits extensjve,
and to Ute industry excessive, discovery, which gives a
plaintiff's attorney license to examine a drug
company's files for evidence of imperfeci methods of
drug design and production.23S
.
.·
Innovation in ·the U.S. · industry ·is stunted by
concern over potential lia}>ility because Juries are more
likely to· find a new product defective than an old,
familiar one. 236 Acc.ording to some ~~es. the
specter of product liability exposure· has led
pharmaceutical companies to shy away from research,
particular~ into areas such as obstetrics and binh
·The United States has experie.nced a
controt23
vaccine· shortage and refusals by physicians .IQ
vaecinate.238 · Also, ·U.S. pharmaceutical companie8
find it· more attractive now to make their pfoducts
outside th~ U.S. in.order to escape U.S. liability law.239
. One .. pharmaceutical company note'd · that
withdrawing a drug from the U.S. market because· of
liability concerns can often lead. to withdrawal from
overseas markets as well even though the risk. of
liability in. other countries can be far less ~ in the
United States. The ne00 to withdraw overseas comes·
from the ne00 to maintain an image as a good cori>Orate· ·
citizen. When a drug is p~led rrom· U.S. s~re shelves
but not withdrawn in other countries, the manufacturer,.
may encounter
criticism that it is discriminating
..
.
. against
~

234

USITC staff interView with representative of U.S.·
.
industry during April and June 1991; P. Huber, Liability, The
Legal RevolUlion and Its Consequences (New York. 1988),· ··

p.229.
235

.

USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
indusl!)' during June .1991.
236 P. Huber, Liability, The Legal Revolwion and Its .
Consequences (New .York, 1988), pp. 14, 157.
237
Rese&Jch expenditures by U.S. companies.working
on conlraceptives peaked in 1913 and plummeted 90 percent
in the next decade. P. Huber, Liability, The Legal
Revolurion and Its Consequirices (New York. 1988), p. 155.
238 The nwnber of U.S.' companiei producing childhood
vaccines went from 13 in 1981 to thiee at the end of the
decade. According lo one of them, the drop was due to
liability costs~ Merck & Co., Heallh Core Innovation: the
CaseJor a Favorable Public Policy, pp. 3, 31.
USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
industry duiing April and June 1991.

non-U.S. consumers by selling them defective drugs,
even if there is nothing wrong with the drug. In
addition, the U.S. is often the largest market for a drug,
so that the non-U.S. world market is too small to make ·
production of the drug worth the manufacturer's
mvesunent. 240
·

Tax Law
United States
The U.S. corporate tax system is complex, and a
comprehensive description or analysis is well beyond
the scope of this section. Accordingly, this section is
limited to a brief description of key features of U.S.
corporate tax law, with special emphasis on those
provisions identified by the U.S. phannaceutical
industry as important to the well-being of the industry.
This section focuses only on Fed~ral tax law.
However, it should be noted that States and localities
. impose taxes of various kinds, including income taxes,
which, though generally less than Federal taxes, can be
significant and may affect the competitiveness of firms .
and industries.
·
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 substantially revised
U.S. income tax laws. In general, rates on taxable
income of both individuals and corporations were
substantially reduced, but numerous deductions and
credits were either eliminated or made less generous.
The 1986 Act also repealed certain exclusions, in effect
in variods forms since 1921, applicable to most
longterm capital gains. Since passage of the 1986 Act,
most capital . gains have been taxable at ordinary
income rates.
Rules regarding depreciation of tangible personal
and real property have changed significantly several
times since 1981. The Accelerated Cost Recovery
System (ACRS); which applied to tangible depreciable
property placed into service after 1980, was amended
in 1986 by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and is now
generally known as the Modified Accelerated Cost
Recovery System (MACRS). The MACRS, which
generally .is not a8 generous as the original ACRS,
applies to all tangible depreciable property placed into
service after 1986. In general, the time for tax cost
recovery under MACRS is longer than under ACRS.
As a result, annual tax deductions available to all firms,
includinJ~
pharniaceutical firms, are effectively
reduced.'241
.
One tax law of particular interest to the
pharmaceutical industry is the research and
experimentation (R&E) tax credit. In general, a
20-percent tax credit is allowed for qualified
research242 expenses paid or incurred by a taxpayer
during a taxable year that exceed the average amount
2AO USITC staff interview with representative of U.S.
industl')' during June 1991.
241 26 u.s.c. 168(bX4).
242 The term "qualified research" covers both in-house
research and contract.research expc:nses.

of the taxpayers's yearly qualified research expenses.in
the base periodA which is generally the preceding 4
taxable years.24J The credit also applies to certain
payments to universities for basic research.244 The law
is temporary rather than permanent and is presently
scheduled to expire on December 31, 1991. It is this
temporary aspect · of the law that is of particular
concern to the domestic industry. Pharmaceutical
research generally involves a long-term commitment of
funds and personnel by a firm. This requires long-term
planning, which can be inhibited by the uncertain
future of this law.
Research eligible for the credit must be undertaken
for the purpose of discovering information that is
technological in nature, the application of which may
help in the development of a new or improved business
component of the taxpayer.24S Substantially all of the
research must constitute elements of a process of
experimentation related to a new or improved function,
performance, or reliability or quality.246 There are a
number of activities for which the credit is not allowed,
including research after commercial production;
marketing surveys, and foreign research. 247
Another concern of the U.S. pharmaceutical
industry is section 861 of the U.S. tax code. Section
86 l contains detailed rules for allocating, among other
things, R&D and certain other expenses in the case of
multinational corporations. Until 1986, U.S. multi-·
nationals could deduct up to 100 percent of their·
U.S. R&D against U.S. source income even when they
had significant foreign source income from the same
category of products to which the R&D was directed.
Under Treasury regulations issued in 1977 (regs.
section l .861-8, but on which Congress had placed a
moratorium through 1986), U.S. multinationals would
have been able to deduct automatically only 30 percent
of their U.S. R&D against U.S. source income, with the
remainder to · be allocated between foreign source
income and U.S. source income. In the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, Congress set the percentage at 50 percent
for a two-year period, and has subsequently annually
set the percentage at 67 percent, overriding the
30-percent provision in the Treasury regulations. The
current temporary provision, which U.S. firms would
like to see made permanent,248 .is set to expire at the
end of 1991, after which the 30-percent provision in
the Treasury regulations will come into effect Because
some foreign countries do not allow deductions under
their tax laws for expenses of R&D activities
conducted in the United States, multinational firms
with significant foreign source income but which
perform a disproportionately high share of their R&D
in the United States are unable to fully deduct their
243

26 U.S.C. 41(a) and (c).
26 U.S.C. 4l(a)(2).
245 26 u.s.c. 4l(d)(l)(B).
246 26 U.S.C. 4l(d)(l)(C) and (d)(3)(A).
247
26 u.s.c. 4l(d)(4).
2411 See, e.g., submission to the USITC of the
Pharmaceuticals Manufacturers Association, Feb. 8, 1991, p.
2; and Merck & Co. publication "Health Care Innovation:
The Case for a Favorable Public Policy, p. 61 (1988).
244
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U.S. R&D expenses either directly against U.S. source
income <X' indirectly against foreign source income and
through any unused foreign tax credits. Generally, the
smaller the percentage that can be deducted
automatically (and thus the larger the percentage that
must be allocated), the greater the amount of R&D
expense deduction that is likely to be lost This, some
U.S. finns argue, encowages U.S. fmns to shift R&D
operations from the United States to countties which
allow deductions for R&D expenses but do not allow
deductions for R&D activities conducted in the United
States.249
One provision of the tax code that has been
beneficial to the pharmaceutical industry is section
936. Basically this section grants tax preferences to
U.S. finns operating in Puerto Rico and was also .
designed to encOUi'age reinvestment of profits to
stimulate economic development in U.S. possessions.
Under section 936, qualified domestic corporations
may receive a credit equal to the portion of earnings
from subsidiaries in U.S. possessions, such as Pueno
Rico. To be eligible, at least 75 percent of this income
must be derived from the active condlJct of business;
the remainder may be passive income derived from ·
investments in "eligible" activities. As a result of
major
section
936,
a
number of the
U.S. pharmaceutical firms have manufacturing
facilities in Puerto Rico. ·
It should also be noted that the United States taxes
U.S. persons on their worldwide income, including.
their. foreign income. However, a tax credit genei'ally
allows U.S. taxpayers to redliee the U.S. tax on their
foreign income by the foreign income taxes that they
pay on that income. In the case of foreign business
operations that are conducted directly, as through a
foreign branch, income for such foreign operations
would be reported on U.S. tax returns for the year in
which it was earned and it geneially would be taxed ·
cmrently along with U.S. income. In general, in the
case of indirect foreign operations, a U.S. shareholder
of a foreign corporation defers payment of U.S. taxes
on the imcome from those operations until the foreign
corporation repatriates its income.

Foreign t:ountries
Like U.S. tax law, foreign tax ·1aws tend to be
intricate and reflect social custom, praetical
considerations in Collection, and government policy.
Direct comparisons between U.S. and foreign tax laws,
particularly with respect to. general corporate tax rates
or industry-specific deductions, such as depreciation;
iend to be very difficult and can be meaningless if not
placed in the broader context of the whole tax system.
For example, a country with a high .nominal rate on
taxable income but with many opp()rtunities for
deductions and credits may have a lower effective rate
•Merck publication. p. 61. For a summary of
iquments, see also Tar Reform Act of 1986.' Report of the
Commilte~ ""Finalta (on] H.R. 3838 .. ., Rept. No.
99-313, 99th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 70S.
·
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of tax than another COWltry with a much lower nominal
rate but fewer opportunities to take deductions <X"

credits. Similarly, a liberal system of ded~ons and
credits directed at an industry may be of little or no
benefit, .and thus provide little inducement for
additional investment if the industry has little in the
way of profits or taxable income. More0ver, local
taxes levied oo corporations are often significant: the
ttade tax levied on corporate income by localities in
Germany raises about the same amount of revenue as
the German Federal corporation tax. In addition, some
countties (e.g., in the EC) rely relatively heavily ori
indirect taxes, such as value-added and excise taxe8,
and are less dependent on direct taxes, such as
corporate and personal income taxes.
Unlike the United States, most developed countri~
either do not tax individuals on. their long-term capital
gains (e.g., Germany, Switzerland, the· _Republic of
Korea, Taiwan, Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands), or
tax them at a rate substantially below that f<X" ordinary
income (e.g., Japan taxes long-aerm capital gains at a
rate of 5 percent, and Sweden taxes gains on assets held
over 2 years at a rate of 18 percent). However, most
developed oountties tax corporations on their long-term · .
capital gains at ordinary income rates. With respect to
corporate dividends, some countries (e~g., · the
Netherlands and Switzerland) follow the classical
system (used in the United States) and in effect tax
dividends twice, once at the coiporate level and once at
the individual shareholder level. However, Italy and
the United Kingdom follow an imputatioo system,
under which shareholders receive a tax credit.·. and
Germany. follows a "split-rate" system; Under which
disttibuted profits are taxed at a lower rate than
undistributed profjts. Some countries, such as Japan,
follow the U.S. approach and tax domestic raxpayers
on . their worldwide income, but ·others, such as
Switzerland, generally do noL
Like the United States, Japan has adopred t8X
policies designed to stimwate .research and
development, but Japanese incentives tend to be more
directed to specific 8ector8.2SO Apparently the
· dispensation of rax incentives permits MITI to illocate
incentives as it deems appropriate, a. praetice which
reportedly favors high-technology industties. Japan
reportedly has 19 different tax incentive systems to
encourage technological innovatioo, including an R&D ·
, tax credit similar to that of the United Slates. In
addition, it had in effect between 1985 and 1988 a Key
Technologies Tax Credit, eq~ tb 7 percent of the
acquisition cost of assets used in specified technologies
or 20 pereent of the corporate inc:Ome rax, whichever is
greater.

·Industry Positions
Several in4u8try' groups have adciressed tax iSsileS
of interest to. the industry. In general, industry groups
identified three areas in the field of taxation that would
250
The malerial in this paragripb is fn>m T. Howell et
al., The Microelectronics Raee: Tfte Impact O/Gowmmenl
Policy 0n /nlernatioilal Competition. 1988, P.,:67, 132-33.

·

strengthen the pharmaceutical industry: (1)
restructuring the R&E tax credit and making it
pennanent; (2) reducing the cost of capital by reducing
the tax on capital gains and encouraging long-tenn
savings and investment; (3) resolving issues raised by
section 861. by pennanently selling a percentage of
R&D expenditures for allocation against U.S. income.
In submissions in conjunction with the
Commission's hearing in this investigation, both the
IBA and the PMA asserted that the R&E tax credit
should be made pennanent.251 PMA explained that
"Continued double-digit increases in pfuinnaceutical
R&D investment shows that the credit has been
effective."252
In addition, IBA called for a
restructuring of the R&E credit to make it more
effective in helping small biophannaceutical
companies to fund research activities. IBA called for
removal of the cap limiting the credit to 50 percent of
the increase in qualified R&E over the base period,
explaining that the cap "serves to penalize the very
high growth companies whose R&D investment will
improve American competitiveness."253 IBA also said
.that the limitation of credit availability to investments
incurred "in carrying on" existing trade or business
effectively precludes new lrades and businesses from
using the credit:
Because of the "in carrying on" restriction,
the R&E expenses leading to many of
America's most significant small business
innovations would not have been eligible
for the credit, including for example the
R&E leading to human growth honnone.
In fact, the most significant innovations by
definition involve a new line of business
and would not be eligible for the existing
credit.254
IBA asserted that the costs of capital for U.S. finns
"far exceed" the costs to foreign competitors, and
advocated that government policy focus "on.
encouraging investors to take a long-tenn perspective
by enacting a capital gains differential that emphasizes
long-tenn investments."255 IBA said tliat this would
"increase the availability of 'patient' capital that
research-oriented companies need, and it will tend to
make the market less volatile. "256 IBA noted several
major irading countries where capital gains either are
not taxed (e.g., the Republic of Korea, Gennany, Italy,
Belgium, and the Netherlands) or are taxed at rates
substantially below the rates on ordinary income (e.g.,
Japan).257
·
251 IBA statement submitted Dec. 28, 1990, p. 19; and
statement of PMA President Gerald Mossinghoff, received
Jan. 3i 1991, p. 15.
25 PMA statement, p. 15.
253
IBA statement, p. 20.
254 Ibid, p. 21.
2"Jbid, pp. 8-9.
156 Ibid,
257 1bid,

p. 9.
pp. 8-9.

R&D Incentives
All the major phannaceuticat producer countries
provide at least some government suppon for
phannaceutical R&D through funding of basic medical
research. However, the nature and scope of the support
as well as funding mechanisms vary considerably. In
addition, many governments support pharmaceutical
R&D indirectly through funds allocated to higher
education and through specific tax incentives designed
to encourage private sector R&o.258
In general, R&D is an important factor affecting a
country's ability to sustain economic growth.259
Industrial R&D generates technological changes that
allow for the development of new products and
improvements in manufacturing and services
production. As a result, successful R&D generates real .
growth in national income. Government R&D policies
generally focus on the support of basic research
because it is likely to affect a variety of industries and
·may be underfunded by the private sector. Less direct
funding is provided for product development activities
because the private sector is more likely to allocate
levels of funding consistent with private and social
efficiency.2ro
Government funding of pharmaceutical R&D,
particularly in the United States, follows this general
pattern. Governments may focus on certain areas as a
result of health or economic development priorities, but
tend to concenlrate funding on basic research rather
than product development. 261
Assessing the
effectiveness of government-funded pharmaceutical
R&D is difficult because of spill-overs from and into
other sectors and because of the relatively small
percentage of total R&D funded by government.

International Comparisons of Government
R&D
Cross-counti"y R&D data developed by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
258
For example, the U.S. Government allows for a 20
percent tax credit for certain R&D expenses. The efficacy
of the credit is questionable because of its temporuy nature,
according to some industry sources.
259 See, for example, R.M. Solow, ''Technical Change
and the Aggregate Production Function," Review of
Economics and Statistics, 39, 1957, pp. 312-320.
260 Basic research and, to some extent, precompetitive
product development run the risk of being underfimded in
the private sector for three reasons. First, firms C8Jlllot
always appropriate the output of R&D. Because private
returns may be considerably lower than public returns,
under-invesunent may occur. Second, basic research
generates externalities; other firms can act as free-riders.
Finally, in some cases the scale of a research effort may be
too extensive (either in terms of economies of scale or in
terms of time) to be undertaken by a single finn. OECD,
Industrial Policy in OECD ColUtlries: Annual Review,
1990, p. 108.
261 For example, government support for R&D in the
biotechnology sector is motivated by biotechnology's
numerous backward and forward linkages to other
industries.
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Development (OECD) exist for the 1970s. However,
the categories. used include health research outside of
pharmaceutical development and also include some
government funding of higher education.

Institutes of Health (NIH). In addition, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) supports research directly or
indirectly related to medical/biotechnology research.
Although total R&D conducted by HHS accounts for
less lhan 15 percent of lOlal U.S. Government-sponsored R&D, basic research conducted or
managed by HHS accounts for about 41 percent of total
U.S. Government-funded basic research. Table 3-1
shows Government research funds for fiscal years,
1988-92, . excluding general Federal Government
suppon to universities. Nlli is the primary vehicle for
direct U.S. Government suppon for pharmaceutical
R&D. Funding is allocated to R&D conducted by NIH
and for grants administered by NIH.

Comparable data do not exist for more recent years
and are difficult to estimate.
Expenditures on
phannaceutical research are often included in broader
categories and are not easily disaggregated. Measuring
government suppon for biotechnology R&D (related lo'
phannaceutical development) is even more difficult.
because much of the researeh deals with . areas
unrelated to phannaceutical or medical research. In
addition,
funding
for
pharmaceutical
and
biotechnology research is managed by a variety of
agencies in different countries ,and often includes joint
private-public activities. 262 The remainder of this .
section will review trends in the United States, the EC,
and Japan.

Europe
The various European Governments provide 'funds
for health-related R&D and higher education. In
addition, the EC provides se~te funding for R&D
through its framewoik programs,264 which fliild basic'
or precompetitive research. Table 3-2 shows funding ·
for health and biotechnology R&D during 1987-91 and
1990-94 under the EC Framework Programs.

United States
Federal Government suppc>n for medical research
continues to exceed funds allocated by other national
goveniments.263 This suppon is dii'ected through
grants and programs largely administered by the .
Department of Health and Human Services (llliS); the
majority of this activity is carried ou.t by the National '

. During i987-91t the EC allocated 65 million ECU
for a medical and health research program that was to
increase the efficiency of the Community.'s medical
research and health-care efforts.26S EC funding for the

21112 Lower funding of health R&D on the part of these
countries relative to the United States may be explained, in
part. by the free-rider concept Just as the private sector
tends to wider-invest in basic research, so too may other
goveniments, perhaps hoping to bertefit from spill-overs in
U.S. funded research. .
·
.
.

163

· 264 The framework programs were established to
coordinate R&D projects that ilm0ng other criteria were iOo
large and/or eoinplex.to be conducted by individual
C()unlries. USITC, The Effects ofGrealer Economic
/nJegration Wilhin the European C"""'"'11ily On The United
Stales: Second Followup Report, p. 16-16.

Based on incomplete infortnati<>n~
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Table 3-1
.
.
. .
.
.
U.S. R&D fUndlng (obllgatlona) for medical and ~eaHh research and other science support, flacal years,
1989-92
. .
.
.
198~

1988 1

Agency

1990

1991~ 3

1992'

Millions of dollars
HHS:
7,161
Total R&D .•.............•..
6,612
NIHR&D ............... ; ..
Basic research:
4,086
Total
NIH ...... , ..............
. R&H facilities ................
22
1,722
NSF ~al R&D) .••............
Total ederal Government R&D .. 58,n3

....................

H':t:ar.~~~·

..............
Total Federal
Govemment basic

.........

H':t:ar.~~ ..............
1

.

37,892
1
1,145

38,50'6
1
7;576

9,273
8,2n

9,836.
8,n5

34;417

3 4,714

5,4n

3n
1
1 944
363)12

5,101
4,634
130
2,239
64, 111

4,968
. 186
2,643
72,078

314
1 1,886
363,051.

12

313

313

14

14

9,468

310,487
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12,320

13,314
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41
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Table 3-2
EC Research Funding for Life Science Research Under the Framework programs
Sums in
million ECU

Framework program

Proportion
of total
budg91 (percent)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....;__~~

1987-1991:
Health ........... ·....................................
Biotechnology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1990-199:
!Biotechnology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biomedical and health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

1.5

80
120

2.2

164
133

2.4
2.3

Note.--One ECU equalled approximately 1.2 dollars during 1987-91
Source: The Effects of Greater Economic Integration Within th6 European Community On The United States:
.
Second Followup Report, USITC Publication 2318, September 1990, p. 16-7. · .

BRIDGE (Biotechnology Research for Innovation,
Development and Grow.th in Europe) program
amounted to 100 million ECU (1990-94). The
program's purpose is the facilitation and promotion of
communitywide
biotechnology
research
and
establishment of Community regulations for
biotechnology.266
Outside of its framework programs, the EC funds ·
programs or organizations that focus on product or
process development, such as EUREKA.'Nl7 EUREKA
extends beyond the EC and>;;includes the EFI'A
countties and Turkey. EUREKA coordinates private
sector and institutional R&D efforts. Project areas
include medical technology and biotechnology.

Japan
Because of differences in the sbUcture of funding,
it is extremely difficult to draw comparisons between
the level of the Government of Japan's (GOJ) funding
and that of other governments. Funding data are
incomplete, but indicate that the GOJ continues to
allocate significantly less to medical research than
levels supported by the U.S. Government. ·
The GOJ funds mCdical and general life sciences
(including biotechnology) research throUgh the
Ministty of Health and Welfare (MHW), the Science
and Technology Agency (STA), the Ministty of
International Trade and lndusuy (MITl)268 and thC
Ministty of Education, Science, and Culture
(Monbusho). Preliminary estimates of R&D funding
for the life sciences in fiscal year 1991 amount to
approximately 99 billion yen.2M These funds are
allocaled among the above agencies.
The 99-billion yen budget understates total
government expenditures because it does not include
2166
'1li1

Ibid., pp. 16-14.
European Research Cooperation Agency. EUREKA

is not EC~lled.
281
2119

Research is limited to biotechnology.
Over $700 million, at a conversion rate of 135 yen to
lhe dollar. Source: U.S. Department of State.

items such as personnel expenditures, basic research
grants (under control of Monbusho), and special
However, the "life
coordination funds (STA).
seiences" category includes areas of research unrelated
to medical (and, more specifically, phannaceutical)
R&D. Thus, it overstates ''phannaceutical R&D."
The GOJ, through its various agencies, funds
research . in areas such as cancer control, human
genome, the clarification of biomechanisms, and AIDS
control. Much of the GOJ suppon for R&D is
channeled through various institutes and organizations
such as the Research Development Corporation of
Japan. (JRDC). Some of these organizations, such as
the JRDC, receive funds from the private sector as
well.

Export Polides
The domestic pharmaceutical· industty has been
. concerned about certain U.S. export policies for some
time. Until recently, a provision in the FDCA
effectively banned the expon of a new drug that had
not been approved in the United States, even when the
countty of destination had already approved the
product This provision was thought to restrict U.S.
competitiveness and to encourage overseas
manufacturing by U.S. firms.
As a result of the expon resttiction, companies had
an incentive to establish manufacturing facilities
abroad for unapproved drugs, particularly since drugs
were often approved overseas prior to being approved ·
in the United States. These overseas manufacturing
facilities could then service 811 other foreign markets in
which the drug was approved and might eventually be
used to supply the U.S. market as well, since other
countries generally have not imposed expon bans.
The expon ban was thought to be especially
troublesome for biotechnology companies with
interests in biophannaceuticals. Such companies tend
to be relatively small and often lack the· capital to
establish foreign manufacturing facilities when their
new products are approved overseas in advance of
being approved in the United States. If such farms
enter into· foreign marketing agreements and cannot
manufacture in the United States, they may be obliged
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to transfer their technology so that the foreign. panner
can manufacture and market the product overseas.

Drug Export Amendment Act of 1986
In 1986~ ihe law was amended via the Drug Export
Ainendment Act of 1986 (DEAA). The DEAA
expressly authoriz.es exports of uriapproved
pharmaceuticals to certain countries that are deemed to
have effective drug a~val regimes when certain
conditions are satisfied.270 It removed, at least
partially, a disincentive to manufacture certain
unapproved drugs domestically.
Under the DEAA, the exponer must apply to the
Secretary of Health and Human Services (i.e., the
FDA) for pennission to export 90 days prior to
shipment. The exportation of certain unapproved drugs
can be allowed by the Secretary if: domestic approval
of the drug is being actively pursued and the drug has
not been previously disapproved; the. ultimate country
of destination is one of those expressly enumerated in
the Jaw211 and the drug has been approved ·in that
country; the drug is manufactured in accordance with
..good manufacturing practice"; the label lists the
countries for which export is authorized; and the
manufacture of the drug is not contrary to the public
health and safety of the United States..
The .law effectively limits the exportation. of an·
unapproVed drµg to those countries that have effective
drug approval and regulatory regimes272 and that have
actually approved the particular drug. If a drug is
actually disapproved in the United States, then it
cannot be exported under the DEAA even.if the foreign
country of destination-- has an effective regulatory
. regime and has approved the drug.
· The DEAA restricts reex~. but' it does not really
provide for the effective means of p<>licing and
enforcing such restriction8.
,France, the· United
Kingdom, Gennany, and Switterhm,d ~rtedly do not
ban the export of unapproved dr'Ugs.2
Thus, U.S.
firms may be at a relative disadvantage, and, moreover,
·the conb"Ols themselves may not be eptirely effective in
preventing unapproved drugs from reaching their final
'
destinations.

Industry PositiOn
Absent the DEAA, many companies would have to
abandon foreign markets or bQild plants abroad,
leading to the export of technology from the United
no Pub. Law 99-660, 100 StaL 3743 (21 U.S.C. 382).
271
The co\Dllries to which an unapproved drug can be

exported include the c:ounlries of the European Economic
Community (not including Greece). the oounlries of the
European Free Trade AssOc:iation, and Australia, Canada,
Jap~ and New Zealand
.
.
Section 802 of the Food. Drug and Cosmetics Act
(21 U.S.C. 382(bX4)(B)) sets forth the criteria that should
be considered in determining whether a countty has an
effective drug approval and regulatory regi.ffie.
273
Senate Report No. 99-225, reprinted in 1986 U.S.
Congre5sional and Administrative News, p. 6331.
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States._274 The pharmaceutical industry has, however,
expressed concern about three aspects of the Act First,
a number of important marlcets are believed to have
been omitted from the eligible list, including countries
in South America, the Middle East, and Eastern
Europe. 21s Second, a company cannot export a
product that, although approved for marketing
overseas, would not be approved in the United States
because it includes an inert substance that is currently
not allowed in the United States (i.e., certain food dyes,
etc.).
One solution suggested by industry
representatives is to grant approval on the basis of the
active imrredient, rather than on a specific fonnulated
productt76~ .·
Third, the process to obtain FDA approval to export
products under this Act is considered cumbersome.
Industry sources state that since foreign marketing
approvals for new products can be granted within a
span of a few months and such exports require prior
FDA approval on a country-by-country basis,
companies can · end up submitting duplicate
applications to the FDA every. few months, panicular:Jr
when approvals are sought in EC member states.
One suggestion to improve this process, in regard to the
EC, ~ould be to . grant a comP,aDy approval to market a
product in the EC on an overfill basis once the product
is approved iii a predesignated number of member
states, eliminating the need for 12 separate
applications. This concept could be extended to
·approval to market to the rest of the world, assuming
that approval is granted' for a ~signaled number of
countries/regions. Industry sources said that modifying
the Act in regard to these issues would help companies
make decisions as to where to establish future
production facilities.278

Tariff Barriers
United States
Customs' tariff rates on phannaceutical products
are generally low and are not considered to affect
The
international trade flows sigriificiuldy.279
27
' OTA, New DevelopmenlS in Biotechnology 4: U.S.
lnvestmenJ in Biotechnology, July 1988, pp. 104, 179, 180.
215 Within the EC, Greece was omitted.
276
USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe wilh representatives of EC-based and
U..S.-based mul~ational finns and representatives of

indus~

associations during January-April ,1991.

m USITC staff field interviews in the United States with

represe.rttatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational.
firms and representatives of industty associations during
February-March 1991 and per a confer~ entitled
"American Pharmaceuticals in the Global Vdlage:
International Implications of National Regulations,"
co-sponsored by the American Foreign Service Association
and PMA. on June 13, 1991.
278
USITC staff field interviews in the United States .with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during
F~-March 1991.
279 See, e.g., The Competilive Siatus of tire U.S.
Pharmaceu.tical Industry (National Research Council 1983).
p. 681.

increased globalization of the pharmaceutical indus~
has meant- that tariffs operate as less of a protecuve
trade mechanism and more of a nuisance simply adding
to the cost of a final product. Nontariff bairiers (such
as the overall regulatory regime, which is covered
elsewhere in this chapter) are considered .to be more
: ·. important in affecting competitiveness.. Nevertheless,
-.:.·,: all customs tariffs, regardless of level, mfluence tra~e
. >i: and competitiveness to a de~, and a:nam
. ~·:pharmaceutical products may be subject to relauvely ·
higher tariff rates.

Industry Position

. Th~ U.S. industry has argued that the new EC
guideline8 are tougher and that the EC Commission has
indi~ted that they will enforce and scrutinize
applications for duty suspensions more carefully and
more stringently than they have in the past. PMA
stated that the "tougher guidelines . . . will result in
reduc~ access to duty suspension for the U.S .
p~utical industry operating in Europe. . ..These
guideli11es pose a cost to U.S. companies importing
into Europe [and) may force some to consider
relocating production facilities (and jobs) to the
· Accordingly, the United States and the EC
European Community. "281
authorize the temporary suspension of import duties
under certain circumstances. In 1990, for example, the
These duty suspension guidelines may effectively
temporary suspension of import duties by the United
limit. the availability of duty su5pensions for
States amounted to approximately $200 million. In
·pharmaceutical products for numerous reasons. The
addition, the U.S. pharmaceutical industry has been
guidelines indicate that the Community generally will
supporting· an effort in the GATI Uruguay Round
not grant duty suspensions for goods subject to an
negotiations to eliminate global pharmaceutical tariffs .
"exclusive trading agreement" Pharmaceutical finns
entirely. In December 1990, the United States, the EC,
often rely on reslrictive trading arrangements for
EFfA, Canada, and Japan announced their support to
international trade in active ingredients in order to
eliminate tariffs on pharmaceuticals (the ~led
. protect their patent rights. It remains to be seen how
zero-for-zero proposal).
these criteria will be interpreted and administered, but
it could effectively exclude from eligibility goods
Thus, although tariffs are seen generally to be
under patent, or goods subject to an exclusive license
iri
influencing
relatively
less
important
or dislribution agreement In addition, applying the
competitiveness, efforts have been and are being
Criteria of "substitutable product" may also be
undertaken to suspend individual tariffs temporarily or · · pivblematic · because very different pharm8ceuticals
The· unil~ and
to eliminate them entirely.
may have the same or similar applications or uses. The
multilateral efforts in this regard are indicative of the
· Commun~ty has tended to interpret what is
·globali7.ation of the industry.
substitutable broadly.282 The increased difficulty in
obtaining duty suspensions in Europe may increase the
possibility that U.S firms will move production
facilities to Europe.

Western Europe

Because · of the large volume of trade in
pharmaceuticals to Western Europe, recent changes in
the EC's procedure for duty suspensions have been of
panicular interest to the industry. In August 1989, the
EC Commission issued a communication containing
new guidelines. 280
According to the guidelines, the Community, in
principle, will not grant duty suspensions when
identical, equivalent, or substitute products are
manufactured in sufficient quantities within the
Community; when the subject goods are finished
products intended for sale to consumers without further
processing; when the goods are subject to an exclusive
·trading agreement; when the benefits are unlikely to be
passed on to Community processors, producers, and
consumers; and when the suspension could distort
, . . competition or conflict with other Community policy.
Despite the fact that the procedure is ma'.inly for raw
materials and the like, the communication provides that
· the suspension of tariffs on components imported for
"pure-and-simple assembly" should be avoided.
., See EC Commission. Communication Concerning
A"'°""'"°"" Tariff Suspensions, Official Journal of the
European Communities, No. C 235 (Sept 13, 1989)
[Communication], p. 2.

Summary
· Because of the complexity of the policies examined
in this chapter and the fact that several of these are in
force at any given time, thereby eompounding their
impact, it is difficult to rank them on a quantitative
basis. . Anecdotal information from Commission
interviews with the industry is not sufficient to rank
them qualitatively because of the different emphasis
placed on the individual policies by each firm
depending on the firm's size, focus, or both.28~
Whereas these policies may have some positive
featw'es, several also have the potential to reduce
industry revenues, thereby potentially decreasing the
industry's level of innovativeness. Decreases in the
R&D productivity of the industry can decrease the
competitiveness of the industry.
In the United States, for example, the increased
regulatory requirements of the FDA generated by the
Kefauver-Harris amendments to the FDCA were
pnmarily intended to protect consumers from products
281
Written submission from the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association.
282
Based on conversations with industry sources in May
1991.
.
283
The firms did all agree, however, that all of the
policies discussed were significant to the industry.
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that are fraudulent, unsafe, and not efficacious.284
Most developed countries developed similar regulato15
requirements in the wake of the thalidomide tragedy. 28
Lengthy delays in granting product approval in any one ·
country, however, can shorten a pf<?duct's 1_>atent
lifetime in that market, thereby decreasmg the ume a
company has to recoup its R&D investment Such
delays are said to result in changes in companies's
marketing strategies, since they can't depend on a set
time period to complete the approval process.
Although comparison of review tim<:S in the United
States and abroad can be difficult, mdustry sources
state that a perceived differential in approval times
between the United States and other countries prom~
many companies to seek market approvals overseas
first
If a U.S. company seeks or receives approval to
market its product(s) in one or more countries prior ~

receiving approval in the United States, the company is
faced with a decision as to how to best supply the
foreign market Although the U.S. Drug Export Act
removed, at least partially, a disincentive lQ
manufacture certain unapproved drugs domestically,
the U.S. industry is concerned that the current sttucture
of the Act limits the competitiveness of the industry in
that it omits a number of markets and precludes
exportation of products that might never be approved
in the United States because of differences in
standards. Because other countries reportedly have not
enacted similar legislation, U.S. pharmaceutical firms
believe that they are placed at a competitive
disadvantage.
Delays in regulatory approvals can be partially
offset by patent restoration programs. To date, such
programs have been implemented in the United States
and Japan; legislation on the issue is pending in the
EC.¥ In the United States, although the WaxmanHafch Act extends a product's period of market
exclusivity, it also allows for faster approval and
market entry of generic products. Industry sources
estimate that generic products now decrease the market
share of branded products. by almost 50 percent in the
first two years after being launched ori the market. 287
In general, although the patent systems in the
United States, Western Europe, and Japan are viewed
as offering comparable protection and enforcement,
2114 In the Final Report of tile Advisory Committee on tile
FDA, the IDA is described as the oldest federal consumer
protection agency. (p. 2)
·
2115 Companies operating in the United States, or in a
country that has similar requirements, are subject to these
requirements, regardless of their parentage. ·
•The proposed EC regulation .would ~low for the
creation of a supplementary protecnon certificate for .
medicinal products. The certificate is r~~arded ~ many as
a device (i.e., a means to confer an add111onal penod of
nuuket exclusivity) rather than a patent. France has
independently enacted similar product protection as part of
its national law.
.., It should be noted that the patent system and patent
enforcement in the United States is generally regarded to be
very good.
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some concern has been raised by industry
representatives as to cenain administrative aspects of
the Japanese patent process. They have also expressed
concern about countries and regions with inadequate
patent protection.
Price controls, cost-containment programs, or both,
have been implemented throughout Western Europe
. and in Japan, primarily in an effort to offset growing
national health-care expenditures. Although the impact
attributed to them might be contributed to, in part, by
other factors, price control and cost-containment
programs can limit or reduce revenues to firms, thereby
potentially decreasing R&D expenditures.
National industries are affected differently,
depending on the type of program implemented. In
France, for example, the government has reportedly
kept drug prices artificially low, thereby reducing the
flow of research funds to companies. The UK industry
has traditionally had a good record of innovation
despite the implementation of the PPRS. Although
some believe that the industry's level of innovativeness
could have been higher in the absence of the PPRS and
that the program will result in decreased innovativeness
in the future, others cite the increased investment in the
industry that resulted from the PPRS as a positive
feature. Industry sources maintain that, if it is
necessary to have price controls, the PPRS is probably
one of the best systems, particularly if compared with
the reference pricing system implemented under the
Health Reform Act in Germany.
The United States~ considered by many to be one of
the last countries in the world with a relatively
unencumbered ecooomy in regard to pharmaceuticals,
recently enacted legislation under the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Aci of 1990 that requires
pharmaceutical companies to provide rebates to the
Medicaid program to have their prescription drugs
reimbursed by the Government The Medicaid system
is.said to be similar in concept to the refere~ce pricing
system iii Germany. Programs such as the HRA, whi~h
utilize the therapeutic clustering concept, result m .
companies losing revenue on patent-protected products,
despite the fact that these products have been granted
national market exclusivity.
The U.S. product liability system, according to
industry sources, has .resulted in a decline in the
- competitiveness of U.S. companies compared to
foreign finns.288 . Unlike non-U.S. companies,
U.S. pharmaceutical manufacturers must factor the
higher cost of liability ·ciaims into ihe pri('.C of .~ir
products. Foreign c.orripanies operating in the United
States face the same risk of litigation as
U.S. companies, but the size of their exposure is much
less because orily their U.S. assets can be se~zed.
In regard to taxation, companies generally
commented only on the U.S. tax system. Industry
288
USITC staff interView with representative of U.S.
industty during April and June 1991; P. Huber, Liability, Tiie
Legal Revolution and Its Consequences (New York, 1988).

P. 229.

groups- identified three areas in the field of taxation that
would strengthen the pharmaceutical industry: (l)
restructuring the R&E credit and making it permanent;
(2) reducing the cost of capital by reducing the tax on
capital gains· and encouraging long-term savings and
investment; (3) resolving issues raised by section 861
by permanently setting a percentage of R&D
expenditures for allocation against U.S. income.
The primary tariff barrier identified as affecting the
U.S. industry is the recent changes in the EC's
procedure for granting duty suspensions. The new duty
suspension guidelines may effectively limit the
availability of duty suspensions for pharmaceutical
products. The increased difficulty in obtaining duty
suspensions in Europe may increase the possibility that
U.S. firms will move production facilities to Europe.
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CHAPTER 4
STRUCTURE AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
IN THE WORLD MARKET
Major Global

Prod~cers

The US. Industry
Producers, Shipments, and Production
In. the United States today, approximately 750
innovative rmn·s discover, manufacture, and market
ethiCal and proprietary phannaceutical products. I
Approximately 180,000 people were employed by
these firms in 1990.2 About 300 domestic firms,
including a number of innovative finns, manufacture
generic pharmaceutical products.3 Drug manufacturing
facilities are concentrated principally in New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Missouri, California, and Pueno Rico.4
Pharmaceutical products are· made available .IO
patients in more than 6,800 hospitals and 68,000
pharmacies nationwide through distribution networks
including wholesale distributors.s Indusuy sources

estimate that wholesalers distribute about 69 percent of
the dosage-fonn pharmaceuticals (phannace'utical
products) sold domestically to. hospitals, health
maintenance organizations (HMOs), and pharmacies.
The remaining 31 gerccnt is sold directly to institutions
by manufacturers.
The value of U.S. drug shipments, which includes
bulk active ingredients and pharmaceutical products,
increased from $31.1 billion in 1986 to an estimated
$49.6 billion in 1990 (table 4-1). Average annual
growth in shipments for this period was 12;3 percent 7 .
Pharmaceutical products accounted for the majority of
shipments during these years, averaging about
76 percent of the total.
The increase in value of U.S. drug shipments has
been atuibuted to a number of factors, including the
-large number of. generics that entered the market after
the implementation of the Waxman-Hatch Acts and the
growing geriatric population in the United States.9
Production of bulk medicinal chemicats, t 0 or active
ingredients, inereased from 120.0 million kilograms in
1986 to 130.3 million kilograms in 1989 (the most
current year with available data), or an average annual
increase of 2.8 percent. I I
·
Production capacity and capacity utilization
statistics are not very meaningful for pharmaceutical
products since most are made by batch processes, in
which in-place equipment is used frequently to
manufacture a variety of products. The processes are
6

1

PMA S1a1istical Fact Book. 1989, p. 3. Many of the

firms that manufacture ethical drugs also produce arc
products. For a more complete definition of inany of the
terms used in this chapter (i.e., ethical, proprietary, etc.),
please see Chapter 1, the Glossary, or both.
2
Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial 0111look.,
1991, p. 45-2; PMA, Annual Siuvey Report, 1988-90, p. 16.
3
Per a telephone conversation with a representative of
the Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association on June
17, 1991. This number includes some PMA member firms.
as well. According· to 'The Ptjce of No-Nlme Drugs May
Soon Be Hard to Swallow," (Business Week, OcL 2, 1989,
p. 67), innovative companies produce about 60 percent of
the f meric products marketed in the United States.
Pueno Rico is considered part of the United States for
tax and tariff purposes.
'PMA S1a1istical Fact Book., December 1989, p. 2.

PMA, Facts a1 a Glance, 1989, p. 9.
Since 1982, the value of product shipments increased
by an annual average of 10.2 percent, partially due to
inflation; the average annual increase in constant 1987
dollars was 3.3 percent. (Depanment of Commerce,
U.S. Industrial 0111look, 1986-91; "Drugs."
1
The Waxman-Hatch Act, which provided an
accelerated approval process for gmeric products, is
discussed later in this chapter and in chapter 3. ·
9 USITC field interviews in the United States with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during
Febrlwy-March 1991.
10
The data for bulk chemicals do not include finished
pharmaceutical preparations and products put up in dosage
form.
·
11 Synlhaic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and
Sales, 1989, USITC publication 2338, p. 6-1.
7

Table 4-1
SIC 283, Drugs: Product data for the U.S. pharmaceutical Industry, 1986-901

Shipments (million dollar$) ........ .
Exports (million dolla~ ............ .
Imports (million dollars ........... .
Consumption (million ollars) ...... .
Imports/consumption (percent) ..... .
Exports/shipments (percent) ........ .
Consumption domestically
produced (percent) ............. .
1

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

31,118
3,087
2,322

39,857
3,934
3,485
39,408
8.8
9.9

44,384

7.7
9.9

35,283
3,229
2,795
34,849
8.0
9.2

4,401
3,513
43,496
8.1
9.9

49,605
5,252
4,190
48,543
8.6
10.6

92.3

92.0

91.2

91.9

91.4

30,353

U.S. Industrial Outlook 1989-Drugs, 1990-Drugs, 1991-Drugs.
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1990, valued. at· abou't $33 billion, accounted for
approximately 22 perce.~t of world sales.17

generally complex and "require· careful moniaorlng if
produclS of acceptable activity and purity are to be
obtained. Companies· that ~ve idle or excess capacity
may perform contract work for other. ftrms.12 Because
production nms often are small, companies face a;
constant challenge of balancing the use of available
capacity with cyclical demand to operate flexibly and
achieve economies of scale.13
· . The U.S. phannaceutical industry has shown
continuous improvement in employee productivity (as
measured in tenns of output per employee hour) since
1971. From 1977 to 1987, p~ceutical productivity
increased by 24 percent, compared with 9 percent for
all nonfann business.1 4 This largely reflects increased
automation: in many production facilities ·and
streainlined operations. However, some industry
spc:>kesmen indicated that the m~urement of output
per employee hour may not · accurately represent
productivity changes within the pharmaceutical
·industry. IS Several· important indicators, such· as the
added value of innovative therapies that replace older,
less effective drugs and more expensive forms of health
care, are not reflected in employee productivity·
statistics.

During 198&-90, pharmaceutical firms operating in
the·; United Slates supplied between 91 percent and
93 percent of. apparent U.S. consumption of
pharmaceutical drugs. Approximately 30 percent of
these shipmenlS were by U.S. affiliates of
European-based ftnns. As shown in table 4~ 1,
U.S. producers have maintained a consistently high
share of the domestic market.
The average four-firm concentration ratio (on the
of sales) in the United States was 25 percent from
1958 to 1982 (see table 4-2). In 1989, sales of the four
largest innovative firms· again accounted for about
25 percent of the U.S. market.1 8 Continuing industry
consolidation inay eventually increase the level of
ooncentration.19 As shown in tal>le 4-2, the number of
p~ceutical ftrms has steadily declined from 1958
to 1982;
however,
the trend has
reversed since 1982.
··.
'
.
~is

'

Trade

.·

. The U.S. pharmaceutical industry has historically .
maintained a positive trade b81ance. The surplus in
drug trade flows (see table 4-D inc~ from
$0.8 billion ·in 1986 to an estimaied $1.1 billion in
1990, and is foreca~R to reach $,,1.2 billioD in 1991.20 ·
Since 1987, the value of drug 'iinports has increased at
an annual · rate of 15 percent by value.

Market Share and Concentration.
As of 1990,'9 of the 20 largest phaniulceutic81
corporations in the world, in terms of ethical drug
sales, were based in the United States. The tOp three
American fmns in 1990, ranked by share of world
market sales, were Merck (4 · pe~nt), Bristol-Myers
Squibb.(3 percent), and Eli Lilly (3 percent).16 Total
pharmaceutical
sales·' of the. top 10 U.S. companies
in.
.,
' ..

16-C"""'-tl .

~

compiled from CountyNatWest ~ecurities Llcl. r.gi.
SmithKline Beecham, \Vhich rankcil fifth with a world
market share of almost 3 perceni, has its headquaners in
~ndon.
.
.
17
The sources of this data are c:OmpanY. annual reports,
Shearson Lehman Hiltton 's PharmaProfiles 1989, and
ComuyNatWest Seeurities Ltd. industry rankings..
·
11
PMA submission. p. 4. According to the submission.
the eight largest PMA member firms acc:owtted for.Jess dwt
50 percent of the U.S. niarket, wh~ the top 21 finns ·
accowtted for 75 percerit:,of the domestic markeL
19 Consolidation is discussed in the section of chapter 4
entitled "Consolidation in the Global Pharmaceutical
Industry".
.
. . . ·
. ..
20 U.S. lndustria.l Outlook, 1991-Drugs, p. 45-2. ·

12 OECD, The PiiannaceidicaJ 'ndustry: Trade Relmed.
/sslll!s, Paris,1985, pp. 7-17; and. Bert Spilker, Ph.D., M.D.,
Mullinlllional D,r11g Companies: /ss11es in Dr11g Discovery
and Developmenl, New York. 1989, pp. 470-478.
13

Ibid. .
·
·
PM ..( Sta1istical fact Boole.. December 1989, p. 22. ·
is US ITC field interviews in United States· with ·
·
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during ·
February and March 1991.
· .
'
16 "Changing Linellp Ahead for Global.Drug Industry,"
Chemical & Engwering News, Dec. 1'7, 1990, p; 10: Also ·
14

Table 4-2
.
Drugs: Concentration ratios for U.S. firms manufacturing drug preparations (SIC 2834) sel8cted yea~a,
1958-82
.
I.Im

f 0 .

Eistablishmsnts
1958-.............................. .
1963 ................... ·........... .
1967 .·.· ............. ·.: ............. .
1972 ............................. ,·,
1977 .... ; ......................... .
1982 .............................. .

1,114
1,011
875
756
756
683

Source: 1982 Census of Manufacturers, Pub. MCn-Sr-9,
Commerce, 1986.
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.

4 'atg9St
companies
25
22.
24
25
25
26

S~bject Series,

8 'atgBSt
·companies

43

37

•40

43

41 .
41 .

. 2olargsst
companitls
7.1
71
70.

73 .

70.
·67.' .·

Bureau of Census, U.S. Department of

Annual growlh in exports for lhe same period was
18 percent by value. 'Export growlh of 20 percent is
projected for 1991 by lhe U.S.· Department of
Commerce.21 ·
·

drug companies wilh research budgets of less than
$200 million annually to remain competitive,26
prompting some medium-size firms to seek alliances
with· larger, firms to better develop new products.27

Demand for bulk active ingredients by the United
States and its b'ading partners is lhe main component of
drug trade. U.S. export growlh reflects increased
shipments of active ingredient.S and ·intennediale
ptQducts lhal are processed into fmished drugs and
·packaged in lhe countries where lhey will be sold. The
passage of the Drug Export Amendm~ts Act in 1986
has aided export growth by permitting the export of
drugs not yet approved by the FDA to a. select list of
countries (see Chapter 3).

R&D commiunent can also be measured as the
ratio of research personnel employed to the total labor
force of lhe industry. Between 1986 and 1988 the
number of scientists and engineers engage4 in R&D in
the pharmaceutical industry increased from 24,500 to
27,230. Their ratio to lhe total labor force of the
industry . remained relatively constant at 15 percent
.
during 1986-88.28

· The major markets for U.S. drug exports in· 1989
were Japan (21 percent of total), Germany (10 percent),
·Canada (8 percent), and Italy (6 percent). 22 Major
sources of U.S. drug imports during 1989 were the
United Kingdom (19 percent of total), Germany
(15 percent), Japan (12 percent), and Switzerland
(11 percent).23
·

Industry Characterist.ics
The U.S. pharmaceutical industry has a highly
developed research infrastructure, has the capability for
rapi,d technological diffusion, has established a highly
structured marketing network, and displays a relatively
high degree of vertical integration.24 The industry also
has relatively high R&D outlays, since R&D spending
is considered to be the foundation for growth. A
company that wishes to have a broad-based, fully
integrated research and development functioo
competitive on a world-wide basis generally has an
annual R&D budget valued at greater than
$300 million.25 R&D spending among PMA member
firms in the Uriited States has approximately doubled
every 5 years, from $0.6 billion in 1970 to an estimated
$8.2 billion in 1990. The rising cost, complexity, and
uncertainty of successful pharmaceutical research have
made it much more difficult ·for medium:..sized
21 Ibid.
22 Compiled

from official statistics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
23 Compiled from official statistics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce.
24 More pharmaceutical firms are expanding their
·. production facilties to include capacity for some of the raw
materials needed to produce the pharmaceutical products. In
addition, some major U.S. chemical companies are entering
the industry, including Dow, Monsanto, and DuPonL
Phatmaceutical sales for these multinational chemical firms,
many of whom are back-integrated to basic pelrochemicals.
generally represent less than 30 percent of annual sales.
These firms, in some cases, entered the industry through
mergers and acquisitions with small- to medium-sized · .
pharmaceutical firms, as the chemical giants have the eapital
to sustain the increasing pharmaceutical R&D costs.
25 USITC field interviews in the United States with
. representatives of EC-b'B.5ed and u:s.-biised multinational
firms and representatives of indusby associations during
February-March 1991.

In lhe United States, consumers receive ethical
phann8e;eutical products from a number .of sources,
including hospitals and retail pharmacies. In tum, these
. sources.receive lhe products eilher through wholesalers
or directly .from the manufacturer. Wholesalers account
for the majority of lhe distribution, or about 69 percent
·Given th~t promotional activity is considered a
. significant form of competition, particularly in the
early stages of market entry, and that mariy companies
believe that "detailing"29 is the most effective way to
communicate with doctors, pharmaceutical companies
generally try to optimize their sales activities. Oile
analyst reported lhat, since 1984, the pharmaceutical
industry sales force in lhe United States increased by
50 percent to 30,000. This expanded force made some
30 million calls (details), and at $100 per call, the
direct cost of detailing in 1989 was some $3 billion.30

. Generic Drug~ ·
Generic drugs are direct substitutes for innovative
·products. Their presence on the market generally either
stabilizes pricing for a particular drug or causes prices
to decline by directly competing with brand-name
.. products. Industry sources estimate lhat in 1995, sales
·'·Of generic products will be valued at $13.2 billion, or
about 27 percent of the U.S. ethical drug market,
. com~ with about $4 billion, or . about
· ~ USITC field interviews in the United States with
rePiesentatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during
Fe~-March 1991.
n Ibid.
28
'
PMA Annual Survey Report, 1988-90, p. 29. The ratio
for the pharmaceutical industry is considered to be among
the highest of those in any of the industry sectors in the
United States.
29 "Detailing" has been defmed as calls made by a
company's sales force on physicians to describe a product's
efficacy and the benefits to the patient that would accrue
through use of the product. ("Pharmaceutical lndusby Faces
Pressure on Prices," European Chemical News, Aug. 20,
1990 pp. 34 and 54.)

ii Ranilidine Hydrochloride: The POlential Impact on
Dof111!stic Competition in the An1iulcer Drug Market of a
Temporary Dwy Suspension on Imports, January 1991,
p. 10. "Detailing" has been defined as calls made by a
company's sales force on physicians to describe a product's
efficacy and the benefits to the patient that would accrue
· thiotigh use of the product. ("Pharmaceutical lndusby Faces
Pressure on Prices," European Chemical News, Aug. 20,
· ·
1990, pp. 34 and 54.)
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13 percen~ in 1989. This expected increase reflects
such factors as the expiration by 1995 of the parents on
approximately 200 brand name-products, valued at
about $8.1 billion in 1989;3 1 the growing number 0(
chain drugstores in the U.S. market which, compared to
independent stores, experience larger margins on
high-volume sales of generics;32 and implementation
of the Waxman~Hatch Act.
· By providing an accelerated approval prOcess for
generic products, the 1984 Waxman-Hatch Act made it
easier for generics to enrer the market.33 As a result of
this law, in order to receive FDA approval to market
generic products afrer patent expiration, producers of
generic products had only to demonstrate
bioequivalence to the innovative product. Producers
did not have to duplicate the innovative producer's
clinical trials, so there was a significant increase in the
number of generic products on the market. One source,
however, recently suggested that the number of generic
firms operating in the United States could decline in
the future if generic products are subject to increased
testing requirements as a result of the generic drug

. industry scandal. 34

.

The Western European Industry
Producers And Production
The pharmaceutical industry in Wesrem Europe, as
represented by the EFPIA, consists of about 2,000 plus
firms located in 16 countries.3S The number of firms
cited, however, includes some over-counting of the
actual number of firms operating in these countries in
that many of the international firms are located in
almost every country in Western Europe. Except for a
few state-owned operations, like Rhone-Poulenc SA of
France, most of the major pharmaceutical firms in the
EC and Switzerland are privately owned.
·
Subsidiaries or jc)intly-owned affiliares of
U.S. pharmaceutical companies in Europe, ·important .
contributors to the local European pharmaceutical
31
Industry sources estimate that widlln the nellt ten
years, patents on an estimated $18 billion worth of
Pw.r!taceutical products will expire.
32 Christine Huttin. "More Regulation or More
Competition in the European Pharmaceutical Market," First
Workshop on Strategies for the European Pharmaceutical
lndusny and Patient Interests,.Brussels, Jan. 31-Feb. 1,
19913 p. 35.
3
.
Although market statistics differ as to the actual share
of the ethical market currently held by generic products
(ranging from 13 to 30 percent), they do indicate that the
share held by generic products increased significantly after
1984.
.
34 •The Price of No-Name Drugs May Soon Be Hard to
Swallow," Business Week. Oct. 2, 1989, p. 67.
"The EFPIA represents the pharmaceutical industry in
Europe and is a federation of the national pharmaceutical
indusny associations in 16 European countries. These
countries are as follows: Austria, Denmark. France, Greece,
Italy, Norway, Spain. Switzerland, Belgium. rmland.
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and
the United Kingdom.
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market, are also included in the EFPIA total. These
firms, sometimes called "European finns of American
parentage," perfonn local R&D and manufacture active
ingredients for both patented and generic prescription
products. Several industry sources have stated that the
majority of a U.S.-base company's sales in Wesreril
~urope is oflen accounted for by a company's facility
in Western Europe.
In 1988, Europe represented about 32 percent of
the world's pharmaceutical production. Production of
phannaceuticals in the 16 European countries of
EFPIA was valued at $60.3 billion in 1988, an increase
of 89 percent from $31.9 billion in 1985 (an average
annual rate of growth of 24 percent).36 In 1988,
pharmaceutical production in the EC was reported at
$54.5 billion, or 90 perc~nt of the EFPIA total. In
tenns of value of production, the leading
pharmaceutical-producing countries in Europe in 1988
as reported by the EFPIA were: Germany (22 percent
of the total), France (21 percent), Italy (16 percent), the
United. Kingdom (17 percent), Spain (7 percent), and
Switzerland (5 percent).37 These 6 nations accounted
for an aggregate total of 88 j>ercent of total EFPIA
production in 1988. In rerms of EC pharmaceutical
product,ion, the 5 EC members in the above total
represented 90 percent of the value. of total EC
pharmaceutical production in 1988. In that. year,
Gennany alone represented; as stated above, 22 percent
of the value of EFPIA production and 24 percent of EC
pharmaceutical production. The 5 EFPIA nations that
are not EC members had an aggregate production of
$5.8 billion ·in 1988; Switzerland accounted for
$3.1 billion in 1988; or 54 percent of the totat.38.
Employment in the Wesrem European industry was
estimated .to be 501,000 in 1989. R&D personnel
repre.sented about 15 percent of the totat.39

Market Share/Concentration
The leading pharmaceutical· firms in Wesrem
Europe are located in the United Kingdom,
Switzerland, Germany, F~ce. and Sweden, and sales
data for · these firms are · shown for 1988 (unless
otherwise noted) in Table 4-3. 40 The twelve largest
European-based pharmaceutical firms had aggregated
pharmaceutical sales of $23 billion in 1988, or
36 EFPIA,

EFPIA in Figures, 1986./987, Brussels, pp. 8

and l3; and, EFPIA, EFPJA in Figures: Tiu!

Pharmaceutical Industry in Europe, 1987·1989, Brussels,
pp. 8-17.
17 Ibid.
' 38 Ibid.
39
EFPIA, EFPIA in Figures, 1990, p. 23.
40 Dun & Bradstreet Inremational. Dun's
Ewopa-S11pplemenl, 1990, pp. 47-50; "Test Tube
Tribulations," Financial World, May 30, 1989, pp. 76 and
77. Since this article was published. SmithKline Beckman of
the United States merged with Beecham Group; EFPIA,
EFPIA in Figures: TM Pharmacelllical Industry in Ewope,
1986-1987, Brussels, pp. 7-9. 13; EFPIA, EFPIA in Figwes:
Tiu! f'harmaceUlical Industry in Europe, 1987-1988,
Brussels, pp. 20 and 21; and, PMA, PMA Statistical Fact
Boole, December 1989, pp. 2-14.
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Phannaceutlcala: Data on the twelve ludlng flrma In W.at•n Europe, 1988
Pharma-

ceutical
··Phann•

. ·ceuticaJ
company

Sain

Country .
-

Glaxo Holdings ............
Ciba-Geigy ......... : .......
Hoechst ...................
Bayer· ... ~ ......•.........
Sandoz ...............•..
Hoffmali-LaRoche ..........
Imperial Chemical Industries ..
Beecham Group ...........
·Wellcome •...•.••....•....
Rhon•Poulenc •.••.....••.
Astra ........•...........
Sanofi .......•..•........
Selected total/averages ......

United Kingdom
Switzerland
Germany
Germany
Switzerland
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
France
Sweden

-F~.

Total
sales

· Retum
sales as.
percent of
pn
total saln ·Eamings sales
Minion
dollars

Million dollars -

3,160
3,520
12,730
.3,020
2,700
23,530
2,370
23,650
2,230
7,260
1,940
5,790
21,060
1,450
· 1,400
4,680
2,110
1,340.
1,300
10,720
1,050
1,080
. 1~046
2,400
141,536
23,006

89.8
23.7
11.5
10.0
30.7
33.5
6.9
·29.9
63.5
12.1
97.2
43.6
. 37.7

976
865
973
954
493
427
1,586
458
215

342

122
161
7,572

Research
and
dev~ Stock

ment

Million
Percent dollars

22.4
6.5
5.3
4.7
6.6
4.2
18.1
10.5
10.1
3.0
22.0
5.8

9.9

405
440
330
480
390
470
240
140
205
250
200
200
3,750

price

Price
cash
. flow

Per share

23-1/4
2,054
161
161
6,578
97,387
80-314
21-318
8-1/4
90-318
37
129
8,894-1/4

World
pharmaceutical

aJarlc9t stiaca
1983

16
15
9
11
53
2
10
14
41
3
14
8
16.3

1988

Percent -

1.40
3.20
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.20
1.60
1.40
1.10
1.30'
0;70
0.50
20.40

3.00
2.80
2.50
2.20
2.10 .
1.85
1.35
1.35
1.25
·1.20.
0.80_
0.60
22.35

So._urce: "Test Tube Tribulations; Rnancial Wo1*1, May 30, 1989, pp. 76 and 77. Since this article was published, a number of significant mergers have ooC:~rr~. in .
the ind.ustry. For example, SmithKline Beckman of .the United States m8fged with the Beecham Gr0up (United Kingdom).
.
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51 percent of the $40 billion total
~tiOl'lally depended mainly on their ·home market
in Western Europe in that year. 41 Th~ [·~s
whiCh accounts for 40 to 70 percent of their sales.46
represented 22.4 percent of total o,yorld p~uu~
: On :the other hand, Switz.erland is at the other end of
sales in 1988, versus 20.4 percent m 1983. ~ shown m
;·me scale for major producing nations 'in Europe, as the
·-'.lea~ng Swiss phannaceutical finns obtain only about
Table4-3, the largest world market share fQt.afiy"one
~uro~ phannaceutical finn did not ex~? ~~n~·
'.3 percent or so of their annual sales domestically.47
4
m 1988. 2'
· · 1:·
Factors affecting the competitive ~itlon of
Characteristics of The industry
European phannaceutical companies include product
· ' Many· of the · larger European fmns, like
lines, sales revenue, the quality of the . products
· qba-Oeigy, Hoechst. and Bayer, are vertically
integrated into other chemical fields. Some of the
marketed, and the level of Government intervention.43
European finns have discovered that, in recent years,
leading phannaceutical C:mns in Western Europe, as in
both physician and product loyalty have been ~declining .... the. United SUites: have integrated horizontally into
and that their largest customers are increasingly
. areas such as surgical supplies, medical supplies,
institutions (such as hospitals and health-care groups),
. m'edical devices, and OTC medicines. This allows them
national health-care programs, and mail ·order ;· to serve the complete needs of their customers, thezeby
phannaceutical companies. Also, brand-name Joyalcy'.· .,··.making them a more valuable supplier. However, many
has been declining because of increased Government ·' .: of ·the ·OTC products as well. as the generic (or
demand for lower prices through the use of generic
.multisource) phannaceuticals are produced by small,
products.
·noninnovative finns, many of whom ·sen only to
. dom~c or regional. markets..
A number or' Europe's leading phalmaceutical
Trade
fiims, including such fmns ~ Glaxo Holdings, Sandoz,
In recent years, the EC phannaceutical industry has
..an<I Hoffmann-LaR9Che, have traditionally received
accounted for over half of the world's drug expon . ,30 percent ot more of . their annual sates from
activities.44 Average export sales for all EFPIA
~utical operations. 48 However, some of the
members in 1988 represented about 34 percent of the
major' chemical companies in Europe have either
value of production; for 7 of the 16 member countries
. entered or are entering the pharmaceutical field. Major
of EFPIA, expon sales represented more than ., E~-~ ch_emical firins that have important
60 ~nt of the value of phannaceutical production in .. phannaceutical operations·· ·include ICI .. (United
1988.4s Although a large share of these exports are to ' Ki~gdorii), ·Bayer· (Germany), and Hoechst
other Western European countries (see Fig. 4-1), :· (~~y).49
imports of phannaceutical products from Western
Europe have accounted for the majorit)'. of total
U.S. imports of these products during the past five
years (see Fig. 4-2). The EFPIA members enjoyed a
balance of trade in phannaceutical products of · ,;?n>ducers ·and Production
$6.8 billion in 1988, up 11 percent from a trade surplus <·:; : ;S~tics published by the )ap8n PharinaCeuticals , .
of $6.2 billion in 1987.
.M1µ11ifact~rs ~oc.iation (JPMA) show· thal .the tom!
·
...
1.1umber of i>hannaceutical producers decieased from ·
The share of a finn 's sales represented by domestic
sales depends on the home market for the EFPIA fmn. \ 'l,359 in 1975 to 1,315 in 1986.so In 1986, about
: ·so J>ercent of the finns were medium- to small-sized
For example, major French phannaceutical finns have
.: cpmpanies specializing in traditional medicinal
41 Pharmaceuticals: Sorting Out the Market.;; ·elie,,µcal
·.? products, generic drugs, and OTC preparations, and
~;·~ploying fewer than 30 workers eaeh. A large
Wed:, June 13, 1990, pp. 40 and 44.
· ·
. ,
-. .
.
.
42 The largest pharmaceutical finn in the world, Merck· ·
·
(United States), accounted for onJy 3.95 percent of the
~; -~ 46 ..E~~ ~g-~Bkers Face Major Shake-Out,"
world pharmaceutical market iit 1988.
· .
_ Chemical Market Reporter, Mar. 19, 1990, pp. SR34 and
43
USITC field interViews in the United Stat~ with
SR35.
·
representatives of European-based and U.S.-based
. 47 "Pharmaceuticals," Financial World, May 30, 1989,
.. pp. 54-71.
.
.
multinational pharmaceutical firms and other sourees during
·.
""Pharmaceuticals: A story. of Research and Survival,"
January-February, 1991.
44 "Patent Tenn Restoration on EC Agenda, EFPIA
Clremi_cal Biuiness, November 1990, pp. 8-10.
49
Told," Markellener, London, June 12, 1989, pp. 10 and JI.
'
Jolm Lidsrone, Market Planninjfor the
From a speech by Martin Bangernann, EC Commission vice
;· Pharmacelllical Industry, Wiltshire, England, 1987, p. xiv;
president IO general assembly conference of the EfPIA in
·.. OECD, The Pharmacelllicals JndlUtry: Tratk Reial" ·
Paris during the first week of JlUle 1989; and, EFPI~· , · .; . . · :., lssiilts, P.arJ.s. 1985, pp. ~-17; "In the Pink-Except for a Case
EFP/A in Figures, 1986-1987, Brussels, pp. 11, .13. 15, 'fi!td ":-::;:Qf Nerves, Business Week. Jan. 1990, p. 102;·"I'he New
17; and, EFPIA. EFPIA in FigUTes, 1987-1988, BnJSselS; jJp.
-~::-.World of Drugs," The Economist, Feb. 4, 1989, pp. 63 and
11. 13, 15, and 17.
·.' ,, : ,'., :· · ·.. 64; :'Pharmaceuticals: Sorting OUt the Market," Cltemical
4
' EFPIA, EFPIA in Figwes, 1987-1988, Brussel$, J>f_ 13;\'..2: .>~eek, ~une 13; 1990. llP.~ 40 and 44; and. "The New World
PMA, Facts at a Glance, 1989, pp. 17-19; and, P~A. PlifJ!:. · .:' :;-~;Qf Drugs,".The EcOllOmlSI, Feb. 4, 1989, pp. 63 and 64.
Statistical Factbook, December 1989, Chapter 11, pp: 8 ai1d · · "-~;.,·· 50 Japan Pharmaceutieal Manufacturers Association,
' Da1a:Book. 1990, p. 2.
9.
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Figure 4-1
Western European
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Figure 4-2
.
United States Imports: Pharmaceutical products

(SITC 54)
Millions of dollars
3.--~~~~~~~~~~~..,--..,--..,----,

number of the Japanese pharmaceutical firms have
been: · in operation for many years and began as
wholesalers ·from. the Osaka area of Japan. Takeda
Chemical Industries Ltd.• for example. Japan's leading
pharmaceutical. company. is 210 years old. Although
traditionally famil~ owned, many of these firms are
now held publicly. 1
.
The Japanese Economics and Trade Research
Organi7.ation (JETRO) has classified Japanese
pharmaceutical companies into the following
categories: manufacturers of ethical drugs; exclusive
manufacturers of OTC drugs; family drugs; bulk
manufacturers; and manufacturers of drugs for
door-to-door distribution. Of these, manufaclW'ers of
ethical drugs are primarily engaged in the production
of drugs for medical practitioners. Most major
pharmaceutical producers are classified in this
category, along with many small- and medium-sized
companies. The total number of ethical drug
manufacturers. including subsidiaries of foreign firms,
increased from 330 firms in 1975 to to 436 in 1986.52
A survey conducted by Japan's Koseisho showed that
as of May 1987. there were 452 manufacturers of
ethical drugs.53 Th~ number of persons employed by
the ph8nnaceutical industry in 1987 was 187,940, or
about 0.3 percent. of total employment in that year.54
Pharmaceuticals production in Japan increased
from $26 billion in 1986 to $40 billion in 1989,55 with
ethical drugs constituting the greatest segment of the
Japanese· pharmaceuticals market. Cardiovascular
drugs represented the largest part of Japanese
production by value in 1989 (14 percent), followed by
antibiotics (13.2 percent).56 Increases in the production
of gastrointestinal, respiratory. central nervous system,
and cardiovascular· products have occurred in recent
years due to the rapidly increasing elderly population
in Japan.57
·
Manufacturers belonging to the family drug group
concentrate mainly on Japanese and Chinese medicine.
Their products, which have a long tradition in Japan,
are still popular. Many of these producers specialize in
producing only one drug.

Markei Share and Concentration
According to the most recent statistics available,
the· top IO leading Japanese pharmaceutical firms
accounted for 41.5 percent of the total value of
1
' USITC field interviews in Japan with representatives
of multinational firms and representatives of industry_ trade
associations during April, 1991.
2
' Da1a Book 1990, p. 2.

0.5

"Standards and Certijicalion Systems Concerning
Drugs in Japan, 2nd edition, edited by the Pharmaceutical

1984

1985

1986 1987 1988 1989,

from Japan
~Other
.

D

from Western Europe

Source: Official U.N. statistics. (1989 data may be
incomplete)
·
·

Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Yakugyo
Jiho Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan.
,. P. Reed Maurer, Competing in Japan, The Japan
Tunes, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 1989. ·
"DaJa Book 1990, p. 38.
'6 Japan's Pharmaceutical lndJutry: Update,
1111ernationaliza1ionfor Renewed Growth, March 27, 1991,
Credit Suisse, Research Department. Tokyo, Japan.
YI Ibid.
.
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production in Japan in 1986.ss
The following
tabulation shows sales data for the six largest Japanese
pharmaceutical finns (based on total value of sales) for
the 1989 Japanese fiscal year. 59 Takeda, the largest
wholly owned Japanese phannaceutical manufacbll'el'
ranked 20th worldwide in 1990. The 2nd largest,
Sankyo, ranked 23rd.60
Top Six Japanese Pharmaceutical Companies, 1989

Company

Total
Sales

Profits

- - Million of dollars-.-

Takeda Chemical
Sankyo
Shionogi
Yamanouchi
Pharmaceutical
Tanabe Seiaku
Fujisawa
Pharmaceutical

4,9os
2,082

2n
101
84

1,790
1,655

21
68

1,606

22

3,043

Source: Forbes, Jan. 22, 1990
Recent additions to the domestic industry are the
food and beverage producers, Mitsubishi-Kasei, and
Kirin Brewery, both members of the Mitsubishi GrQup,
and Ajinomoto, the world's largest producer of
synthetic food seasonings.61 Ajinomoto established a
100-percent-owned firm, Lenti-Chemico Industry, Inc.,
and applied for FDA approval to market its AIDS drug,
Lentinan, in the United States.62 Ajinomoto also
signed an agreement with Bristol-Myers Squibb for
exclusive sales of DDA and DDI, two products under
development by Bristol-Myers for AIDS treatmenL
Finally, it joined with a U.S. firm, Biotech Research
Laboratories, Inc., in basic research on the AIDS virus
and other viral agents, as well as cancer trealmenL63
Kirin Brewery plans to apply its expertise in
biotechnology to the development of anticancer
agents.64
Government restncllons on foreign direct
investment began to be eased in the 1970s, allowing
many European and U.S. companies to enter the
industry. Many domestic nonphannaceutical Japanese
companies also entered the pharmaceutical industry
during this time period. Prior to the easing of the
Government restrictions, the level of multinational
competition in Japan was relatively low, giving the
Japanese industry the opportunity to expand and

sa Dala Boole 1990, p. 16.

Different Kind of Drug Problem." ForlJe,s, Jan. 22.
·~pp. 40-41.
.
"Japan: the Geta on the Other Foot," FiNJn&ial
World, May 30, 1989, p. 70; CowttyNatWest Securities Lui.
indusby ranking.
61
"Biotech Companies Tum Toward Tokyo," Tire
Washington Post, SepL 23, 1991, p. Bl.
62 "Ajinomoto Co., Strengthening iu Processed Food
Position via M&A." To/cyo Biuiness Today, May 1989, p.
48.
59 "A

631bid.

6'"Biotechnology, the Trwnp in Diversification," To/cyo

Bll.finess Today, April 1986, pp. 60-61.
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increase its R&D capacity through concenuating on its
domestic market. This domestic focus reduced the
incentive for the Japanese industry to develop its expon
poiential.65
Driven by the size of the market (the second-largest
worldwide) and the ability of well-established foreign
pharmaceutical manufacturers to distribute their
products directly to wholesalers, (eliminating the need
for a Japanese partner}, a reeent trend is toward wholly
owned foreign firms in Japan.<i6 Almost all major
. U.S. and . European pharmaceutical manufacturers
· maintain Japanese subsidiary operations.67 As of 1987,
97 firms had more than 50-percent non-Japanese
ownership, including ·28 from the United States, 13
from Germany, 8 from Switzerland, and 8 from the
United Kingdom.68 Another study found that of 21
U.S. finns, 13 had wholly owned subsidiaries in Japan
and 8 had majority-owned subsidiaries.69 In 1989, it
was estimated that 24 U.S. companies in Japan
accounted for about 15 percent, or about $5 billion, of
theJapanese.marke~.,70 The following tabulation shows
the . proponlon of the market for ethical
pharmaceuticals. accounted for by selected foreign
·
firms oJ)erating in Japan:
Selected Foreign
Market-1989

Bayer
Banyu-Merck
Sandoz
Pfizer
Ciba-Geigy
Hoechst
Lederle
NihOn Schering · =·
ICI Pharma

Firms . Percentage Share of

2.3
2.3

•

1.7
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.9 .

0.8

Source: •Japan's Ph;umaceutical Industry, Emergence of
the Second Wave; Investment Research, Goldman
Sachs and Co., Tokyo, Japan, Dec. 7, 1990, p. 25.
Japanese-origin
products
have consistently
accounted for about 60 percent of the Japanese market
over the last 10 years; although 2 United States and 2
European firms were ranked in the top 20 in 1987, no
foreign firm .. ranked in the top 10.71 About 66 percent
65 "Why the Japanese Don't Expon More
Pharmaceuticals: Health P!>Iicy as Industrial Policy,"
CaUf:mia Managemefll Riview, Winter 1990, p. 144.
·
"Japan's Next Battleground: the Medicine Chest,"
Business Weelc, Mar. 12, 1990, p. 68.
61
"Multinationals Taite to the Offensive," To/cyo
Business Today, June 1987, p. 52.
·
611

69

Japan Chemical Annual, ·1989.

"Competition lntehsifies as Japanese Lift R&D
Effon," Ewopean Chemical News, Apr. l, 1991, p. 18.
10
PMA submission, p. 30.
71
Ibid.; "Japan: the Pharmaceutical Market Here is the
World's 2nd Largest," Medical Maruting, August, 1990, pp.
22-34. It was noled by Dr. Masao Uchibayashi, Managing
Director of Takeda Chemical Co., in a speech delivered at
the Second Annual U.S.-Japan Health Care Symposium in
Atlanta GA., OcL 11, 1990, that no Japanese companies
were lisled in the top SO list in 1989 of phannaceutical fums
operating in the United States.

of the foreign finns operating in Japan have R&D
facilities in Japan. One company did the majority of the
development work on its new product in J~ in
preparation for launching it on a global basis.~ This
increase in foreign competition in · Japan's buge
domestic market, created · primarily · by reduced
government trade restrictions, has been one of the main
market forces stimulating Japan's developing·
competitiveness.

Trade
Japan's trade deficit in phannaceuticals increased,
from $1.l billion in 1986 to $1.9 billion in 1989 (see
Figure 4-3).73 Imports increased fri:>m $1.9 billion to
$2.8 billion during 1986-89, while exports decreased
from $732 million to $862 million during this period.
The principal sources for Japanese imports during 1989
by percent of total value were Germany (24 percent),
United States (24 percent), Switi.erland
the
(12 percent), and the United Kingoom (9 percent).74
Figure 4-3
Japan's trade balance for pharmaceutical products
Thousand dollars

3..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,

-11--~~.r-~~~:-~-,,.--~~~

Western Europe
United States.

I
-2.------..................
..-------,
All other

1985

1986.

1987

1988

1989

Source: Official U,N. Statistics.

Compared with the export sales perfonnance of
United States and Western European firms, Japanese
export of pharmaceuticals is small, averaging about
5 percent of annual sales.7S In 1989, the principal
markets for Japanese exports were the United States
(25 percent), Gennany (9 percent), Korea (7 percent),
France (6 ~rcent), Taiwan (6 percent); and Belgium
(5 percent). 6 Because Japanese producers serve the
second-largest market for pharmaceuticals in the world,
the industry has not yet developed an export-oriented
72

1bid.

73 Dala

Boole 1990, p. 28.
Data Boole 1990, p. 30.
75 Data Boole 1990, p. 32.
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attitude. However, industry . analysts state . that this
attitude is being replaced by a growing interest in
globali7.8tion:n
. ..
··

Characteristics of the Industry
Japan's pharmaceutical companies have been,· for
the most part, family owned and operated. With a
market protected until the early 1980s, management
style has not changed. 78 However, Japan's innovative
firms are now in a transitional management period.
Changes in the market brought about by recent trade
ilegotiations79 and the influence of government
cost-containment measures imposed in reaction to
rapidly increasing health insurance cos.ts have slowed
the growth of Japanese drug firms, and forced a shift in
management philosophy to emphasize profitability ~
increasing R&D efforts and product portfolios.
Limited utilization of professional management and
excessive emphasis on the home market over other
large world markets is cited as a competitive weakness
of the Japanese pharmaceutical industry.Bl
Historically, antibiotics have been the major class
of phannaceuticals consumed domestically, but
because of changing demographics, there is more
diversification by producers · and importers who
increasingly focus on cardiovascular agents and central
nervous system (CNS), digestive system and anticancer
drugs. Japan's elderly population is increasing at the
fastest rate worldwide. This fact has driven the
country's pharmaceutical industry to shift production
toward medicaments consumed principally by elderly
patients.82
Most ethical drugs are sold by manufacturers to
primary wholesalers (about 97 percenl),83 who then
sell to users (about 93 percent) or secondary or tertiary
wholesalers (about 5 percent). The principal consumers
of ethical drugs are large hospitals of over 200 beds
(35 percent), medium- and small-size hospitals of
between 20 and 200 beds (22 percent), clinics of less
than 20 beds (41 percent), and independent pharmacies
(2 percent). OTC drugs are distributed to end users
through pharmacies and primary wholesalers, although,
secondary wholesalers and·household distribution sales
are also available. However, most exclusive
manufacturers of OTC products sell their products in
their own shops eliminating wholesalers.
· Japan's wholesale pharmaceutical distribution
system is complex, as foreign drug firms have found,
but does not constitute an insunnountable barrier to
becoming a successfully competitor in the· Japanese
7
6

Data Book 1990, p. 30.

71 "Syndromes

and Strategies for Japanese Firms in
International Markets," SCRIP, Mar. 23, 1988, p. 24.
18 Competing in Japan, p. 60.
79 The Market Oriented-Sector Specific (MOSS) and
United States"Japan Structural Impediments Initiatives (SII)
talks.
80 Ibid., pp. 60-61.
81 Ibid.
.
82"Japan's Ailing Health Care System,'' Tokyo BKSiness
Todtg, February 1988, pp. 12-17.
In comparison, sales of pharmaceuticals by
wholesalers in the U.S. market represented 67.3 percent of
manufacturers' sales in 1985. See P. Reed Maurer,
Compe1ing in Japan, pp. 128-129.
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market.84. As noted above, virtually all manufacturer
sales of ethical pharmaceuticals in Japan are to
wholesalers, who market these procjucts to .physicians,
hospitals, clinics, and phannacies.85 Based on data
provided by the Japan Phamiaceutical Wholesalers'
Association (JPWA), which represents about 9S percent
of such firms. an .industry source estimates that 2000
drug wholesalers distribute products at the present
tirne.86

.

.

.

Traditionally, Japanese physicians have both
prescribed and dispensed medications, gaining income
from the difference between their di~sing price and
the official reimbursement price. 87 To reach these
180,000 physicians, foreign pharmaceutical firms must
.supplement their own sales forces with wholesalers'
detailmen. An industry source states that succes.Vul
competitors in the Japanese market provide intensive
training to both the fmri's sales personnel and
wholesaler's sales staff. Perionnel cmts ~ount far
60 percent of all expenses and overall market growth is
slo~ because of govemment-di;ec~ price decreases.
Wholesalers have found it thus necessary to decrease
sales forces. 88 This attrition in m3rket coverage may
be partially offset by an increase. in manufacturers'
detailmen.
Recent trade negotiations between the United
Stat.es and Japan resulted in the proposal by the Japan
Fair Trade . Commission of new guidelines tO be
implemented for fair -sales activiti~ by manufacturers
in order to promote free and Jailer competition and to
pro~t c0nsumer's interests. Supplemental guidelines
concerning the phannaceutical industry of Japan were
drafted by the Committee for ModemiZation of the
Disttibution of Drugs, sponsored by the· Ministry of
Health and Welfare, and &ublished on· July 2S, 1990 as·
the Ryukinlcyo Report.
The report recommends
chariges in the method used by K~isho tO calculate
prices using a weighted-average method in lieu-of the
present bulk-line process measures which would '
strengthen . wholesalers' position in the market.
Furthermore, the report proposes steps to be taken to
increase price transparency. e8tablish model contracts,
oversee detailmen aetivities, and improve management
·
in medical in'stitutions~

.

'

According to representatives of foreign firms
operating in Japan, proposed reform of the drug
distribution system could have a significantly adverse
impact on future earnings, and, hence on their
84 USITC. Phase II: Japan's Disbibutlon System and·
Options for Improving U.S. Access, USITC Publi~tion

2327; Oct. 1990. p. 2-ll.
8
Competing in Japan, p. 128.
16
Ibid.
87 "Prospects f0r.'Bungyo' in Japan." SCRIP, Apr. 21;
1990, p. 26. The anicle indicates that bungyo (or the
separation of prescribing and dispensing functions in japan) .
is likely to play a part in a national effort to ''foster lhe
rational use of drugs and to curb excess prescribing."
88
Competing in Japan, p. 132.
89 "Ryukinkyo-A New Word for Our English
Vocabulary," Pharm4 Japan, Oct. 8, 1990, pp. 14-15.
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. competitiveness in th~ Japanese market90 As a result
of general discussions held under the recent round of
Sii, the Japanese Government, through the Secretariat
: of the Fair Trade Commission (FTC), has announced
Anti-Monopoly Act changes which will cover the drug
distribution system, as well as other distribution
systems currently in operation. The Draft

Anti-monopoly Act Guidelines Concerning Distribution
Systems .and Business Practices, released. on January
17, 1991, by the FTC and scheduled for strict
implementation beginning around April, 1991, would
· reform the pricing system, the method of price
reduction compensation, the activities· of producers'
detailmen, and the system of rebates by manufacturers
to wholesalers of pharmaceuticals. The principal
concern of U.S.-based, and other foreign firms now
doing busine8s in Japan is the transfer of price
negotiations with consumers from producers to the
wholesalers. Ex-wholesaler prices, which are the basis
upon which the Koseisho calculates drug price cuts,
will be determined by wholesalers who will be
negotiating prices and competing freely for the first
time. Given the wide range of ex-wholesaler prices for
any given product under the existing system, end users
may find that under the new sysrem, their purchase
price could either increase or decrease, dependirig on
whether their existing price is below or above the
weigh~ average manufacturer's suggested retail pri~.
Considering the relative strengih of end users, and the
inexperience of wholesalers to negotiate drug prices,
many producers believe that over time, prices will seek
the lowest level.
·
As wholesalers offer. prices below manufacturer
suggested retail prices, price differences (otTacial price
minus ex~wholesaler prices) Will expand, leading to
steeper price cuts in the future. In partiCular, the firms
intervie.wed by · the Commission . staff expeet
accelerated dereriotation in prices of intensely
competitive antibiotics and · senile dementia drugs,
which have been under considerable pressure even
under the existing system of manufacwrer-controUed
ex-wholesaler prices.91 ·
. .
.Small- and inedium-sized drug manufacturess, and
small loCal wholesalers are_ likely to suffer most Under
the reformed · system. Since most foreign'.'<>wned
Japanese firms are small- or medium-sized with only
one or two major prQducts, they can be expected to be
adversely .affected as wholesalers are likely to focus on
strengthening relationships with larger firms dial have
several major. dnigs and many promising pioducts in
the .R&D pipeline. Long term.. however, . foreign
peQelration of the market may be facilitated because. of·
the strong R&D bases of these multinational fums and
by the existence of. a rationai. transparent disliib'ution
system.
··
·
90
field interviews in Jap8n ~ilh replesaitatives
of U.S.-based niultination81 firms and representatives of ·
industry association$ during April, 1991. .
·
91
USITC field intervi~~s in Japan with representatives
of U.S.-based multjnational firms and represe:ntatives of
industry associations during April, 1991.

usi'n::

65 in 1987. Fifteen of those affiliates were in the
United States while there were 14 in Taiwan, 7 in
Gennany, and 5 each in Indonesia and Thailand.94 The
following tabulation gives some examples of recent
activity by Japanese firms:95
· Ta~eda: established a joint venture in the
United States with Abbott Laboratories to
develop . and market ethical drugs; also
.,has .ties with firms in Germany, France,
and ,Italy, and funds research at Harvard
and Tulane Universities.96
.Fujisawa: acquired a U.S. firm,
LyphoMed, from SmithK.line Beecham
and owns 74 percent of the assets of the
Oennan firm, Klinge Pharma;
Cbugai: purchased a U.S. ftnn,
Gen-Probe; also has a small share in
British Bio-technology; does . joint drug
development in West Europe with the
French firm, Rhone-Poulenc. Chugai has
a marketing joint venture agreement With
the U.S. ftnn, Upjohn for the drug, EPO, ·
which is used to treat anemia resulting
from kidney failure, and sell its anti-ulcer
<1rug, Carafate, through an agreement
with another U.S. ftnn, Marion
Laboratories·;
Yamanoucbi: owns the U.S. ftnn,
Shaklee, ·a vitamins producer, but, in
addition, has a facility in Ireland,
Yamanouchi Phannaceuticals, to produce
its anti-ulcer drug,.Gaster; and
Eisai:· owns the Eisai Research Institute
of Boston, a recently completed facility
used for drug development
The evolution to the present structure of the
pharmaceutical industry in Japan can be traced by a
.. number of publicly available statistics. Since the 1970s
, J?panc;se di1Jg manufactu,rers have doubled their R&D
· budgets. to 10 percent of sales, which is now
comparable to U.S. companies. In so doing, they have
invested in new research facilities and greatly
expanded" the number of employees engaged in
research. Sinee 1980, Japanese drugs have won more
than 3100 new patents, making Japan the leading
source of foreign· j>atents in the United States. In the
mid- l 970s, Japan paid to foreigners for drug
technology three times what it earned in_royalties from
abroad Since 1986, it has become a net exporter of
such technology.. ·
In addition, the s.trategic alliances entered into by
the Japanese finns allow them access to registration
and development systems in the United States and·
Western Europe and to better understand distribution

Japan, even with one of the largest domestic
markets in the world, is a relatively new global
competitor. Nevenheless, Japan is approaching foreign
markets on numerous fronts. In Europe for example,
Joseph ·Harford; director and general manager of
·Yamanouchi, Ireland, noted in a recent interview, "If
jbu are a gi:owing Japanese company, what you seek
most is to pursue a knowledgeable infrastructure in the
European markets through establishing licensing .
agreementS, building a sales force, then establishing
joint ventures. The final step in establishing a strong .
presence is to J:urchase the outstanding portion of the ·. ,
joint venture.' 2 Although the Japanese do ilot yet '· ·
have an extensive product line of new innovative
drugs, the diverse . presence of the Japanese
pharmaceutical industry mEurope is indicated .by the
·followi.rig tabulation:
·
Company

Country

Investment

Yamanouchi
Pharmaceutical
Fujisawa
Pharmaceutical ·

Ireland
Geri:nany

Takeda Chemical
Industries

France

Wholly owned
subsidiary
Majority share
of King
Pharma, .
·.-··
Gmbh Joint venture ·
with RousselUclaf
Pharmaceutical
development
center
·
Joint venture
with Sandoz
AG
Product development and sales
subsidiary
Joint Venture
with Rhone. Poulenc

Germany
Eisai Co.

Germany
. England

Tanabe Seiyako

France

Several reasons for their lack of international
competitiveness to date have been identified, including:
(1) an expanding domestic market; (2) the. relatively
small size of the Japanese companies, as compared to
those in the United States and Western Europe; (3) the
development of relatively few innovative products by
Japanese companies; and (4) the lack of an
international marketing infrastructure. They have
reportedly participated in a number of joint. ventures,
licensed out a number of products to U.S. companies
and have acquired a number of small research
laboratories in the Nonheast, but they have ·not yet
established a significant presence in either the United
States or Western Europe.93 According to the 1989
annual edition of the Japan Chemical Weekly, the
number of Japanese-capital foreign · affiliates (i.e.,
Japanese held assets of 50 percent or greater) numbered
92

Catherine Brady, "Japan's Drug Fiirns Look
Westward," Chemical Week, May 10, 1989, p.19.
93
Nancy Mattison, "Pharmaceutical Innovation and
Generic Drug Competition in the USA: Effects of the Drug ·
Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of
1984,'' Pharmacewical Medicine, 1986, p. 184.

94 Japan

Chemical Annual, 1989, p. 78.

· 9S "Japan's

Drug Firms Look Westward," Chemical

Week, May 10, 1989, p.19. Other firms with international
connections are Eisai in a joint venture with Sandoz, AG in
Germany, and Tanabe Seiyako involved in a joint venlUre
with France's Rhane-Poulenc.
96 "Japan's Next Battleground: the Medicine Chest,"
B.usiness Week.. M¥· 12, _1990, p. 68.
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systems in effect in the two marlcet ~- Almost. all
of the induslr)' representatives comacled expect the
Japanese to enter the U.S. and Western European
phannaceutical markelS within the next 5-10 years,
panicularly in the area of biotechnology. The creation
of the single market in the EC is expecled to make it
easier for Japanese fmns to enter the EC markeL Many
believe, however, that they will not be able to enter
these markets as strongly as they have several other
market sectors because of the lateness of their enlr)'.
Sources maintain that they believe that Japanese
companies will not be able to purchase majar
innovative phannaceutical companies in lhe United
States and Wesaem Europe anymore because they cost
~ much.97 ·

Consolidation in the Global
Pharmaceutical Industry
During the past decade, the phannaceutical
industry has undergone increasing consolidation (see
Figure 4-4 fm- a panial listing). Domestic and

international mergers, joint ventures, and stralegic
alliances proliferated in the global pharmaceutical
i~iJstry in the 1980s. According to one source,
approximately 131 phannaceutiCaJ fmns announced
acquisitions or strategic alliances in ~ first six monlhs
source stated that Japanese rmns theniselves have
that they do not have the capi'-1 available to buy a
major innovative furn.
'7 One

s~

of 1990, compared with a total of 51 in 1989 and 56 in
1988.98 The trend is expected to continue. Industry
sources believe that currently well known cor.npanies
will disappear; new major players will appear. These
sources report, however, that there now is ample room
for mergers. The phannaceutical induslr)' has such a
low concentration ratio that a substantial amount of
consolidation can occur before any anticompetitive
problems are likely.
· Several reasons are given by induslr)' sources for
the ongoing rationalization and consolidation in the
pharmaceuticals industry. First, the reason cited most
often is the increase in R•D cosas in recent years.
Scientists are needed to develop new· pharmaceutical
produclS. The scarcity of quality scientists p~ up
the price of pharmaceutical research because all major
companies are bidding for a limited number of
top-notch scientisas,99 Seeond, manufacturer's profits
are squeei.ed by incteasing pressure from National
Governments to contain health costs (even though
expenditures on pharmaceuticals worldwide at retail
prices amount to between only 10 and 20 percent of
•Medical Advertising Newsktter, SepL IS, 1990,
pp. 4-S.
99 USITC field interviews in lhe United States with
representatives of EW'opean-based and U.S.-based
multinational pharmaceutical r~ and other sources during
January-February, 1991.

Figure 4-4
.
Examples of consolldatlon In the global phannac:eutlcal Industry during 1983-91

.Year
·1993
1985
.1986
1988
1989

1990
1991

Companies involved
Merck
Schering Plough
Monsanto
Rorer
Boots
DuPont
Fisons
American Home Products
Kodak
Beecham
MerrellDow ·
Bristol-Myers
Novo
Yamanouchi
Fujisawa
Chugai
lnstitut Merieux
Sankyo
Rhone-Poulenc
Roche
Sterling

Source: Compiled from data provided by Eli Lilly & Co.
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Banyu
Key Pharmaceuticals
Searle
·
USV!Armour .
Flint .
American Critical Care
Pennwalt'
A.H. Robins
Sterling'
SmithKline
Marion ·
Squibb·
Nordisk
Shaklee

Lyphomed
GenProb
Con naught

Lultpold-Werk ·
Rorer
Genentech .
Sanofi

health care costs). Third, it talces longer to get new
drugs approved since the industry is now trying to treat
chronic aliments like circulatory problems, heart
disease, arthritis, or cancer. The testing for these
conditions is time consuming as a detailed
understanding of the mechanism involved is required if
adequate forms of treatment are to be developed.
Fourth, national regulators of pharmaceuticals are. more
demanding. For example, in the early 1960s, it took ICI
31 months to get approval for lnderal, a heart
pharmaceutical. In the late 1970s-early 1980s, it took
108 months for ICI to win approval for the
pharmaceutical product Tenormin, which is chemically
related to Inderat. 100
r

Strategic Alliances
Strategic alliances, originally agreements to obtain
financing pending the launch of a new product, are
more recently entered into to achieve scale economies
in the regulatory process and marketing and to broaden
geographical reach.101 Marketing agreements are most
popular.1 02 Other types include spreading the risks of
R&D by agreement to share the products of research in
specified areas---e.g., SmithKline/Byk Gulden, and
Takeda/Abbott Smaller companies (e.g., Fisons, Astta)
with innovative research accomplishments may prefer
to license out or co-develop rather than carry the full
· development costs, especially for products requiring
long-term chemical trials.103
One example of an early suar.egic alliance was the
1983 copromotion ·agreement between Glaxo and
Hoffman-LaRoche. Under the agreement, which was
considered
fairly
unusual
at
the
time,
Hoffmann-LaRoche marketed Glaxo's antiulcer
product Zantac® in the United Star.es under the Glaxo
uade name, rather than its own, for a percentage of the
sales revenue generated. 104 The result was beneficial
to both companies, with Glaxo establishing name
recognition in the United States and Hoffman-LaRoche
generating an exua source of revenue that could be
used to develop products still in the pipeline to
compensate for the 1985 expiration of its patent on
Valium®.1os Hoffmann-LaRoche's sales had mush100
"World Pharma Market Near $200 Bill in 1993;
IMS," Ma1'1r.etletter. June 5, 1989, p. 15; and, "European
Drug Makers Face Major Shake-Out," Chemical Marketing
Re/)O.rter, Mar. 19, 1990, pp. SR 34 and SR35.
·
101 Burrill and Lee, Biotech91: A Changing
Environment, 1990, p. 40.
102
Merck entered into a nwnber of agreements for fmal
products during 1983-89, including a cross-licensing
agreement with ICI in 1986, under which ICI co-marketed
Merck's antihypertensive product in return for giving Merck
co-marketing rights on ICl's experimental anti-diabetic drug.
ICl's product was subsequently withdrawn from the FDA

appr:oval process.

°'

·

1
Shearson, Lehman, Hutton Securities,
Pluumaceiuical Profiles, Feb. 1990, pp. 12, 32,· and The
·Economist, Jan. 19, 1991,,. 60.
HM •The New World o Drugs," The Economist, Feb. 4,
1989, p. 63; "SmithKline's Ulcer Medicine 'Holy War',"
FortllN!, Sept. 19, 1983, pp. 129-36.
105 "SmithKline's Ulcer Medicine 'Holy War'."

roomed in the 1970s on the sales of its antianxiety
drugs Valium® and Librium®. By the early 1980s,
however, there was a temporary gap in
HotTmann-LaRoche's new-product development and
sales declined. Hoffmann-LaRoche followed this up
with similar deals on other drugs.106
The German market, dominated by. domestic
German and Swiss marketing companies, lends itself
especially well to alliances between a domestic
company and an overseas company with a new product.
France is also dominated by domestic marketing
companies, and, wilh the involvement of the
government in pricing approval, many overseas
companies forge alliances with French companies.
Italy's market is slightly less nationalistic than the
previous two, but the need to develop a close
relationship with governmental agencies to obtain more
timely approval and attractive pricing makes marketing
alliances with domestic companies atttactive. As in
Germany, five of the top 10 drugs are co-marketed. The
United Kingdom limits government control to a ceiling
on the return on capital employed and a promotional
spending limit Co-marketing alliances are reportedly
less common in the UK than in the other EC countries.
Two strategic alliances cited often by industry
sources are Merck's recent agreements with DuPont
and Johnson & Johnson. Merck's joint venture with
DuPont is notable in that it is a research and marketing
collaboration. Each company has contributed. the
following: 107
DuPont - its entire drug division, with a
research staff of about 1,500
Merck - R&D expertise, marketing rights to
several of its prescription products, and
cash and development funding.
"Significant commercial results," according to one
source, are not exoecr.ed from the venture until the end
. ·
of this decade. !OS"
Under Merck's joint venture agreement with
Johnson & Johnson, the two companies will develop
and market nonprescription OTC drugs.109 Merck
initiated an agreement with Sigma Tau (Italy~ in 1982
to comarket a number of products in Italy.l o Merck
and Sigma Tau have als,o entered into a research joint
venture. 111
.
In 1988, the research-oriented Synr.ex and
market-specialist Procter & Gamble created
Procter-Syntex Health Products, a joint-venture to
develop and market an OTC form of naproxen.112 The
106

"Glaxo Results Buoyant," European Chunical News,

Oct l, 1990.

°' "Prescription for Cost Containment"; Merck & Co.,

1

Inc., Merck Aruaual Report 1989, p. 4.
108
"Prescription
109

for Cost Containment"
McGraw:Hill, Business Week, October 23, 1989, p.
62; Merck & Co., Inc., Merck Annual Report 1989, p. 4.
llOibid.
111 Merck & Co., 1990 First Quarter Report, p. 20.
112
"Why Generics May Not Give Syntex a Migraine,"
Business Week, October 10, 1988, p. 76; Syntex Press
Release, dated September 19, 1988, entitled "Syntex/Proctor
& Gamble Announce Signing of Definitive Agreement."
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joint venture is expected to market other ~ucts and
services produced by both companies. 11 The OTC
fonn of naproxen, besides opening new market
possibilities, will also help to offset losses incurred by
the expiration of the patent on naproxen. Industry
sources expect the trend to continue towards licensing
products and establishing strategic alliances earlier in
the development process.114

Mergers and Internationalism
Mergers and acquisitions provide one. way to
. achieve the multinational stablS necessary to be a major
player. European companies have been somewhat slow
in following the United States' example where, for
·about . 20 years, acquisitions have been a popular
vehicle for expansion and diversification .. The pace
among European firms has rapidly increased · in
·anticipation of national barriers coming down in 1992.
A number of Western European companies are also
enlarging .their role in ·the United States ~ugh
acquisitions. .
·
The SmithKline Beecham merger is a good
. example of an objective-oriented marriage of diverse
fmns. Talks between SmithK.line and Beecham began
in late 1988, prompted, in large part, by Beecham 's
concern that if it could notstrengthen itS drug pipeline,
it might be vulnerable to a takeover. SmithK.line was
: repo~y receptive. to the idea because of losses in the
anti"'ulcer market and generic drug competition .with
another of its major productS. The merger created one
of th~ largest ethical drug companies in the world. Its
research budget should exceed .$500 million per
year-among the top five worldwido---and it should be
able to deploy 2,800 salespeople in Europe, 1,900 in
. the United States, and 500 in Japan. SmithK.line now is
not expeeted to need a partner to market its piospective
· OTC version of Tagamet®. the gains from the synergy·
of the merger are said to be augmenting SmithK.line
Beecham's R&D pipeline.llS. A soUn:e at SmithK.line
esti11U1ted in 1989 that the majority of the savings
accrued from the· merger, or about (J(). peiCent, would
came from the larger conibined Sales force and the
·· copromotion · of a nilmber of products.116
Bristol-Myers Squibb is another example of. a
" "mega-inerger."
.BriStol-Myers brought "superb
· marketing and financial prowess" .to the match, while
· Squibb brought its "R~D creativity."117
. ·
113 Journal ofCo!NMrce, SepL 21, 1988, p. 98; Syntex
Press Release, dated September 19, 1988, entitled
.
. "Syntex/Proctor & Gamble Amiounce Signing of Definitive
A~ent."
·
·.
.
114 USITC staff field interViews in the United StaleS with
.
representatives of EC~based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of indusliy associations during
F~-March 1991. .
m "Prescription for Cost Contairunent," p. SR4. The
article states that the merger was prompted by·a declining
market share for its blockbuster product, Tagamet.
116 "Phannaceuticals." p. 58.
.
.
117 Jbid.
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In Europe, the traditional focus of the French
industry on its domestic market is slowly changing, as
several French firms seek to strengthen their J)osition in
foreign markets. The merger between Rhone-Poulenc
and Rorer and the strategic alliance between Sanofi
(owned by Elf Aquitaine) and Sterling (part of F.astman
Kodak) are examples of this trend.
·
Rhone-Poulenc has been one of the most active
European pharmaceutical firms in making acquisitions
abroad, seeking alliances, and establishing ·joint
ventures. Over the past few years it has acquired
Natennann of Germany, Upjohn Brazil, the bulk
analgesics business of Monsanto (US), the U.K.
generics company Approved Prescriptions Service,
and, through a subsidiary, Connaught BioSciences of
. Canada. In early 1990 it took a 68 percent share of
Rorer Group Inc. to give it an opening inJO the
U.S. drug
market.118 . ·
·
· · ..
.
'.• ·.: .
The alliance between Sanofi and Sterling gives the
two firins access to each other's distributit>n network
and creates a . combined . R&D operation . worth
$500 million annually. The agreement is considered to
be "experimental" in natilre: no cash ~as exchanged,
thereby allowing both companies ·to concentrate their
cash on developing new products; and the. · two
·companies:will share on a 50-50 basis the profits from
the three joint ventures that were created,119 The
.alliance, which is called an "attractive ..way" to
·overcome financial issues that~ usually the result of
more conventional mergers and which is .expected to
create additional "critical maSs" needed tO successfully .
market new products, is not without perceived potential
difficulties. One · such .difficulty .would be· future
· disagreements between ~e coinpahies in regard to
. strategic issties such as company operations or possible
acquisitions.120. · . .
· .
·
.
Erirope has attracted a growing share ofJapanese
foreign direct investmenL This Share..'rose. from
10 percent mthe early 1980s to 17 pe~ent by the end .
of the decade.. Addi~onal. ventures with EC ~ers are
· expected in' the 1990s, though s.mall- tc> riledium-siZed
Japanese companies will continue to rely on licensing
·as an entty strategy. 121
· · .· ··
·

·it ~ been thought. that. ~~me of the o~er EaSt
German dnig companies would be acquired by West
Geiman firms, but such h8s no~ been the case (as of
· May 1991). The two large~t. Arzneimittelwerlc Qresden
and Berlin Chemi~. have beeri .negqtiating plans to
privatize within th~ next : year or two,. as is the ·
. remainder· of the East German phannaeeuticals
·
·
.
.
·
· indusuy.122

f

111 "European Drug Makers Face Major Shake-Out,"
Chemical Marketing Reporter, March 19, 1990, pp. SR
34-35.
. 119 "Pharmaceuticals '91," p. SRlO; Tlie Economist, Ian.
19, 1991, p. 60.

120Jbjd.

m E11TOpean C/u!mical News, Apt. 22. 1991, p. 32.

122 "E

German Pharma Industry on Road to
.
Privatisation," Ewopean Chemical News, May 6, 1991, p. 6.

Between 1979 to 1990, four Japanese ethical
phannaceutical manufacturers were acquired:l23
Mergers of Ethical Pharmaceutlcal Manufacturers In

Japan
Year

1982
1983
1985
~986

Acquiring
Company

Acquired
Company

Merck
Merck
Merrell Dow
Boehringer
lngelheim

Torii
Banyu
Funai
San-a

Source: Yano Repott, Janua,Y 1991, International
Pharma Consulting, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

According to the Yano Report providing this
the dominant philosophy in Japan still
remains that only as the final measure of survival will a
company agree to a merger arrangement, and this
philosophy is expected to continue in the conservative
ethical phannaceuticals business.124
While more mega-mergers are possible in the
future, industry sources believe that it is likely that
European fJrJ11s will seek to merge with medium-sized
U.S. companies.125 Many industry representatives
expressed expectations that companies will follow the
lead of Merck by entering into strategic alliances.126 It
has been suggested that as' profit margins decline in the
generic industry 5-7 years hence, more generic firms
will ally themselves with brandname companies, sueh
as the arrangement between Rugby and SmithKline
Beecham. Under s~h an alliance, the generic firm
would get access to a company's product pipeline,
allowing it to reach the marlcet first with new
products. 127
information~

Licensing and Cross-licensing
As is the case in the other sectors of the chemical·
industry, a company almost always finds that licensing
the process and reaction expertise and patent rights for
a new phannaceutical is much less expensive than
utilization of the company's own R&D to develop a
new product (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of the
relationship between products .under development and
global market share). The practice of licensing has ·
been used in the pharmaceutical industry for a number
of years to allow firms to extend their geographic
123 Yano Report -th/! Japan Plu:umacewical lndury
Qumterly- Jmwary, 1991,.edited by Yoshio Yano, ·
International Phanna Consulting, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan, pp.

36-37.
l2'1bid
125
USITC staff field interviews in the United Stales with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industJy associations during
Fe~-March 1991.
·
1716 USITC staff field interviews in the United Stales and
Western Europe with representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
indus!ry associations during January-April 1991.
IZ1 "Side Effects Linger," Chemical Marketing Reporter
· PluumoceUlicals '91, Mar. 11, 1991, p. SR26.

reach, to fill-in gavs in a product _line, and to access
new technologies.128 Licensing is most prevalent with
the more costly drugs and those with product spin-off
·
potential.
In general, a company may be able to license a
drug for sale in a country where the licensor does not
have an adequate sales fo~ to compete in that marlcet
itself or in a market sector in which it does not have
much experience. Swapping licenses with other
companies for different drugs in or different types of
markets is an example of cross-licensing. With R&D
becoming ever more expensive, cross-licensing 1 is
certain to increase.
Of the world's top 34 drug companies in 1988, only
two had managed to more than double their sales in a
five-year period--Glaxo and Marion Laboratories
(United States). Marion's increased sales reportedly
resulted from licensing an antiangina product,
Cardizem, from a Japanese company.129
In a
measurement in 1989 of productivity and payoff of
drug research, comparing dollar earnings from new
products to ten-year constant-dollar expenditures on
R&D, Merck had spent about $1 billion on R&D, and
seemed likely to earn 103 percent of what it spent
Marion, on the other hand, .appeared likely to earn
$7 billion on only $1.2 billion for R&D. More
important, perhaps, Marion's profitability in 1988,
measured as return on assets, was the highest of all the
top 34 top companies.130 The difference was the
product it licensed, which almost certainly cost far less
to.license than develop.131
..
. Another motivation for cross-licensing is the desire
to find an appropriate "fit." One company, for
example, may believe that it has a special "area of
comfort'.' or expettise with certain types of drugs.
When the company develops a new drug that is outside
of this comfort area, it seeks another company familiar.
with that type of drug and attemptS to swap its new
candidate for a potential new drug of a type with which
it is more familiar. 132 In addition, protracted battles
between two companies involving patent rights for the
· same ot almost-the-same drugs have, in some cases,
been settled by agreement to cross-license, so that each
company can produce it by whatever technology it
wants.·
121
USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe with representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
indus!ry associations during April 1991.
·
l29 "Pharmaceuticals," pp. 68, 70-71, 76-77.
130 Profitability con:iparisons in this case are riot perfect,
because most companies have large interests in other
indlisby segments in addition to pharmaceuticals, and their
reponed earnings apply to the entire firm. However,
Marion, with sales that were more than 90 percent
pharmaceuticals, did exceed the profitability of the other
nearly-all-pharmaceuticals companies-Merck, Glaxo, and
.
Astra (Sweden).
131
"Pharmaceuticals," pp. 68, 70-71, 76-77.
132 USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe with representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational finns and representatives of
industry associations during February-March 1991.
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Commerciali7.ation of Products
Today, the United States and other global
phannaceutical industries continue to face a number of
challenges that, cumulatively, have a significant impact
on their current and future competitiveness.
Cost-containment efforts enacted around the world,
price controls, export policies, IPR protection, and the
continuously increasing cos.ts of R&D all .affect ·the
future level and location of R&D performed by
innovative finns. The continued impact of these issues
on the industry will be discilssed in more· depth in
following sections of this chl!Pter.

Market entry
Entry into the phannaceutical indlistry is difficult.
A potential entrant must obtain firiance .for. research,
endure the years of cliniqtl testing for regulatory
approvals, and establish a. large and efficient sales
force. Exceptions in recent years have been chemical
companies with retained earnings or other funds and
motivation to diversify into phannacCuticals)33 Eyen
the largest and richest .chemical or other companies
thinking. of .diversification into. pharmaceuticals,
judging from.recent U.S.· experience, are likely.~ ·rind
thejr attempted .·penetration. of . the ·drug · market
disappomting unless they t8ke .over .one of ihe top
pharmaceutical companies.134
·
·
.· .
A number of industry repr¢sentativ~. both in
Elirope and the United States, believe.the day is soon
coming when only a ~ul .of co01panies ·will be
involved iri . Iar~-scale. . ·R&D · on : . innovative
phannaceuticals, primarily because of the rapidly rising
costs and ·risks of R&D and. the decreasing tinie
companies have to recoup R&D investritent. TOday's
iiidustry is a research business that primarily depends
on new 8Ild ~proved drugs to generate enough profit
for continued growth arid research; The industry
finances the majority of its R&P itself by reinvesting .· .
irs revenues. PMA member. f~s. including those ..
based outside the United States, reinvested almost 17
pereent of ·their revenue5, $8.2 billion, in R~D in
. 1990,135 Since the oddS are long on any one
.prospeetive new product's success, a company m~t
have enough researchers to be working on a riµDlber of ·
prospects over. a perioo of y~ .and. pro~de . a
minimum R&D budget of abOut $10(ftO $200 million .
per year.136 ASs~ing theSe hurdles are. surmounted, a.
133 "Pharin&ceUticais,"
134 "Pharmaceuticals,"

pp. 61, 62, 77, 78.

pp. 58, 68. ,
Annual SIUlley Report: 1988-90, 1990, :p. 3i.. .
136
.
Money, however, is not considered by a number:of
industty sources to be a guarantee of success as smaller
fums
in some mstanees, better focu5 their research
productivity than larger tiims. The btireaucracies irtheient
to some large firms can potentially reduc:e the .
innovativenes8 of the firm. Merck; however, is considered to
be an exceJition to this statement ·Merck reporledfy ~t
only has a strong pharmaceutical R&D program .of its own,
~t also does well in both liC4ml1ing and in strategic
135 OMA.

"an,

allianees. ·
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·

·

potentially successful new drug candidate probably has
less than 10 years to pay off, before its patents expire
and the generic manufacturers take over, or a "me-too"
drug is created by a competitor.
A sizeable sales force also is needed to exploit a
new prciduct quickly during its probable short life. In
spite of new tactics such as video press releases,
teleconferencing, or "peer-influence groups," the basic
sales input consists of legions of detail men meeting
one-On-one with doctors.T37 For example, two large
U.S. drug companies each have European sales forces
.. that include more than 1,000 field representatives,
while World-leader Merck has more than 2,000 in
Europe alone. The large European companies, of
course, have many more.
·An alternative ·and promising route into the·
pharmaceutical market is through biotechnology. Many
small new companies exploiting diseoveries. in
·. biotechnology have be2un to produce new
· · phannaceutical ·products. 138 · , . This . prolifeiation,
however, has been concen.trated mainly in the United
.States during .the 1980s~ It Was the result of the creatioo ·
. of a new technology-genetically engineered products;
the ability of individual. scientists to both discover and
. produce new products using ·· this technology; and
readily available U.S.-base<f .venture capital lookirigfor
promising investment possibilitie8. I.:J9
Now that.
· venture capital is less obtainable in the United States,
firms· from other countries, particularly Japan, are
en~ng
. through . strategic
alliances
with
U.S. p~ucers. ·.· ·
'

1ntellectilal
Property·' Rights.
.
'

·Given the increasingly long ·product develop~ent
time, including the longer time needed to obtain FDA
approval to market product, IPR proteetion has a
significant impact on the development and
coriunerci~ization of new pharmaceutical products. An
industry source has estimated· that IPR infringement in
1986, cast the U.S .. industry approximately $6 billion,
investment
by
possibly . · reducin2 · R&D
$720-900 rriillion. 14<f ..
One 8tL1dY. (Mansfield, 1986) is cited as indicating , .
that patents are more important for the pharmaceutical
industry than they are for a number of Other.industries
(see Fig. 4-5). Aceording· to th.is study, a minlber of
pharinaceutical products would not . have beeri
ilitrOduced .and/or developed during 1981-83 if patent

a

137 A contrary opinion was expressed by a vice president
of Hoechst-Roussel in a speech (to a U.S. audience) in
1990. He sai4 that the focus of the mlirlceting effort is
qUickly moving away from the individual physician. The
physician has already been almost h!tlfway replaced by
commit~. fonnularies, hospital fOUps, ~chasing agentS,
.and other .representatives of HMO s, PPO s, Medicaid, home
..
health care groups, nursing hoines; and clinics.
131
Office of Technology Assessment, New
Developmenls in Biotechnology 4: U.S. lnvestmenJ in
·Bioteclrnology, 1988.
·. .
139 Unpublished USITC staff working paper on
.
biotedmology, 1990.
.
140 "Health Care Innovation," p. 21.

protection had been absent Patents are said to be a
"core policy instrument in determining the returns to
innovative efforts in a core-group of industries and
particularly for phannaceutical drugs" in industrialized
countries. m
Figure 4-5
Estimation of products not developed In the absence
of IPR protection, by sector (1981-83)
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Primaiy
metals

Figure~

Electrical
equipment
Fabricated
metal
produds
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NCE recovers its R&D investment in 19 years.145
Another source has stated that one-third of thepresent
value of products launched during the 1970s was
accrued during years 12-15 of the product's lifetime.146
The effective patent terms on individual products
have generally decreased since the late 1970s in the
United States, Western Europe, and Japan such that the
averaR;e effective patent life is now about 7-11
years}47 In the United States, for example, the average
length of the effective patent life of a phannaceutical
has declined to 10 years and 10 months, compared with
15 years in the early 1960s, primarily as a result of the
average development time increasing to about 10.6
years}48
Earnings performance of 100 drugs vs R&D cost:
After-tax present value
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Source: "Patents and Pharmaceutical Drugs•.

A recent study of 100 NCEs introduced in the
United States during 1970-79 indicated that only 30 of
these products earned a return that was as high or
higher than the average R&D cost (see Figure 4-6).
The returns on the remaining products, although
contributing in many· cases to firms' profits, were
lower than the average.1 42 According to the study, if a
firm wishes to cover the high fixed costs of product
development. it must develop a "blockbuster product,"
or one that whose present value is comparable to that of
the top 20-30 products.1 43 Although questions have
arisen in the post-World War II period as to what level
of return on a pharmaceutical product is appropriate
and what period of time is needed to recover this level
of return, f44 one source has estimated that the average
141 "Patents and Pharmaceutical Drugs," JoW'nal of

War'ld Trmk, Vol. 24, No. 6, December 1990, p. 87. The
industries examined were: pharmaceuticals; chemicals;
petroleum; machinery; fabricated metal products; primary
metals; electrical equipment; instruments; office 'equipment;
motor vehicles; rubber; and textiles.
142 Grabowski and Vernon, "A New Look at the Returns
and Risks to Pharmaceutical R&D," Managemenl Science,
Vol. 36, No. 7, July 1990, p. 816.
143Jbid
144 '"The Political Economy of the Pharmaceutical
Industry," p. 1180.
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Source: H. Grabowski, Ph.D., 1980-89.

Development of New Products
New Chemical Entities (NCEs)
In order to continue successful compeuuon,
innovative companies must develop new products. The
development time for these new products, whether
discovered in-house or licensed from other companies,
can take as long as twenty years from discovery to
1
" Pharmaceutical Palenls: The Stimulus lo Medicines
Research, the Centre for Medicines Research, p. 27.

146 '7he Changing Economics of Pharmaceutical
Research and Development," p. 35-52;
·
147 PharmaceUlical Pa1en1s, pp. 22-26. It should be
noted that the effective patent life of products in these
countries has eroded in absolute terms since the early 1960s.
Following the downturn in the 1970s, effective patent terms
started to increase during the 1980s, but did not return to the
·
levels of the 1960s.
141 European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries'
Associations, Memorandum on 1111! Need o/ lhl! EW"opean

PharmaceMlical Industry for Restoration of Ejfeclive Patenl
Tenn/or Pharmacewicals, p. 7; USITC field interviews in
the EC with representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based
multinational firms and representatives of industry
associations during Jan. 8-19, 1990.
·
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marketing. A number of factors . are taken into
consideration when a company decides to concentrate
research in certain therapeutic areas, including the
current level of technical knowledge about a given
therapeutic area. Given the often rapid diffusion of
discoveries across the scientific community, a number
of finns might start discovery effons in the same
therapeutic area(s) at the same time. The first product
to be marketed, however, whether or not a blockbuster,
.generally earns a significant degree of market
recognition. Products that follow thereafter, often
misleadingly called "me-too's," must differentiate
themselves from the first product in order to gather
market share. 149
According to .industry sources,
however, studies have shown that products that are
launched later generally do better because they are
based on more recent scientific discoveries. ISO
Development accounts for the largest portion of the
R&D cost. f5l Once the laboratory and animal studies
are completed successfully, a company files for
approval of the phannaceutical product as an IND. At
this stage, the company begins clinical studies on the
drug (see Figure 3-2).
According to one source, only one out of every
4,000
comoounds. discovered
is
marketed
commercially;t52 others estimate one in 5,000, or even
one in 10,000. 153 Products drop out at various stages
· of the development process. One example cited is
product development in Gennany during 1972-81. Of
·the 280,000 compounds examined by German
innovative companies, 2,356 were developed; 47 of
these were launched on the market.154 Figure 4-7
shows the stages of the development of a "successful
NCE" and an estimate of the number of products that
c~plete each phase of the process.
The increasing length of time and rising co8t
needed to develop new products is attributable to the
nature of the products being developed. Newer areas of
research are focusing more on products used to treat
chronic diseases, which need more extensive
development and testing and longer clinical bials
because a detailed understanding of the mechanism
involved is required if adequate forms of treatment are
to be developed. 155 Industry sources also cite FDA
149 A "me-too" is generally a product which has been
developed. by modifying the structure of an existing product.
lit some cases, however, research paths converge, and
similar products are introduced into the market within short
·. .
.
periods of each other.
1
usrrc staff field interviews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industty associations during
April 1991.
rn J9'J2 and the Regulation of the Pharmaceutical
Industry, p. 16; "Pharmaceuticals," p. 61.
151 Chemical Marketing Reporter, Pharmaceuticals '89,
Mar. 20, 1989. p. SR8.
m 1w2 and the Regulation of the Pharmaceutical
Industry, p. 14.
U4Ibid.
us Steven N. Wiggins, The Cost of Developing a New
Drug, 1987, p. iv; "European Drug Makers Face Major
Shake-Out," Chemical Marketing Reporter, Mar. 19, 1990,
pp. SR34 and SR35.
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Figure 4-7

Succe11 of cllnlcal research
(NCEa submitting first INDs In 1976-1978)
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Source: Reproduced with permission from the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration.

requests for more safety data, thereby requiring larger
trial populations. 156
During 1975-89, the United States was cited as the
world leader in introducing globally successful NCEs
(see Figure 4-8).157 About 775 NCEs were discovered
Figure 4-8
lntematlonal comparison of research results during
1975-89
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Source: P. Etienne Barral, Fifteen Years of
Pharmaceutical Research Results Throughout the Workt.
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UCi usrrc staff field interViews in Western Europe with
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
firms and representatives of industry associations during
April 1991'.
U7 P. Etienne Barral, Fifteen Years of Pharmaceutical
Research Results Throughout the World (1975-1989),
August 1990, p. 34.

during this time period, of which 69 percent were
discovered in the United States, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Gennany, and Switzerland (see Chapter 5
for an analysis of the origination and marketing of
innovative products in the leading pharmaceutical
markets). Of the 775 NCEs, 97, or about 13 percent,
· were marketed on a global basis. 158 The United States
accounted for about 48 percent of the global NCEs,
compared with 14 percent for the United Kingdom and
about 3-10 percent, on an individual basis, for
Switzerland, France, Germany, and Japan. Industry
sources cite a number of reasons for the U.S. industry's
continued strength, including "an unencumbered
. U.S. economy"
in
terms of pricing and
cost-containment, good scientists, and the fact that the
United States has been the center of industry R&D.
The U.S. industry's strength in innovation, however, is
perceived to be eroding as a result of factors such as
the increasing time required to obtain FDA approval.
Cone~ also exis~ as to ~ continued quality of the
education system m the Umted States.15'1
The long-term product pipelines of European
companies are reportedly expanding. These products
are expected to become important commercial products
in about 10 years, as it takes about a decade for
pharmaceuticals to move from the R&D stage to being
marketed as commercially viable products. 160 Industry
sources report that European Governments reportedly
foster their local pharmaceutical industries since the
products .of this industry help to maintain the national
health care industry. One example cited is that of faster
product approval within Western Europe, within 12
months in some countries, allowing .products to be
launched on the market earlier in Europe than in the
United States. Product liability, another example cited,
is perceived to be less of a burden in Europe than it is
in the United States since some European countries,
such as Dennwk, do not allow product liability suits.
U.S. pharmaceutical firms usually overlabel products
overseas (as compared to European label requirements)
to limit potential suits by foreigners based on U.S.
liability standards. Industry sources repon that
overlabeling can have a negative effect on U.S. sales
overseas.16f
158 A "global" NCE is defined as one !hat is marketed in
seven countries.
159 Industry sources believe !hat the United States is not
getting the most out of its educational system. Western
Europe's and Japan's secondary educational system (i.e.,
thru high school) are reportedly producing better graduates
lb.an !hat in the United States. The university system to !he
United States, however, is perceived to be superior to !hat of
Japan.
'
iec> USITC staff field interviews in the United States wilh
representatives of Emopean-based and U.S.-based
multinational pharmaceutical firms and olher somces during
Janu~-April, 1991.
161
USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe wilh representatives of European-based and
U.S.-based multinational pharmaceutical firms and other
sources during January-April, 1991.

Whereas it is the consensus of industry sources that
the U.S. industry is "the leader" in developing a new
, product, the British industry is considered to excel
within the EC in innovative drug research.162
Although the UK industry accounted for less than
5 percent of all NCEs discovered during 1975-86,
18 percent of the global NCEs originated in the United
Kingdom. In 1990, the UK industry developed 13 of
the top 50 pharmaceutical products marketed
worldwide. 163 Industry sources attribute the strength
of the UK industry to the high quality of education its
scientists receive at universities such as Oxford and
Cambridge, the sharing of a common language with the
United States, and "good conditions" (such as
sufficient invesunent in the industry, as realized
through the PPRS system, and relatively high profit
levels).
Although France, Germany, and Japan together
accounted for about 45 percent, or about 275, of total
NCEs developed during 1975-86, they only accounted
for about 25 percent, or 16, of the global NCEs.
The percentages for France and Japan reflect, to some
extent, the traditional focus of these industries on their
domestic markets.
The French industry, once very vital, has decreased
in strength since 1975, reportedly as a result of French
Government controls on the pricing and pr:omotion of
pharmaceuticals. As such, France accounted for a
relatively low share of the global NCEs marketed
during 1975-86 and again during 1990. The French
industry is still relatively large, however, because of
the large domestic nwket for pharmaceuticals and,
according to at least one industry source, because of the
French Government's protectionist policies towards the
industry.164
.
Germany's low share, in spite of that country's
free-pricing policies and the strength of its industry, is
attributed primarily to the structure of its industry. The
Gennan pharmaceutical manufacturers are, in many
cases, subsidiaries or components of larger chemical
finns. As such, it is suggested that perhaps the
pharmaceutical sector . has not been strongly
emphasiz.ed. In addition, the implementation of the
HRA decreases innovation in the German industry in
that it reduces revenues that can be reinvested in R&D.
Industry sources lllso question the quality of the
Gennan higher education system.165
162
USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe wilh representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
indus~ associations during January-April 1991.
163
"Pharmaceuticals '91," p. SR45.
164
USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe wilh
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
fmns and representatives of industry associations during
Aptjl 1991; Medicinl!s in The Mark.elplace, p. 16.
165 USITC staff field interviews in the United States and
Western Europe wilh representatives of EC-based and .
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
industry associations during February-March 1991.
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Substitute Products
As soon as a successful new drug appears on the

market, its producer can be certain lha1 competing
companies are likely to soon have 15 or more similar
products in the testing phase. Therapeutic categories
tend to get crowded the minute there is any movement
in the laboratory. "Everybody reads the same papers, so
most people can determine market potential and
clinical feasibility," said one industry source. "Most
can then come up with a rank order of attractiveness
and go on from there." The result is that similar
chemical entities appear in many research pipelines. As
of 1989, these included anti-inflammatory leukouiene
antagonists,
proton
pumps
against
ulcers,
cholesterol-reducing reductase inhibitors and dozens of
chemicals that reaet with cellular receptors. Nearly ·
every sizeable company was plirsuing cardiovascular
drugs, producing tremendous crowding in older
products such as beta blockers and calciwn-channel
blockers, and considerable jostling in newer classes
like cholesterol-reducing agents, or clot busters.166
Even a less effective me-too drug can do .well in the
market, depending on the way it's promoted and
marketed. Of the 23 .NCEs approved in the United
States in 1990, 7 were considered to represent
"imp<;>rtant therapeutic gain," 5 presented "modest
therapeutic gain," and 11 showed "little or no
therapeutic gain." 167
..
The lead time between the appearance of a
pioneering drug and a competing product has dwindled
to as little as 3 years, compared with S to 7 years a
decade ago.168 . Tagamet®, SmithKline Beecham's
antiulcer drug whiCh quickly grew to $1 billion in
sales, was succeeded by a follow-on product, Glaxo's
z.antac®, years before its 1993 patent expiration date.
Glaxo, then far smaller than SmithKline, elected to
compete against Tagamet® in Italy, where it has
historical strength . rather than going against
·SmithKline's strength in the United States; Musing its
resources by forging a marketing agreement with an
Italian drug company, Glaxo assigned a mass of sales
representatives to the task. Since then, however, both
companies have faced competition from imitators
developed by Lilly and· Merck; . Squibb's
innovative billion-dollar antihypertensive blockbuster
Capoten®, the first of the angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, 169 has been confronted with
VasoieC® from Merck and two other drugs-with a
number more on the way-years before its patent
expires.110
166

"Pham'laceuticals," p. 61, 73.
According to information presented by Mr. Gerald
Meyer, Deputy Director, Center for Drug Evaluation and
Research. FDA.
is Forbes, Apr. IS, 1991, p. 48.
IG!I ACE is responsible for creating a substance that
causes hypertension. As such. an ACE inhibitor is an agent
that inhibits the action of the enzyme in the body.
110••J>hannaceuticals." pp. 61, 73.
161
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· New Product Areas
Although most industry R&D is devoted to new
products, considerable testing is being done to find new
uses· for older drugs. Companies are increasingly
shifting their R&D emphasis from infection-fighters
such as antibiotics to diseases such as cancer,
emphysema, diabetes, and inflammation, as well as
age-associated diseases such as Alzheimer's. "Most of
the early trends in pharmaceuticals were directed
toward acute disease," said an industry source. "But
now we're focusing more on chronic diseases, which
take more time and money to study." The gambles are
great because so many companies are working on the
same thing.17 1 In early 1991, industry opinion, both in
the United States and in Europe, was that the
near-future areas of major research activity will include
CNS drugs, oncology, immunology, viral diseases,
geriatric drugs (e.g., for Alzheimer's and Parkinson's
diseases), anti-arthritics, cardiovascular drugs,
anti-cancer drugs, and drugs for AIDs.112

Research Con5ortia
Because the compeuuve pos1bon of a
pharmaceutical company depends. overwhelmingly on
invention and patent protection of a target medicinal,
there ·have· been relatively few joint R&D ventures
direCted toward new drug discovery. One recent
notable venture is a research and marketing
coltabOiation between .Merck and DuPonL . Industry
sources . expect that the trend IOwards licensing
products ind establishing strategic alliances earlier in
the development· process will continue.
· · Some European countries ~it and even
encourage joint venture consortia1 (which ,oi;dinarily
would not be consistent with U.S. antitrust laws.) In
Gennany; . the Federal Ministry of Science and
Technology (BMFI) administers supJ>ort programs for
· promotion of biotechnology, including basic and
applied research, and government funds were set aside
(about $20 million in 1982) for spe:c:ific ,projects
involving cooperative iridustr}' research.174 ' :
The U.S .. subsidiary of Immuno .AG, In. a
collaborative R&D agreement with the National
Cancer Institute and the National Institute for Allergy
and Infeetious Diseases, has had its candidate AIDS
. vaccine approved for human clinical trialS by the
. FDA.17S

.

Computer-Aided Molecular Design
Computers are Increasingly being used to
s.upplement more sophisticated methods of identifying
the substances that form the body's natural defen8es,
171 "Phannaceuticals," pp. 72-74.
172 USffC staff field interviews in

.

the United States and
Western Ewope with representatives of EC-based and
U.S.-based multinational firms and representatives of
ind~ associations during February-March 1991.
173
1bid
174 lbid,

'
.79.
11'
Vaccine Is Candidate for Clinicals," Chemical
Marketing Reporter, Dec. 3, 1990, pp. 9, 23.

"AIDS

isolating disease-calising genes and seeing how they
work. Computer models of molecular sbUcture and
recombinant DNA techniques focus research on a
specific target.1, 76 Drugs ("ligands'') affect specific
receptors within the body which are. the "switches" that
trigger key biochemical reactions in cells. They couple
wi~ the receptor in a way that sets off. a biological
effect on the body~ such as stopping swelling, slowing
the .onset of a disease, or cleaning out arteries. The
computer, by doing a myriad of calculations and
drawing pictures of its results, s~o~s the researcher
parallel images of a new drug and its supposed receptor
site. The chemist then can rotate, invert, truncate, or
a_ugment the drug image to make it a better fit. 177
Computer-aided procedures are evolving very
rapidly following significant increases in hardware
performance.
In
particular,
high-performance
RISC-based (reduced instruction-set cpu) UNIX
workstations ~ve largely supplanted timesharing
·minicomputer and graphics terminals combinations to
give unprecedented computational and "visualii.atioil"
power to the individual computational chemist Many
pharmaceutical and chemical companies are turning to
supercomputers to solve computational chemistry
problems which, ·it is hoped, will shorten the drug
discovery process.
The most impcirtant contribution is to tailor-make
drugs to correct a condition. Drug research is no
longer restricted to looking for a disease that a newly
synthesized chemical can cure or screening thousands
of products .to find one that exhibits therapeutic
properties. It now includes the ~liberate design of
molecules for a specific cure.

Linkages of Pharmaceutical Products and
Technology to Other Sectors of the ·
Economy
During the past decade, the costs associated with
health care worldwide have increased steadily. In 1989,
health-care costs in the United States represented
approximately 12 percent of domestic gross national
product (GNP), increasing from about 7 percent in
1968.178 Per capita health expenditures in the United
States in 1989 totaled almost $2,000, compared with
approximately $1,600 in 1984 and $349 in 1970. On an
international basis, in 1984, Canada incurred the
next-largest per capita expenditures, reaching almost
$1,300, followed closely by . France ($1,200) and
Germany ($1,100).179 Per capita expenditures of the
United Kingdom, Italy, and Japan were $800 or less.180
176
c
"Pharmaceuticals," pp. 59-60; A Competilive Analysis
ofihe U.S. Pharmaceutical Industry, pp. 70-71.
, .1 77 Ibid, and The Washington Post, Mar. 22, 1991, p.
BJ.
.
178
"The Economic and Social Impact of Drug
Innovation on the Delivery of Health Care: Recent Trends,"
Privale Practice, November 1988.
.
179 Germany was heretofore referred to as West
Germany.
.
180
PMA Sta1istical Fact Book--Facts al a Glance, 1989,
p. 28.

The increases in health care costs have generated
increasing concern about health-care expenditures,
prompting countries to consider methods to reduce
such expenditures. In many cases, the response has
been to implement price controls, cost-containment
programs, or bolh. Thus, the rise in total costs for
health· care has resulted in government actions that
affect the competitiveness of one industry in the field
of health care - the pharmaceutical industry.
Price increases for existing drugs and ever higher
prices for new drugs in the United States have caused
their average price to rise at a faster rate than the
Consumer Price Index. 181 However, the portion of
total health care costs represented by pharmaceutical
products, at least in the United States, has decreased
from over 11 percent in 1983 to about 7 percent in
1989.182 The cost effectiveness of substituting certain
pharmaceutical products for a hospital stay has been
well documented in recent years, even being presented
as part of a company's application for domestic
marketing rights. 183 Phannaceutical products "help to
reduce the cost of alternative; more expensive forms of
medical care." 184 A recent study has found that over
the next 25 years, the estimated savings in health care
expenditures from the use of pharmaceuticals will be
valued at almost $500 billion. f 85 For instance:
Outpatient prescription drug treatment of .
coronary heart disease for 1 year costs about
$1,032; the cost of coronary bypass surgery is
approximately $30,430;
.
Dwmg 1976-86, it is estimated that a single
antiulcer drug reduced the costs of the disease
by $5.8 billion worldwide and by $4 billion in
.
the United States alone.186

all

81
.
1 Neariy
drug categories have shown annual price
increases in recent years. Based on Bureau of Labor
Statistics data, prescription drug producer price indexes for
selected categories in September 1990 showed the following
annualincrease: Cancer therapy products, 7.0 percent;
Cardiovascular therapy, 8.8 percent; Psychotherapeutics,

16.J~cent.

1
"The Economic and Social Impact of Drug
Innovation on the Delivery of Health Care;" November
1988.
183
Some industry sources believe that proponents of
cost-containment proposals in the United States look only at
drug prices and not at the companies' costs of developing
and marketing the products, or at the offsets that
pharmaceuticals provide in other areas of health care, such
as reduced hospital stays.
184
PMA submission, p.9.
1
" 'The Value of Phannaceuticals: An Assessment of .
Future Costs for Selected Conditions," Bauelle study, .
February 1991. The study examines five categories of
disease. Given that each was studied independently, the
results of the five are not considered to be additive. The
nwnber presented in the text, however, gives an idea of the
magnitude of estimated savings over the 25 year period
(including direct and indirect savings).
·
186
'The Economic and Social Impact of Drug
Innovation on the Delivery of Health Care," November'
1988; "Health Care Cost Containment and Pharmaceutical
Innovation," Pharmaceuticals for the Elderly: New
Research and New Concerns, 1986, p. 26, PMA Statistical
Fact Book: Facts at a Glance, 1989, p. 24.
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New drug products, including those produced via
.biotechnology, can prolong life and relieve symptoms
enough to reduce sick leave, increase productivity, and .
'improve the quality of life. In the last ten years, a
.number of important new pharmaceuticals have been
produced using biotechnology (i.e., biophannaceuticals) and many more are expected to be developed
in the future. The technology developed in this new
sector of the phannaceutical industry should find
application in many other areas of research.

Biotechnology
Introduction
Biotechnology
is
a · rapidly
growing,
research-intensive,
multidisciplinary range
of
technologies, which uses living organisms for a variety
of pharmaceutical, agricultural, .enerRY, waste
management, and chemical purposes.181· Although
.frequently called an "industry," biotechnology
encompasses a range of multidisciplinary technologjes
that can be applied iri a wide variety of indusb'ies.188
Because of this diversity, several definitions of
biotechnology exist For example, the term generally
· refers to the application of scientific and engineering
procedures to process substances using . biological
. agents to provide goods and services. This definition is
used mainly to describe the recent advances in
·genetically engineered products; however, it also has
been used to include "old" biotechnology processes,
such as fermentation, in which the biological activity pf
mictoorganisms plays an ·important role.189
· By June 1991, there were 12 biotherapeutic
pioducts or:i the marke~ 22 products submitted for FDA
approval, .171 products in clinical trial, and
54i pi"od0cts. in preclinical stages. However, the rapid
arid continuing evolution of biotechnology malceS it
.difficult. to quantify the effect of biotechnology on the
pharmaceutical industry. It is also difficult to quantify
the · eommercial benefits of the general increase in
Scientific. ' knowledge that has developed from
biotechnology in the last 30 years. As one
biotechnology spokesman noted "just as few could
have predicted the. impact of biotechnology 20 · years
~go, it is j!-1st as unlikely that few can ~ct the
,impact of biotechnology 20 years hence."1
Becau8e many biopharmaceutical products have been
discovered by small entrepreneurial companies, often
·. with close university affiliations, biotechnology
187 The five market segments niost often identified witlibioteclmology are (1) human diagnostics, (2) human
therapeutics. (3) agbioteclmology (plant genetics, crop
protection), (4) suppliers to the indusuy, and (5) other
s~ents such as environment, energy, and anima,1 health.
188
·
Industtial Biotechnology Association, "Bioteclmology
at Work," 1989.
189
An lUlpublished Commission working paper on
bioteclmology.
190 usrrc staff field interviews with representatives of
the biorechnology finns in March 1990.
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has been viewed as a new high technology industiy
(reminiscent of Silicon Valley) that is competing with
the more traditional pharmaceutical companies. While
similarities do exist between Silicon Valley and the
''new biotechnology companies," representatives of
biopharmaceutical companies emphasi7.e the diverse
applications of biotechnology to many industries and
the use of biotechnology by large firms in both in the
United States and around the world. They further note
that by the end of the 20th Century, biotechnology will
be much more prevalent in larger. pharmaceutical
company research labs. In the 1990 edition of the
Pharma Projects (Scrip), approximately 90 percent of
the world's top .80 pharmaceutical companies (defined
in terms of sales) indicated some commercial interest
. in biotechnology. Furthermore, many of these larger
com{>aDies indicated some research collaboration with
a wuversity or a research hospitaJ191.
This section will focus primarily on the firms
developing biopharmaceuticals - referring to them as
the biophannaceutical industry. Recently many of these
biophamiaceutical companies have passed from small
entrepreneurial researc;h organizations to commercially
viable companies. Therefore, these companies must
now face production, marketing, regulatory, and
litigation problems similar to those of the more
established pharmaceutical industry.

History of the U.S. Biotechnology Industry·
As brief as the history of the biotechnology
industry may be, it has progressed rapidly in a series of
short waves. 'In the 1950s, most of biotechnology
focused. on basic research carried out in the major
universities with little concern . for the commercial
potential of the new· science. During the 1960s and the
early 1970s, as basic .research continued, it also began
to identify promising commercial products. Small
biotechnology Companies .funded by early venture
capital appeared during this time. By the late 1970s and
early 1980s, these new companies were bringing their
first products to clinical trial. By the mid 1980s, the
first biotechnology products were on the market,
bringing with them regulatory and patent issues. By the
late 1980s, marketing, and production issues emerged
as the "industry" came into being.
It is generally accepted that the early preeminence
of the sinall, entrepreneurial U.S. company in the
world biotechnology industiy was fostered by the
domestic cultural and economic environment Three
important factors in this environment were (1)
Federally funded basic research, (2) entrepreneurial
success, and (3) the availability of capital. The basic
research that produced the first biotechnology products
was not developed by the large pharmaceutical
companies; rather, it was nurtured throughout the
U.S. university system by academic entrepreneurs and
funded by state and Federal institutions such as the
191

PJB Publications, Pharma Projects, 1990, Surrey,

England.

National Institutes of Health <NIH) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). 1 ~2 In 1991, Federal
support for biotechnology was $3.8 billion,
approximately 80 percent of which was funded through
NIH. The 1992 Federal budget proposal for
biotechnology is $4.1 billion, an increase of
$319million over the 1991 budget 193
NIH funded research can be divided into two areas:
(a) basic research devoted directly to biotechnology
including recombinant. DNA techniques and gene
mapping; and (b) broad-based research underlying
biotechnology, including studies of genetics,
biochemistry, etc. In 1990, NIH provided
approximately $1.2 billion to basic biotechnology
research and approximately $1.6 billion to the basic
sciences underlying biotechnology. NIH research is
conducted both intramurally at NIH and extrarnurally
. through outside contracts. Approximately 80 percent of
NIH funded research is conducted extramurally.
To obtain extramural research funds, prospective
contractors submit research proposals to NIH that are,
in tum, reviewed and graded by their peers within the
scientific community (not necessarily at NIH).
Research funds are then granted to those proposals with
the highest grades. Approximately 39,500 separate
training awards, grants, and research contracts, were
awarded in 1991. Dr. William Raub, (acting) Director
of the National Biotechnology Policy Board noted that
while some critics of the Government's role in research
have charged that it has not exerted strong enough
leadership, "the role of the Federal Government is not
to manage commercial innovation _but to create
conditions for such innovation."194
The second factor that reportedly fostered the early
development of a biotechnology industry was the
presence of an entrepreneurial environment in the
United States. While difficult to quantify, the constant
mention of entrepreneurial activity from numerous
industry sources and analysts lends credence to its
importance. Examples of anecdotal information are
numerous. One source noted that in contrast to
U.S. practice, the tenure system in European and
Japanese school systems limits the independence of
younger academics. In Japan, in particular, "there are
many reasons for this, including the maintenance of the
traditional 'koza' (chair professor) system, a paucity of
basic research funding and the lack of postdoctoral
192 The relationship between the new biotech companies
and universities is so close that many believe that any
definition of a biotechnology industry must include the
U.S. university system. Herbert Boyer, a folD'Jder of
Genentech was a professor at. University of California, San
Francisco, while Ronald Glazer, a founder of Genentech,
was a Nobel Laureate at the University of California,
Berkeley. Similarly, the Genetics Institute in Cambridge
was established by Harvard scieritists.
193
The Budget For Fiscal Year 1992, Part Two, p.72.
(The President's Fiscal Budget Proposal for 1992).
l!M Department of Health and Human Services, Public
Health Service, National INstitutes of Health, National
Biotechnology Policy Board, 'Minutes of Meeting' October

29, 1990, p.4.

.

positions."195
Analysts noted another aspect of
entrepreneurship is society's acceptance of failure
which they believe is more prevalent in the United
States than in Europe or Japan; and that furthermore,
the United States has a legal structure more capable of
accommodating business failure. For example, it was
noted that Europe has no close counterpan to the
Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings found in the United
States.196
The third factor reported to foster the development
of U.S. biotechnology is the availability of capital
(particularly start-up and venture capital) in the United
States. During the 1970s and early 1980s funding for
biotechnology development was readily available. The
.funding options available to the industry are early-stage
venture capital, private equity placement, public equity
markets, strategic alliances, debt, and consolidation.
Although all new industries must obtain financing
while subject to uncertainties in the market,
biotechnology companies are also subject to a
regulatory process that can take years and offer no
guarantee of product approval. This not only lengthens
the time needed to get a new product to market, it also
adds substantially to costs, and hence the continued
need for capital. As these companies grew, many found
it difficult to continually raise cash without having a
product on the market In addition, public and private
sources of funding have become scarce in recent years
and the new .companies have had to increasingly turn to
joint ventures, and strate2ic alliances in order to obtain
their needed financing. 197 The importance of funding
to the industry has prompted one analyst to note that
while "the biotechnology industry is driven by science,
biotechnology businesses are driven by their financial
strategies. At each stage of a company's development,
the . financinR demands and opportunities shape the
priorities."198'
.
The basis for seed financing is the venture capital
market. Once the seed capital is obtained, a typical
progression for financing business development is for a
private invesunent to carry the company up to the time
it makes its first sales. At that time, a company may
consider going to public equity markets with an initial
public offering (IPO) or think of forming a strategic
alliance. Although the progression of funding appears
straightforward, an Ernst & Young publication noted as
companies "take a product through clinical trials, bring
it to the FDA in a scientifically sound and
well-presented filing, get an approval and become a
commercial success, . . ., their ability to finance is
sustained. When companies get thrown off track their
financing dries up."199
195
Mark Dibner, "Japan's Biotechnology Industry: Focus
on Pharmaceuticals," Drug News and Perspectives 3 (2),

p.86.

196
usrrc staff field interviews with representatives of
biotechnology firms in March 1990.
197
"Biotech Companies Tum Toward Tokyo."
198
G. Steven Burrill and Kenneth B. Lee, Biotech 91: A
Changing Environnumt, Ernst & Young, San Francisco
California, p 61.
199 Ernst & Young, Biotech 91: A Changing
Environment, p.63.
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Compounding the problem of limited funds for
"financially limited" biotech companies, is the
inevitable cyclical nature of capital markets. The
October, 1987 stock market crash was particularly
difficult for the biotechnology stocks. While the
Standard and Poor's stock index showed an average
price decline of 22 percent for the stocks it covers, the
price of biotechnology stocks declined more than
50 percent Within the biotechnology industry, the
smaller companies were particularly hard pressed. The
long-tenn effect of the crash appears to have made the·
markets more selective. However, the capital market
has rebounded; and despite the difficulties inherent in
financing, the U.S. capital markets have fostered the
growth of small U.S. biotechnology companies. In the
first four months of 199Jx, biotechnology has been able
in the U.S. capital markets.
to raise over $1 billion

ranking companies in the industry by the number of
employees, Ernst & Young was able to show the
preponderance of small companies in the industry (see
Figure 4-9). The definitions of size are as follows:
Firm
size

Number of
employees
1-50
51-135
136-299
300or more

Small
Mid-sized
Large
Top tier

Then looking at the entire industry by market
segment, Ernst & Young demonstrated that the
preponderance of companies in biotechnology were in
the human diagnostics and therapeutics sectors (see
Figure 4-9).

In 1990, there were some 1,100 companies with a
primary emphasis in some biotechnology endeavor, of
which approximately 63 percent were concerned with
biopharmaceuticals. Ernst & Young and the North .
Carolina Biotechnology Center (NCBC) have
conducted surveys analyzing the U.S. biotechnology
industry.
Looking
at
the
total
industry
(biopharmaceuticals, agriculture, energy, etc.), and . ·

In terms or' geographic distribution of companies in
the United States, the Ernst and Young analysis found
that biotechnology companies are fqund in the greatest
numbers on the West and East Coasts, particularly in
the San Francisco Bay Area and the New EngJand area.
While these areas have remained centers for
biotechnology companies, the industry is, in fact,
spread throughout the United States.
When the industry is stratified by v~ue of sales,
the. most successful companies dominate the industry
commercially
in
a
number
of measures.
Sixty-five percent of "top-tier'' companies are
profitable, while 21 percent of the industry as a whole
is j>rofitable.20t
Eighty-five percent of IOl>-'.tier ·.·

200 Chemical Marketing Reporter, April 8, 1991, p. 9~
·
Other years in which funding was particularly plentiful were
1983 and 1986.

2111 In Biotech91: A Changing Envirorunent, Ernst &
Young defines "top-tier" companies as being those with 300
or more employees.

Major Producers
United States

Figure 4-9 ··
biotechnology Industry, 1989: Firm size and market segment

u~s.

Top tier

Agbiotech

3%

8%

Large
6%

Other

11%

Suppliers
18%

Size
(by number of
employees)

Source: Ernst & Young and North Carolina Biotechnology Center Survey.
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Market Segment

companies increased their total assets, compared with
58 percent over all. In 1989, 9 out of 10 top-tier
companies out perfonned the S&P 500, while only 4
out of IO second-tier companies outperformed the S&P
500. Also, in that year 90 percent of public equity
capital raised was for companies in the top-tier.
.
Top-tier companies have become the major
>marketers for the second tiercompanies. Significant to
this stratification is the fact that different tiers are
_. facing different competitive issues and are affected
differently by international factors (see the section
below, entitled "Competitive Issues for ·the U.S.
Biotechnology Industry").

Japan
In the early 1980s, Japan caught "biotechnology
fever," and since then, some in the trade press and in
the industry believe that the Japanese industry, in
conjunction with . the government, . is making a
concerted effort to the become world leader by 2000.
While Japanese biotechnology companies may, in fact,
become the major U.S. competitor by the tum of the
century, the early stage of development does not appear
to ·be following the traditional pattern of Japanese
industrial expansion in that they are outgrowths of
larger finns. Furthennore, the development of the
industry in Japan appears quite different· from
development in the United States, focusing more on
commercial development than' on basic research.
In Japan, there are. very few small new
bioteehnology companies, because there is very little
veilttite capital and entrepreneurial activity. The rigid
labor market, characterized by the life-long
employment system in industry and the sb'ict tenure
system practiced in the . universities, is reported to
discourage entrepreneurial activity and spin-off
companies. In contrast to the U.S. industry, most
Japanese l>iotechnology is conducted by some 250
well-established, large- and mid-sized companies.
Information gathered by the NCBC shows that in 1989
the average U.S. biotechnology firm has 90 employees
and about $12 million in sales. The ·Japanese
companies working in biotechnology have an average
work force of some 6,000 employees and sales of
approximately $2.7 billion.202
.
The Japanese companies come from a wide variety
of indusb'ies including basic chemicals, food and
textiles. During 1982-84, the top ten biopharmaceutical
patent registrations in Japan included only one from a
Japanese pharmaceutical company. Ajinomoto (food)
registered 54 biotechnology patents and Toray (textiles)
registered 14 biotechnology patents. Furthermore,
· Toray was the first company to develop the
.biopharmaceutical, beta interferon using domestic
technology.203
One competitive strength of the
202 Marie

D. Dibner, Drug News and Perspectives 3(2),
March 1990, pps. 85-89.
.
203 Aki Yoshikawa, Technology Transfer, Wmter, 1989,
pp32-39.
'
.

Japanese biotechnology industry is their expertise in
"traditional biotechnology" based on fennentation and
bioreactors (vessels in which commercial biochemical
reactions occur).
Another dissimilarity between the United States
and Japan is the level of government funding. The 1989
Japan~
Government budget in support of
biotechnology (as analyzed by the NCBC) was
approximately 84 billion yen, and only a small portion,
administered by the Koseisho, was directed toward
biophannaceuticals.204 Based on an exchange rate of
140 yen per dollar, the 84 billion yen equal some
$600 million. On the other hand, recent annual U.S.
Federal funding for biotechnology has been
approximately $3 billion, most of which was directed
towards basic research.
Although the Japanese Government spends only a
small portion of the amount of money spent by the
United States Government on biotechnology, and
although most of this money is spent on development
rather than basic research, the government does play a
role in developing biotechnology. MITI first became
directly involved in 1981 by creating programs and
research associations to increase the level of
understanding in basic applications. MITI oversees the
patents for biotechnology and can thereby facilitate the
success of the domestic industry. As in many countries,
there is considerable delay for biotechnology patent
approvals. To expedite the process, MITI in 1986
established a "fast track" patent approval system if
certain criteria are met. Other government agencies are
also involved in biotechnology. The Ministry of
Education, Science, and Culture (MESC) funds basic
research in academia, while the Science and
Technology Agency supports specific projects jointly
carried out by universities and industry. The Koseisho,
which. has regulatory and approval control over
pharmaceuticals, can also influence biotechnology
through its approval process and its pricing policy. It
has been suggested that. the Koseisho has used its
reimbursement poliCY. to stimulate the development of
iMovative products.205 Companies creating new
iMovative biotechnology pharmaceuticals will more
readily be reimbursed for higher priced products than
traditional pharmaceutical products, thereby creating a
market incentive for developing new innovative
biophannaceutical products.
The most notable method by which the Japanese
have gained expertise in biotechnology has been
through strategic alliances. 206 The NCBC found that of
some 300 Japanese strategic biotechnology alliances,
63 percent involved U.S. partners, while 18 percent
were with Japanese partners. Marketing agreements
accounted
for
almost
50
percent,
while
204 Drug

News and Perspectives, p. 86 .
Michael R. Reich, 'Why the Japanese Don't ExJ>Ol:l
More Phannaceuticals: Health Policy as Industrial Polley',
CalifornilJ Management Review, Winter 1990, pps 124-lSO
(see in.particularpps 135-138). This view was also .
expressed in USITC staff field interviews with
representatives of biotechnology firms in March, 1990.
206
"Biotech Companies Tum Toward Tokyo."
.

205
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marketing agreements plus licensing agreements
accounted for almost 75 percent of all agreements.
Therapeutics accounted for 45 percent of all alliances
while vaccines and .diagnostics accounted for an
additional 17 percent. The NCBC study noted that the
distribution of strategic alliances reflected the Japanese
lack of strong basic research and the need for products
to bring to the market. 207
.

· Western Europe
Compared with Japan, Western Europe has
received relatively little media attention as posing a
future threat to U.S. industry leadership, despite
cooducting
a
substantial
amount of basic
biopharmaceutical research. The limited attention
might be explained in part by the relatively few start-up
companies in Europe, which, in tum, has been
attributed to the lack of entrepreneurial activity
fostered by the European University system. A second
reason might be the relative lack of publicly available
commercial or market research information. As the
NCBC recently noted "data from Europe are vinually
nonexistent Moreover, definitions of biotechnolW .
varied among the many resources we consulted."
Nevertheless, within the U.S. industry, Europe is
considered a major competitOr and Britain a major
player (see section below, entitled "Competitiveness
Issues for the U.S. Biotechnology Industryj.
· The United Kingdom, slow to exploit its rich
academic expertise, has reeently approached the United
States for
venture capital, marketing, and
entrepreneurial:expertise. At least two U.K. companies,
British BioTechnology Group PI,£ and Celltech Ltd.,
are considered equal to U.S. companies with respect to
·
·
technical knowledge.200
Germ~y 's strength in conventional pharmaceutical
research could have made it a leader in biotechnology.
However, public pressure, particularly from the Green
movement, arid debate over the ethics. of biotechnology
have· slowed commercial development In response to
the environmental concern, many German companies
have come to the United States to develop their
technology. More recently, attitudes have changed, and
the German Government established a 1.4 billion OM
. biotechnology research budget for 1990 through 1994.
In October, · 1990, Hoechst won approval for a pilot
plant operation to make genetically engineered insulin;
and in April 1991, BASF received permission to
produce a genetically engineered tumor necrosis
factor.210
.
.
7111

Mark Dibner, Strategic Alliances Afe Likely to
Remain Important in Japan's Biotech Industry, Ventwe
Japan. Vol 2(1), pps. 48-52.
208 Nonh Carolina Biotechnology Center, Biotechnology
in tM U.S. Pharmaceutical Industry, 1990, section 1, p. 6.
209 For a comprehensive survey of bioteclmolosy in the
EC, see Biotechnology R&D in tM EC, Biotechnology
Action Plan (BAP) 1985-89, Vassarotti and Magnien,
editors, Written For the Commission of the European
Communities.
210 'BASF gets go-ahead for genetic engineering',
EMTOpean Cltonical News, May 6, 1991, p.28.
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Competitiveness Issues for the
U.S. Biotechnology Industry
Although the U.S. biotechnology industry has
evolved quite rapidly in the last two decades and will
continue to do so in the near future, one feature of the
industry has become quite clear. Biotechnology has
come of age. Today, commercial considerations are as
important as scientific and entrepreneurial activities211.
The company-specific competitiveness factors
(both national and international) most often noted
include regulatory uncertainty and the associated
increases in cost and time to gain regulatory approval;
availability of capital; disparate intellectual property
laws throughout the world; pricing and reimbursement
issues; and manufacturing and marketing strategies.
The ability of the U.S. industry to meet these
challenges has received considerable attention in the
press, and industry surveys conducted by the NCBC
and Ernst & Young (EY) have sharpened the focus.212
In the 1991 Ernst & Young survey, a substantial
majority of the respondents (88 percent) believed the
U.S. industry currently has a competitive edge in
biotechnology and the basis for this lead was primarily
the qualified personal and the depth of research.
Factors most often mentioned as hindering the
U.S. competitiveness were the shon-term outlook of
the capital markets and regulatory obstacles.213
The respondents to the EY survey cited the three
most critical issues were the need for strategic partners
(31 percent), competition (30 percent), and the cost of
capital (22 percent). As might be expected, the smaller
companies expressed concern about financing, while
the larger (and presumably more established) firms
were more concerned about competition. It was
believed that competition in the near future will most
likely come from Japan, the United Kingdom,
Switzerland, France, and Germany. Closely following
competition was concern about patents and
reimbursement policies established by the Health Care
Finance Administration and other third-party payers.
Looking to the future, most respbndents believed that
as the new products come onto the market, the
importance of the company-specific competitive issues .
of marketing, regulation, liability, and reimbursement
will increase dramatically.
The two strategic goals mentioned most ·often in
the EY survey in regard to competing successfully in
the current environment and in the future were
211 see above Biotech 91: A Changing Environment,
various chapters.
212
The results of the two surveys conducted by. the
NCBC are published in (a) 'Who's the Competition in
Biotech', Bioffechnology 8(10), October, 1990, pps 920-923
and (b) 'Barriers to Success: Hurdles in the Biotechnology
Race', Biophmm 4(3), March 1991, pps 16-20. The results
of the two latest surveys conducted by Ernst & Young are
(a) Biotech 90: Into the Nexi Decade and (b) Biotech 91: A
Changing Environmenl. Additional information was
gathered from information gathered by the staff on
interviews conducted during March 1991 and other so\U'Ces.
213 Biotech:9 l, p.20.
.

acquiring financing and forming alliances. Again, as
might be expected, the smaller companies were
concerned with obtaining finance, while the larger
companies were most interested in forming strategic
alliances. The reasons cited for forming strategic
alliances included the ability to obtain capital, to
increase marketing capability, to acquire research
capability, and to learn new science/technology. The
first two reasons were the most often cited. With
specific reference to Japan, many companies voiced the
need to improve their access to Japanese regulatory
authorities.
In .a slightly different format, respondents to a
survey conducted by the NCBC were asked to rank,
from 1 to 5, 22 separate competitive factors (both
external factors such as government regulation and
funding and internal factors such as management
expertise). Within the biopharmaceutical sector as a
whole, companies rated FDA procedures as the highest
barrier to success. This was followed by the U.S. patent
process and obtaining qualified management and
scientific personnel.
When the respondents to the NCBC survey were
classified by size, the smallest companies rated venture
capital as the greatest barrier to success, followed by
acquiring management expertise and the U.S. patent
process. The larger companies rated the FDA and the .
patent system as the greatest barriers. Concerns about
the patent system focused on two issues. The first was
the delay in gaining patent approvals. The second issue
focused on foreign infringement on U.S. patents and
the many inconsistencies in the various national patent
systems.
When viewed in the context of international
competitiveness, it was generally agreed by the NCBC
respondents that the increased time and costs of dealing
with these issues detracted from developing new
products. These issues were particularly hard for small
companies. If companies could not acquire sufficient
funds in the capital markets, they would most likely
join in some strategic alliance with a larger company. It
was also generally agreed that to the extent these
alliances are with fore.ign companies, technology will

travel to foreign companies and the early dominance of
the U.S. industry will likely dissipate.214
With respect to foreign acquisition, some industry
analysts have expressed concern about the differences
in U.S. and foreign accounting conventions and their
·effect on a U.S. company's ability to·acquire another
company relative to that of a foreign company.215 One
specific issue revolves around· accounting for "good
will", when one company purchases another.216 U.S.
accounting practices require the acquiring company to
charge the good will as a cost on their income
statement and to amortize the amount over a period of
40 years or less, with no tax credit for this expense.
The effect is to lower the acquiring company's net
income which may reduce its financial standing in
capital markets. In many European countries, good will
is not recorded on the income statement, but is charged
against shareholder's equity on the balance sheet To
the extent that capital markets focus on company
earnings, the cost of good will could reduce a
company's standing in these markets. However, others
have noted that analyzing the strength of a company is
a sophisticated process, and the foreign treatment of
good will may more an indication of foreign
companies' willingness take a longer term perspective
on investment.
,,
When questioned about immediate sources of
competition by NCBC, biopharmaceutical companies
perceived the greatest competition as coming from
within the industry. In the near future, however, they
expect the greatest competition to come from the larger
pharmaceutical corporations, particularly those based
in Western Europe. In the latter part of the 1990s, Japan
is expected to be a strong competitor.
·
214
usrrc staff field interviews with representatives of
bioteclmology firms in March.
21
' The conventions are promulgated by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.
216
Good will may be defined as the excess of purchase
price over book value of the aqquired company. The topic
is discussed in most general accounting books See for
example Rossell and Frasure, Managerial Accounling, 2nd.
edition, 1972, Charles Merrill Publishing Company,
Columbus Ohio, pps 209-214.
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CHAPTERS
ANALYSIS OF THE
PHARMACEUTICAL
. .
'
INDUSTRY'S PERFORMANCE.: IN
THE WORLD MARKET ,
Introduction
Innovation, production and distribution ·in the
. pharmaceutical industry are carried out primarily by
multinational firms. These firms are headquartered in
France, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, . the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The multinational .
characteristic of . the industry poses. problems for
analysis, especially when trying to assess the global
competitiveness of one nation's (or region's) firms
relative to another nation's firms. 1 Consequently, it is
difficult to isolate the "U.S. pharmaceutical industry"
from the ''Western European" or "Japanese"
pharmaceutical industries.
Given the difficulty identifying a country's
"pharmaceutical industry," the approach taken in this
chapter is to begin . at an aggregate level to lay a
foundation upon which to build .the analysis. The
analysis begins with the world · demand for .
~e
extent
pharmaceutical products. 2 · ·To
pharmaceutical finns rely more heavily on th.eir home
markets, demand is linked to COO'!petitiveness through.
factors that can change demand. Changes in the
demand for pharmaceuticals is .important., because
consumption provides profits from which firms obtain
the revenues to fund R&D, which, in. turn, results in
innovative products. - In addition, new product
innovations are expected in markets characterized
sufficient demand to support such new products. ·
From the demand analysis, elasticities can be derived
to detennine the sensitivity of den:tand to changes in
price and income. Also, the analysis ~xamines regional
differences in the demand for pharmaceuticals, which
'after controlling for economic .and demographic
factors, could be attributed to alternative. government
·
policies.

bl

I

The chapter then investigates differences in the
origination and marketing of innovative products
across the leading pharn}aceutical markets in the world.
Specifically, several factors are identified that facilitate
the development of innovative products in a country
and that determine where a new product is first
marketed. This is important because factors that affect
the location and marketing decisions also play a role in
detenninfog the competitiveness of firms in this
industry. .
,
The final part of this chapter focuses on differences
detennine .
ainong pharmaceutical
firms
that
competitiveness. Analysis from this perspective· is
important because it focuses on firm-specific
.differences, not easily captured at the country level,
that are likely to influence their relative performances.
Based on the discussion in chapter 2, competitiveness
in this part of the analysis is measured in two ways:
(1) global market share, and (2) R&D productivity.

Data
Overview
Examining the pharmaceutical industry in the
manner described above requires the construction of
two data sets. The first data set contains various annual
economic, demographic, and health related measures
from 1983-88 for the following seven counU'ies:
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. These countries
represent the top 7 pharmaceutical markets in the
world; accounting for 77 percent of world
pharmaceutical sales in 1989 (see figure 5-1).
Moreover, during the 1983-88 period, 23 out of 26
global new chemical entities (NCEs) originated from
Figure 5·1
Major pharmaceutical markets, 1989

For example, the fmn-level analysis in this chapter is

hued on data that distinguishes firms by .parent location.
One problem this creates is that there may be important
country-specific factors that affect the overall performance.
of.a firm, and classifying the firm by parent location may
mask these effects.
· ,•. 2 In this chapter, the term "pharmaceutical(s)" represents
ethical pharmaceutical products only.
3 These ideas relate directly to international product
cycle theory, for instance see R. Vernon. "International
Investment and International Trade in the Product Cycle,"
Quarterly JotUnal of Economics, May 1966; C. Wasson,
Dynamic Competilive Strategy and Product Life Cycles (St
Charles, II: Challenge Books, 1974); and R. Grosse and D.
Kujawa. /nlemational Bwsinns Theory and Managerial_
ApplicaJions (Homewood, 11: Irwin Publis~. 1988)...
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Source: Glaxo Annual Report, 1990
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these countries (see figure .5-2),4 NCEs that are
marketed globally are generally rei;ognized ~the ttue
iMOvations in this indtistry. Figtlre S-3 preseqts an
index for the United States, Western Europe,S and
JaP8;'1 based on the number of global NCEs that have
onginated from these regions during 1983-88.6 The
index reveals that the United States has generally held
the lead in producing f lobal NCEs relative to the other
two regions during this period.

Figure 5-3
Global NCE Index, by country of origination, 1983-88
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Figure 5-2
Global new chemical entHlee by ~untry, 1983-88
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The second data set comprises various m~ures for
a sample of pharmaceutical fin:ns (11 headqwutered in
the United States, 9 headquartere4 in Western Europe,
"The NCE data are from P. E. Barra}, Fifteen Ye11Ts of
Plu:vmaceuJical,Research Resll/Js Thro1'ghouJ the World
(1975-1989), Paris: Foundation Rhone-Poulenc Sante,
August 1990. ·A global NCE is defined as a product that is
eventually marketed in the following seven major
industrial~ C:ountries: France, Germ~y. Japan. Italy,
Switz.erland. the United Kingdom, and the United States.
The country to which the NCE is assjgned is the country
where the product originated. The originating country may
not necessarily develop the discovery. Consequently,
products discovered by the foreign subsidiary of a furn are
attributed to· the country in which the subsidiary is located
and not the country where the parent firm is headquartered.
'Western Europe consists of France, Germany, Italy,
Swi~land and the United Kingdom for these calculations.
6
To 'control for differences in the size of the markets.
the index values are calculated by dividing the number of
global NCEs by the region's real gross national product.
For ease of exposition the index values are also multiplied
by 10,000.
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and 9 headquartered in Japan) during 1987-89.7 These
farms accounted for approximately 50 percent of world
ethical drug sales (approximately $66.3 billion) in 1989
with global market shares (in ethical sales) ranging
from 0.61 percent to 4.21 percent In 1989, these firms
spent $302 million (in real do1Jars)8 on pharmaceutical
R&D or about $I 70,000 per R&D employee, on
average. The average R&D work force for these fmns
in 1989 was 2,364 employees. The size of these fmns
in 1989 averaged approximately 40,500 employees
·with an average salesforce of aboUt 3,450. In 1989,
these firms also had in their R&D pipeline about 43 of
their own compounds and 17 licensed compounds, on
average.
A Herfindahl-Hirshman Index (Hill) is calculated
for the firms in this sample. The HHI measures the
extent of market concentration within an industry and
provides some indication of the industry's probable
economic performance relative to the competitive
outcome. The U.S. Department of Justice categorizes
industries where the HHI is less than 1,000 as
"unconcentrated" for antitrust purposes. The HHI (in
terms of world ethical sales) for the top 59
pharmaceutical firms in 1989 is 131 and for this sample
of 29 firms . is 115.
This indicates that
thephannaceutical industry is relatively unconcentrated
in the world market
~
7
The firms in this sample include for the United States:
Abbott, American Home Products, Bristol-Myers (in 1989
this firm becomes Bristol-Myers Squibb), Eli Lilly, Johnson
& Johnson, Merck, Pfizer, Shearing-Plough. Squibb (1987
and 1988), Upjohn. Warner-Lam~ for Western Europe:
Bayer, Ciba.Qeigy! Glaxo, Hoechst, lngelheim,
Rhone-Poulenc, Sandoz. SmithKline Beecham, Roche; and
for Japan: Chugia. Daiichi, Eisai, Fujisawa, Sankyo,
Shionogi, Takeda, Tanabe, and Yam8'10uchi. Data
consrraints limited the sample to these 29 finns.
1
The base year for the constant dollar data in this
chapter is 1985.

However, the HH1 for world ethical sales may not
be the best structural measlll'C for the pharmaceutical
industry because firms typically compete in terms of
new innovations, and not on the basis of price. To
reflect this dimension of competition, an alternative
HHI for this sample of firms is calculated based on the
number of R&D compounds in a firm's research
pipeline.9 This measure is intended to reflect the fact
that firms compete by creating new innovations; and
"potential innovations" is another way to characterize
this indusuy. 10 In this case, the R&D compound HHI
for the top 48 phannaceutical firms in 1989 is 58, and .
for this sample of 29 firms it is 88. Intuitively, this
suggests that no single firm has a large share of the
R&D compounds that may eventually get regulatory
approval to be sold as new drugs. However, similar
values calculated for individual · therapeutic classes
would likely show varying degrees of concentration,
with some being more concentrated than the average
for all R&D compounds.

Regional Comparison
Table 5-1 illustrates some . of the regional
differences evident from this sample of firms during
1987-89. U.S. and Western European headquartered
firms have, on average, higher global ·market shares
than Japanese headquanered firms. A comparison of
the research pipelines reveals that U.S. and Western
European headquartered firms have a larger number of ·
9 R&D compounds include all new chemical entities thal
have been patented, but have not been approved by
re~ authorities for sale as new drugs.
10 A controversial issue in economics is whether
concenttated industries are more or less likely to promote or
retard the rate of new product innovations. See Dennis W.
Carlton and Jeffrey M. Perloff, Modem lndMStrial
Organization (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and Co.,1990),
especially chapter 20. This analysis does not attempt to
resolve this debate, but the purpose here is to present an
alternative measure, which may be used to describe the
distribution of potential innovations across fums.

R&D compounds, on average, as compared to Japanese
headquartered firms.
A comparison of firm size reveals some striking
differences. The Western European-based firms in this
sample are by far the largest, followed, in· tum, by
U.S.-based firms and Japanese-based firms.
The
discrepancy is caused by the fact that several of the
Western European firms are large chemical companies
with pharmaceuticals as a ·subsidiary business. In
addition, the small si:ze of the Japanese firms reflects
the fact that most Japanese pharmaceutical firms are
not multinational and focus primarily on their home
market. This is also reflected in the lower average
sales force for Japanese firms. Another indication that
Japanese firms focus primarily on their home market is
their relatively high average ethical sales, given their
relatively small average firm size. In Japan, a high
portion
of
consumers'
medical
expenses,
. approximately 25 percent, consists of pharmaceutical
expenditures.

Analysis of the Pharmaceutical Industry
This section uses statistical analysis to examine
factors that may affect the competitiveness of U.S.
pharmaceutical firms in the global market. I I First, it
focuses on explaining the apparent differences in the
patterns of consumption, origination, and marketing of
ethical pharmaceutical products across the seven
largest pharmaceutical markets during the period
1983-88. The analysis begins with the demand for
pharmaceuticals in these markets and then follows with
an analysis of the relationship between the origination
and . marketing of NCEs and various economic and
country-specific factors. Second, it examines the
determinants of global market share and R&D
productivity at the firm level to assess those factors that
affect a pharmaceutical firm's relative economic
performance.
11 The methodology used in this chapter is regression
analysis. Appendix E presents an explanation of the data.
the e5timating equations, and the statistical results.

T•ble 5-1
.
RegloNll compmrleon of 11 U.S.-hMdquartered, I Western Europnn headquartered, and I J..,an•..
hUdquarterec:I pharmaceutical flrma, avenge v.luea for 1187-89
.
United
States
Global market share (percent) ...................••...........
Research and development:
.
Own R&D compounds ........•.....................••....
Licensed compounds ..........................•........•.
R&D expenditures per R&D employee (thousands) ...•..••......
Total R&D expenditures (millions) .........•.......•••......•
R&D employees ....................•.....••••..•...•..••
Size:
Ethical pharmaceutical sales (millions) ...•.......•••....•••..
Sales employees •.•.............•........•.•.••••..•••..
Total employees ......•....... ; ...........•••......••...•

Westem
Europe

Japan

2.23

2.57

1.08

53
18
$145
$340
2,627

52
16
$134
3,526

28
10
$235
$155
784

$2,452
5,023
36,399

$2,855
4,375
76,347

$1,197
1,089
5,304

$444

Sources: Scrip (various issues), Shearson-Lehman, Pharma Profiles, (New York: Shearson-Lehman, February 1990),
Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association Japan Data Book, (Tokyo: Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association, 1990).
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Country Analysis

Ethical Pharmaceutical Demand
Several factors are likely to affect the quantity of
pharmaceutical products demanded in a country. Two
fundamental m~ures affecting demand are price and .
income. To control for demographic fa~tors, two
additional m~mes included are life expectancy and
the number of medical doctors in a country.12 A
m~me is also included to distinguish the United
States from the other countries in the sample. This is
done because pharmaceutical . markets outside the
United States are more influenced by national health
policies (see chapter 3). As an alternative, measures
that distinguish Japan and Western Europe from the
United States are also used.
This particular
configuration focuses on differences across the three
primary pharmaceutical regions: the United States,
Japan, and Western Europe.
As expected, price is inversely related to demand
and price elasticities of demand of -1.12 and -1.28 are
found, suggesting that if the price (in real' terms) of
pharmaceutical products decreases by 1 percent, the
quantity demanded of those productS would increase by
1.12 to 1.28 percent Although consumers in these
countries are unlikely to pay the full retail price for
ethical pharmaceutical products because of private and
government health insurance in the United· States and
nationalired health care in Western Europe and Japan,
the demand· for pharmaceuticals · is responsive to
changes in relative prices. This result indicates that
there is some substitutability between pharmaceuticals
and other medical treatments. For example, in the case
of ulcers, surgery was often the only treatment option.
Today there are several pharmaceutical products that
can be used instead of surgery to cure ulcers.

Similarly, income is positively related to demand
and an income elasticity of 1.28 is found, suggesting
that if income rises by ·1 percent in a country, then the
quantity demanded for ethical pharmaceutical products
would increase by 1.28 percent. Again, this result
seems plausible since countries with higher standards
of living are likely to purchase more ~thical drugs.
The results suggest that differences in a country's
life expectancy are important in explaining variation in
the demand for pharmaceuticals.
Moreover, this
relationship is highly elastic. The elasticity estimates
found are 5.1 and 11.1, suggesting that a small change
in the life expectancy of a country, such as 0.5 percent,
will result in a 2.5 tO 5.6 percent increase in the
quantity demanded for pharmaceuticals.13
12 It is acknowledged that pharmaceutical products, over
the long-run, may affect life expectancy as well.
13
The results from this analysis indicate that differences
in the relative number of physicians in a country did not
have a statistically significant effect on pharmaceutical
demand within this sample of high-income industrialized
cowttries.
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The measure distinguishing non-U.S. countries
indicates that those countries have a higher overall
demand for pharmaceuticals.
This may reflect
generally lower prices and cultural differences outside
of the United States including the possibility of a
higher level of access to health care across all income
levels. When Japan and Western Europe are distinguished,. the same pattern of results are found.

New Chemical Entities
New chemical enlllles are key to the
competitiveness of a country's pharmaceutical industry.
The profits that fund the extensive R&D effons of
large innovative finns come primarily from the
development of global NCEs. Consequently, it is
important to focus on those factors that may advance
the discovery of global NCEs in a particular country.

Origination of global new chemical entities
This analysis focuses on the origination of truly
innovative NCEs. An innovative NCE is a global
product marketed in at least seven major industrialized
countries, whereas an NCE marketed in only its home
market or limited international markets is unlikely to
be an innovative drug. 14 Other researchers have used
similar classifications and have found that drugs
marketed in a limited number of countries are not the
innovative drugs. 15 ·
The level of research commitment in a country
should have an impact on the number of global NCEs
The measure fm
originating from that country.
research commitment · is the level of real
pharmaceutical R&D expenditures in a country both by
the firms in that country and by government research
efforts. The analysis also includes the level of real
gross domestic product (GDP) growth for a country.
This measure is included because a robust economy
should facilitate a productive pharmaceutical industry
and ~tially lead to more global NCEs in a
country.16 A non-U.S. measure, as well as measures
distinguishing Western Europe and Japan, are also used
to test for differences across regions.
ThC ·results of this analysis reveal some important
relationships. As expected, countries that have higher
levels of R&D expenditures have more global NCEs
originating in their countries. This probably reflects a
number of factors that provide a positive environment
for creative R&D. For example, countries with high
levels of R&D most likely have national programs that
14

For a complete discussion of global NCEs se,e Barral,

1990.
u For example, see Henry Grabowski, "Innovation and
International Competitiveness in Pharmaceuticals," in The
Proceedings of the 2nd /nJerntJJional Joseph Sclulmpetu
Society Meetings (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan
Press, 1990). pp. 167-185 and Henry Grabowski, "An
Analysis of US International Competitiveness in
Pharmaceuticals," ManagerilJJ and Decision Econotnia,
special issue, 1989, pp. 27-33.
16
In addition, see the citations in fn. 3.

effect new drug development. In the United States, the
National Institutes of Health and the publicly supported
university system provide a natural conduit for the
creation and dissemination of scientific information.
An ~ually not swprising explanation may be that
counb'les with a larger number of pharmaceutical firms
are likely to spend more on R&D, and therefore, it is
plausible to see relatively more global NCEs
originating from those counb'les. However, one reason
that firms locate in a particular country may be its
highly developed science and education system.
The analysis indicates that overall economic
activity represented by GDP growth does not
immediately affect the number of global NCEs that
originate from a country.17 However, the results
indicate that the mean level of global NCEs is less for
· the non-U.S. countries used in this analysis.
In
particular, the results indicate that, on average, fewer
global NCEs originate in Japan relative to the United
States. This is not swprising since the Japanese
pharmaceutical industry has traditionally focused on its
home market and develops quite a few "me-too" NCEs.

First introduction
of. new chemical entities 18
.

products are introduced in markets outside the United
States. This is plausible because some countries, for
example Japan and France, market many NCEs, but
only market them in their home market. Alternatively,
since the regulatory approval process is considered to
be the strictest (i.e., most costly in terms of time and
resources) in the United States, firms may be more
likely to market their drugs first in other countries.

Firm Analysis
The analysis below identifies several important
factors that affect the competitiveness of firms in this
industry. In particular, the analysis examines the
determinants of competitiveness as measured by global
market share and R&D productivity.19

Global Market Share
One measure of a firm's competitiveness is its
market share.
Since. the pharmaceutical industry
operates in a global market, the analysis in this section
identifies important factors that determine a
pharmaceutical firm's global market share. Global
market share is defined as the percent of world ethical
pharmaceutical sales for a firm.

When a drug is developed it is not necessarily
introduced first in the country where it was discovered.
This is important for competitiveness because countries
that attract NCEs are likely to be those countries that
have a strong demand for pharmaceuticals, thus
providing the firms operating there with the revenue to
.channel towards their R&D efforts.
This analysis includes several factors beyond
regulatory approval constraints that may affect the
marketing strategy of an NCE. First, is the level of real
drug prices in a country and second, is the overall state
of the economy, represented by the real growth rate of
GDP.. Countries with higher prices and growing
economies should attract more NCEs for initial
marketing . because firms will recognire the strong
demand and profit potential in those countries. In
addition, countries with consumers who spend a higher
proporµon of their income on medical expenses should
attract more NCEs. This measure is represented by
the percent households spend on medical care in a
country. Finally, the measures that distinguish the three
regions are included to account for potential regional
differences.

The level of real pharmaceutical R&D expenditures
by the firm is expected to have a positive impact on
global market share. To conlrol for differences in the
composition of a firm's employees, the analysis
includes several labor-force measures. One measure is
the number of employees that engage in R&D activities
and another measure is the number of sales-force
employees. A higher number of employees commiued
to these activities should result in a higher global
market share. 20 For example, a larger R&D staff is
likely to develop a larger pool of compounds from
which the probability of developing an innovative drug
is higher. Similarly, a larger sales force will increase
the firm's marketing channels, which is likely to lead to
a higher level of sales, given a firm's product mix.
However, increases in each factor are potentially
subject to diminishing returns. In addition, to control
for the differences in overall firm size, the analysis
includes a measure for the total number of employees.
This measure is likely to capture differences across
firms that would not be reflected by the other two
measures.

The results of this analysis indicate that, other
things being equal, countries with growing economies
and higher prices for pharmaceuticals attract more
NCEs to be introduced there. Moreover, countries with
higher household expenditures on health care also
attract NCEs as a place to begin marketing. The results
of this analysis also suggest that, 9n average, more new

In order to remain competitive and hold or gain
global market share, a pharmaceutical firm needs to
maintain compounds in its R&D pipeline. Firms add
compounds to their pipelines by two methods. They
either discover the compounds through their own
research efforts or they license compounds from other,
firms that they believe they can develop into profitable

17

This result could reflect the fact that GDP growth in
one year is not likely to lead to discoveries in the same year.
However, due to data consttaints it was not possible to test
for l~ed effects of GDP growth.
111 This section includes all NCEs, not just global NCEs
as in earlier 5ections.

19
These measures of competitiveness are used because
data constraints precluded the use of other firm-level
measures such as profitability.
20 It is acknowledged that causality may run in both
directions. However, it is likely that the primuy direction is
as indicated in the texL
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products. To account for these potenti3l differences in
a finn 's research pipeline, the analysis includes three .
~ures. The first is the toral number of drugs in a
firm's R&D pipeline. Firms that ·maintain more·
compounds in their R&D pipeline· are likely to attain·
higher global market shares because the probability of
developing an innovative drug will be higher.
However, a furn may achieve a higher market share
with fewer R&D compounds in its research pipeline if
it is relatively more efficient at selecting those .for
further development
·
·
It may be more important for a pharmaceutical finn
if the compounds are discovered in-house as opposed
to licensing compounds from other firms. To test this
proposition, the number of a firm's own R&D drugs
and the number of R&D drugs that a firm oblains. by ·
license are used in the analysis separately instead of the
total munber of R&D drugs. However, there are no a
priori expectations for these measures.
Fmally, to capture possible differences in countries
· that may influence a furn 's ability to gain or hold
market share, a measure that distinguishes non-U.S.
headquartered fums from U.S.-headquartered firms is
included in the analysis. The differences that this
variable may conttol for include direct or indirect
government price or profit controls, which may
potentially affect a furn 's ability to fund its R&D
effats or may potentially affect its internal allocation
of resources.
The results of this analysis reveal several important
aspects ~iate.d with a competitive pharmaceutical·.
firm. For example, the results indicate that the greater
the R&D expenditures and the higher the number of
R&D employees, the higher global market share
obtained by a firm. The analysis also suggests that the
larger a furn 's sales force, the higher its global market
share. These characteristics are regarded by the
industry as critical factors for a pharmaceutical firm to
be globally competitive.21
·.
. The R&D drug measures yield interesting results.
These results suggest that firms with higher global
market shares have more of their own R&D drugs in
their research pipeline. Conversely, furns with more
R&D compounds licensed from other fums have lower
global market shares. Taken together, these results
suggest that successful fums maintain a relatively
higher number of potential products in their research
pipelines while less successful firms, in term of global
market share, use licensed compounds to a greater
extent in their research proce~.
The result from the non-U.S. measure indicates
that. on average, this sample of non-U.S. headquartered
firms has a higher global market share than this sample
of U.S.-headquartered fums. This result may reflect
the global nature of this industry. Although a furn may
be headquartered in a country that has restrictions on
pricing or profits, it may be successful in world
markets.
21

USITC field interViews with representatives of
EC-based and U.S.-based multinational firms and
representatives of industry associations during 1991.
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Research and Development Productivity
The second measure used to assess the
competitiveness of pharmaceutical fums is R&D
productivity.
More productive firms are more
competitive in world markets. The analysis below
identifies important factors that determine a
pharmaceutical fum's R&D productivity.
R&D productivity is measured in two ways. The
first measure is calculated ~ the ratio of the number of
a firm's own R&D drugs to the number of its R&D
employees.
This definition follows the standard
economic defmition for productivity, i.e., output per
employee. The second measure of productivity uses
the level of a furn 's own R&D drugs. Both of these
measures use a firm's own R&D compounds and
excludes those compounds that they have licensed from
other fums.
The analysis using the first definition of R&D
productivity includes the ratio of real· R&D
expenditures per R&D employee. Firms that invest in
higher levels of R&D should be more productive.
Furthermore, the analysis tests for possible diminishing
returns to additional funds allocated to R&D. As fums
increase spending per R&D employee, research
productivity should rise; however, at some point within
the sample, firms may experience diminishing returns
to the additional R&D spending. The analysis also
investigates whether the effect of changes in R&D
expenditures per R&D employee differs by firm size.
The analysis using the second definition of R&D
productivity includes the number of R&D employees in
a firm to investigate the potential benefits of additional
R&D employees and if adding additional R&D
employees reaches diminishing returns. The analysis
also investigates whether the effect of changes in the
number of R&D employees on productivity varies by
firm size. One final factor is included in this analysis
~ well, the level of real R&D expenditures.
To test whether spillovers occur because
pharmaceutical research is performed in a country by
national research efforts, both analyses include the total
level of real pharmaceutical R&D spending in a
country. Finally, to conttol for differences in furn size,
both analyses also include the toral number of
employees in the furn.
The results of this analysis indicate that a higher
level of spending per R&D employee results in more
R&D compounds per R&D employee. For example,
this estimation, evaluated at the mean of the variables
in this sample, indicates that an additional $8.8 million
in R&D expenditures will result in one R&D
compound.22 Alternatively, at the sample mean, a 10
22 This figure should not be confused with estimales for
the cost of a new drug by DiMasi et al., '"The Cost of
Innovation in the Pharmaceutical Industry," Jownal of
Health Economics vol. 10, July 1991, W· 10742; Wiggins,

The Cost of Developing a New Drug (Washington. D.C.:
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. 1987); and
Hansen. '"The Pharmaceutical Development Process:
Estimates of Development Costs and Tunes and the Effects

pezcent increase in R&D spending per employee would
give an additional 4.5 R&D compounds.
. However, the returns to additional R&D spending
.':diminishes at some point When evaluated at the mean
:,of the variables in the sample, diminishing returns to
.· &dditional R&D spending per R&D employee is
reached at $300,000 per R&D employee. Interestingly,
the level of R&D expenditures per R&D employee
averaged $170,000 for the 29 firms in this sample.
This result suggests that the average firm's current
spending is less than the estimated point of diminishing
·
·
·
returns.
The results indicate that larger firms produce fewer
of their own ·R&D compounds per R&D employee, for
an addUional dollar spent per R&D employee than
small firms produce for the same addUional dollar
spent per R&D employee. This may reflect inefficient
bureaucracies of the larger firms that reduce the
-effectiveness of additional R&D expenditures.
Finally, the results using the first definition of
R&D productivity reveal that when R&D expenditures
per R&D employee are greater than $110,000,
increases in the total employment of the firm will have
a positive impact on R&D productivity. Also, using
the first definition of R&D productivity, national
research efforts in a country did not have a statistically
significant effect on this R&D productivity m~ure.
The results using the second definition of R&D
productivity also yield interesting implications.
Indeed, the results" suggest that the addition of R&D
employees is beneficial. However, the results indicate
that the returns to additional R&D employees
diminishes at some point. In fact, when evaluated at
the mean of the variables in the sample, the point at
which productivity diminishes for an additional R&D
employee is reached at 3,986 R&D employees. The
level of R&D employees averaged 2,323 .for the 29
· firms included here~ Once again,. this result suggests .
that the average firm's current R&D staffing -level is
below the estimated point of diminishing returns.

The results indicate that the incremental effect of
increases in R&D employees on a firm's production of
its own R&D compounds increases with fmn siu.
One plausible explanation is that larger fmns have
greater amounts of capital and, as a consequence, when
a firm adds an additional R&D employee to its staff,
that employee will be more productive.
The analysis also reveals that when the number of
R&D employees is greater than 3,000, increases in the
total employment of the firm will have a positive
of Proposed Regulatory Changes," in lssuu in
Pltanrtat:elllical Economics, ed. by Robert Chien
(Lexington. MA: Lexington Books, 1979), pp. 151-191.
These resem:hen attempt to estimate the cost of a new chug
from its discovery to marketing (including the opportunity
cost of lhe invested capital), whereas, the figure reported
here is only an estimate of the additional cost of inaeasing
lhe R&D pipeline by one compound.

impact on R&D productivity. Finally, as expected,
higher levels of real R&D expenditures by a firm result
in more R&D compounds in the pipeline for the firm.
Furthermore, using the second definition of R&D
productiv,ity, country R&D spending is found to be
positively related to a firm's R&D productivity
indicating that there may indeed be spillovers from
national research efforts to the level of R&D
compoundS for a pharmaceutical firm.

Conclusion
The analysis in this chapter yields some insights
into factors that determine the competitiveness of
pharmaceutical firms. The analysis reveals that global
pharmaceutical demand is ·price and income elastic.
Moreover, the results indicate that countries with
higher life expectancies demand more pharmaceuticals.
Taken together, these results suggest that the major
industriali7.ed countries are likely to maintain a strong
demand for medicinal products, which in tum, will
continue to provide pharmaceutical firms with the
necessary revenues to continue to develop innovative
products.
After examining the demand for pharmaceuticals,
the analysis shifts to investigating factors that explain
the pattern of origination and introduction of new
chemical entities across countries. NCEs are the output
of innovative actiVity in the pharmaceutical industry,
and firms engage in R&D with the goal of developing
these products. Furthermore, firms also· strive to
develop products that will be succes5ful globally. A
competitive pharmaceutical industry is likely to be in a
country (or region) that fosters innovative activity and
attracts new products.
One significant but not
surprising result of.this analysis is that a higher level of
R&D commitment in a country is consistent with the
origination of more global NCEs. The United States, ·
with · its pervasive academic research actiVities that
create and disseminate scientific information and its
public sector research through the National institutes of
Health, excels at creating global NCEs. In fact, the
United States originated 15 out of 26 global NCEs
between 1983 and 1988. Furthermore, the results
suggest that countries with higher prices, growing
economies, and consumers that spend a relatively
higher proportion of their income on medical expenses,
attract relatively more new pharmaceutical products.
The final pan of the analysis examines differences
in competitiveness across farms. The firms in this
analysis are assigned to the country where they are
headquartered, although they generally have operations
all over the world. The analysis focuses on the
determinants of two important measures of
competitiveness in this industry: global market share
and R&D productivity. The analysis finds that higher
levels of R&D spending, larger numbers of R&D
employees, and a large sales force lead to higher global
market shares. In addition, the results suggest that
higher global market shares are associated with firms
that develop a larger portion of its own R&D
compounds. U.S.-based and Western European based
firms excel in all of these factors. In particular, these
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two regions spend a larger amount on R&D, have
larger sales forces, and have more of their own
products undel' development.
After investigating the determinants of global
market share, the analysis shifts ro examining the
fact.ors thal explain R&D productivity.
R&D
productivity is defined in two ways: (1) R&D output
per R&D employee; and (2) R&D outpUL The analysis
indicates that increases in expenditures per R&D
employee and increases in the numbez R&D employees
lead ro greater R&D outpuL In addition, the analysis
finds that when a larger firm adds an additional R&D
employee, that employee is more productive than when
an additional R&D employee is added ro a smaller
fmn. However, the results also indicate that smallez
fmns are more productive for an additional dollar spent
per R&D employee than larger finns are for an
additional dollar spent per R&D employee.
Furthermore, increases in firm size result in higher
R&D productivity given that the firm has greater than
3,000 R&D employees and spends more tban $110,000
per R&D employee. Finally, the productivity analysis
suggests that there are positive spillovers ro firm level
R&D productivity from national research efforts.
From the results of the R&D productivity
equations, it is clear that phannaceutical firms must
mate a comiderable committnent to research and
development, bottl in terms of the size of their R&D
budget and R&D staff to remain competitive. Both the
U.S. and Western European headquartered firms in this
sample have made such a commitment
The
U.S.-headquartered firms average nearly $340 million
in ieal R&D expenditures and have an R&D staff that
averages approximately 2,tiOO. Similarly, the fmns
headquartered in Western Europe average nearly $445
million in real R&D expenditures and have an R&D
Slaff that averages approximately 3,SOO. In addition,
most European-~ firms have made large R&D
investments in the United States, which makes the
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United States a formidable competitor in this industry.
This most likely explains why a dispmportionale
~o_unt o~ the lruly_ innovative, i.e. global, products
ongmate in the United States. Moreover, it is also
likely that U.S.-bmed research efforts benefit from the
research undertaken at the National Institutes of
Health.
. ~~ts from this ~ysis have potential policy
amplicauons
for
facibtaling
a competitive
pharmaceutical industry.23 The analysis points ro a
growing national economy as an important underlying
hue for this industty. The elasticity results from the
demand analysis suggest that policies that fostet a rise
in real national income will, in tum, result in a higher
demand for pharmaceuticals. Higher demand fm
pharmaceuticals generates revenues that the fmns need
to increase their probability of producing innovative
products. The analysis also indicales th8t national
research efforts help foste.r the discovery of innovative
NCEs and that relatively higher pnces f<r
pharmaceuticals partially explain the larger numbez of
NCEs introduced into a countty. In addition, the
analysis indicates that higher levels of R&D
expenditures and R&D employees are important f<r
global market share and R&D productivity.
Consequently, policies that minimi7.e unnecessary
reslrictions on the production and distribution of
pharmaceutical products as well as those which
improve the educational system (with a gOal towards
i~~ving the quality and supply of research scientists)
will likely enhance the competitiveness of this industry.
21 One caveat. however, is that s&atistical analysis of
specific government policies was not directly performed
because data are not available ro allow such feStins in the
context descnl>ed above. On the other hand, the results in
this chapter can be used ro make broad generalizations
regarding the factors that are likely ro enhance a competitive

pharmaceutical industty.

CHAPTER 6
PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

Summary of Major Competitive Fadors
and Determinants
The competitive factors examined in this report

The global pharmaceutical industry transcends
geographical barriers, in that most of the major firms
are multinational, with operations in the United Slates,
.... ; Western Europe, Japan, and other markets worldwide.
; The distinctions of geographical boundaries have been
,,. further blurred by recent mergers in the industry that
have created entities such as the "transnational"
SmithKline Beecham. This report generally includes
finns of foreign parentage when referring to the
' industry in a given country or region, except for certain
pans of the economic analysis. Discussions in the
report on the level of competitiveness of the
U.S. industry address issues such as the ability of the
United States to retain its large share of the world's
production and R&D facilities.
The discussion in this repon of the potential effect
of U.S. Government policies on the future
competitiveness of the U.S. industry is drawn, in large
part, from an examination of the impact of current
policies enacted in Western Europe and Japan. The
effects of current U.S. regulations are discussed, as
well as potential effects of proposed legislation. Since
the primary purpose of this chapter is to summarize the
issues presented in this repon, the conclusions, and any
inferences, are based on the analysis found in this
repon.1.
1 Many

of the quotes and statements-presented in this

chapter are drawn directly from the report. As such. the
cites for these already appear in other chapters of the report.

range from those that are quantifiable to those that are
best discussed in anecdotal terms. Nonetheless, all
have an impact on the industry, particularly when taken
in concen. Table 6-1 lists, by country, a number of the
findings presented in this repon. 2

Government Policies
The results of the economic analysis developed in
this repon suggest that major industrialized counb'ies
are likely to maintain their strong demand . fer
medicinal products.
This, in tum, will provide
phannaceutical fmns with the revenues necessary to ·
continue developing innovative products. Future levels
of revenues and innovation, however, are likely to be
strongly affected by U.S. and foreign government
policies.
A number of domestic and foreign
government policies are . examined in this report,
including regulatory policies, product liability,
intellectual property rights, taxation, the Drug Expon
Act, and the implementation of pricing conttols and
cost-containment programs. Each of these government
policies has a significant effect on members of the
global industry. However, they do not operate in
isolation.
The multinational pharmaceutical industry must
confront a combination of many of these policies,
which compaunds the lOlal impact.
2 Please note that the time frames presented. for the data
are not consistent across all fields in the table.

Table 6-1
Some of the factors/determlna.nts of competltlvene• considered

Estimated global market share, 1989 (percent) 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Industry R&D expenditures, 1989 ($.billions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Number of "global" NCEs discovered during 1975-895 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Number of "g_lobal" NCEs discovered during 1985-895 • • • • • • • • • • • •
Percent of GDP spent on healthcare, 1987" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Percent of healthcare expenditures on pharmaceuticals8 • • • • • • • • • •
Pricing policies implemented? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost-containment programs implemented? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
National health insurance programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
National patent restoration programs? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lt1 this report.
40

27.3

47
14
12
7
No
111

No
Yes

40

38.4

44
5
4-12
10-17
Yes 7
Yes 7
Yes
No11

20

43.3

5
0

7

22
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

~ ~::Z.ed from the market shares held by the top 80 companies worldwide.
3 Derived

from data provided by the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries' AssociatiOns
from data provided by Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association.
·
E. Barral, Fifteen Yeats of Pharmaceutical Research Results Throughout the World (1975-1988)
· 8 Derived from data compiled by Eli L111y & Co. (Data for the United States and Japan cited from a 1989
reference.)
• . 7 In some member states.
8 lmp!em~nted on a limited seal.a in the United State~ 1;1nder the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Aci of 1990.
·
11 Legislation to allow for extensions of market exclusivity based on delays in ttte approval process is pending
under the EC92 program.
4 Derived

5 P.
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Regulatory Issues.
Optimal regulatory policy for the ~utical
industty requires a. balance between the u~ necessary
to prove a product safe and efficacious, the U!DC needed
by companies to recoup their R&D expenditures, and
the time needed to launch new products on the market
for patients who need them. Delays in regulatory
procedures can shorten a product's effective patent life
by a number of years. They also delay a product's
entry onto the market Al~ough re~ula~ de_lays
generally affect all companies operaung m a given
geographical area, it is possible to argue that the
domestic industry bears a large share of the impact
inasmuch as the domestic industry often incurs a major
portion of its revenues from its home market 3

In 1960, the drug approval process in the Unitc:tf
States took about 3 years. After the Kefauver-Harris
amendments in 1962 increased the emphasis on safety
and efficacy, total testing and FDA review time
increased, on the average, to 10 years. The average
FDA review lime for the 20 new drugs approved in the
United States in 1988 was about 31 months, compared
with approximately 15 months .for those of the 20 that
were· first approved in foreign markets. 4 lnd';'Str)'
sources state that this differential in approval umes
prompts many companies to seek market approvals
overseas first. According to a recent study, the average
break-even point for new products in the United States
can be reduced by about 3-4 years, if regulatory delays
are reduced by about 1 year. In .the EC, delays in the
registration ~ under the current system c~t the
industty an estimated 0.5 to 1.0 percent of EC industty
costs.
Delays at the FDA have been attributed to a
number of factors, ranging from personnel shortages to
the increasing amount of data required to demonstrate
the safety of the product under consideration.
Suggestions on improving the efficiency of the FDA
approval ~ range from the implementa1;ion of
user fees on NDAs to the beuer preparallOn of
applications on the part of industry. Reaction to the
idea of user fees is inixed, both in industry and in
C~ User fees are perceived by many to be a tax
on innovation. Others question the administration of
user fees. Still others believe, however, that users fees
could provide needed resources for the FDA,
presuming that the fees would go directly to that
agency and not to the U.S. Department of the
Treasury.S
.
, Far example. according ID a representative of PMA.

U.S. plwmaceutical sales &CCO\Dlted for SS-51 percent of
IOW pharm.:eutical sales of U.S.-based innovalive
in 1989.
be noted lhat comparison of approval times in
the United Stares and overseas can be difficull because time
periods vary depending on when in lhe process the "clock
wu started" and foreign approval times do riot necessarily
include the time used for preclinical testing in the United
.

~uld

States.
s '"Should Drugmabrs Pay FDA Bills," Business Week.
Feb. 19, 1990, p. 108.
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In addition to allowing for the extension of a
product's period of market exclusivity based on delays
in the regulatory process, the 1984 Waxman-Hatch Act
authorized accelerated approval procedures (ANDAs)
for generic products in the United States, allowing
them to enter the market faster after the patent expires
on innovative products. The entry of generic products
now results in upwards of a SO-percent loss in market
share in two years for the innovative products. Since
the recent FDA generic drug problem, however, it is
possible that generics will also be required to undergo
more testing to prove safety and efficacy, thereby
prolonging their approval process. This could increase
the prices on many generic products over time,
possibly resulting in the cl~ure or sale of a large
number of domestic generics manufacturers.

lntellectuill Property Rights
IPR have a significant effect on the development of
pharmaceuticals; most importantly, they allow fmns a
period of market exclusivity in which they can partially
Two basic IPR
recoup R&D expenditures.
considerations are (1) the extension of patent terms on
pharmaceuticals to allow for regulatory delays and (2)
the implementation of adequate patent protectim
legislation in a number of co1D1tries. Companies
generally patent products as soon as they show signs of
pharmacological activity. Given that patents are
applied for fairly early in the development process,
however, any delays in regulatory approval can shorten
the period of market exclusivity for a given p00uct.
In 1984 and 1988, the United States and Japan,
respectively, implemented patent-restoration provisions
that were intended to mitiga&e the impact of delays in
the regulatory procedure. Although the two systems
vary in terms of actual procedures, the basic effect is to
allow a maximum of 5 years additional market
exclusivity for phannaceutical products. The average
length of time for all the extensions granted in Japan
since enactment in 1988 is 3 years and 11 moolM As
of April 1990, 85 innovative products had their patents
extended in the United States. However, no products
were able u yet to take advantage of the full S-year
extension permissible under the Waxman-Hati:h Act.

· The EC Commission recently has issued a
regulation on patent restoration that allows for the
creation of a supplementary protection certificate for
medicinal puducts. The certificate is seen by many as ·
a device rather than an extension of the patent reno
itself.
The implementation of adequate patent protection
in a number of COIDltries is a major goal of both the
U.S. Government and the PMA. Concern exists about
patent systems in a nwnber of developing countries, as
well as in developed countries such as Canada. The
Canadian patent system is said to be the weakest in any
industrialiud country and in some developing
countries. Canada's compulsory licensing sysaem,
according to industry sources, has resulted in the

essential demise of a research-based industry.6 The
Canadian Patent Act was amended in 1987 (via passage
of legislation generally referred to as C-22) in an effort
to strengthen the Canadian industry. According to one
source, the changes were expected to increase the
reinvesunent of revenue to R&D in Canada to
lOpercent by 1996. By 1990, the ratio of R&D
investment to sales in Canada had increased to
Industry
8.8 percent from 3 percent in 1979.
.. representatives, however, have stated.that the Canadian
' system needs further amendment to sustain this level of
reinvesunent
Under the provisions of the 1984 Trade Act, the
U.S. Government has been able to negotiate improved
patent protection in a number of countries/regions,
including Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Korea. and, most
recently, Eastern Europe. However, a number of
countties are still believed to have inadequate patent
systems.
It was estimated that worldwide IPR
infringement in 1986 cost the U.S. industry
approximately $6 billion, possibly reducing R&D ·
invesunent by $720-900 million.

Cost containment and Price Controls.
The enacunent of cost-containment programs, price
controls, or both, on a national level often results in
decreased levels of R&D spending in that these
programs reduce revenues that can be reinvested in
R&:D programs.
Several countries that have.
implemented such programs have seen their
pharmaceutical industries weaken or shift outside their
borders.
·

Cost Containment
The United States has historically had a "relatively
unencumbered" economy, with, according to industry
sources, the most market-oriented pricing system in the
world. The Federal Government, until 1989, did not .
implement pricing or cost-containment programs.
Under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1990, however, pharmaceutical companies are required
to provide rebates to the Medicaid program to have
their prescription drugs reimbursed by the Government.
This legislation is perceived by representatives of the
pharmaceutical industry as one of the first stages of
· cost-containment efforts in the United States. The
level of rebate directly affects a company's profits.
The industry is concerned that (1) such rebates,
although currently limited to the Medicaid program,
could be adopted by other insurance programs in the
United States and (2) additional cost-containment
legislation could be implemented.
A number of countries in Western Europe have
implemented cost-containment programs for health
care expenditures.
Among other things, these
programs are intended to lower the portion of

health-care·
expenditures·
acco_unted
for
by .
phannaeeuticals. Germany, for ex;µnple, one of the
countries that has traditionally practiced free pricing,
recently enacted the Health· Reform Act (HRA). The
HRA fixes reimbursement levels for products that are
offpatent and have a relatively high volume at a level
between the generic price and· the original
manufacturer's price (reportedly closer to the former
than the latter). In addition to reducing revenues of the
firms operating in Gennany, the HRA has also
increased the market share held by generics. Currently,
one of the largest pharmaceuticals producers in
Germany is a generic manufacturer.
In Japan, domestic companies are now said to be
facing pressure to enter foreign markets as a result of
national
policies
to curb expenditures on
phannaceuticals.
Japan's pharmaceutical market,
second in value only to that of the United States, has
traditionally been large enough to generally disincline
Japanese
pharmaceutical
manufacturers
from
attempting
any
large
scale moves
toward
of
internationalization.
However,
because
cost-containment efforts on the part of the Japanese
Government and increased international competition in
the Japanese market, Japanese pharmaceutical
producers are now seeking to expand on a global basis.
As such, they have been increasing their R&D activity
and investment so as to to develop more global NCEs
and have been formulating slrategies to compete with
the . successful U.S. and Western European
multinationals. Japan's globali7.ation strategies for the
pharmaceutical industry include ·merger, acquisition,
and licensing activities abroad, and the construction of
wholly owned subsidiary plants and research facilities
in the United States and Western Europe.

Price Controls
The United States has not yet implemented price
controls on pharmaceuticals. In Japan, however, the
prices for pharmaceutical products are set by the
government and decline on a biennial basis. Pricing
controls also have been enacted by almost all of the
member states in the EC. The United Kingdom, for
example, uses the PPRS, a profit-control system. The
voluntary program is intended to maintain price levels
that allow for a ..reasonable return on capital," to
ensure that prices of phannaceutical products are not
raised arbitrarily, and to limit the cost of drugs to the
National Health Service (NHS).7 The majority of the
pharmaceuticals consumed in the United Kingdom are
provided through the NHS. The PPRS only addresses
those brand-name ethical pharmaceutical products that
are sold to the Department of Health and does not
apply to generic or OTC products. The PPRS also calls
for a cap on promotional spending by companies. The
latter is said to have more of an impact on small~ and
medium-sized companies because of the higher ratio of
promotional spending to sales generally incurred by
these firms, as compared with of larger finns.
7

6 The

Canadian industry is currently composed primarily
of generic producers.

Shearson Lehman Hutton, A Conlroversial Vision of

the Fllliue: Challenges Posed by Phannacewical
Dereg"1alion, February 1989, p. 51.
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It is unlikely that, under the EC92 program, a
community-wide national price-control and/or
cost-containment program will be implemented within
the next 20 years. But many in the industry and in the
EC Commission are watching the implementation of
such programs in individual countries across the EC
and weighing their merits. Industry sources have stated
that, if it is necessary to have price controls and/or
cost-containment programs, the PPRS is probably one
of the best, particularly if compared with the reference
pricing system implemented under the HRA in
Germany. 8
The PPRS is credited with having
increased investment in the British phannaceutical
industry.9 In contrast, the implementation of the HRA,
which utilizes the concept of therapeutic clustering, has
reportedly resulted in a 25-40 percent decrease in
pharmaceutical prices in Germany. This decrease in
revenues is expected to have a: significant impact on
future innovation in Germany. Therapeutic clustering,
or the grouping of drug products for similar indications
for reimbursement at similar price levels by either
health insurance plans or ruitiorial health systems,
regardless of whether the products are patent protected,
is expected to exacerbate the impact of
cost-containment
programs.
One
industry
representative indicated that such ~fforts also undercut
domestic IPR protection in · that they decrease or
eliminate the market exclusivity conferred by such
protection.
The implementation of price controls in the EC has
resulted in price differentiation i~ the individual
Western European countries, which has, in tum;
resulted in increased parallel trade (particularly from
the southern countries), trade barriers, or both.
According to EFPIA and PMA; the undercutting in
price that results from parallel trade results in a
decrease in revenue, which, in turn, could potentially
have a negative impact on R&D. Price controls are
also believed, in some cases, to favor the domestic
industry. France, for example, is said to foster its
domestic industry by giving indirect R&D incentives to
local firms or foreign-based firms with significant
investment levels in France by allowing for better
domestic prices, more rapid product approval, and
reimbursement for exports. · Nonetheless, the
implementation of price and promotion controls
reportedly weakened the French industry by reducing
revenues that could have been reinvested in R&D to
develop more global NCEs.

Product Liability
Product liability law, under which an injured
consumer can sue the manufacturer of a defective
1 USITC staff field interviews in Western Europe wilh
representatives of EC-based and U.S.-based multinational
finns and representatives of industry associations during
Aptjl 1991.
9 One source argues, however, that despite the fact that
the U.K. industry "has a good record of investment and
innovation, ... it is likely that it could have been still more
successful if it had not been for the curtailment of profits
through the PPRS."

product, is well developed in the United States,
particularly in the area of pharmaceuticals. Aspects
such as suict liability, contingency fees, jury trials, and
extensive discovery have repMedly led to a system in
which lawsuits are frequent, awards are hi,h, and
insurance is harder to obtain. According to industry
sources, product liability has led to a decline in the
ability of the U.S. pharmaceutical industry to compete
with its overseas counterparts. The threat of extensive
.litigation and large awards to plaintiffs has stunted the
innovation and marketing of needed drugs, especially
in the fields of contraceptives and vaccines.
new
In
the European Community, a
product-liability directive is replacing traditional
liability that required proof of negligence with a suict
liability· standard similar to the U.S. model.
Switzerland still operales under the older
negligence-based system. Product liability law in
Japan in·not as developed as in the United States, partly
because of a preference for the negotiated settlement of
disputes rather than litigation.
The Japanese
government has established a fund, to which
pharmaceutical manufacturers and the government
contribute, for the relief of persons injured by drug
side-effects.

Taxation·
In repro _.O taxation, industry concerns focus on
the U.S. tax system. Industry groups identified three
actions in the field of taxation that would strengthen
the pharmaceutical industry: (1) restructwing the R&:E
credit and making it permanent; (2) reducing the cost
of capital by reducing the tax on capital gains and
encouraging long-term savings and investment; (3)
resolving issues raised by section 861 by permanently
setting a percentage of R&D expenditures for
allocation against U.S. income.

U.S. Drug Export Ac(
U.S. firms are increasingly seeking marketing
approval overseas prior to or during application for
such approval in the United States. The 1986 Drug
Export Act allows companies to export unapproved
pharmaceuticals to countries with effective
drug-approval regimes under certain conditions. The
industry is, however, concerned about certain aspects
of the law, citing that (1) a number of important
markets have been omitted from the law; (2) a
company cannot export a product that, although
approved for marketing overseas, would not be
approved in the United States; and (3) the process to
obtain FDA approval to export products under this Act
is considered cumbersome. Without this law, it is
likely that many firms would have had to relocale
current facilities or site future facilities overseas in
order to best access foreign markets. Negative aspects
of the law, however, are believed to place domestic
firms at a disadvantage with firms in foreign indusuies
who do not operate under such laws.

Dury Suspensions in the EC ·
The primary tariff barrier identified as affecting the
U.S. industry is the recent change ·in the EC's
procedure for granting duty suspensions. The new duty
suspension guidelines may effectively limit the
availability of duty suspensions for pharmaceutical
·. products. The increased difficulty in obtaining duty
· ' suspensions in Europe may increase the possibility that
·.··U.S. finns will move production facilities to Europe.

The Global Competitors
· The competitive stature of an industry depends on
the industry's level of commitment to R&D and the
productivity of its R&D programs. Thus, it is probably
not surprising that the economic analysis developed in
this report found that a competitive phannaceutical
industry is lilcely to be located in a country (or region)
that fosters innovative activity and attracts new .
products. One significant result of this analysis is that
a higher level of R&D commitment in a country is
consistent with the origination of more global NCEs.
The results of the empirical analysis indicate that
phannaceutical finns must make a considerable
commiunent to research and development, both in
tenns of the size of their R&D budget and R&D staff to
remain competitive.
The economic analysis in this study also examined
the detenninants of two important measures of
competitiveness in the phannaceutical industr)', global
market share and R&D productivity, at a firm level.
With respect to global market share, the analysis found
that higher levels of R&D spending, larger numbers of
R&D employees, and a large salesforce are associated
with higher market shares. With respect to R&D
productivity, the analysis found that increases in
expenditures per R&D employee and increases in the
number of R&D employees lead to greater R&D
output, although the effect of additional R&D spending
is subject to diminishing returns. In addition, the
results indicate that when a larger firm adds an
additional R&D employee, that employee is more
productive than when an additional R&D employee is
added to a smaller firm. However, the economic
analysis indicates that smaller firms are more
productive for· an ·additional dollar spent per R&D
employee than larger firms are for an additional dollar
spent per R&D employee~ Finally, the productivity
estimations suggest that there are positive spillovers to
firm level productivity from national research efforts.
Considering the findings of this analysis, it is not
surprising that the U.S. pharmaceutical industry
(including all firms operating in the United States) has
maintained a high degree of competitiveness during
1980-90, as compared wirh the industries in Western
Europe and Japan. The U.S. industry was a leader in
innovation during 1975-89, developing the majority of
the globally successful products introduced during this
time period. A number of reasons have been cited for
the industry's success, including the size of the
domestic market; the industry's expansion overseas; the

industry's continued high level of R&D expendiaures;
perhaps most important, the "relatively
unencumbered" U.S. economy, in that it has not to dare
implemented price conuols on pharmaceuticals and is
considered by many to be the country with "the last of
the free pricing." Each of these factors tw had a
significant impact on the development of the
U.S. industry.
The U.S. market is the largest of all of the
single-country markets conside.red in this report. valued
at about $43 billion in 1989, compared with about
$31 billion for the Japanese market The Western
European market was valued at about $44 billion, of
which Germany accmmted for 23 percent, France for
21 percent, and Italy for 19 percent

and,

The large size of the U.S. market has provided an
incentive for development for both domestically-owned
firms and for many subsidiaries of foreign ftnns. In
1986, total assets of affiliates of European-based
companies in the United States were estimated to be
approximately $9.7 billion, of which $8.9 billion, or 92
percent, was accoWtted for by Western European
firms. In spite of the relatively recent entry of Japanese
firms into the U.S. market on a majority-owned basis,
about 18 Japanese companies with equity ownership of
more than 50 nercent were operating in the United
States in 1989.10
Concenuation on one's home market, however, is
often not sufficient to build a suong industry that is
able to compete on a global basis, as indicated by the
experiences of the industries in France and Japan. The
industries in these countries have, Wttil recently,
focused primarily on their relatively large home
markets. This focus and the implementation of price
conuols and cost-containment programs in the two
countries have delayed their development of R&D and
marketing infrastructures that are comparable to those
of stronger and more innovative industries such as
those in the United States and some Western European
countries.II Conversely, the strength of the industries
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Swiczerland was established fairly early by their
expansion beyond domestic borders.
During 1976-90, the cost of developing a
pharmaceutical product in the United States increased
from $54 million to $231 million.12 The relatively
10 Data Boole 1990, p. 34. On an individual firm basis,
lhis number of firms represented the largest share of
Japanese investlnent overseas, or 23 percenl Taiwan was
the next largest site, with about 16 majority-owned Japanese
firms.
11
It should be noted that the decline in strength of the
French industry has been attributed primarily to the
implementation of certain Government policies in that
country.
12
This amount includes the direct costs associated with
bringing the drug through discovery, clinical testing,
development, and marketing approval, as well as the cost of
capital. It should be noted that the values for 1976 and
1990 in constant (1982) dollars are $86 million and
$197 million, respectively. The value presented for 1990 is
in terms of 1987 dollars.
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high cost of developing a drug is bri.Sed on factors such

as (1) the uncertainty of success and the number of
products that have failed during the development
process; (2) the reported delays in receiving marketing
approval from the FDA; and (3) the industry-wide
ttend towards development of products to treat chronic
dise.ases. In 1989, innovative ci:>mpanies invested a
record $7.3 billion, an increase of 12.3 percent 'from
1988.

In the United States, approximately half of the cost
is represented by direct, "out-of-pocket" costs, whereas
the remainder represents the cost of capital. If the
product is developed overseas, PMA estimates that the
direct costs would be comparable, but the cost of
capital would be considerably less.

The period of market exclusivity for innovative
products has become considerably shorter in the United.
States, Western Europe, and Japan during the past
decade, given the increase in the time needed to bring a
pharmaceutical product to market. It is estimated that,
in the United States, it takes 19 years for the average
new chemical entity (NCE) to recover its R&D
investment.13 However, the average length of the
effective patent life of a pharmaceutical in the United
States has declined to 10 years and IO months from 15
years in the early 1960s.1 4 Innovative products also
face competition from the speedier entry of generic
products per the provisions of the Waxman-Hatch Act.
Patent-restoration programs enacted in the United
States and Japan, however, offset the decline in the
effective patent life of products to some extent by
allowing for an additional period of market exclusivity.
1be lack of adequate patent protection in many foreign
countries can both erode a product's lifetime and cause
a company substantial losses in revenue.
The continued increase in the cost of R&D is
considered to be one of the driving forces behind the
industry's current trend towards consolidatio.n.
Consolidation
(i.e.,
mergers/acquisitions,
joint
ventures, or strategic alliances) allows firms to share
the risks and the costs involved with bringing new
products to market It also allows firms, particularly
those wishing to enter the U.S. market, to expand their
geographical reach and balance product portfolios.
A major focus of criticism of the pharamceutical

indusuy is the role played by rising drug prices in
escalating health care costs. During the past decade,
the costs associated with health care worldwide have
increased steadily. In 1989, health-care costs in the
United States represented approximately 12 percent of
domestic gross national product (GNP), increasing
from about 7 percent in 1968. Price increases for
existing drugs and ever higher prices for new drugs in
the United States have caused their average price to

rise at a faster rate than the Consumer Price lndex.15
However, the portion of total health care costs
represenled by pharmaceutical products, at least in the
United States, has decreased from over 11 percent in
The cost
1983 to about 7 percent in 1989. 16
effectiveness of substituting certain pharmaceutical
products for a hospital stay has been well documenled
in recent years, even being presented as part of a
company's application for domestic marketing rights.
According to some observers, the Western
European industry, traditionally less competitive than
the U.S. industry, has slowly been sttengthening its
position in recent years. The relative strengths of the
individual Western European countries vary, as
reflected in the number of globally successful
innovative products that were developed in each of the
Western European countries during 1975-89 (see
Fig.4-9).
The disparities in the sttength of different national
industries are auributed by industry sources primarily
to government policies enacted in the various countries,
and to different standal:ds of living. Countries that
have
traditionally
practiced
free-pricing
for
phannaceutical products and have been the source of
higher revenues such as Switzerland, the Uniled
Kingdom,
and
Germany,
developed
strong
research-based industries, whereas the industries in
countries such as Italy, Spain, and Greece have
generally been weaker. Italy, however, has taken a
progressive approach in regard to pricing and patent
protection, thereby sttengthening its industry.17
In Western Europe, as in the United States, the
increases in health care costs have generated increasing
concern about health-care expenditures, prompting
countries to consider methods to reduce such
expenditures. The implementation of price controls,
cost-containment programs, or both, in individual
countries, however, have had significant effects on the
industries in a number of Western European countries.
For example, the implementation of the HRA could
weaken the Gennan industry by reducing or limiting
companies' revenues. The PPRS, although crediled
with increasing invesbllent in the United Kingdom, is
viewed by some as limiting the innovativeness of the
UK industry. The French industry, once quite strong,
has diminished in strength, largely, according to many
sources, as a result of the implementation of national
price controls. As evidenced by the Rhone-Poulenc
15 Nearly all drug categories have shown annual price
increases in recent years. Based on Bureau of Labor
Statistics data. prescription drug producer price indexes for
selected categories in September 1990 showed the following
annual increase: Cancer therapy products, 7.0 percent;
Cardiovascular therapy, 8.8 percent; Psychotherapeutics,

16.3 ~cent
to sources. only one out of every 4,00010,000 compounds discovered is marketed commercially.
14 It should be noted that innovative companies generally
patent a product fairly early in the discovery process.
lberefore, any delays in bringing the product to market
shorten the product's effective patent life.
lJ According
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1

'The Economic and Social Impact of Drug Innovation

on the Delivery of Health Care," November 1988.

17 The Pharmocelllical Industry, p. 47; USITC staff field
interviews in Western Europe with representatives of
EC-based and U.S.-based multinational firms and
representatives of industry associations during April 1991.

merger and the strategic alliance between Sanofi and
Sterling, however, several French companies are
currently seeking to strengthen their position in foreign
markets, reportedly in an effort to offset the effects of
the price controls in their domestic market.
In general, many ·western European drug
companies have been preparing to reorganize
themselves as national barriers come down in 1992. A
number of Western European companies are enlarging
their role in the United States, most easily
accomplished by acquisitions and strategic alliances.
Information collected by interviews with industry
representatives and literature sources indicate that most
Japanese pharinaceutical firms probably will not
become major competitors in the world innovative
pharmaceutical industry over the next 5 to 10 yearS.
They have reportedly participated in a number of joint
ventures, licensed out a number of products to
U.S. companies, have acquired a number of small
research laboratories in the Northeast, and are studying
the market closely, but they have not yet established a
significant presence in either the United States or
.
Western Europe. 18
Industry sources have pointed out that Japanese
firms do not currently have many new products in their
drug dev~lopment pipelines compared with U.S.-and
Western European companies. As seen in table 6-1,
Japan's share of"global" NCEs from 1975 to 1989 was
only about 5 percent of. the total introduced worldwide
over this period. However, this does not mean that
they will not increase their share of the world
pharmaceutical market The Japanese phannaceutical
industry . has . made significant . strides toward
globalization because: (1) the downward pressure on
drug prices from government cost-containment
measures over the last 10 years, and (2) the changes in
investment policies enabling foreign firms to become
more competitive in the Japanese market.
Some analysts maintain that most of Japan's recent
building expansion, and merger and acquisition activity
has been in Western Europe, possibly in anticipation of
the growth opportunities that will result from
consolidation of the EC market after 1992.
Participation in this new market will allow the
Japanese to learn to operate under the regulations and
guidelines of EC drug regulatory authorities as well as
11 Nancy Mattison, "Pharmaceutical Innovation and
Generic Drug Competition in the USA: Effects of the Drug
Price Competition and Patent Tenn Restoration Act of
1984," Pluumacewica/ Medicine, 1986, p. 184.

establish the marketing forces necessary to increase
their share · of sales.
In addition, Japanese
pharmaceutical firms have been active to a lesser
degree in the United States, and have made major
investments in academic research institutions at several
U.S. universities as well as developing private research
centers. These ventures can be construed as an effort to
accelerate their R&D productivity, a primary step in the
drive to become a major producer of innovative
pharmaceuticals in the world market.
Currently, it is only in Japan that the large and very
successful U.S.-and West European pharmaceutical
manufacturers must truly compete with their Japanese
counterparts. 1 Recent changes in Japan's investment
laws, and other factors brought about, in pan, by
United States-Japan trade negotiations resulted in
greater access to the market by foreign firms. Most
foreign participants now operate independently of
Japanese partners and have captured certain segments
of the market because of their strong R&D
commibnents to innovative products and because of
their increased access to the distribution system.
Industry spokesmen for these foreign operations
caution, however, that some of these changes, namely,
changes to the Anti-monopoly Act regulating business
practices and the wholesale distribution system (see
chapter 4), could have a negative effect':·on their
competitiveness in the Japanese markeL
Firms engaged in another area .of Japan's
pharmaceutical industry, namely biopharmaceuticals,
are reportedly in a position to become major
competitors in the world markeL At present, the
strength of Japan's biotechnology industry lies in its
experience in process refinement. Unlike the small,
innovative U.S. biotech companies, Japanese firms
engaged in biopharmaceuticals are, for the most part,
affiliated with large keiretsus (i.e., conglomerates of
Japanese manufacturing firms controlled by a centtal
ban~ing firm), which shield these subsidiaries from the
venture capital problems and investor impatience faced
by the small U.S. companies. Japan's biotechnology
industry is actively seeking to obtain new
biopharmaceuticals from innovative world drug firms
through joint ventures, cross-licensing, mergers, etc.
Once new biopharmaceuticals are obtained, the
Japanese firms, with their experience in process
refinement, could become a major world competitor in
this new sector of the pharmaceutical industry.
19

Competing in Japan, p. 54.
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APPEIDIX A
LElTERS FROM THE COMMI'lTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE,
REQUBSTDIG THE IHVESTIGATIOX
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September 27 ,·· i99o ··

The Honorable
l\nne Drunadala
l\ct.ln9 chairman
United Statea International
•rrade Coaaiaaion
500 • street, s.w.
Washington, .o.c. io4J6
Dear Madaa Chairaan1
Th• co11aittee on Finance has received th•
Co••iaalnn•a report identifyin9 U.S. advanced technology
manutaoturi119 lnduatrie• tor •onitorin9 and poaalbl•
co•preheuaive atudy. W• understand that the Co•iaaion
pro&>Q••• to oonduot coaprehenaive atudiea of th• following
three induatrl••• c011auniaatlona technology and equip..nt,
pharaaceutioala, and aeaioonductor •anufacturinq and teatin9
equip..nt.

Th• Co•alttea hereby approve• the Coaiaalon•a
reco. .endationa. A• indicated ln our letter of June 21,
1990, tha coaaiaaion ahould coaplat• the atudy of th••• three
indu•trie• within 12 aonth•.
Sincerely,
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COMMrn& ON FINANCI

WAIMlllGTOll, DC 2011M200

June 21, 1990
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The Honorable
Anne Brunsdale
Chairman
United states International
Trade commission
500 "E" Street, s.w.
Washinqton, o.c. 20436
Dear Madam Chairman:
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As part .of its policymakinq process, the senate
co1111ittee on Finance anticipates a need for impartial and
detailed information on the.competitiv~ness of advanced
technoloqy manufacturinq industries ·.in the United states.
As·an independent Federal aqency with the authority to
investiqate the impact of international trade upon domestic
industr}'4 it would be a loqical eXtansion of the Co1111isaion 1 s
responsibirity to expand and enhance its c~pacity to pro~ide
information on an ohqoinq basis concerninq th• relative
qlobal competitiveness of All•rican industry.
Accordinqly; the committee hereby requests tli•to expand its collection of, and ability to
analyze, information on th• competitiveness of such .
industries pursuant to sections 332(b), 332(d), and 332(q)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 •
co1111ia~ion

.While.th• Committee wants the Commiaiilon to develop
a long-tam capacity on a broad ranqe of industries,-- it
recogniz.. that this eScpertise must evolve in ataqea •. · Thus;
the COllllitt•• requ•sts initially a two-step investiqation.
Within
mont.ba of th• receipt of this letter; the
Co1111iaaion is requested to provide to the COllliitt•• a list of
industri.. about which the Commission will develop. and
maintain up-to-date information. In identifying these
induatriea, th• Commission should·consider th• followinq
~!~!:iiiei /"zffir !\ any oth•;r criteria it may choose to

thr••
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The Honorable

Ann• Brunsdale

June 21, 1990
Paqe Two

Those industries producinq a product that:
(1)

involves use or development of new or advanced
technoloqy, involves hiqh value-added, involves
research and development expenditures that, as a
percentaqe of sales, are substantially above the
national averaqe, and is expected to experience
above-averaqe qrowth of demand in both domestic and
international markets; and

(2)

benefits in foreiqn markets from coordinated -thouqh not necessarily sector-specitic -- policies
that include, but are not limited to, protection of
the home market, tax policies, export promotion
policies, antitrust exemptions, requlatory
policies, patent and other intellectual property
policies, assistance in developinq technoloqy and
brinqinq it to market, technical or extension
services, performance requirements that mandate
either certain levels of investment or exports or
transters of technoloqy in order to qain access to
that country's market, and other forms ot
Government assistance.

At the time the Commission provides thi• list ot
industries, the commission is requested to recommend to the
committee three industries tor comprehensive study. In
selectinq these industries, the Commission should consider,
amonq any other factors it considers relevant, the importance
of the industries producinq these products to future U.S.
qlobal competitiveness; and the extent of foreiqn government
benefits to industries producinq competing products.
The Commiasion•s report on these three industries
should include, but i• not limited to, th• following
·information:
Exiatinq or proposed toreiqn qovernment policies that
asaiat or encourage these industries to remain or to
become globally competitive, existing or proposed u.s.
Government policies that assist or encourage these
industrie• to remain or become globally competitive, and
impediments in the U.S. economy that inhibit increased
competitiveness ot these u.s. industries.
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Th• Honorable
Ann• Brunadale
June 21, 1990
Paqe Three
The commission should complete the study of these
three industries within 12 months of the Committee's approval
of the list of recommended industries.
It would be the Committee's intention to review the
report carefully in order to determine how to expand, extend,
or otherwise modify this request, if necessary, to ensure
that future reports continue to yield worthwhile results.
Sincerely,
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APPENDIXB
THE COMMISSION'S NOTICE OF INVESTIGATION

F•..U R...._ I VoL 55. No. Z21 I ThurldaJ. NOYl!mber 15. 1 - I Notices
pragruu for the9e sub.pecift bekl in

captivity.

PRT-7531Zt

Applicant: Califamia State University,
Haycoarcl. CA.

The applicant requestt a permit to
trap, mark. transport. implant with mirco
telemetry transiton, and release Santa
Cruz Iona-toed salamanden
(Ambysloma macrodoctylum croceuml

in Valencia and Ellicott Ponds of Santa
Cl'U% County, California for population
censusifl8 and moDito.riJ18 of the species.
PRT-752415
Applicant: John M. Rife. Jr.. Winter Park. FL

The applicant requesta a permit to
import the sport·hunted trophy of one
male bontebok (DamaU.cw dorca• .
dorcaa), culled from the captive herd
maintaiaed by M.I. D'Altoa. P.O. Box
400, Bredaadmp. nao Republic of SoUth
Africa. for the parpoN,of enhancement
of survival ol the apec:iea.
PRT-15Znl
Applicant: The Pl.umJns Center. Newport
a..c:b.CA.

The appUcant request. a pe.rmit to
live-trap ad releue Stephen'•
kaziproo-rab (Dipodornys 8t11pbtma11 on
the soatheaat quarter of aection 34; T4&
Rew of Lab Madtew1 Quad (Rinnide
coimtr), Catilomia. tor prellminarJ
biological aurvey purpoaes.
Document. and other infarmatkm
submitted with these applications are
available to the pabUc d1lrinl normal
busine9e hoan (7:45 am to 4:15 pm)
430. 4401 N. Fairfn Dr.. ArliJ18km. VA
222m. or br writing to the Director. U.S.
Office of Manqement Authority. 4401
N. Fairfax Drift. room 432. Arlington.
VAZZD.
Intereeted penou may comment on
any of theae appllcatiom wttbia 30 da)'I
or the date of~ pablk:ettoa "'
submittlftl written Yiews, 8JIUlllllllt8, or
data to the Director at the above
adm-. Please ret.r to tbe appropriate
PRT nambft when s11bmittift8
comments.
Dated: November ..

room

i-.

KanaWU...
Actina Cbie/. Brad ofPwmita. U.S. Offim of
MtlltGflMllM'I AMlhoril)&

(nt Doc. ao

mu,.. n-1...,.1:• ...J

~CODla. . . .

In the matter of lln_...tioa No.~.
Clobal Competittftft. . al U.S. Actvanc:ecl-
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TechncUu u,,.,....,,_~
CollllllllDicatiam TedlnaiasJ ud Eqllipment;
lnvuli9ation No. 332-302. Global
Competitiveneaa of U.S. AdvancadTechnolot11 ManufKtartns lndU9trl":
Pharmaceuticala: laftatiptim No. 3IU-3Cll.
Global Competitlvenna of U.S. Actwmmct.
Technolot11 Manufacturtna lnduatrtee:

Semiconductor Manufacturina and Tetlina
Eqllipmenl

AGINCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution of inveatiptiom and
scheduling of a sinsle public hearins.

DflH11W8 DAft: November &. 1980.
~...,... N'Olma"nOll COllTACT:
Ceaenl iDqaide8 Nl8l'dml the three

names investiaations may be directed to
Mt. Aaron Chesser, Office of Industries
(202-252-1380). Industry-1peciftc
information reaardina the three
investiaationa may be obtained from the
foUowifl8 staff membere. alao located ID
the omce ot lndustriu. U.S.
International Trade Commi11ion. 500 E
Street SW.• Washinaton. DC 20438:
Inv. No. 33Z-301 (Comml&Dicatiou
TechnolOIJ and Eq~at), Ma.
Sylvia McDonougb (1.02-252-1313);
Inv. No. 332-30Z {P&annace\llicm), Mr.
Edmmid Cappucc:illi (20Z-Z52-U.):
and
Inv. No. m-a (Semiconductor
Manufactmtns and Testtna
Equipment). Mr. Nelsaa Hoae
25z-1395).

cn-

For inlermattoa on lep) aspect• of
tbe9e invHdptlona contact Mr. WUHam
Geerbart of the Conuninton'a Oflke of
Cenenl Coame.I (!OZ-252-1091).
~OD July 20. 1990. at the
requeat of tile Senate Committee on
Ffnance. ud in accordance witb section
332(8) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (ti U.S.C.
1332(1)). the U.S. lntemational Trade
CommUaion inttft111ed IDwstiptfon No.
33Z-ZM. ldenUftcatfon ot U.S.
Advaaced-Technolao Maaufac:turiq
lndustriea for Monitoring and Poasible
Comprehensive Study. The Committee
requeeted Ille Commission to expend itl
coUecttoa of. and ability to analyze,
information on the competitiveness of
advanced-technoloV manuf~
indutriet ill the United Statee. parnent
to secttom 332(bl. 332(d), and 332(s) of
the Tariff Act ol 1930.
Spedflcally. tJte Committee requested
that the Coauaieaion. under a twcHtap
inveatiptioa. (1) within 3 months of
receipt of the letter. identify for tht
purpo99 of moaitorms. ll8iJl8 criterf•
pnwtded bf the Committee and uy
additlaal criteria of the Comm.inion's
chooaiq. U.S. advanced-technoloo
maaafaetuftnl l.nchstries. and
recommend three of thoee lnduttrtes a1
subjects for comprehensive Commission
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stucn. aad (2' within 12 montha of the
receipt ol IM Cotnmin..'1 approval (or
modification) of the Commisaion's
recommeadadona. eabmit ita report on
three indutriee the tubject of.
comprebensnw lt1ldln.

Notice of the Commiasion'e
invemtigatkm wa1 poeted in the Office of
the Secretary. U.S. lntemational Trade
Commisaion. Wasbinaton. DC. and
published in the Fedma.1 Repster (SS FR
30830) of July 28. 2990. All persom were
afforded the opportunity•!o submit
written view9 concemina the industries
to be incladed on the list and that may
be the subject of a comprehensive study.
'M1e Commission's report on
investigation No. 33%-294 (USITC
Publication mt. September 1990) was
transmitted to the Senate Committe on
Finance on September 21. 1990. In its
report, the Colllllliuion identified ten
advanced-tecbnolav industries and
recommended the foUowins three for
comprehenene 1hldy. communications
tech....., and equipment
pharmKnticala: and aeaUc:ondactor
manafac:t1arins and tntiq equipment.
By letter of September 1:1. 1990. the

Senate Committee on Finance
ac:Jmowfedpd receipt of the
Commiaioa's report on invntfgation
No. m.-291 end appt09ed the
Comma.ton's recommendation
concendns the three industries for
comptehenaiw stadJ: the Committee
further IDdk:ated ill desire that the
Commiemon complete its study of the
three indaatrtes within 1Z months.
In identifyiq lite indaatries to be
monitored. the Committee requested
th.. tt.e CoauaiNion consider the
fo1Jowtn8 crimta n well u any other

ma

critllria it ID8J
Die
(1J lndulriet prodwdns a product that

iavahw u. ar deYelopment of new or
advmad tedmolo8J, involve• high
..... 1cWe-1 bwolYe9 reeearch and
developmeat expenditures that. ae •
percentqe of aalet. .,. substantially
abaft tlle national .,,.,.,., and is
expected to l'Xpetience abcwe-averaire
srowtb of dmlend In both domestic and
in'9madoml marbta; and
(Z) beDefib ill foretp maritet1 from
coordlnated-thCllllh not necessarily
sector spec:illc-poHcf that incluM.
but are not llmited to. protection of the
home market. tax poUdel. export

promotion poUdee. antitrutt
,..W.tOIJ policies. patent
and other inliellectual property policies.
asatatuce In de"9iopq technology and
brinalnl it to mmket. technical or
exteeslon aervk:9I. performance
req1li.remetl tUt mandate either
certaill 1"911 of iMntmeat or exports
or transfers of teehnolOS)' in order to
exe~
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gaia accen to that country'• market.
and other forma of Government
asai1tance.
The Committu requnted that the
report on the three induatries to be
selected include at leaat the foUowinf
informationExi11in1 or propoaed foreign
govemment policie1 that a11i1t or
encourage theae indu1triea to remain or
to become globally competitive. exi11in1
or propoaed U.S. Government policiet
that 111i1t or eacouraae these induatrie1
to remain or become globally
competitive. and Impedimenta in the
U.S. economy tbet inhibit increaaed
competitivenet1 of theu U.S. induatriee.
>.. requnted by the Committee. the
CommiNion will attempt to include the
aforementioned information in itl
reporta.
.....c MU 1111: A conaolidated public
heutna in conuc:tion with the three
invntiptiou will be held ID the
Commilaion Hearin& Room. 500 I Street
SW., Walhiqton. DC ZOl3& beSinniDI
at 9:30 a.m. on January 17. 1m, and
CODtinuial H requind OD January 11.
1981. All penoaa aball bave the rtabt to
appear by couaael or in penon. to
pretat information. and to be beard.
Penou wtabiq to appear at the public
heutna lbould file requata to appear
and lbould flla pnbeariJll brtefa
foriplal and 14 copin) with the
Sec:retarJ, United Stat.. International
Tract. Commiuion. 500 E SL. SW..
Wubiniton. DC 20t31. not later than
the clOM of bUlineu on January 3. 1911.
Po1tbearial brtefa muat be filed bJ
January n. 1911.
WI I D • • lllOlll: ln lieu of or in
addition to appearuu:a at the public
h•uinl. internted penoaa .,. invtted
to 1Ubmit wrttta 1tatement1 c:oacemiDI
the invntiptioaa. Written 1tatemmta
an acoarqe early in the inv..tipllft
proc:eu, but abould be received DO latm
than the clOH of buaineu oa June 7, . ·
1911. Commercial or ftn•nc:tal
infonnatioa wbicb a nbmitter de*the CJmmiaaioa to trlU u caddatial
muat be 1ubmitted on ..,.,.ta 1beet1 of
paper. each clearly mulr.lt ''Confldatial
Buain.., lnfromation" a& tbe top. All
1ubmiaaiou requnttae ooddential
treatment muat confoml wttb tbe
requirementa of I 201.1 of the
CommiNioa'1 Rul• of Practii» and
Proc«lure (11 CFR ZOU). AU writtm
1ubmiuioaa. except for coafldatial
buaineu information. will be made
available for iDlpection by internted
penou. All 1Ubmiaioaa abould be
addrnaed to the OfBce of the Sec:retuJ
of the Commiuioa in Wuldqton, DC.
Heartq.lmpaind lndlviduala .,.
adviled tbet information oa tbia matter

can be obtained by contactina the
Commi1i1on'1 TDD tenninal on (202)

Commi11ion interim Nie 210.S9 (19 CFR
210.S9).

ZSZ-1810.
By order ol the Commi11ion.
lsaued: Novembft 7, 1980.

By order ol the CommiHion.
l11ued: November a. 1980.

ICaaaeda R. Ma-.

Keaaedl R. Ma-.
S«rt1tary.
[FR Doc. ~281128 Filed 11-1 . . . 8:45

amJ

llWllG COOi ,_......

(lrw.

No. 337-TA-3111

CertMI AJl lmpect Wrenc:MI;
Commlu'lm D1dllan Not to Rfttew
M lnllllt Del9nnllldoll D11l91•t1119
the ln•11llptlon .... Complcaled
U.S. International Trade
Commi11ion.
ACTIOIC Notice.
AGIMCY:

•~ Notice i1 hereby given that

the U.S. lntemational Trade
CommiNion baa determined not to
review an initial determination (ID)
luued by th• pre1idina admini1trative
law judp (ALO detipatins the abov•
captioned invntiption mora
complicated and extendlq the
admiaiatrstive deadline for flllna the
final m by three montba. n.
Commiuioa bu al.lo extended the
deadline for completion of the
invntipUoa by three month.a. i.e.. until
Aupat S. 1911.
MDT t•s Copiet of the ID ud all
other DODCODfldeatial document& filed in
connectioa with tbia invnU,allon an
available for lnlpec:t1oa durin& official
buaineu boan (1:41a.m.to5:15 p.m.) in
the OfBca of the Secretary, U.S.
lntamational Trade Commiuion. 500 E
Street, SW.. Wubiqton. DC 20438.
telepboae ~lOIZ.
HeartDt-impaind indlvidual1 ara
adviMd that information on thi1 matter
can be obtained by contactiq the
Cmnmtptoa'1 TDD terminal on Z02-2.5Z-

1na.

...,. a

nltlt'l ..OWT10IC On
October 3. 1980. the pre1idins ALJ i11ued
an m dnipatiq the investigation more
complicated aad extendin& the
admiaiatrative deadline for filin& the
ALJ't ftnal ID by three montbt. No
petitiou for review or aaency commenta
were received. The inVfttisatiOD Wat
dnipated mon complicated becauae of
the Mrioua illneM of the pretident of
re1poadeat Aatro Pnenmatic Tool Co.
(Alma) tbat temporarily jeopardizes the
ability of Aatro and retp0ndent Ku~t
Gear Co. to defend themaelvn in the
inv..tiption.
Autbortty for the Commiaaion action
it found in MCtion 337(b)(1) of the Tariff
Act of 1830 (11U.S.C.1337(b)(t)) and in

S«retary.
[FR Doc. !IG-21821 Filed 11-1.._ 1:45 amt

-.a.. COOi , . . . . . .
[l,,.......lliOl1 No. 731-TA-451 (flnal)I .

Certllln Llllr UgM-SC.nr.19
lnetrum.tta and Plrta "*9of From
J .....
Detmmiaatlaa

On the ba1ia of the record 1 developed
in the 1Ubject inve1tisation. the
Commi11ion determinn. 1 punuant to
section 735(b) of the Tariff Act or 1930
(19 U.S.C. 1813d(b)) (the act). that an
induatry in tha United State• ~
threatened with material injury • by
reaton of lmporta from Japaa of certain
laMr lisbt·IC8tterin8 lnatrwnentl (Wl1)
and parta thereof.• provided for iD
eubbeaclinp IOZ7.30.40 and 9027.t0.40 of
the Harmonized Tariff Sc:.bedula of the
United Statn. that have bea fouad by
the Department of Commm:e to be 1ald
in the United Statn at leu than their
fair value (LTFV).

·~
· · The Commiuion inltituted tbil

iav..tiption effective July e. 1980.
followiq a preliminary determination
by tha Department of Commerce that
i!Dporta of Wla and partl thereof from
Japaa were beint 1ald at LTFV within
the meanial of MCtlon 733(a) of the act
(11 U.S.C. 11173b(a)). Notice of the
inltitutioa of the CoimmiNioa'1
invntiptioa aad of a public beariDS to
be held in coDDKtioD therewith wa1
I , , . - . i ii deftDed la I & 1llf.J(b) ol IJla
" - ' 'a'1lllil9ol . . . . . ud,,_.,.(l9
CPll . ,.J(bJ~
• Acllnl Qau.u INllldale llld Cotnmi111oner

Lodwidl

dmm-

1 C'4m•i=·a•• Rollr llld Newqaiet Miier
de...iae !Mt.,._., IO .cti08 73111bM4J(B).
- -w .....,,. ,_. -llltal llljulJ ""
. . . - ol IM.,.... ........ die iD-fitallon
bl&t
ol lkpaidatlm of the mtn•
oftbetubtecl-*' f

,_._..........
.... ..,,. "'-'
....._•Ml
rm ...

• n. Pl'llllacla..,... bJ 11111 ~tlplion are

,,_ ,.,.. lllat ...,,. dulicaJ •• •

_,

U. capable ol dynamic

capab61illel.

·---,,.
w-....,.,. the_,. oldie an.dlltlm .... -

iDcluided.,,
....
llllllllfKllnd
.,.aaca.-.
and an
opanao..I
. .. . ._ ...,_
_ oatr ID IUdl

·-t+a

WY: 9cuabi1 pM • .....,..
unm.tlcm Mtll8. MPPh -taillllll •~
•lecWic ....., Pl I
I ..... moleclilu
I

cllarlc:l.naeUcm ~ prHmplifter/
dilaUlllMIClr circ111tr7. llld opClcal benrJln.
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APPENDIXC
CALENDAR OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE PUBLIC HEARING

As ot 1/11/91

TENTATIVE.CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING

Those listed below are scheduled to appear as witnesses at the
United States International Trade Commission's hearinq:
Subject

GLOBAL COMPETITivENESS OF U.S.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES: COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
AND EQUIPMENT; PHARMACEUTICALS; AND
SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING AND
TESTING EQUIPMENT

Inv. Nos.

332-301 through 303

Date and Time:

January 17

(&

18), 1991

sessions will be held in connection with the investigation in the
Main Hearing Room 101, United States International Trade Commission, soo E
Street, s.w., in Washington, o.c.
Goverpment Witnesses;

Robert sc:ac:e, National Institute of standards and Tec:hnoloqy,
u.s. Department of Commerce (332-303)
WITNESS

AND

ORGANIZATION;

Pharmaceutical Ma.nuf ac:turers Assoc:iation
Washington, o.c.

INV.
WL.

TIME

332-302

10 Minut•s

332•302

10 Minutes

332-301

10 Minutes

CONSTRAINTS

Gerald J. Mossinghoff, Pr•sident

Industrial Biotec:hnology Association
Washington. o.c.
Lisa Raines, Director of Government Relations

North American Teleco11111 untcationa
Association,
Washington. D.c.
Edwin B. Spievack, President

- more -
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INV.

TIME

WITNESS AljD pRqMIZATION:.

Ho....

CONSTRAIN'

United states Advanced cerainics Association
Washington. o.c.
·

332-303

10 Minute

332-303

10 Minute

332-303

10 MinutE

332-303

10

Steven

s. Hellem, Executive Director
·,.

Semi/Sematec:h
Austin, Texas
Peggy Haggerty, Vice Presdient of
Public Policy
(representing over 130 U.S. Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials suppliers)

Lithography Systems, Inc.
Wilton, Connecticut
Vahe Sarkissian, President

Semiconductor Equipment and
Materials International (SEMI)
Washington, o.c.

Minut~

Joel Elttmann, Chairman, SEMI
Board ot Directors and Chairman,
FSI International, Inc.
Michael Ciesinsk1, Dir~ctor,
North American Operations
Victoria Hadfield, Manager,
Government Relations

- end -
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. APPENDIXD
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS IN
THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

In considering the international "competitiveness" of the U.S. pharmaceutical industry in the
world market, a brief discussion of various definitions of international competitiveness is provided to assist the reader. This appendix provides such a discussion, as well as an overall
survey of recent papers on imemational competitiveness. In addition, two attempts made to
measure this economic concept will be reviewed.

Defining International Competitiveness
The competitiveness of the U.S. economy in
the global market became a growing concern
during the 1980s, due tO suSWned deterioration
in the U.S. trade deficit despi~e. a significant
decline in the value of the dollar against other
major currencies. 1 This suggested that there
were other factors within the economy causing
this persistent trade imbalance. Further, the loss
of market share in products such as microelectronics, an industry many thought invulnerable
to foreign competition, began to raise questions
regarding the overall international competitiveness of the U.S. economy. Consequently, the
debate on the competitiveness issue has become
one of the central preoccupations of government
and industry in the United States and other nations.
National competitiveness matters because it
determines the extent that productive resources,
particularly labor and capital, are put to productive and remunerative uses which increase national income and raise the staridard of living.
The study by President Reagan's Commission
on Industrial Competitiveness, in fact, defined
competitiveness in terms of its effect on a nation's standard of living:
Competitiveness is the degree to which a
nation can, under free and fair market conditions, produce goods and services that meet the
test of international markets while simultaneously maintaining or expanding the real incomes of
its citizens. 2
1
L. Tyson. "Managed Trade: Making the Best of Second
Best" in Lawrence, R. and C. Shultze, eds., An American

Trade Stralegy: Options for the 1990's, Brookings, 1990.
2 U.S. President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, Global Competition: The New Reality, 1985. Reagan Administration. Blue-Ribbon Panel Competitiveness
Report. John Young (Hewlett-Packard CEO), chair.
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Competitiveness at the national level is
sometimes defined as involving not only standards of living, but also the expansion of employment opportunities and the nation's ability
to maintain its international obligations.
Altlx>ugh it is appropriate to consider international competitiveness at the national level, it
has a different meaning when applied at the
industry or individual firm level. For example,
at the sectoral level, competitiveness may be
defined as the ability of an industry or firm to
sustain and/or expand its market position profitably in a competitive environment as products
and production processes evolve. This definition considers an industry's or firm's long-run
profit performance relative to its rivals, and
highlights the fact that competitiveness requires
dynamic responsiveness to a changing technological and market environment.
Competitiveness at the national sectoral levels are intertwined, however, since the former
depends on the competitive strength of firms
and/or industries to generate productivity levels
needed to suppon high wages and hence higher
standards of living in the economy. Similarly,
sector competitiveness depends upon appropriate
policy at the national level that, for example,
provides a framework for the promotion of high
levels of skill through education and maintenance and/or development of infrastructure.
Nevenheless, the policies appropriate for promoting competitiveness of particular industries
and those relevant for a country as a whole
may be quite different. Consequently, policymaking will depend on whether competitiveness
is being promoted at the national, industry, or
finn level.
The studies reviewed below focus primarily
on competitiveness at the national level. An
assessment of the international competitiveness
at the industry level, specifically for the pharmaceuticals industry, is presented in chapter 2.

Review of Literature.
There is a general consensus in the literature
that national competitiveness depends on much
more than the cost of production and prices of
products. These factors are partial detenninants
of output levels as well as an industry's ability
to sell in domestic and international markets.
Increasingly, other factors, such as product quality, service, and product innovations, are seen as
instrumental for an industry's competitive success. Due to the rapid pace of technical

· change, particularly in hig~technology industries, R&D and innovation effortS on a continu~
ous basis are critical to maintaining improvements in the manufacturing process and product
design. Consequently, industry must make efforts to upgrade worker and managerial skills as
;;.- well as improve the manufacturing process.
· The resulting higher productivity implies higher
average incomes, contributing in tum to higher
national standards of living.
There is, thus, agreement in the literature
that in order to enhance its international competitiveness, the United States needs to improve:
(a) the ability of its firms to develop and use
technology; (b) the ability of its firms to mobilize capital resources; and (c) all aspects of hu. . man resource use throughout the economy, both
within firms and in the educational system.
'There is, however, disagreement in the literature
as to the role of the U.S. government and industry in achieving these goals. There are three
major policy recommendations offered in the
literature as a whole: the activist industrial
policy perspective; the neomercantilist or managed trade perspective; and the neoclassical and/
or liberal economics perspective. The recommendations made by the latter are perhaps the
most accepted view in economic literature for
enhancing U.S. economy's competitiveness. ·
These recommendations are discussed below
after a brief presentation of the activist industrial policy and managed trade perspectives. A
short description follows of two attempts that
have been made to measure competitiveness at
the national level. Finally, this section presents
a concise summary of the. findings associated
with the literature survey.
1be first two perspectives essentially recommend an active government role in shaping a
nation's trade policy. They use the performance
of the Japanese economy as the basis for recommendations on formulating a strategic U.S.
. . trade policy. 1be difference between the propo. . nents of the activist industrial policies and those
. . of managed trade lies in the selection of industries targeted for government assistance. The
former recommends government assistance for
all industries, whereas the latter emphasizes
high-technology industries.

Activist Industrial Policies Perspective
The advocates of industrial policies in the
early 1980s recommended an active government

role to enable all industries within an advanced
economy to shift production towards hi~her value-added and more competitive outputs.
These advocates categorized industries into
three types: standardized businesses with low~
skilled employees, declining in the face of
strong competitiefl from newly industrialized
countries; cyclical businesses with high fixed
costs. in plant, equipment, and labor; and emerging businesses with high-skilled employees,
characterized by rapid technological change.
In the case of declining industries, proponents of activist industrial policies recommend
that agreements between the United States and
governments of other advanced nations should
be wolXed out to ease adjustment of less competitive firms by granting subsidies as well as
protection from imports for a limited period, as
needed. In addition, government should fund
worker retraining. In the case of cyclical businesses, the United States should: continue to
discourage foreign export subsidies and belowcost pricing; provide long-term financing to
prevent unemployment and promote investment
in new equipment; and subsidize upgrading of
worker skills. Finally, in the case of emerging
businesses characterized by high value-added
products, the U.S. government should provide
subsidies, loan guarantees, and tax benefits to
lure them to locate at home rather than abroad.
Such an incentive package is recommended because emerging businesses are expected to be
associated with large externalities or spillovers
into other areas of the economy which would
translate into improved national welfare. A
more recent study,4 advocated an activist set of
employment and technology policies involving
large federal and state labor force training programs and expenditures and technological extension services for sniall businesses. It also
suggested providing extensive federal research
3
M. Wachter and S. Wachter, eds., Toward a new U.S.
lndiutrial Policy, University of PeJUlSylvania, 1982; I. Magaziner and R. Reich, Minding Affll!rica's Business, HBJ, 1982;
F. Adams and L. Klein eds., /ndiutrial Policies for Growth
and Competitiveness: An Economic Perspective, D.C. Heath,
1982; R. Reich, "Beyond Free Trade", Foreign Affairs, 61:4,
1983; C. Shultz, "Industrial Policy: A dissent," The Brookings Review, Fall 1983; and C. Johnson, eds., The Industrial
Policy Debale, Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1984.
4
U.S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Making Things /Jetter: Competing in Ma1Uifact1Uing,

OTA-ITE-443, U.S. Government Printing Office, February

1990.
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support for certain selected industries, believed
by the authors to be particularly important for
future international competitiveness of the
United States.

Neomercantilist or Managed TrOde Perspective
The neomercantilists or proponents of managed trades consider the reality of international
trade to be managed trade rather than free trade,
since most governments, including the U.S.
government, actively intervene in trade. 1bese
interventions include export subsidies and ifI!port restrictions as well as agreements covenng
voluntary export restraints (VERs) and volun. tary import expansion (VIEs). Managed trade
can be broadly defined as trade that is controlled, directed, or administered by government
policies and conducted by either bilateral or
mwtilateral agreements. Multilateral agreements
are recommended since they involve a larger
number of participants, resulting in less discriminatory outcomes.
The neomercantalists recommend some fonn
of managed trade in high-technology ·industries
since they believe these industries are strategic
for the economy as a whole, because they have
the potential to generate important externalities,
implying economic benefits for the eC<>DOf!lY·
Henee, they suggest that the fate of these industries cannot be left solely to market forces, particulcirly in the presence of activist goveminent
.
intervention abroad. Also, high-technology
prOducts account for a significant and growing
share of U.S. trade - approximately 38 percent
of nonagricultural merchandise exports and 25
percent of non-petroleum merchandise imports
in 1988.6 Furthennore, according to managed
trade proponents, trade arrangements th~t would
result in increased exports and reduced unports

of such products would require a smaller decline in the dollar's value to help adjust the
U.S. trade imbalance, consequently resulting in
a lower loss in real income.
Thus, they argue, managed trade ·could be
"result-oriented," with quantitative trade targets
negotiated with appropriate trading partners
utilizing VERs and/or VIEs. The managed
trade proponents consider that VERs and VIEs
increase competition and trade flows, unlike
free traders who consider their use to be restrictive. As mentioned earlier, both activist industrial policy and managed trade proponents use
Japanese trade perfonnance to support their
views since they consider Japan's success as a
case study of how a country can realize its trade-related goals through extensive, but carefully
planned P.rotectionism.

Neoclassical and/or Liberal Economics Perspective
·
·The proponents of the neoclassical/liberal
economics perspective7 reject the activist industrial and managed trade policy recommendations
for enhancing the U.S. economy's international
competitiveness. Tiiey argue that pursuing such
a strategic trade policy would require vast, unknown amounts of infonnation about the economy and externalities associated with interventionist policy. Also, most economists believe
that such policies could result in raised costs for
other sectors within the economy· and in trade

wars.
The neoclassical/liberal economics perspective is perhaps the most accepted view in the
economics literature of promoting the U.S ..
economy's international competitiveness and
increase the standard of living. According to
the neoclassical proponents, these dual goals are
achieved by allowing private markets to function competitively while the government pursues

'R. Reich. "Beyond Free Trade," Foreign Affairs 61:4,
1983· J. Goldstein and S. Krasner, "Unfair Trade Practices:
11te Cue for a Diffezattial Response," A!Mrican Economic
Rmew 74:2, May 1984; L. Tyson, "Managed Trade: Making
the Best of Second Best," in Lawrence, R. and C. Shultze,
eds. An American Trade StraJegy: Options for the 1990's,
Bro:,kings. 1990; R. Dornbusch, "Policy Options for Freer
Trade: the Cue for Bilateralism." in R. Lawrence and C.
Schultz, eds., An A!Mrican Trade StraJegy: Options for the
1990's, Brookings, 1990.
6 L. Tyson. "Managed Trade: Making the Best of.Second
Best" in Lawrence, R. and C. Shultze, eds., An A!Mrican

U.S. President's Commi5sion on Industrial Competitivaiess, Global CompetiJion: The New Realily, 1985; A.
Dixit, ''Trade Policy: An Agenda for Research." in P. Krugman. ed., StraJegic Trade Policy and the New /111erna1ional
Economics, MIT 1986; G. Hatsopoulos, P. Krugman. and L.
Summers, "U.S. Competitiveness: Beyond the Trade Deficit," Science, July IS, 1988; M. Dertouzos, K. Lesta, and R.
Solow, Made in America: Regaining the CompetiJive Edge,
MIT, 1989; M. Porter, Thi! CompetiJive Advantage efNations, Free Press 1990; R. Landau, "Capital Invesiment Key
to Competitiveness and Growth," The Brookings Review,

Trade StraJegy: Options/or the 1990's, Brookings, 1990.
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policies to create a stable economic environ- · ·
ment. They believe such an economic environment can best be promoted by the U.S. government by maintaining an advanced economic
infrastructure, correcting market failures in tech- ·
nology, encouraging research and development,
~ promoting human resource development (such
.. ,as providing a good education throughout the
· ·.national school system), and striving continuously for liberal trade policies worldwide. They
would particularly encourage the United States
to pursue macroeconomic policies to stimulate
savings and reduce the federal budget deficit,
which would stimulate investment and produc-:tivity growth.
There is a divergence in opinion among the
proponents of liberal economic policies as to
the extent to which government and firms are
responsible for enhancing the nation's international competitiveness. This divergence of
opinion is presented in three major studies; recommendations made by these studies are summarized below.
The report by the President's Commission on
. Industrial Competitiveness8 focused primarily on
. government initiatives in four areas: (a) provision of incentives towards technological advances, for example, by enhancing tax credits
for private sector R&D; (b) enhancement of the
availability of capital at lower cost by reducing
the federal budget deficit and restructuring the
tax system to encourage higher savings and investment; (c) enhancement of human resources
by improving the educational system at all levels; and (d) assignment of high priority to trade
matters. The commission had limited recommendations on how firms should improve their
competitiveness. There is mention, however,
that firms should improve manufacturing capabilities, de-emphasize simple short-term finan-·
cial measures, and establish a cooperative relationship between labor and management. There
are no recommendations provided on how firms
are expected to achieve these goals.
The MIT study on industrial productivity,9
on the other hand, emphasizes what firms
should do to improve competitiveness in the
1
U.S. President's Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, Global Competition: The New Reality, 1985.
9 benouzos et al., Made in America: Regaining the Com-

petitive Edge, MIT, 1989.

international market. The role of the U.S. government is recognized to the extent it could reduce the federal budget deficit and restructure
·the tax system to provide incentives for achieving a higher savings rate. The study highlights
the weaknesses associated with industrial production in the U.S. economy. Some of these
limitations include: reliance on .outdated marketing strategies; technological weakness in product development and production; neglect of human resources due to limited formal and extensive on-the-job training; managing production
in a short-sighted manner; and failures in la. bar-management corporation. The study reported that firms that competed successfully ·
were characterized by the following: simultaneous improvement in quality, cost, and delivery; close relationships with consumers and
suppliers; technology integrated with planning,
manufacturing, .marketing, and human resources;
and innovative human resource policies. Consequently, the study's recommendations reflect
the activities of those firms that were successful
in being competitive.
Finally, the Porter study recommends a role
for firms as well as the U.S. Government. Porter states that the national standard of living
depends on the productivity of capital and labor
resources, and that productivity is the root of
competitiveness and prosperity. Porter argues
that the nation's competitive advantage depends
on four key, interrelated dynamic features of an
economy: factor conditions (i.e., human, physical, and capital resources; educational resources;
and infrastructure), demand conditions, related
and supporting industries, and firm strategy and
rivalry. The stronger its advantages in each of
these four features, the stronger ari eoonomy is.
To achieve this strength, Porter's recommends
government initiatives to: maintain a strong
antitrust policy. to foster domestic competition;
maintain an open trade policy and avoid devaluation to boost exports; create incentives for
higher savings and allow interest rates to fall to
encourage investment and longer time horizons
on R&D projects; and fund university research
centers to rejuvenate national R&D.
Porter's recommendations for firms involve
dedication to relentless upgrading, improvement,
and innovation at all levels of the value chain,
that is, from R&D to after-sales service. Porter
suggests that firms should: sell to more sophisticated and demanding customers in order to
feel pressure to innovate; treat employees as
permanent in order to enhance their skill level;
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and be willing to help upgrade local suppliers,
in order to reap the rewards of infonnal collaboration with them. Poner's study is one of the
few studies in the literature which emphasizes
the service sector as well as the manufacturing
sector.

Measuring National Competitiveness .
None of the studies surveyed so far measure
national competitiveness, nor do they, except for
Porter's study, explicitly recommend any possible indicators of international competitiveness.
Porter uses standard measures, such as share of
world exports, expon and impon levels, and
growth of total U.S. exports. Two studies;
however, have attempted to measure intemation,.
al competitiveness. The Council on Competitiveness publishes an annual "Competitiveness
Repon Card and lndex." 10 The index is actually four indices covering investment (industry
expenditure on plant and equipment as a share ·
of GDP), productivity (real GDP per manufac- ·
turing employee), trade (merchandise exports),
and the standard of living (real GDP per capita). In each case the index measures U.S. perfonnance relative to the other G-7 countries
(Canada, France, .Great Britain, Italy, Japan, and
West Gennany). 1bese indices do oot reflect ·
however, the impact of. regulations, innovation,
and R&D expenditures ·on the output levels of ·
the finns in the economy.
Another international competitiveness indicator is provided by IMO/World Economic Forum
(IMD). 1 This index is constructed by considering 326 variables chosen to reflect a nation's. ·
suitability as a base for competitive firms.
1bese. variables include GDP measures, inflation
rates, firms' price/earnings ratios, bank size, and
R&D expendinires by sector. 1be index also ·
attempts to include firms' perceptions about
. 1 Cowicil on C0mp=titiven~s. Competitiveness Inda, .
1990, Washington D.C.
11
IMO/World Economic Fonmt, The W«ld Competitive·.
nas Report, 1990, Geneva. ·
·
.

°

infrastructilre adequacy and executives' expectations of the growth in long tenn employment..
This data was obtained by country from a Business Confidence Survey of executives. The
index was then computed by associating
weights with each variable. The IMO study
concluded that overall, the United States' ranks
second in the G-7, behind Japan, and third out
of all countries surveyed. While the IMDs index contains interesting details on social, economic, and political indicators for the countries
surveyed, the weighting scheme used to has
been criticized in the literature as ad hoc in nature.

Summary of Findings
On the basis of the studies surveyed above,
it appears that the. mid- 1980s represented a
turning point in the national debate about com- ·
petitiveness. Though opinions diverge with respect to how competitiveness can be achieved,
there is a consensus in the economic literature
regarding the following. issues: competitiveness
is .more than a transitory exchange"'.""rate problem ·
which involves macroeconomic variables such
as 8avings and the budget deficit and that more
variables than problems in human resource
managemeilt, capital mobilization, and technology have resulted in lower productivify in U.S.
~rms. Funhermore, there is a need to understand competitiveness broadly in terms of the ·
national standard of living, and therefore,· a va- ' ·
riety of measures should be used in conjunction · ·
with each other toward that end.
·
Finally; as was mentioned above, the litera- ·
ture, except for Poner and the MIT study, has . · ·
focused primarily on competitiveness at the na-:,
tional level, while factors that determine competitiveness at the industry or firm level have
received limited discussion. This repon was an
attempt to analyze the. international competitive-·
ness of the phartnaceuticals industry and to sug-·
gest several measures of competitiveness applicable to this industry and factors that determined these measures.
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I.

I
I

The methodology used in chapter 5 is regression analysis. Both sets of equations, country and firm, are estimated as pooled cross-section time- series models. The country models
use annual data covering the period 1983-88 for
the seven largest pharmaceutical markets:
France, Germany, Japan, Italy, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The firm models also use annual data covering the period
1987-89 for the following firms headquartered
in the United States: Abbott, American Home
Products, Bristol-Myers (in 1989 this firm becomes Bristol-Myers Squibb), Eli Lilly, Johnson
& Johnson, Merck, Pfizer, Shearing-Plough,
Squibb (1987 and 1988), Upjohn, Warner-Lambert; for the following firms headquartered in
Western Europe: Bayer, Ciba-Geigy, Glaxo,
Hoechst, Ingelheim, Rhone-Poulenc, Sandoz,
SmithKline Beecham, Roche; and for the following firms headquartered in Japan; Chu~a.
Daiichi, Eisai, Fujisawa, Sankyo, Sh10nog1, Takeda, Tanabe, and Yamanouchi. Data constraints
limited the sample to these 29 firms.
The models in chapter 5 are estimated using
ordinary least squares based on the covariance
model for pooled data. 1 Accordingly, the models include time dummy variables to allow the
intercept term in the models to vary over time,
and thus, control for other factors that are not
included in the model. In addition, the first set
of estimations (ethical pharmaceutical demand
across countries) uses a two-step procedure. In
the first stage, price is estimated as a function
of the exogenous variables in the demand equation and a productivity variable, which is endogenous to the supply of pharmaceuticals, to
compute its predicted value. In the second
stage, the demand function is. estimated u~ing
the predicted value for the pnce measure mstead of the actual price measure.
1 See Pindyck and Rubinfeld, Econometric Model! and
Economic Forecasts, 2nd ed. (New York: MaGraw Hill Book

Co., 1981), pp. 252-61.
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Equation Specifications
Country Models
Demand
These estimations examine the demand for
ethical pharmaceutical products. The quantity of
pharmaceutical products demanded is derived
from pharmaceutical sales data that are reported
for each country over the time period 1983-88.
The sales data for a given year are divided by
an average pharmaceutical price for that country
to obtain an estimate of the quantity purchased
(QUANTITY). 2 This measure is expressed on a
per capita basis to control for the different sizes
of countries included in the sample.
Several factors are likely to affect the quantity of pharmaceutical products demanded in a
country. One is price, which is expected to be
inversely related to quantity demanded. Price is
measured as the real (inflation adjusted) price
of a common basket of pharmaceutical products
(PRICE). Since price is likely to be endoge- ·
nous, the demand equation is estimated using
the two-stage estimation procedure described
above. A second factor affecting quantity demanded is income. Countries with higher levels
of income are li~ely to demand more pharmaceutical products, all other factors equal, and
therefore, the demand for pharmaceuticals is
expected to be directly related to income (INCOME). Income is measured as real gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.
To control for demographic factors, two additional explanatory variables are included in
the demand estimation. The first measure is the
life expectancy in a country (LIFE). Countries
with higher life expectancies are expected to
demand more pharmaceuticals pr:oducts.3 The
second measure is the population per physician
(DOCTORS). Countries with a relatively lower
population per physician are likely to have a
higher demand for pharmaceuticals, since the
countries in this sample require a prescription to
2
Other researchers have used this technique. For example, see Sam Peltzman, 'The Health Effects of Manditory
Prescriptions," Journal ofLaw and Economics vol. 30, October 1987. pp. 207-38.
3
It is acknowledged that phannaceutical products, over
the long-run, may affect life expectancy as well.

purchase ethical drugs and a ph.(Sician is required to obtain these products.
Finally, a dummy variable (NONUS) is included to distinguish the United States from the
other countries in the sample. This is done be. ·cause in pharmaceutical markets outside the
· United States some sort of government inteivention (direct and indirect) exists. Since many .
countries have control over their pharmaceutical
markets, which sometimes results in lower
prices, the demand for drugs in these markets is
eJ(pected to be higher, and thus, the sign on this
variable to be positive. As an alternative, some
specifications include a Japan dummy variable
(JAPAN) and a Western European dummy variable (EUROPE). This particular configuration
focuses on differences across the three regions:
the United States, Japan, and Western Europe. s
Furthermore, this distinction across regions may
more accurately reflect the differences than are
captured in the U.S./non-U.S. configuration.6
The demand equations are specified as: 7
QUANTITY

QUANTITY

= Po + P1PRICE + P2INCOME +

=

p3DOCTORS + P.iLIFE +
PsNONUS +
P~88 + P1D87 + PsD86 +
p9D85 + P10D84 + Eo
Po + P1PRICE + P2INCOME +
p3DOCTORS + P.iLIFE + .
PsEURqPE +
Pc.JAPAN + P7D88 + P~D87 +
p9D86 + P10D85 + P11D84 +

Eo .
' It should be noted. however, that in some countries it is
possible to plD'chase over-the-counter drugs that are considered prescription drugs in other countries.
5 As an extension to the analysis, a demand equation is
estimated with dummy variables for each non-U.S. country.
However, the results reveal that individual country differences do not matter when other factors affecting demand are
accounted for in the estimation. This not surprising since the
estimation uses such a broad measure to capture the effects
of government policies in the individual countries.
6 The dummy variables in all the estimations need to be
interpreted with care. Although this specification does capture possible differences in government policies, it is unable
to distinguish between specific policies. Moreover, it controls for other differences among the countries that are not
explicitly accounted for in this estimation.
7
These equations are also estimated in logarithmic form
so that the estimated coefficients represent elasticities.

· The results of these estimations are presented in
.
table E-3 below. 8

New Chemical Entities
The next set of estimations examines· the
origination and markeiing of new chemical entities (NCEs), i.e., new ethical drugs. The first set
of equations models the origination global
NCEs. Global'NCEs are those products that are
marketed in at least seven major pharmaceutical
markets including France, Germany, Japan, Italy, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. The global NCEs originating in a .
country (GLOBALNCE) are represented by the
ratio of global NCEs from a particular country
to the total number of global NCEs for a given
year. 9 The level of research commitment in a
country should have an impact on the number
of global NCEs originating from that country.
The measure for research commitment is the
level of real pharmaceutical R&D expenditures
(R&DEXP) in a country both by the firms in
that country and government research efforts.
This research is expected to have a positive effect on the number of global NCEs.
As an economic factor, the analysis also includes the level of real GDP growth
(GROWTH) for a country to control for general
economic activity. A robust economy repre.
sented by real GDP growth should facilitate a
growing pharmaceutical industry spurring firms .
to engage in more R&D, and thus, lead to more
NCEs.
To account for differences in public policies
across countries, the same non-U.S. dummy
(NONUS) is included as before. Dummy variables for Western Europe (EUROPE) and Japan
(JAPAN) are also included to test for diffe8 Some of the variables in this specification may be collinear, e.g., LIFE and DOCTORS. The results of statistical
tests performed on these variables indicated that the degree
of multicollinearity between these variables is not severe
enough to seriously effect the estimations.
9 The year the NCE is first marketed is the reference year
although it may have taken 3 to 5 years for an NCE to qualify
as a global NCE. ·
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rences across regions. The origination of global
NCE equations are specified as:
·
GLOBALNCE =Po + J31R&OEXP +
132GROWTH + p3NONUS +

J34088 + J3sD87 + J361)86 +
J37085 + J3s084 + f:o
GLOBALNCE =Po ·+ J31R&DEXP +·
lhGROWTH + PJEUROPE

+ P<tJAPAN + .
PsD88_ + J361)87 +- P.,086 +
PsD85 + J39D84 + t:o
The results of these estimation5 are presented in
·
table E4 below.
This set of equations examines the location
where ·a11 NCEs (including global) are first marketed. The measure used in this analysis is the
ratio of the number of NCEs first marketed in a
country to the total number of NCEs first marketed in a particular year (NCE). This estimation includes_ two economic factors that may
affect the marketing strategy of an NCE. First is
the level of real drug prices in a country
(PRICE) and second is the overall state of the
economy, represented by the real growth rate of
GDP (GROWTH). Countries with higher prices
and growing economies should attract more
NCEs for introduction because-firms wilLrecognize the strong demand and profit potential in
- those countries.
As a demographic measure, countries with
consumers who spend a higher proportion of
their income on medical expenses should attract
more NCEs. This. measure (MEDICAL) is rep-

resented by the percent households spend on
medical care in a country. Finally, NONUS and
the regional dummies (EUROPE and JAPAN)
are included to capture potential government
influence in the market and regional differences.
The first marketing NCE equations are specified

as:
NCE = Po + J3 1PRICE + jhGROWTH +
PJMEDICAL + P~ONUS +

J3sD88 + J3~87 + P.,086 + PsD85 +
J39084 + t:o
NCE = Po + P1PRICE + P2GROWTH +
PJMEOICAL + J34EUROPE +
PsJAPAN +
J361)88 + P.,087 + PsD86 + J39D85 + ·
P10084 + t:o
The results of these estimations are presented in
table E-5 below.
Table E-1 provides the relative magnitudes
of the variables used in the above country specifications. The statistics reported include the
minimum, maximum, and mean values.

Firm Models
The firm level estimations examine the determinants of global market share and R&D
·productivity for ethical pharmaceuticals across a
sample of 29 firms. See the text of chapter 5
for the discussion of the rec,lSons and expected .
impact of the various explanatory variables used
in the global market share and R&D productivity estimations.

Table E-1
Summary statistics for the country estimation•

Variab/s

De~A1N'T:~r!~~I~~: ...... ; ........•........•..........•..

GLOBALNCE ...........•..............................
NCE .................................................·

Explanatory variables:
PRICE (1985 doliars) ................................... .
INCOME (thousands of 1985 dollars) ...................... .
DOCTORS (population per physician) ...................... .
LIFE (years) .......................................... .
R&DEXP (millions of 1985 dollars) ........................ .
GROWTH (percent) .................................... .
MEDICAL (percent) .................................... .

Source: See below.
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Minimum

Maximum

Msan_

523.76
0.00
0.00

4,212.02
4.00
23.00

1,715.38
0.55
5.33

1.27
4.26.
230.00
74.00
64.00
0.80
7.00

26.73
22.87
780.00
78.00
5,948.13
4.30
14.00

5.80
11.58
514.76
76.10
1,447.28
2.67
10.71

The first set of equations model global market share (MKTSHARE) as a function of R&D
expenditures (R&DEXP), R&D employees
(R&DEMP), sales force employees (SALESEMP), total employees (TOTALEMP), the
number of compounds in R&D (R&DDRUGS)
or alternatively, the number of the firm's own
R&D compounds (OWNDRUGS) and the number of compounds that the firm has licensed
from other firms (LICDRUGS), the non-U.S.
dummy variable, and the time dummy variables.
The market share equations are specified as:
MKTSHARE =Po + P1R&DEXP +
f32R&DEMP + f33SALE
SEMP + f34TOTALEMP +
f3sR&DDRUGS + f3~0NUS
+ f31D89 + f3sD88 + £o
MKTSHARE =Po + f31R&DEXP +
P2R&DEMP + f33SALESEMP + f34TOTALEMP .+
f3sOWNDRUGS + f36LICDRUGS + f37NONUS +
PsD89 + f39D88 + £o
The results of these estimations are presented in
table E-6 below.
The second set of estimations examines the
determinants of a pharmaceutical firm's R&D
productivity. R&D productivity is measured in
two ways~ In the first estimation it is measured
· as the R&D output per R&D employee (OUTPUTEMP), .and in the second estimation it is
measured as the R&D output of the firm (OUTPUT). R&D productivity is modeled in the first
estimation as a function of R&D expenditures
per R&D employee (R&DEXPEMP), R&DEXPEMP2 (to test for diminishing returns), the total number of employees in the firm (TOTALEMP), an interaction term between R&DEXPEMP and TOTALEMP, 10 the level of pharmaceutical R&D performed in the firm's country
(COUNTRYR&D), and the time dummy variables. R&D productivity is modeled in the second estimation as a function of R&D employees
(R&DEMP), R&DEMP2 (to test for diminishing
returns), R&D expenditures (R&DEXP), the
total number of employees in the firm (TOTALEMP), an interaction term between R&DEMP
10 An interaction variable is created by multiplying explanatory variables in an estimating equation. Interaction
terms are often included when one does not believe that the
explanatory variables have the same effect on the dependent
variable given the values of the other explanatory variables.

and TOTALEMP, the level of pharmaceutical
R&D performed in tl1e firm's country (COUNTRYR&D), ahd the time dummy variables. The
productivity equations are specified as:
OUTPUTEMP =

f3o + f31R&DEXPEMP +
f32R&DEXPEMP2 + ~EMP
TOTALl +
f34TOTALEMP + PsCOUNTRYR&D + P6D89 +
P1D88 + £()

OUTPUT

= Po+ P1R&DEMP +
P2R&DEMP2 + p3R&DEXP

+

P~MPrOTAL2

+

PsTOTALEMP + P6COUNTRYR&D + f37D89 +
f3sD88 + £o
The results of these estimations are presented in
table E-7 below.
Table E-2 provides the relative magnitudes
of the variables used in the above firm specifications. The statistics reported include the minimum, maximum, and mean values.

Variable Definitions and Sources.
Country Data
This section provides the definitions and
sources for the variables used in the country
estimations. ·
Dependent Variables
QUANTITY: This measure is computed by
dividing the ethical pharmaceutical sales data
reported for each country by the average nomi~al pharmaceutical price calculated for each
country (discussed below). The sales data were
found in Glaxo 's annual reports (various years)
and were reported in millions of British pounds.
These data were converted to U.S. dollars using
the exchange rates reported in the 1990 Economic Report of the President.
GLOBALNCE: This measure is the number
of NCEs that are marketed in at least seven major pharmaceutical markets including France,
Germany, Japan, Italy, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the United States divided by the
total number of global NCEs originated in that
year. These data. are from P.E. Barral, Fifteen
Years of Pharmaceutical Research Results
Throughout the World (1975-1988).
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Table E-2
Summary atatlstlca for the ftrm estimations

Variable

Minimum

Dependent variables:
· MKTSHARE (percent) .................................. .
OUTPUTEMP · ........................................ .
OUTPUT ............................................ .
Explanatory variables:
·
R&DEXP (millions of 1982·84 dollars) ...................... .
R&DEMP ............................................ .
R&DEXPEMP (thousands of 1982-84 dollars) ................ .
SALESEMP ..•................................. ·...... .
TOTALEMP .......................................... .
R&DDRUGS ......................................... .
OWNDAUGS ...................•.....•.................
LICDRUGS ....................•........•.............
COUNTRYR&D (millions of 1982-84 dollars) ................. .

0.61 .
0.00
14.00
80.08
300.00
50.96
800.00
3,164.00
21.00
14.00
4.00
914.79

Maximum

Mean. ·

4.78
0.06
87.00

1.94
0.03
44.78

745.49
5,100.00
.431.70
8,000.00
167,781.00
110.00
87.00
36.00
6,259.68

314.53
2,323.32
170.19
3,556.02
39,178.49
61.22
44.78
16.44
3,508.89

Source: See below.

NCE: This measure is the number of NCEs
that were first marketed in a given country in a
given year divided by the total number of
NCEs first introduced in that year. These data
were taken from the Scrip Yearbook (various
years) for the years 1985 to 1988; the 1984
data were taken from Scrip No. 959, December
19, 1984; and the 1983 were taken from Scrip
No.'s 857·& 858, December 21 & 26, 1983.
The important difference between GLOBALNCE and NCE is that the former are reported by country of origination while the latter
are reported by country where the NCE was
first marketed.

Explanatory variables
PRICE: This measure is constructed in the
following manner. First, Scrip No. 1329, July
27 1988 reports an average pharmaceutical price
for each country for 1986. These data were expressed in U.S. dollars, which were then converted into each country's currency using the
exchange rates discussed above. Second, an index of pharmaceutical prices or health-care
costs for a country was used to obtain estimates
for the other years included in the sample. For
the United States, the Medical Care Commodities CPI (1990 Economic Report of the President) was used; for Japan, the CPI-All Items
(OECD, Main Economic Indicators Historical
Statistics) was used; for Germany, the German
Pharmaceutical Price Index (1989 Scrip Yearbook) was used; for France, an average of the
French Pharmaceutical Price Index for reim-
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· bursed ethical and over-the-counter (OTC) products (1990 Scrip Yearbook) was used; for Italy,
the CPI-All Items (OECD, Main Economic Indicators Historical Statistics) was used; for the
United Kingdom, the Manufacturers' Price Index for Pharmaceutical Preps ( 1990 Scrip Yearbook) was used; and for Spain, the CPI-All
Items (OECD, Main Economic Indicators Historical Statistics) was used. Third, these price
data were then converted back into U.S. dollars
using the aforementioned exchange rates to
yield an average pharmaceutical price series for
each country. And fourth, these price data were
converted into real terms using various indices
reported in the OECD, Main Economic Indicators Historical Statistics. For the United States,
Japan, France, Italy, and Spain, the respective
CPI-All Items was used; and for Germany and
the United Kingdom, the respective CPI-All
Items (excluding seasonal items) was used.
INCOME: Tiils measure is GDP (expressed
in milliOns of U.S. dollars) for each country
divided by the c~untry's CPI discussed above.
The real values were then expressed in per capita terms using the total population (expressed ·
in millions) for each country. The GDP data
and population data were taken from the World
Development Report (various issues) published
by the United Nations; and the CPI data were
the same as discussed for PRICE.
DOCTORS: This measure is the population
per physician in a country. These data are taken
from the World Development Report (various
issues). Since these data are not reported for

each year, 1984 data were used for 1988 and
1987; 1981 data were used for 1986, 1985, and
1984; and 1980 data were used for 1983. This
potentially understates the actual number doctors in ~ country for any given year. However,
the variation among the countries across time
appears_ reasonable.
LIFE: This variable is the life expectancy. for
the population expressed in. years. These were
fo\,llld in the World Development Report (various issues).
R&DEXP: This variable is the value of ·
R&D expenditures by the pharma~utical indus·c.,try for each country, expressed in each coun,;,:.~try's currency. These data were convened into
"· 'U;S. dollars using the exchange rates discussed
for PRICE. These data were then deflated using
the CPI data for each country that were also
discussed for PRICE. These data for R8£.D were ..
found ·in the 1989 and 1990 Japan Data Book
published by the Japanese Pharmaceutical manufacturers Association.
GROWfH: This measure is simply the percentage change in Gross Domestic Product for a
given year relative to 1980 for the years 1985
to 1988, and relative to 1973 for the years 1983
and 1984. These data were taken from the
World Development Report (various issues).
MEDICAL: This is the pereentage of total ·
household consumption spent on medical care.
Since these data were reponed for. only one
year, the same data were used in all years of
the sample. This, however, may be reasonable
since the percentage for a given country is not
likely to significantly change over this short
time period. These data were taken from the
1990 World Development Report.
NONUS: This variable is a binary measure
that has the value of 1 for the noil-U.S. countries in the sample, and a ·value of 0 for the
United States.
EUROPE and JAPAN: These variables are
binary measures that have the value of 1 for
Western European countries or Japan , and 0
otherwise.·
Di, i=l984 to 1988: These variables are
binary measures that have the value of 1 for
year i, and 9 otherwise.
PRODUCTIVITY: This measure is used as a
cost shifter in the first stage estimation of the
demand function. The rationale is that the

two-stage estimation procedure requires a parameter that is likely to shift the supply function, but not the demand function, and this is a:·
plausible measure. This measure is an output-per-man-hour· index for manufacturing reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
for all countries except Spain. The index for
Spain. was constructed in the following manner.
Since the aforementioned index is based in
1982, a value of 100 was assumed for Spain in
1982. The next step was to use the data for the
percentage change in labor productivity in manufacturing (OECD Economic Surveys, Spain) to
construct the value of the index in latter years.

Firm Data
This section provides the definitions and
sources for the variables used in the firm esti·
mations.
Dependent Variables
MKTSHARE: This variable is the global
market share for the firm in ethical pharmaceuticals.· For 1989, .the global sales of ethical
drugs are from Pharma Profiles, published by
Shearson-Lehman. The data on ethical sales for
1987 and 1988 were derived in the following
manner using these figures .. The ratio of ethical
sales to ethical and OTC sales for 1989 was
multiplied by the amount of ethicat and OTC
sales (from the 1990 Japan Data Book) for
1987 and 1988 to calculate an approximation ·
for ethical sales of the sample firms. The ethical sales data for each of the years is then divided by the amount of global ethical drug
sales in each of the three years. The global ethical sales data are from Glaxo 's annual reports.
OUTPUTEMP: This variable is the number
of R&D compounds per R&D employee in a
firm. These data are from Scrip Yearbook (various years).
OUTPUT: This variable is the number of
R&D compounds developed by the firm. It does
not include compounds that the firm has licensed from other firms. These data are from
Scrip Yearbo.ok (various years).
Explanatory Variables
R&DEXP: This variable measures the level
of pharmaceutical R&D expenditures by the
firm in constant 1985 dollars. The nominal
R&D data for 1989 are from Pharma Profiles
and the nominal data for 1987 and 1988 are
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from the 1990 Japan Data Book. To calculate
the real level of R&D expenditures, these data
were divided by the CPI for the country in
which the firm is headquartered.
R&DEMP: This variable represents the number of R&D employees for each firm. The 1989
data are from Pharma Profiles. The 1987 data
are from the 1990 Scrip Yearbook. Since data
from 1988 were unavailable, 1989 data are used
as a proxy for 1988 assuming that there is little
year-to-year change in the number of R&D employees.
R&DEXPEMP: This variable measures the
amount of R&D expenditures per R&D employee and is calculated as a ratio of the above
·
two variables.
SALESEMP: This variable measures the size
of the salesforce for each firm. The 1989 data
are from Pharma Profiles. The 1989 data are
used as a proxy for the 1987 and 1988 sales
force levels based on the assumption that there
is unlikely to be a significant change in the size
of a firm's sales .force in such a short period of
time.
TOTALEMP: This variable is the total num-.
ber of employees for the firms in this sample.
The 1987 and 1988 data are from the Japan
Data Book (various years). The level of employment' for 1989 is calculated by scaling the
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1988 figures by the grc;>wth rate of a firm's employment between ·1987 and 1988.
R&DDRUGS, OWNDRUGS and LICDRUGS: these variables represent the number
of R&D drugs that a fimi has in its pipeline in
a given year. R&DDRUGS is the total number
of drugs in research. OWNDRUGS are those
compounds developed by the firm and LICDRUGS are those compounds that are licensed
from other firms. These data are from Scrip
Yearbook (various years).
COUNTRYR&D: This variable represents
the total .amount of pharmaceutical R&D carried
out in a country in a given year by both firms
· in that country and national research efforts.
The 1987 and 1988 data are from the Japan
Data Book (various years). The level of country
phannaceutical R&D for 1989 is calculated by
scaling the 1988 figures by the growth rate of a
country's R&D expenditures between 1987 and
1988.
NONUS: This variable is a binary measure
that has the value of 1 for those firms that are
headquartered outside the United States, and a
value of 0 for U.S.-headquartered firms.

to

Di, i= 1988
1989: These variables are
binary measures that have the value of 1 for
year i, and O otherwise.
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APPENDIXG
GLOSSARY

Gl~ry

of Terms and Acronyms

Al-Active ingredient. The specific chemical in
a fonnulated drug that exhibits the desired medical result
ABC-Association of Biotechnology Companies.
A U.S. trade association representing the biotechnology industry.
ANDA-Abbreviated New Drug Application. A
simplified submission pennitted for a duplicate of
an already approved drug.
Biologics-Defined in 21CFR600.3, as any virus, therapeutic serum, toxin, antitoxin, or analogous product applicable to the prevention, treatment or cure of diseases or injuries of man.
Biopharmaceuticals-Phannaceutical products
produced by the application of biotechnology.
"Blockbuster drugs"-A tenn for drugs that
have attained worldwide acceptance and initial
world wide sales in the tens of millions of dollars.
Brandname-The name given to a drug by an
individual company used to associate the drug
with the company.

Drug Price Competition and Patent Reform
Term Restoration Act (Waxman Hatch
Act)-Legislation enacted in 1984 that contained
provisions to allow panial restoration of an innovative drug's patent tenn up to five years, depending on the amount of time lost during regulatory
review. It also amended the FDCA to provide for
ANDAs for generic versions of previously approved drugs.
EFPIA-European Federation of Phannaceutical
Industry Associations. The federation of the national phannaceutical industry associations in 16
European countries.
EUREKA-European Research Cooperation
Agency. A 19-member organization including the
countries of the EC, EFrA, and Turkey Conned in
1985 to stimulate cross-border cooperation in industrial research in order to heighten Europe's
productivity and compe~itiveness in the world
market.
Ethical drug- A drug available only through a
prescription issued by a physician.
FDCA-Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
(21 USC 301 et seq.).
Formulary-A book containing a list of medicinal substances and fonnulas.

CPMP-Committee on Proprietary Medicinal
Products. A committee established during
1975-87 by the European Commission to examine
matters relating to the extent, suspension, or revocation of marketing authorities.

Generic name-The common name for a specific
drug irrespective of the producer.

Chuikyo-Central Social Insurance Medical
Council (Japan).
-

HMO-Health Maintenance Organization. The
generic name for a U.S. private health plan.

DEAA-See below, U.S. Drug Exports Amendments Act of 1986.

URA-Health Refonn Act. Legislation enacted
in 1989 in Germany that fixes reimbursement levels for products that are off patent and that have a·
relatively high volume of sales.

Detailing-Calls made by a company's sales
force on physicians to describe a product's efficacy and the benefits to the patient that would accrue through use of the product

IBA-Industrial Biotechnology Association. A
trade association for th.e U.S. biotechnology industry.

Drug Pipeline-The progress of new drugs
through the discovery, development, and marketing phases. A drug may fail at any stage in the
pipeline and be eliminated from the finn 's ponfolio of potential new products. Several drugs can
be in the pipeline simultaneously.
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Generic products--Generic products are
non-patented products.

IND-Investigational New Drug Application. An
application that a drug sponsor must submit to
FDA before beginning tests of a new drug on hu·
mans.
IPR-Intellectual Propeny Rights. The tenn for
issues dealing with patent righ~.

Glosary of

Ter~

and Acronyms-Continued

Innovative fU"m-A drug manufacturer which
invents, develops, and, in most cases, markets a
new product. Such finns dedicate a significant
share of sales to primary research and develop·
ment activities.
JETRO-Japanese Economic and Trade Research Organization. A Japanese Governmental
agency dealing with Japanese international trade
issues.
JPWA-Japan Phannaceutical Wholesalers Association. A Japanese trade organization for the
Japanese phannaceutical industry.
Koseisho-Ministry of Health and Welfare. A
Japanese Government agency.

NHS-National Health Service. The name of the
United Kingdom's national health program.
NIH-National Institutes of Health. The U.S.
agency responsible for coordinating federal research activities.
ODA-see below, Orphan Drug Act of 1983.
OTC-Over-the-counter. See "proprietary products" below.
Orphan Drug Act of 1983-Legislation that provides technical and economic assistance and economic incentives to phannaceutical companies to
develop and market products for the treatment of
rare diseases.

MOSS-Market Oriented Sector Specific. Intergovernmental talks between the United States and
Japan concerning a variety of trade issues that
transpired during the 1980s.

PMA-Phannaceutical Manufacturers Association. A U.S. trade organization forthe U.S.
phannaceutical industry.

MHW-Ministry of Health and Welfare (Koseisho). A Japanese Government agency.

Parallel imports-A European phenomenon referring to the importing of products from countries
with low costs

Medicament-Any medical substance used in
therapy.
Me-too Products-Defined broadly as a product
that is therapeutically similar to an existing pharmaceutical product. Some "me-loo's" are alsO. •
chemically similar to the existing product.
MITI-Ministry of International Trade and Industry. A Japanese Government agency.
NCBC-North Carolina Biotechnology Center.
NSF-National Science Foundation. A U.S. governmental agency concerned with domestic and
international science issues.

Pharmacokinetics-The chemical kinetics (e.g.
chemical reaction mechanisms) of pharmaceuticals.
Pharmacopeia-A publication issued by an officially recognized authority describing drugs,
chemicals, and medicinal preparations (e.g., the
United States Pharmacopeia (U.S.P.).
Pharmacovigilance-Tenn used by the Commis- .
sion of the European Communities, which includes an infonnation on adverse drug reactions,
the scientific evaluation of these adverse drug
reactions, and the regulatory decisions resulting
from such evaluations.

NCE-New Chemical Entity. The generic name
for a chemical that is being tested or marketed as
a potential drug. The compound can be at any
stage in the development process from discovery
to initial marketing.

Physicochemical-process pertaining to both
physics and chemistry.

NDA-New Drug Application. An application
requesting FDA approval to market a new drug
for human use in interstate commerce. The application must contain, among other things, data
from clinical studies needed for FDA review.

PPRS-Phannaceutical Price Regulation
Scheme. The name, since 1978, of the United
Kingdom's national system to maintain price levels that allow for a "a reasonable return on capital". See VPRS below.

Proprjetary products-Proprietary products are
non-prescription, over-the-counter drugs.
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Glossary of Terms and Acronyms-Continued
Recombinant DNA technology-The techniques
used to insert ponions of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) from the same or dissimilar species into a
selected strand of DNA.
Review clock-Time frame of 180 days allowed
FDA to review NDAs.
Sil-Structural Impediments Initiatives. The
acronym given to the United States-Japan trade
negotiations relating to non-tariff barriers to U.S.
trade with Japan.
Strategic alliances-Specific arrangements between two companies to develop a product allowing both sides to benefit, but does not involve a
merger.
Teratogen-An agent or influence that causes
physical defects in the developing embryo.
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Therapeutic clustering-A term applied to the
administrative practice of the German Government of grouping together drug products for similar indications at similar price levels for reimbursement by either health insurance organizations or the national health system.
U.S. Drug Exports Amendments Act of
1986-Legislation that allows U.S. pharmaceutical producers to export products, under certain
conditions, to any of 21 countries enumerated in
the legislation.
VPRS-Voluntary Price Regulation Scheme-The name from 1957 to 1978 for the United Kingdom's national system to maintain price levels
that allow for a "reasonable return on capital."
See PPRS above.

APPENDIXH
INDIVIDUALS, COMPANIES, AND
ORGANIZATIONS VISITED AND/OR CONTACTED
IN THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY

Organizations and Individuals Interviewed or Contacted
In Japan.

In Western Europe.

Bristol-Myers Squibb K.K.
Eisai Co., LTD.
Embassy of the United States
Goldman Sachs (Japan) Corp.
Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
Japan Upjohn Limited
KMBJapan
Lederle (Japan), LTD.
Ministry of Health and Welfare
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
Pfizer Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association (Japan)
Sankyo Company LTD.
SmithKline Beecham Seiyaku
Takeda Chemical Industries, LTD.
Yamanouchi Pharmaceutical Co., LTD.

The Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries' Associations (EFPIA)
Glaxo Holdings p.l.c.
Guerbet, S.A.
Dr. Heinz Redwood
The Institute of Economic Affairs
Lehman Brothers International
Lilly Research Centre
A. Menarini Chemical and Pharmaceutical Laboratories
Merrell Dow France
Merck Sharp & Dohme (Europe)
Pfizer International
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
Rhone-Poulenc
Schering-Plough Ltd.
Sigma Tau
SmithKline Beecham
Syndical National de l'Industrie Pharmaceutique
University of London
Dr. Stuart Walker

In the United States
Amgen
Booz-Allen & Hamilton
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Burroughs Wellcome
Center Fot The Study Of Drug Development, Tufts
University
Cetus
Chiron
Ciba Geigy
Cyanamid International, Lederle Division
Duke Universitiy, Deparunent of Economics
Embassy of Japan
Ernst & Young, High Technology Industry Services
Financial World
Genentech
Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association
Glaxo
Johnson and Johnson
Hoechst~Roussel

Industrial Biotechnology Association
Marion Merrell Dow
Merck
North Carolina Biotechnology Center
Oxford Pharmaceutical Services, Inc.
Pfizer
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association
Sandoz
Schering Plough
Shearson Lehman Hutton
SmithKline Beecham
Syntex
Upjohn
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
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